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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

By the early 1960s, a growing number of geographers realized that in order to
comprehend and exist in an urban environment, people have to learn a critical subset of
information from the variety of their urban experiences in a city. In doing so, people
sense, store, record and create knowledge structures about urban environments, and
attach different meaning to them. It was an explicit recognition in human geography
that there is an obvious relationship between personal knowledge about an objective
environment and human behavior. Therefore, behavioral research emphasized the
critical role of individual’s knowledge of space (cognitive maps) in understanding their
behavior in space. The way was open for the development of a cognitive-behavioral
approach seeking to understand the spatial decision-making process of individuals
(Timmermans and Golledge, 1990).
Since then, a cognitive map - the individual’s unique internal knowledge about
experienced environment - in studying spatial interaction have intrigued scholars in a
variety of disciplines, including geography (e.g., Golledge et al., 1969; Golledge and
Zannaras, 1973; Briggs, 1973), psychology (e.g., Miller et al., 1960; Canter and Tagg,
1075; Shepard, 1968, 1972; Piaget and Inhelder, 1967; Siegal and White, 1975), urban
design (e.g., Appleyard, 1973; Harrison and Sarre, 1975) and architecture (e.g., Lynch,
1962; Lee, 1969; Kreimer, 1973). The first studies urged more research into the
cognitive mapping process – the process of spatial knowledge acquisition and their
1
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organization in the mind that involves sensing, encoding, storage and manipulation of
experienced information about the nature of one’s spatial environment. The results of
this research indicate that people have different methods of encoding spatial data and
their knowledge of physical spaces and built environments is organized in identifiable
ways. Personal and situation factors have been identified that have direct and indirect
effect on the development of cognitive maps. Among the well-known identified effects
of personal factors on the development of cognitive maps are age, gender, cultural
background, socio-economic status and individual abilities (e.g., Orleans, 1973;
Banerjee and Baer, 1984; Montello et al., 1999; Kitchin and Blades, 2002;
Mondschein, 2006). Situational factors that can influence spatial learning are the
physical characteristics of the urban environment and used transport modes (e.g.,
Lynch, 1960; Zannaras, 1976; Hart, 1981; Mondschein et al., 2010; Chorus and
Timmermans, 2010). Much early work in this field was focused on the definition of
components, the properties and the development of mental maps (spatial microgenesis)
and the understanding of spatial reasoning.
During the last decades the interest in the concept of a cognitive map continued.
Transportation and urban planning researchers have begun to engage in cognitive
mapping, acknowledging the twofold nature of the relationship between individuals’
cognitive maps and spatial behaviors. On the one hand, cognitive maps play a crucial
role in decision making when planning travel in urban environments: travelers can only
choose from options of which they are aware. On the other hand, by traveling people
learn about the environment and update their knowledge, enlarging their set of feasible
opportunities. In this regard, the growing concern in the field of transportation
modeling is to include information on traveler’s states of knowledge – their cognitive
awareness or cognitive maps of the travel environment – for predicting more realistic
travel behavior (e.g., Weston and Handy, 2004; Golledge and Garling, 2004; Hannes et
al., 2006).
To date, only limited work has been carried out along these lines. Thus far, much of the
focus in transportation research has been placed on how cognitive mapping influences
path selection, the routes chosen by travelers (Mondschein et al., 2006). Spatial search,
cognitive learning and dynamic choice sets are all ignored in most existing models of
spatial choice (Arentze and Timmermans, 2005).
However, the link between cognitive maps and travel behavior extends beyond route
choice. For example, when a newcomer moves to an unknown city, he needs to explore
the city and learns new alternatives of his potential action space and in doing so he
builds his choice set and constructs an individual activity space. In this context, any
activity-based model is incomplete if it does not integrate how fast individuals learn
2
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about their new urban environment and if it does not reflect the changes in a current
state of internal knowledge about the potential activity space.
This lack of attention can be explained by the fact that models of cognitive maps and
spatial learning include parameters that need to be estimated from real world data. In
this regard, two sources of data are required: (1) data on cognitive mapping process and
(2) data on actual travel behavior. For instance, Arentze and Timmermans (2005)
developed a model, based on Bayesian beliefs networks, that addresses the problem of
how mental maps and spatial learning can be modeled and integrated into microsimulations of activity-travel choice. Nevertheless, it is based on hypothetical data.
To successfully incorporate behavioral dynamics in activity-based models, detailed and
extensive datasets concerning activity-travel behavior during several weeks or even
months are required. To date, there is a relatively small number of longitudinal activitytravel surveys. The main difficulty is the high respondent burden implied by longduration surveys. Traditionally, the main modes of data collection employed in
transport surveys in general are self-completed questionnaires or activity-travel diaries,
and interviews (Hannes et al., 2006). Several studies, that examine behavioral
variability for multi-week data, are based on the German Mobidrive dataset – a
continuous 6-week travel diary survey conducted in 1999 in two German cities Halle
and Karlsruhe (Schonfelder and Axhausen, 2001; Axhausen et al., 2002; Schlich and
Axhausen, 2003; Susilo and Kitamura, 2005; Tarigan and Kitamura, 2009; Tarigan et
al., 2012). Recently, more sophisticated methods for data collection have been
developed, representing a shift from activity-travel diaries to GPS surveying. GPS data
collection has many advantages over traditional surveying methods by providing more
accurate spatial and temporal data and reducing respondents burden through use of
automated data imputation procedures. (e.g., Battele, 1997; Wolf et al., 2004; Doherty
et al., 2006; Bohte and Maat, 2009).
Over the years, several research techniques have been developed in an attempt to derive
knowledge on individual cognitive mapping process. The most commonly used
technique is the sketch map combined with verbal descriptions. The sketch map
technique is used to reveal an overall understanding of general layout and topological
aspects of spatial knowledge. Sets of sketch maps produced over a certain time period
can provide information on the process of spatial learning.
Yet, data collected from these longitudinal surveys do not include information on
individual knowledge about the spatial learning process, while empirical studies on
cognitive maps development have centered only on information about spatial
characteristics of the environment - what is known about the location, possible
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destination and feasible choice alternatives. The behavioral component is included to a
limited degree. Usually, information on travel modes is considered, but no information
on actual activity travel behavior is collected (e.g., Mondschein et al., 2010) or
retrospective self-reported information is available concerning the average number of
trips per week in a city in general (e.g., Chorus and Timmermans, 2010).
In this regard, there is clear evidence that data collected with GPS on activity locations
and route choice decisions provide a potential for investigating spatial learning process,
hence the formation of cognitive maps. If the data on activity-travel behavior are
collected over a long time horizon, then a significant part of the places that is encoded
in the person’s cognitive map is likely to be visited. Hence, the link can be investigated
between individual cognitive knowledge and actual behavior, such as which locations
have been visited, for how long and related types of behaviors. Therefore, there will be
an idea how individual learns over time by comparing actual activity-travel patterns
with knowledge elicited from individual cognitive maps by the means of other
techniques. These insights will enable transportation modelers to greatly enhance the
realism of behavioral models related to issues of imperfect information and delineation
of choice sets (location choice), by including learning dynamics that represent a result
of interaction between an individual and space over time – individual knowledge
concerning already known and new learnt opportunities in an environment.

1.2

Research Goals

In the line with these considerations, this PhD thesis contributes to the literature on
learning dynamics in an urban environment based on the longitudinal activity-travel
data collected over several weeks time horizon. Therefore, this PhD research project
aims to analyze how newcomers learn about the city. To this end, the first goal of the
thesis is to examine the learning processes of newcomers – how they learn an
unfamiliar environment and develop their activity spaces and cognitive knowledge over
time. Using existing concepts and theories on spatial learning process, this empirical
research examines: (1) the spatial learning process itself - how fast individuals
learn/explore a new urban environment over a certain time period, (2) a spatial product
of the learning process - structure and extent of an individual activity space, (3) a
cognitive product of the learning process – individual spatial and non-spatial
knowledge about an urban environment, (4) a relationship between a cognitive product
and a spatial product of individuals.
In the context of the learning process, it is crucial to understand the level of interaction
– behavioral component or experience – with all choice locations in the urban
environment. In this regard, longitudinal data on activity-travel behavior of newcomers
have to be collected. Therefore, the second goal of the thesis is to develop an approach
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to impute automatically activity-travel patterns from GPS traces. The formulation and
development of this approach is based on an extensive literature review of the state-ofthe-art GPS studies. Hence, in addition to the first theoretical contribution - enrichment
of studies on spatial learning process, the development of imputation approach is a
methodological contribution of this thesis.

1.3

Research Approach

This study aims to investigate different aspect of spatial learning process. Broadly
speaking, learning can be defined as change. This change concerns behavioral, spatial
and cognitive aspects. In this regard, to investigate different dimensions of the same
phenomenon – spatial learning process - this PhD thesis integrates: (1) different
datasets, (2) different theories and (3) different methods of data analyses. Different
theories originated from behavioral geography and environmental psychology are
integrated to study spatial learning, such as the cognitive map concept, theories on
microgenesis of spatial knowledge, activity space and sense of place concepts.
The different datasets involve GPS tracking technology, a sketch maps technique and a
web-based survey with open-ended questions. Based on different datasets the study
uses a combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis methods. For example,
information from GPS data collection is used for studying the spatial product of the
learning process - structure and extent of an individual activity space - and the
temporal aspects of spatial knowledge acquisition - how fast individuals learn/explore
a new urban environment over a certain time period. An observed set of learned areas
over the 9-week period derived from GPS traces and the TwoStep Cluster method were
used for identifying several clusters of individuals. The identified clusters were
visualized with Google Earth Tools and the Geospatial Visual Analytics. In the study
cognitive mapping technique based on the sketch maps is used to investigate a
relationship between spatial and cognitive products of the learning process. Openended questions form web-surveys in combination with information from GPS traces
are utilized for studying the development of spatial and non-spatial knowledge in
relation to individual activity-travel patterns. In this regard, qualitative analysis and
regression technique are applied.
In addition to limited resources, the sample was kept small to study participants in
detail. 28 participants were tracked continuously over 12-week time period. For
qualitative research the guiding principle is the concept of saturation - the sample is
large enough when the data captures the desired analysis. In this regard the sample size
is based on expected reasonable coverage of the phenomenon given the purpose of the
study. For instance, Mehndiratta et al. (2003) used a survey technique based on openended interviews to explore decision aspects of travel behavior. They claim that a
5
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typical sample size for qualitative research should include around twenty respondents.
Hannes et al. (2007, 2008) conducted a qualitative research and interviewed twenty
participants to reveal spatial factors that appear in the destination and travel mode
choice heuristics when planning daily activity travel behavior. In explaining the spatial
knowledge acquisition process Ishikawa and Montello (2006) and Spencer and
Weetman (1981) recruited a sample of students with twenty-four and thirty participants
respectively. Of course, a small sample means that generalizability to some larger
population is not considered. Depending on the purpose of the study, the richness of
data that allows studying a phenomenon form different perspectives is more important
than the number of participants.
In light of the above, a small homogeneous sample of newcomers who moved to
Eindhoven (the Netherlands) for study or work was used in this research. A sampling
strategy is based on several considerations. First, individuals’ knowledge about an
urban environment is cumulative and comprehensive. Therefore, in the frame of this
thesis it was assumed that the best way for capturing changes of individual spatial
learning and for understanding the complexity of spatial knowledge, one should look
how newcomers first exposed to an area learn about the urban environment over time,
assuming that they start to learn from the ZERO point. Second, theoretical and
empirical studies showed that gender, age, household size, parenthood, used transport
modes, social class have a significant effect on individual activity-travel behaviors
(e.g., Orleans, 1973; Banerjee and Baer, 1984; Montello et al., 1999; Kitchin and
Blades, 2002; Mondschein, 2006). Consequently, it was decided to consider a
homogeneous sample of newcomers in relation to these factors for studying the spatial
learning process. Third, for studying different aspects of the spatial learning process the
study combines qualitative and quantitative technique. Due to the fact that the study
focuses on the homogenous sample size, and it does not aim to generalize to a large
population and aims to study different aspect of spatial learning process on a base of
different datasets, on this ground it was decided to use a sample size, which includes
not more than 30 participants, that allows to collect more reach data. It satisfies
requirements of a sample size for both qualitative and quantitative techniques. Around
30 participants is a typically suggested sample for qualitative analysis. For quantitative
research is the minimum acceptable sample size for statistical significance, therefore,
the derived results should be rather seen as indicative, but not conclusive.

1.4

Thesis Structure

Considering the goals of the study, this thesis introduces the theoretical framework of
the spatial learning process, reports a development of the approach for automatic
interpretation of activity-travel patterns from GPS traces collected over a multi-week
period for the analysis of spatial learning process, reports on a data collection with GPS
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technology and presents results of analyses of different aspects of the learning process
related to the mentioned research goals. After this introduction, the remainder of the
thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces a theoretical framework that provides the context of further
analyses. The chapter discusses previous research and conceptualizations on spatial
learning, cognitive maps and individual activity space. The chapter closes emphasizing
the lack of existing empirical work on spatial dynamics due to the limited amount of
available multi-week datasets and argues the potential of advanced tracking
technologies for collecting such data.
Chapter 3 then sets out to examine this potential by providing an overview of
experiences with advanced tracking technologies in behavioral research. Advantages
and shortcomings of different tracking technologies are discussed. The decision of
using GPS technology for the current research is motivated. In this regard, the chapter
provides a comprehensive summary of the state-of-the-art of GPS studies: their
evolution over the last 30 years and the current research frontier. A significant
challenge faced in using GPS technology is to determine trips with corresponding
transport modes and activity locations with related activity types from the raw GPS
traces. Therefore, the chapter also reviews existing imputation algorithms as a
methodological foundation for the chapter 4.
Based on these results, Chapter 4 then reports the development of a system
TraceAnnotator for automatic imputation of different facets of activity-travel patterns
from GPS tracers by using Bayesian belief networks. The design of the system – the
basic principles and modules – are described in detail. This development process
includes a description of pilot studies to evaluate the accuracy of the system. The
developed system was used for the multi-week data collection with GPS technology.
Chapter 5 describes the main GPS data collection procedure and characteristics of the
obtained data set. The chapter focuses on the following aspects: administration
procedure of data collection, data cleaning and description of the data set. In addition,
the study area and a dedicated zoning system developed for the study area are
introduced.
In line with the overall goals and focus, Chapter 6 reports the analysis and results on
the spatial learning process – how fast newcomers learn a new urban environment over
time. The results reveal different learning patterns of newcomers. In this regard, the
definition of learning style is introduced. For the data analysis the TwoStep cluster
method and a visualization technique are used. Several learners’ styles of newcomers
are identified and labeled.
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Next, Chapter 7 investigates the spatial aspect (spatial product) of the learning process
- spatial reach and structure of activity spaces of newcomers. The term typical activity
space profile is proposed. As in the previous chapter, a combination of the TwoStep
cluster method and visualization techniques are applied for data analysis. Newcomers
are grouped into several clusters according to their typical activity space profile.
Chapter 8 explores the relationship between identified typical activity space profiles of
participants and their spatial knowledge - general understanding of the structure of the
urban environment. The spatial knowledge of participants was elicited from the sketch
maps. The comparison of visualized typical activity space profiles with sketch maps
produced by participants allows to explore the link between knowledge encoded in
cognitive maps and activity-travel behaviors of individuals.
Chapter 9 further examines the relationship between cognitive maps and actual
behavior of participants (visiting frequencies and duration). The chapter analyzes
progression stages of spatial knowledge and development of individual meaning
toward locations (non-spatial dimension of a cognitive map), taking into consideration
actual behaviors. A set of regression models in combination with qualitative descriptive
analysis is applied.
Finally, Chapter 10 discusses the main findings of the research project and reflects on
its advantages and limitations. Suggestions for future research are formulated.
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Theoretical Framework

2.1

Introduction

Over the past five decades, scientists in a variety of fields have been examining
questions related to the process of acquiring and forming spatial knowledge, the nature
of cognitive maps and their role in everyday life. This chapter provides a theoretical
framework of this thesis. Previous research - that has direct relevance to the issues that
are addressed in the framework and the introduction chapter – is discussed. More
specifically, the main theme of this chapter is to emphasize the link between spatial
learning, cognitive maps and individual activity space.
In what follows, we draw on concepts and theories from a variety of disciplines as a
means of examining the process of the spatial learning and discuss the products of such
knowledge acquisition – cognitive product (individual knowledge) and spatial product
(individual activity space). The second section of this chapter introduces the
components of the theoretical framework. The third section defines the spatial learning
process. The fourth section focuses on the concept of a cognitive map. Next, in the fifth
section, spatial and non-spatial dimensions of cognitive maps are clarified,
incrementally introducing theories from environmental psychology and behavioral
geography. The sixth section discusses concepts of individual activity space and
potential action space. The seventh section addresses the previous research on analysis
of spatial and temporal characteristics of activity and action spaces. The final section
9
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evaluates the relationship between the introduced concepts and draws the attention to
the importance of longitudinal surveys to record individual behavior for analyzing the
dynamics of spatial learning process.

2.2

Framework

The theoretical framework focuses on two aspects of spatial learning: (1) how
individuals learn (the process) and (2) what individuals learn (the products). The
framework that integrates these both aspects is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
According to the framework, when an individual (newcomer) is placed in an unfamiliar
environment (potential action space) he will be involved in a place-learning experience
in order to establish his everyday activities (individual activity space). Depending on
the type of behavior, purpose of behavior, personal characteristics and different
external factors, urban experience can be spread over greater or smaller lengths of time.
Thus, in the framework the spatial learning process is identified as the speed and
nature of an individual’s urban experience, how fast an individual learns new city areas
over a period of time, constructing his individual activity space.
What we learn about an urban environment is defined as the product of the learning
process. In this regard, an individual activity space can be defined as a spatial product
of urban experience that represents the actual physical environment with which one has
had interactions. The focus of the study is to investigate the spatial reach and the
structure of activity spaces.
The place-learning experience is a cognitive process (Golledge and Stimson, 1997).
Individual knowledge about a city (cognitive map) - that develops as a result of spatial
learning and accommodates information about that part of the urban environment with
which an individual had interactions - represents a cognitive product of spatial
learning. In this framework, we differentiate between spatial and non-spatial
dimensions of cognitive maps. The study examines the development (dynamics) of the
spatial and non-spatial knowledge over time and the relation between this development
and individual interactions with an urban environment.
The spatial dimension of cognitive map knowledge is related to the general
understanding of the structure of an urban environment – individuals’ ability recalling
city layout and connecting locations. The development (microgenesis) of spatial
knowledge is examined in regard to their different levels of detail, such as recognition
of city areas, landmarks and routes recalling for orientation and wayfinding purposes.
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Finally, in the theoretical framework, the non-spatial dimension of cognitive maps
knowledge refers to the attachment of certain meanings by an individual to the
experienced urban environment. Presumably, attachment of meanings depends on the
characteristics of the experienced environment and the types and intensity of behavioral
interactions, such as number and duration of visits. The components of the theoretical
framework are explained and discussed further.

Figure 2.1 Framework of the Spatial Learning
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2.3

Spatial Learning Process

A major research question that has attracted much theoretical interest concerns the
structure of spatial knowledge about environments and the process of spatial
knowledge acquisition in a new environment, which is known as spatial learning (e.g.,
Schemyakin, 1962; Siegal and White, 1975; Downs and Stea, 1973; Golledge, 1978;
Kuipers, 1978). Down and Stea (1973) stated that learning essentially consists of a
growth of knowledge, and that behavior is a function of knowledge. According to
Piaget and Inhelder (1967), learning in its strict sense concerns the acquisition of any
specific information from the environment; in its broad sense the information acquired
through experience. Thus, individual knowledge about an urban environment develops
(grows) over time and this development (growing) primarily occurs through
environmental interaction.
If we assume that individuals accumulate spatial information continuously, then new
information is incorporated into previously existing knowledge and affects the way
prior knowledge has been organized. In this regard, the development process of spatial
knowledge can be quantified and defined as:

where, L is the learning process when through experience knowledge is updated with
new information;
is updated knowledge by incorporation of new information
into the existing level of knowledge about places .
In order to identify a growth of knowledge, the level of old and new knowledge in the
learning process needs to be considered.

2.4

Cognitive Map

Spatial learning occurs through the cognitive processing of environmental interactions
and the construction of the corresponding mental structures. Portugali (1996) described
environmental learning as a process by which the individual is constructing patterns in
the external environment and corresponding patterns in the internal environment - in
the mind. These corresponding patterns that are formed in the internal environment
reside in an individual cognitive map. The term cognitive map was introduced by
Tolman (1948), who trained rats to find routes in a maze in search for food. Tolman
assumed that spatial experiences lead to a complex mental representation of the
environment. He argued that rats’ navigation performance could not be explained only
by response patterns to the food source, but in fact rats learnt spatial relations and
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structures and can easily proceed from an origin to destination by retracing a previously
learned route.
By the mid 1960s, scholars primarily in the field of human geography and
environmental psychology became exposed to this appealing concept and adopted the
idea that the representation of spatial and other information in the mind is encoded in
map form (e.g., Downs and Stea, 1973) or environmental images (e.g., Lynch, 1960;
Siegel and White, 1975) or cognitive collages (e.g., Tversky, 1993). Abundant
research, accumulated over the past 50 years, on spatial knowledge and cognitive maps
has been conducted by psychologists, urban planners and geographers (e.g., Lynch,
1960; Downs and Stea, 1973; Siegel and White, 1975; Moore and Golledge, 1976;
Kuipers, 1982; Portugali, 1996; Golledge and Timmermans, 1990; Herzog, 1992;
Golledge and Stimson, 1997). By cognitive map scholars mean the body of knowledge
of a large-scale environment that is acquired by integrating observations over time, and
is used to find routes and determine the relative positions of places (Kuipers, 1983).
In general, the term ‘cognitive map’ is used as a metaphor or as a hypothetical
construct (Kitchin, 1994). Geographers accepted the broadest definition of a cognitive
map – our internal model of the world in which we live. The map concept, however, is
a convenient one for summarizing the processes involved in making a geographically
structured travel plan. Accordingly, a construction of a cognitive map includes
establishing locations, understanding distances between locations, comprehending the
direction of one location from another, linking locations in sequences, and transferring
knowledge from the mental area to the surrounding physical environment
(i.e., matching knowledge structures with street and highway networks and associated
land use) (Golledge and Gärling, 2004).
Cognitive maps are generally assumed to be incomplete, distorted, mixed-metric
representation of real-world environments (e.g., Tversky, 1981; Loomis et al., 1989),
while the degree of incompleteness and bias can be reduced with increased experience
(e.g., Golledge et al., 1985; Gale et al., 1990). The incomplete and error-prone nature of
cognitive maps causes variability in the cognitive maps of individuals and servers to
explain the ‘bounded rationality’ of spatial behavior (Golledge and Stimson, 1997).
The primary purpose of cognitive mapping is to enable individuals to make choices
related to the spatial environment (Mondschein et al., 2005). In this regard, cognitive
maps are ‘repositories’ of knowledge about urban environments, which develop
through wayfinding and travel experiences, and play a role in all behaviors, both spatial
and nonspatial.
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2.5

Multiple Dimensions of Cognitive Maps: Spatial and
Non-Spatial Knowledge

Spencer and Blades (1986), in their review essay on the relationship between
behavioral geography and environmental psychology, offered the notion that the
cognitive map includes not just spatial information but also attributive values, attitudes
and meanings. Such research was paralleled by other scholars, who suggested that
some individuals rather possess non-Euclidean and nonspatial dimensions that is
encoded in cognitive maps, such as emotional attachment and aesthetic value (affective
components) or historical and cultural significance (informational dimensions), or
others (e.g., Canter and Tagg, 1975; Moore, 1976; Russell and Ward, 1982). Wood and
Beck (1990) in this regard provided a new metaphor – cognitive maps as a belief
system.
Lynch (1960) stated that cognitive maps include both spatial as well as nonspatial
knowledge: ‘Obviously a clear image (cognitive map) enables one to move about easily
and quickly: to find a friend’s house or a policeman or a button store. But an ordered
environment can do more than this; it may serve as a broad frame of reference, an
organizer of the activity or belief or knowledge’. Portugali (1996) also referred to
different dimensions of cognitive maps: ‘For example, certain areas of the city (spatial
information) may evoke fear (nonspatial information) and may be avoided’.

2.5.1

Image of the City: STRUCTURE and MEANING

Insights into human reasoning and decision-making related to spatial behavior have
gained substantially from the work of Lynch (1960), which examined the visual quality
of the environment. Lynch conceptualized cognitive maps as environmental images. He
argues that ‘environmental images’ of cities guide people’s behavior and experiences
of those cities. Lynch spoke about environmental images as a result of a two-way
process between the observer and his environment – ‘In the process of way-finding, the
strategic link is the environmental image, the generalized mental picture of the exterior
physical world that is held by an individual. This image is the product both of
immediate sensation and of the memory of past experience, and is used to interpret
information and guide action. The need to recognize and pattern our surroundings is so
crucial, and has such long roots in the past, that this image has wide practical and
emotional importance to the individual.’ (Lynch, 1960).
In his work, Lynch broke down the environmental image into three separate
components: identity, structure and meaning. He verified that it is useful to abstract
these components in order to analyze an environmental image, but in reality they
always appear together.
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Firstly, he implied that image identity requires recognition which requires a clear
distinction and separation as an entity from the presence of other elements. This is
called identity, not in the sense of equality, but with the meaning of individuality or
oneness (Lynch, 1960, p. 8). Secondly, the structure must express a ‘spatial’ or pattern
relation of the object to the observer and to other objects around it. Finally, this object
must have some meaning for the observer, whether practical or emotional (Lynch,
1960, p. 8). Lynch signified that ‘meaning’ is also a ‘relation’ to the object, however,
‘spatial or pattern relation’ are much different from the ‘relation’ of ‘meaning’.
For the further detailed conceptualization, we will focus on two components of the
environmental image: structure and meaning. From the above description, it becomes
clear that structure refers to the spatial knowledge of an observer about an urban
environment, such as places and landmarks, the patterns of path connections between
places, distance and so on; while the meaning is associated with the psychology of the
observer and deals with an individual believes and values.
Traditionally, scholars from behavioral geography have attempted to describe
components of spatial knowledge and model the process (different stages) of spatial
knowledge acquisition (e.g., Lynch, 1960; Appleyard, 1970; Siegel and White, 1975;
Golledge, 1978; Moore, 1979; Gärling et al., 1981; Montello, 1998). In contrast, the
literature on environmental psychology tends to concentrate on understanding the
psychological dimensions of experiencing place – a complex bundle of meanings,
symbols and qualities - that derives from the direct interaction between a place and a
person (e.g., Relph, 1976; Proshansky, 1978; Canter, 1991; Baker et al., 1994;
Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001). In the following subsections, the relevant concepts of
behavioral geography and environmental psychology will be introduced.

2.5.2

MEANING: Conceptualization of Non-Spatial Knowledge
in Environmental Psychology

The psychological dimensions of experiencing place have been described in
Environmental Psychology under the theory ‘Sense of Place’ (Relph, 1976; Canter,
1991; Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001). Sense of place develops through the individual
subjective experience created by the spatial settings of location. Sense of place can be
conceived as a collection of symbolic meanings, attachment, and satisfaction with
spatial settings of a location held by an individual or group (Stedman, 2002). One talks
of a sense of place as something that is of significance to people.
The concept of sense of place has served an important role in debates in human
geography (Golledge and Stimson, 1997). When first introduced, the concept drew
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attention to the often subjective nature of human environmental experiences, as well as
to the perceptual and cognitive dimensions of those experiences. Much of the literature
on sense of place refers to intangible characteristics or some immeasurable but
comprehensive mix of place characteristics that makes it attractive or unattractive but
that influence people to have a positive or negative attitude toward it.
Geographers such as Wolpert (1964) interpreted sense of place using an economic
paradigm called place utility. In his framework, place utility was identified as the
amount of time, effort, or resources that an individual, group, or society would spend in
using or preserving the place. Later the elaboration of place utility went beyond the
strictly economic paradigm to the social, the ethical, and the philosophical. In the new
framework the benefits were not expressed in monetary terms but in terms of
expectations or the personal security of knowing that a place treasured because of some
particular sets of characteristics (Golledge and Stimson, 1997).
Tuan (1974, 1977) has extended this concept beyond the traditional landscape bounds
to include the sense of place that is celebrated in architectural beauty, historical events,
the characteristic structure of neighborhoods, and the awareness that particular places,
and the way they are preserved, carry with them the spirit, tastes, preferences, values,
and beliefs of generations. Datel and Dingemans (1984) have delivered the notion of a
sense of place to refer to the complex bundle of meanings, symbols, and qualities that a
person or group associates (consciously and unconsciously) with a particular locality or
region. This bundle derives not only from direct contact with place, but also from many
other experiences and from literary and artistic portrayals.
Often the concept of the sense of place is related to scales of objective measures.
Empirically it is difficult to develop objective indicators of the utility associated with
the place – or the value that is incorporated in a sense of place. Golledge (1997)
assumed this is why economics have expressed little interest in trying to characterize,
observe and measure sense of place. Work conducted by Jorgensen and Stedman
(2001) in a quantifying sense of place provides an extensive review of studies that
explore the multidimensional foundation of a sense of place. Three place constructs
appear in the environmental psychology literature with some regularity: place identity,
place dependence, and place attachment.
Place identity is defined as the individual’s personal identity in relation to the physical
environment by means of personal beliefs, preferences, feelings and behavioral
tendencies and skills relevant to this environment (Proshansky, 1978).
Place attachment is a positive emotional bond that develops between individuals and
their environments (e.g., Hummon, 1992; Low and Altman, 1992; Williams et al.,
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1992; Moore and Graefe ,1994). Place dependence is viewed as a perceived strength of
associations between a specific location and a person (Stokols and Shumaker, 1981).
Place dependence differs from place attachment. First, place dependence can be
negative to the extent that a place limits the achievement of value outcomes. Second,
the `strength of connection' of the social actor to the setting may be based on specific
behavioral goals rather than general affect (Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001).
Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) juxtaposed the above mentioned concepts: in their
work, sense of place is viewed as being consistent with conceptions of attitude
formalized by Fishbein (1975). Fishbein formalized the traditional view of attitudes
into three components: cognitive, affective and conative components. The cognitive
component involves perceiving, knowing and thinking (the processes by which the
individual gets to know an environment). The affective component involves feelings
and emotions about an environment, motivated by desires and values that are embodied
in environmental images. The conative component that is termed as a behavioral
component involves acting, doing, striving and thus having an effect on the
environment in response. These three components should be seen to interact.
In the work by Jorgensen and Stedman (2001) attitude theory provides a theoretical
framework for organizing the relationship between place constructs comprising
cognitive, affective and conative processes (Figure 2.2). They described place identity
as an individual's cognitions, beliefs, perceptions or thoughts that the self is invested in
a particular spatial setting. Place attachment is defined in terms of an individual's
affective or emotional connection to a spatial setting, and place dependence is
considered as the perceived behavioral advantage of a spatial setting relative to other
settings (Jorgensen and Stedman, 2001). A detailed review of the relation between the
attitudinal theory and constructs of a sense of place can be found in Moiseeva and
Timmermans (2010c). None of the researchers before tried to measure place-related
constructs as components of attitudes.

Figure 2.2 A Relationship between A Sense of Place Theory and An Attitudinal Theory
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Deutsch and Goulias (2010) in their work Exploring Sense of Place Attitudes as
Indicators of Travel Behavior used the attitudinal framework of sense of place
constructs proposed by Jorgensen and Stedman (2001). They examined the use of the
sense of place attitudinal indicators in explaining several aspects of the travel behavior
of visitors of two outdoor shopping malls in Santa Barbara. Results indicate that sense
of place indicators increase the ability of several behavioral models to explain
differences in observed behavior.

2.5.3

STRUCTURE: Conceptualization of Spatial Knowledge
in Behavioral Geography

A cognitive map includes spatial information about the environment, including
information about routes, locations, distances, directions, etc. Until now, most research
in behavioral geography has been conducted with respect to the structure and
components of spatial knowledge. Components of spatial knowledge and the process of
spatial knowledge acquisition (spatial microgenesis) have received different
conceptualizations.
Lynch (1960) referring to physical forms of a city decomposed individual cognitive
maps into paths, edges, nodes, districts and landmarks. Lynch suggested that paths
were the element which predominated the image of the city. However, they vary in
their importance depending on the degree of personal familiarity with the city. He
wrote (Lynch, 1960, p. 49): ‘People with least knowledge (of the city) tended to think
of the city in terms of topography, large regions, generalized characteristics, and broad
directional relationships. Subjects who knew the city better had usually mastered part
of the path structure; these people thought more in terms of specific paths and their
relationships. A tendency also appeared for the people who knew the city best to rely
more upon small landmarks and less upon either regions or paths’.
An embryonic theory relating landmark to route and to survey knowledge can be found
in the works of Schemyakin (1962) and Siegal and White (1975). Siegal and White
(1975) proposed a theoretical framework for describing and explaining the process of
knowledge development (spatial microgenesis). They introduced several stages of
spatial knowledge development when an individual learns a large-scale environment.
The first stage is marked by the ability to identify objects and landmarks. The second
stage involves the ability to integrate knowledge about routes linking individual
landmarks. In the last third stage, the individual obtains an overall understanding of the
spatial relationship between places. It is also common to use labels from cognitive
science for the identification of these stages: (1) declarative knowledge, (2) relational
or procedural knowledge, (3) configurational knowledge or survey knowledge.
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Whereas, declarative knowledge refers to landmark knowledge (knowledge of what is
there), procedural knowledge can be understood as a route or movement knowledge
between places (knowledge how to travel between places). Configurational knowledge
is necessary for the development of wayfinding behavior and navigation (knowledge of
complex spatial relational systems).
In line with the proposed theory, Golledge and Kuipers (1978), in their Anchorpoint
Theory and Knowledge Hierarchies, assumed that a memory representation of a
complex external environment contains hierarchically organized knowledge including
landmarks, anchor points or salient locations, routes, and configurations representing
the integration of information about routes into coherent structures organized around
the relative location of landmarks. Significant environmental cues (landmarks) are
assumed required to anchor or serve as endpoints for route knowledge. People tend to
define ‘common anchors’ – significant places in the environment that are commonly
recognized and used as key components of cognitive maps – and idiosyncratic or
‘personalized anchors’ that are related to a person’s activity, specifically work place
and home location. From these perspectives, the landmarks must be learned before
routes.
Until the early 1990s, this framework of spatial knowledge development was the most
influential one and widely accepted in the scientific literature. Montello (1998) calls
this framework of knowledge progression - through landmarks knowledge via route
knowledge to survey knowledge – the dominant framework. In his work, Montello
(1998) reconsiders the dominant framework and offers a new framework for
understanding the acquisition of spatial knowledge by adults. His framework consists
of five tenets: (1) There is no stage in which only pure landmark or pure route
knowledge exists, knowledge that contains no metric information about distance and
direction. Metric configurational knowledge begins to be acquired on the first
exposure; (2) With increased familiarity and exposure, there is a continuous increase in
the quantity, accuracy and completeness of spatial knowledge; (3) The integration of
separately experienced bits of knowledge into a meaningful whole is an important and
sophisticated step in the microgenesis of spatial knowledge; (4) Even when individuals
have equal levels of exposure to a place, their internal representation of the place and
its features will differ; (5) A relatively pure topological knowledge can be found in a
linguistic system used for storing and communicating spatial knowledge about the
place.
Montello argues that there is no stage or period during spatial microgenesis in which
acquired knowledge consists solely of qualitative distinct forms of non-metric
knowledge such as landmarks or routes. He claims that the proposed framework
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represents a shift in understanding of changes in spatial knowledge over time, a shift
that better accommodates empirical findings. Several studies provided empirical results
that contradict the dominant framework (e.g., Zannaras, 1973; Spencer and Weetman,
1981; Ishikawa and Montello, 2006).
Ishikawa and Montello (2006) argue that the dominant framework does not tell how
much time or effort is necessary to proceed from one stage to another. To investigate
this question, they conducted a longitudinal study during 10 consecutive weeks. Once a
week they assessed participants’ spatial knowledge via sketch maps and participant
distance and direction estimates. It appears that the developmental progression from
route to survey knowledge proposed by Siegel and White, and promoted by many other
researchers, is not a progression after all (Ishikawa and Montello, 2006). The results
showed that some participants acquired route and survey knowledge after the first
session of exposure to the test environments, while others even after 10 sessions (more
than two months – total 12 hours of exposure) never acquired good survey knowledge.
Another idea with respect to microgenesis was developed by Portugali (1996): the
steady state of a cognitive map. Portugali illustrated this concept using the example of
an individual who comes new to a city. The outcome of the first visit will result in a
partial and incomplete cognitive map. Only some objects and patterns will be marked
and become elements of the individuals’ cognitive map. He conceptualized that during
the first visits to the new urban environment there likely is a marked difference
between the reproduced cognitive maps. From a certain point onwards, the cognitive
map enslaves the various externally and internally represented patterns and reaches a
steady state. Once this state is reached, new visits are assumed not to change the
structure of the cognitive map of that area.
From the first glance, this interesting concept can be perceived as inconsistent and
conflicting as there is a common sense assumption that with more practice individual
performance should improve. Nevertheless, in the previously mentioned empirical
study Ishikawa and Montello (2006) underlined that participants showed little
improvements with repeated visits to the test area. They hypothesized that the overall
lack of improvements might relate to participants’ motivation. In this regard, the
learning process without motivation is rather incidental that intentional. Applying this
concept to the real world situation, there is an expectation that while conducting
habitual behaviors in a known area without a motivation for a new exploration repeated
visits will not change much in the knowledge structure of individual cognitive maps.
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2.6

Potential Action Space and Individual Activity Space

Historically, human geographers and social scientists have given considerable attention
to explore spatial variety in patterns of activity-travel behavior in an urban
environment. Therefore, in parallel with the cognitive map concept – that related to the
cognitive representation of experienced urban environment, the concepts of space-time
prism, potential action space and activity space – for measuring the spatial structure
(reach) of experienced environment - were introduced in the 1970s.
Individuals’ daily lives consist of activities in space and time, and these activities are
conducted at relatively few geographic locations and for certain time durations. In
order to take part in activities, individuals often have to travel between different places.
The ability to travel is constrained by time, money, possession of transport modes and
other available resources. The approach to study time, space, individual constraints and
activities, known as time geography approach, has been developed by geographers at
Lund University in Sweden. This approach became widely acknowledged when in
1970 Torsten Hägerstrand published his paper What about People in Regional
Science?. At the heart of Hägerstrand’s time geography as initially formulated was the
notion that all actions and events that sequentially make up an individual’s existence
have both temporal and spatial attributes. The approach suggested that there are a
relatively small number of the primary factors in everyday life that impute upon all
individuals and constrain their freedom to occupy a certain location in time and space.
It was hypothesized that when these constraints are identified, it is possible to deduce
reasons as to why a particular individual follows one life path rather than another.
Hägerstrand (1970) defined a set of constraints that influences individual’s
participation in activities: (1) capability constraints (biological), (2) coupling
constraints (available resources that can constrain a person from participating in
activities), and (3) authority constraints (reflect general rules or laws that limit a
person’s access to spatial locations). Coupling constraints are spatial and temporal
requirements that allow an individual to meet (bundle) with others to conduct certain
activities. Thus, Hägerstrand’s time geography examines human activities under
various constraints in a space–time context. Space and time are connected through the
concept of space–time path, which depicts the sequence of an individual’s activities at
various locations over a time period (Hägerstrand, 1970). The possible locations that a
person can visit within a given time window form a continuous space known as a
space–time prism (Hägerstrand, 1970; Lenntorp, 1976).
For describing human activity patterns and spatial behavior, the concepts of potential
action space and activity space were developed in behavioral geography in the 1970s
(e.g., Horton and Reynolds, 1971; Jakle et al., 1976). These concepts have often been
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used interchangeably in the literature (e.g., Dijst and Vidaković, 1997; Schönfelder and
Axhausen, 2003a, 2003b; Buliung et al., 2008). The action space contains locations
about which an individual has some knowledge and might visit, while the activity space
contains locations physically contacted during the course of daily life (Buliung et al.,
2008). The most widely accepted definition of action space is a set of potential
opportunities where activities possibly can take place under certain constraints. For
example, according to Kwan and Hong (1998), potential action spaces represent areas
that can theoretically be reached considering a set of constraints including time,
transportation and obligations to fulfill certain activities at fixed locations and times.
This definition is closely connected to the principles of the space-time geography
approach (Hägerstrand, 1970) that looks at spatial behavior as a result of individual and
external constraints.
Activity space is interpreted as part of the action space. Clearly, the individual activity
space is limited. In contrast to action space, activity space is defined as the subset of
locations within which a traveler has direct contact as a result of his or her day-to-day
activities (e.g., Golledge and Stimson, 1997). Dijst (1995) used a term actual action
space instead activity space. According the definition of this term, actual action space
is considered to be a spatial unit which includes the activity places which an individual
has visited given their temporal and spatial characteristics. Axhausen (2002) defined
activity spaces as (geometric) indicators of observed or realized daily travel patterns.
Activity spaces are manifestation of our everyday lifes (e.g., Golledge and Stimson,
1997). It represents the spatial area (reach) that contains the frequently visited places by
an individual during daily life travel. Consequently, certain spatial regularities in the
activity space of individuals can be observed. A frequent assumption in travel
behavioral research is that travel behavior consists mainly of routines as travelers
repeat an activity pattern that offers them a satisfying experience without exploring and
carefully judging possible alternatives (Schlich and Axhausen, 2003). According to this
assumption, an individual facing the same or similar constraints and obligations on a
daily base, thus the daily variability of a destination choice does not differ much. This
is true to a certain extent for compulsory activities, such as work, school and workrelated business. These activities can be seen as re-occurring events, scheduled at the
same place and the same time. The studies on variability of activity-travel patterns
showed that daily participation in different activities is very stable and obligatory
activities are more repetitive than discretionary activities (e.g., Huff and Hanson 1986;
Kitamura and van der Horn, 1987). Accordingly, it is often emphasized that an
individual’s home location and other frequently visited locations are important
geographical reference points of the activity space. Activities with the greatest
frequency of participation are generally located close to the home or compulsory
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activities. Therefore, the activity space for a typical individual will be dominated by:
(1) movement near the home; (2) movement to and from regular activity locations, such
as journeys to work, shopping, socializing, and so on; and (3) movement in and around
the location where those activities occur (Golledge and Stimson, 1997). Moreover, the
formation of an individual’s activity space is significantly affected by different sociodemographic and individualistic characteristics, such as the stage in the life cycle,
position in the social network, cultural background and to a large degree personal
preferences and perceptions.

2.7

Measuring and Analyzing Action and Activity Spaces

During the last four decades, a number of approaches to measure and analyze action
and activity spaces has been introduced. Several themes of analysis can be identified in
this regard. The first theme of early empirical studies focused on the sketch mapping
technique and listing the places visited by individuals (e.g., Lynch, 1960; Downs and
Stea, 1977). The second theme looked at actual activity-travel patterns to examine
temporal and spatial variability in the activity and action spaces by analyzing statistical
indicators such as duration of activities and trips, the number of trips and visited
locations, etc., and linking these indicators with socio-economic attributes of travelers
(e.g., Newsome et al., 1998; Dijst, 1999; Schonfelder and Axhausen, 2002, 2003a;
Buliung and Roorda, 2006; Buliung et al., 2008; Tarigan et al., 2012). To describe the
spatial structure of activity-travel patterns some researchers applied ellipse based
measures (e.g., standard distance, standard deviation ellipse) to compare activity spaces
between travelers (e.g., Hanson and Hanson, 1981; Dijst, 1999; Schonfelder and
Axhausen, 2003, Schonfelder, 2006; Srivastava and Schönfelder, 2003). The third
theme - based on Hägerstrand’s (1970) time-geographic concept - is mostly focused on
the estimation of travel potentials or opportunities related to personal and spatiotemporal constraints (e.g., Miller, 1991; Kwan and Hong, 1998; Kwan, 1999; Kwan
and Weber, 2008; Yu and Shaw, 2008). Using the visualization power of GIS, these
researchers operationalized space-time prism into the potential path area (PPA). During
a day, a person can act within several sets of prisms centered on particular activity
location; and therefore, the aggregation of different PPAs in a day form a daily
potential path area (DPPA) and is used as a measure of the potential size of activity
spaces (Kamruzzaman and Hine, 2012).
The literature review on measuring action and activity spaces shows that there is a lack
of data sets of sufficient duration, so far the longest data set that has been used in
several recent studies is a continuous 6 weeks Mobidrive data set. Therefore, little
empirical research has been done on examining multi-week or multi-days spatial
variability in activity and action spaces. One of the rare studies on measuring actual
action space that used several days data was undertaken by Dijst (1999). He measured
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individual action space, using travel diary data for three consecutive days (ThursdaySaturday) collected for two Dutch municipalities (Utrecht and Houten). The 17 types of
actual action spaces (activity spaces) were identified according to two dimensions: (1)
shape (ellipse, circle and line) and (2) spatial scale (neighborhood, municipality, daily
urban system and country). This categorization was linked with socio-economic
attributes and possible time allocation of each individual for predicting the type of
actual action space.
Until now only few researchers studied the presence of spatial variability in activity
spaces based on multi-week data sets (e.g., Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003a, 2006;
Srivastava and Schönfelder, 2003; Susilo and Kitamura, 2005). All these studies are
based on the same Mobidrive data set - a continuous 6-week travel diary survey
conducted in 1999 in two German cities, Halle and Karlsruhe (Axhausen et al., 2002).
The work of Schönfelder and Axhausen (2003a) was the first study measuring the size
of activity spaces based on six-week individual panel data. Their work presents
methodological approaches to represent and measure individual activity spaces using
statistical methods and GIS. They utilized three approaches to estimate the spatial
distribution of activity locations visited over the six weeks of reporting: (1) confidence
ellipse, (2) kernel density estimates, (3) minimum spanning trees. Confidence ellipse is
the basic approach that measures the information about visited locations by
constructing the ellipse around a suitably chosen center point. The second approach,
kernel density, is more restrictive in spatial assumptions: areas are included that have
been visited with a certain non-zero probability. The last approach, minimum spanning
trees, applies the smallest possible geometry based on all observed origin-destination
relations: an area covered by a buffer around the length of the minimum distance
routes.
Schönfelder and Axhausen (2003a) analyzed whether the size of the observed activity
spaces can be linked to the socio-demographic characteristics of respondents. The
results showed that no stable patterns were identified in relation to the sociodemographic variables. The analysis of the Mobidrive sample revealed systematic
differences between different categories of certain variables, but it did not reveal clear
classes of travelers with certain activity spaces. The analysis suggested that individuals
and households that live on city edges tend to have more spread activity spaces.
Additionally, the analysis highlighted the variety seeking behavior of the respondents,
who continue to visit previously not yet visited locations throughout the six-week
reporting period, although, it was not known, if locations were new or not for travelers,
due to the fact that it was not asked during the survey.
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Further, using six weeks of Mobidrive data and a five-week Uppsala dataset (Marble et
al., 1972), Srivastava and Schönfelder (2003) compared temporal and spatial variation
of individual activity spaces across days of the week (workdays were compared with
Saturday and Sunday). Ellipses and kernel densities approaches were used for the
analysis. The results showed that the temporal variation is minimal for the work day,
while substantial variation exists for the weekend traveling that related to the variety of
leisure opportunities. Concerning spatial variability, it was revealed that 70% of the
total unique locations have been captured during the first two weeks almost for all
socio-demographic groups. These results suggest that certain stability and regularity
exist from week to week in an individual activity space: activity space identified for the
first two weeks have tendency being repeated in the following weeks.
The follow up work by Susilo and Kitamura (2005) attempted to investigate the day-today variability in the action space of the Mobidrive respondents. The action space was
represented by the second moment of the activity locations. The results were similar to
the results obtained by Srivastava and Schönfelder (2003). The statistical analyses
revealed that, on weekdays, workers and students exhibit stable spatial behaviors, but
on weekends action spaces of all respondents are generally more random in nature.
Moreover, the spread of activity locations and the distance from home to the centroid
of activity locations are relatively stable from day to day. However, no representative
profiles for certain socio-demographic groups were derived in this work.

2.8

Evaluation and Conclusions – Toward a Dynamic Representation
of Spatial Learning Processes

This chapter focused on the relationship between concepts of spatial learning, activity
spaces and cognitive maps. Through spatial experiences over time – spatial learning
process – people develop territory familiarity that varies in degree according to the
locations they interact and the extent of cognitive reinforcement attached to those
places. Two different individuals do not perceive a given urban environment from the
same perspective: each person bases his or her own interpretation of information
obtained from the environment on personal experience. The cognitive map stresses this
spatial knowledge about activity opportunities and their relative positions and
connections in an activity space.
Linking the cognitive map concept with the concept of activity space, an individual
activity space may be defined as a part of cognitive map knowledge about a set of
locations that were chosen as destinations for particular activities. Although,
individuals may also learn information about urban environments from the so-called
second hand experiences, such as, media, friends/family, books, maps, in this thesis we
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consider only the relationship between cognitive map knowledge and actual physical
interactions with built environment.
In reality, spatial learning is a dynamic process that occurs over time primarily through
travel experiences. For example, while exploring an alternative route between home
and work locations, a traveler may learn a new shopping location. Therefore, he will
update his knowledge about the urban environment and this new knowledge might
affect his shopping destination choices, as a result the spatial reach of activity space
might change. Recently, the academic research community started to address the
challenge of including dynamics of spatial learning of urban environments and
transportation networks into activity-based models. Scholars become more focused on
studying the relationship between spatial learning (activity-travel behavior), the
development of dynamic cognitive maps and locations-choice dynamics (e.g., Arentze
and Timmermans, 2005; Cenani et al., 2012; Han et al., 2011, 2012). All this work,
however, is based on hypothetical data.
For instance, Arentze and Timmermans (2005) developed a model that is derived from
existing Bayesian theories of belief updating. Following their study, Cenani et al.
(2012) proposed a model that simulates updates of individual’s spatial cognition and
mental representation of urban networks over time based on individual observations in
the built environment. The model was calibrated and validated using hypothetical data.
A consecutive 12-weeks activity-travel schedule of a fictional newcomer was designed
for illustration purposes.
Han et al. (2012) focused on the process underlying the formation of location-choice
sets. In their work, the authors discussed the development of a dynamic agent-based
model, which simulates how agents search and explore nonstationary urban
environments. The result of this dynamic choice is the evolution of choice sets and
choice patterns. To examine the model, a series of numerical simulations were
conducted. For this purpose, input schedules for six agents were generated for a period
of 72 days.
From this perspective, to investigate the dynamic relationship between learning and
how activities and travel are organized over multi-weeks time periods, it would be the
best if changes in activity-travel behavior can be observed within a long time interval.
The review of relevant literature shows that there is a lack of empirical studies on the
dynamics of spatial learning process. Han et al. (2011) argue that this phenomenon –
dynamic learning process - is difficult to model and, ideally, one would desire panel or
time-series data. Such data however require significant resources and therefore are not
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readily available. Moreover, the collection of such data may lead to respondent burden,
hence the reliability and validity of such data may be questioned.
Recent technological and methodological advancements in data collection with GPS
tracking technologies and other wireless communication devices (e.g. cell phones)
enable researchers to continuously track individuals’ activity-travel behavior with
unprecedented accuracy. Over the last ten years, tracking technologies, such as GPS
devices, PDA and smart phones, have been extensively used to collect activity-travel
data for diverse research purposes. While the first studies in this field focused on a
comparison of the advantages of such data collection over the traditional methods,
more recent studies have been conducted: to analyze spatial behaviors (Schönfelder and
Axhausen, 2004); to investigate the process of scheduling and re-scheduling (Zhou and
Golledge, 2007); to analyze route choice behavior (Papinski et al., 2009; Chen et al.,
2009; Spissu et al., 2011); to explore the habitual and repetitive patterns of travel
behavior focusing on the repetition of the tour types (Stopher and Zhang, 2011) or to
quantify emission due to the usage of private vehicles (e.g., Beckx et al., 2010).
Until now, no studies have been conducted that concern the dynamics of spatial
learning process based on the longitudinal activity-travel data collected with GPS
technology for a sample of newcomers. The current project contributes to the empirical
studies on analysis of learning dynamics, based on multi-week GPS data. Prior to this
analysis, the relevant literature on experiences with tracking technologies and,
particularly, the literature on GPS data collection is introduced (Chapter 3) and the
development of a system used for multi-weeks GPS data collection is proposed
(Chapter 4). The system allows one to automatically impute activity-travel patterns
from GPS data, and hence reduces expected respondent burden.
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Chapter 3
GPS Studies

3.1

Introduction

To understand the spatial learning process multi-week data on the regularity and
variability of individual activity-travel behavior are required. A deeper insight into the
long-term mobility of individuals has been so far restricted by the limited availability
of longitudinal data.
Traditionally, behavioral surveys based on questionnaires are the dominant approach to
data collection. Such surveys require travelers to provide detailed information
concerning their activity-travel patterns for one day or several days: duration of travel,
used transportation modes, address of frequently visited locations, attitudes and
preferences for locations and other dimensions of travel patterns. When detailed
attributes of travel behavior are required for activity-travel analysis, individuals are
asked to respond to a large number of questions. However, for an individual, it is
difficult to remember exactly his/her past travel activities. In particular, time and
duration of the activities are fairly difficult to answer. The description of behavior
depends on individual memory; therefore, errors and mistakes may occur. Thus,
surveys based on questionnaires are not always accurate when used to collect
information on activity-travel patterns especially when consecutive multi-day or multiweek data have to be collected.
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Recent studies demonstrated that advanced tracking technologies could facilitate and
improve empirical research on human spatial behavior. This new technology, which
has become increasingly more portable and accurate, allows tracing travelers in time
and space. Although, they provide researchers a far more detailed database than
traditional means of data collection in terms of temporal and spatial resolution, it does
not mean that raw GPS data straightaway contain information on different facets of
actual journey of a person. Special algorithms should be developed for GPS data
processing in order to infer mode(s) of transportation, activity locations (destinations),
traveled distance(s), departure and return times, time spent travelling and time spent at
destinations. When combined with land use data other facets of activity-travel behavior
such as trip purpose and activity type can be derived. The additional value of tracking
technologies is that the space trajectory of traveled routes is directly recorded and then
can be analyzed.
Recent studies with advanced tracking technologies report successful attempts in
deriving particular facets of activity-travel patterns, such as transport mode and trip
purpose/activity type from GPS traces. It would be a major breakthrough if the
imputation process of multi-weeks travel data could be made automatic from the raw
GPS data. It is argued that combining this technology with prompted recall data and
learning algorithms allows collecting GPS data over a long time horizon. This would
involve less respondent burden, although respondents need to allow tracking of their
travel behavior during a long time period. Higher quality data and a longer survey
duration allow for the consistent reduction of sample size and respondent burden
without affecting the quality of the survey results.
To assess the feasibility of using GPS technology for multi-week data collection, this
chapter (1) summarizes the characteristics of existing tracking technologies, with
particular focus on the accuracy of the method; (2) shows the potential of GPS
technology; (3) compares the success and adequacy of different inference models and
algorithms; (4) summarizes the current state of the art of imputation algorithms and
outlines future perspectives for their improvement/development for longitudinal
studies.
Therefore, the chapter is organized in the following way. The next section gives an
overview of advanced tracking technologies and their benefits for activity-travel
behavior research. The third section demonstrates the evolution of GPS-based studies
and the current research frontier. The evolutionary process is presented by dividing
GPS studies into three generations that differ from each other according their main
research objective and characteristics of used GPS technology. The fourth section
focuses on the classification of approaches for imputation of trips, transport modes and
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activity locations from GPS traces. Applied rules and post-processing algorithms are
presented. The fifth section presents an overview of imputation accuracy for transport
modes and activities achieved in reviewed GPS studies. The final section summarizes
the evolution of previously discussed GPS studies highlighting their main objectives
and principles with respect to processing algorithms. Additionally it gives an outlook
for further improvements discussing the implementation of learning algorithms.

3.2

An overview of Advanced Tracking Technologies for
Activity-Travel Behavior Application

Location positioning technologies and instruments for tracking individual travel
behavior have rapidly improved during the last few decades. At present, Global
Positioning System (GPS) and Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) have
caught the attention of the transportation and other research communities to track
people’s travel. It is also possible to record individual travel behavior using RFID and
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA).
Recent developments in portable communication have rendered mobile phones
increasingly affordable and popular. It makes GSM very appealing for aggregate
analysis of urban population flows. The GSM method uses signal strength and location
information of the base stations. The advantage of mobile-phone-based location
positioning for travel data collection is that it can be used where the mobile phone
signals are available. GSM is available as a standalone device, but can also be
incorporated into a PDA or other communications devices. Asakura et al., (1999) and
Asakura and Hato (2001) investigated the application of cellular phones to monitor
individual travel behavior in urban spaces in Japan. A detailed review of data collection
methods using mobile instruments can be found in Asakura and Hato (2004). Asakura
and Iryo (2007) studied tourists’ behavior using tracking data collected with a mobile
instrument.
For
the
MIT
project
Real
Time
Rome
(2006)
(http://senseable.mit.edu/realtimerome/) data were obtained from cellular phones for
understanding urban dynamics in real time, such as the movement patterns of people
and transportation systems, and the spatial and social usage of streets and
neighborhoods. Several other works analyzed aggregate movements of people in the
city through mobile phone data (Ratti et al., 2006; Reades et al., 2007; Ahas et al.,
2007, Ahas et al., 2010).
Radio-frequency identification tags (RFID) are another location positioning tool that
can be used for travel data collection. Tags with ID are distributed to travelers and tag
readers are placed in the area of the survey. When the traveler is approaching the tag
reader, the ID will be recorded. This technology has primarily been used in small-scale
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local environments. It is, for example, gaining rapid application in logistics. An
experiment on the application of RFID tags to travel data collection was conducted in a
department store in Fukuoka and in a shopping street in Matsuyama (Hato and
Kitamura, 2008).
A Personal Digital Assistant equipped with GPS technology can be used to enhance the
data collection, for instance, when both planned and executed activities have to be
registered (e.g., Kochan et al., 2005; Bellemans et al., 2008). The purpose of the study
described in Bellemans (2008) was to develop a survey which was able to describe the
scheduling process resulting in the definitive execution of an individual’s schedule,
along with the observed activity-travel patterns as the outcome. Information regarding
the decision and scheduling process was collected by using activity-travel diary
implemented on PDA, while the exact visited locations (executed activities) were
automatically captured with an integrated GPS logger.
A global positioning system can be regarded as the most frequently used and powerful
system for travel data collection. GPS is based on satellite data and uses triangulation
to at least four satellites to determine the position of people. These basic technologies
can appear in various devices. For example, GPS has been used in stand-alone portable
devices, in car navigation systems, in Personal Data Assistants, and in cellular phones,
(Timmermans et al., 2009). Wolf (2004) conducted an overview of application of GPS
technologies for travel surveys and showed their feasibility, potential and future trends.
The increasing accuracy and affordability of GPS devices has caused their rapid
diffusion in several research fields. While the application of GPS tracking technologies
developed substantially in transportation science during the last decades (e.g.,
Murakami and Wagner, 1999; Wolf et al., 2003; Stopher, 2005), the use of GPS for
tracking individuals has been recently explored in such disciplines and domains as
urbanism (e.g., van der Spek, 2008; Moiseeva et al., 2010a) and spatial planning (e.g.,
Shoval and Isaacson, 2006; Hovgesen et al., 2008; Moiseeva and Timmermans, 2010).
In the area of spatial planning and urban research, two different fields of research using
GPS can be distinguished, namely travel surveys and activity patterns. The first field is
related to travel diary research – research in the field of travel choice behavior, mostly
on a regional or metropolitan scale. The second field covers the analysis of activity
patterns on different scales. In this case, the relationship between activity and spacetime is crucial. For example, the focus of GPS research on the Spatial Metro project
(van der Spek, 2008) was the monitoring of patterns and intensities of pedestrian
movement on the scale of the city center. Other work illustrates how data obtained with
GPS technologies can be used to represent human activities in a spatio-temporal
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context according to the concepts of the activity-based approach (Moiseeva et al.,
2010a). Hovgesen carried out a GPS study on visitors’ movements in four parks in
Aalborg, Denmark (Hovgesen et al., 2008). The municipality intended to use this
information for redesigning specific areas in parks. Moiseeva and Timmermans (2010)
demonstrated how pedestrian movements can be tracked in an open-air shopping
environment for the further evaluation of a shopping location.
Although all these mentioned technologies can be used to derive activity-travel data,
some differences between these technologies should be kept in mind when deciding
which technology to use. Because GSM devices require base stations, they may not be
a feasible option in areas where base stations either do not exist or are extremely
widely spaced. Accuracy of GSM devices depends on the density of the base stations
and may vary between 30 and 100 meters. The potential for such errors reduces this
technology’s reliability. In this sense GSM devices are the most suitable for aggregated
data collection in large scale urban environments.
RFID tags find their application typically in buildings or public spaces such as stations
and shopping malls. Hence, this technology is not particularly useful for large travel
survey data, but they do offer some advantages in case of specific data collections, such
as for example collecting data on pedestrian movements. The accuracy of this
technology is very high.
The positional accuracy of the last generation of GPS devices has been considerably
improved. It is significantly higher than the accuracy of GSM devices - the positional
accuracy of GPS devices is about 3.0 meters or less in an open-air environment. Due to
the fact that GPS requires satellites, in principle this technology can be adopted
anywhere, although it should be noted that signals may be weak or interrupted in
tunnels, inside buildings or around tall buildings. Nevertheless, for example, the last
models of semi-indoor high sensitive GPS devices, such as GPS logger Bluetooth A+
and I-Blue 747pro, are able to receive satellite signals inside buildings.
In this context, taking into consideration the aforementioned differences between
advanced tracking technologies, most studies in transportation and beyond have relied
on GPS tracking. GPS-based studies are becoming increasingly common and reliable,
thanks to several studies that were carried out in the late 1990s and to the recent
technological developments in handheld portable GPS devices.
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3.3

The Evolution of GPS Based Studies and the Current
Research Frontier

In order to demonstrate the evolution of GPS studies over last 20 years, we developed
the following classification. The studies were divided into three groups: (1) the first
generation of GPS studies, which conducted primarily in 1995-2004: in-vehicle GPS
studies that used simple rules for car trips and activity locations identification; (2) the
second generation of GPS studies, which have been carried out widely since 2005 due
to the rapid development of wearable GPS devices: multimodal GPS studies that used
ad hoc rules for post-processing of GPS traces; (3) the third generation of GPS studies
that focus on automatic post-processing of raw GPS data and automated profiling of
user behavior applying advanced classification methods. In this regard, the proposed
classification is based on three pillars: (i) the main research objectives of a study, (ii)
the transport modes involved and (iii) the nature of post-processing algorithms. From
the wide scope of GPS studies only those studies were chosen for the detailed review
that provides valuable insights about imputation rules and algorithms used for postprocessing of GPS traces.

3.3.1

First Generation of GPS Studies: In-Vehicles GPS Studies

Interest in the application of GPS systems started in the late 1990’s, when the first pilot
studies were conducted (e.g., Zito, 1995; Murakami and Wagner, 1999; Guensler and
Wolf, 1999; Draijer et al., 2000). The main focus of the first pilot studies was to
explore the potential of the technology and to report the pros and cons regarding
accuracy of this technology, basic data processing, possible sampling bias, acceptance
of GPS and comparison with traditional means of data collection (Table 3.1). The
majority of early applications involved in-vehicle GPS devices due to weight and
battery life issues that limit the applicability of this system for tracing other transport
modes (e.g., Marca et al., 2002a, 2002b; Schonfelder et al., 2002; Wolf, 2001; Stopher
et al., 2003). The first wearable GPS device was tested in the Netherlands (Draijer et
al., 2000). It weighted more than 2 kg, therefore particularly biking and walking trips
were missing in the study due to the inconvenience to carry the device.
In these first studies human interaction was still required. In order to estimate the
potential of the technology, participants were asked to complete paper/electronic travel
diaries or participate in telephone/computer assisted interviews (e.g., Guensler and
Wolf, 1999; Murakami and Wagner, 1999; Forrest and Person, 2002; Stopher et al.,
2003).
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Table 3.1 First Generation of GPS Studies: Main Research Objective
Authors

Year

Technology

Main Research Objectives

Sample

Duration

Murakami
and Wagner

1999

In-vehicle
GPS + PDA
+ recall
interview

to test the equipment and
willingness of the general public to
participate in GPS study, rather
than to obtain a statistically valid
travel behavior dataset

100
households

6 days

Guensler and
Wolf

1999

Electronic
travel diary +
GPS
component

to improve both the quantity and
quality of travel data available for
transportation planning analyses
and mobile source emissions
modeling.

xxx

xxx

Draijer et al.,

2000

Wearable
GPS
GeoMate
(weight 2 kg)

the study focused on (1) the
technical ability to use the GPS
device on different travel modes
and (2) on the willingness of
respondents to use the GPS device

121
participants
(valid data)

1 day

Wolf et al.,

2001a

In-vehicle
GPS +
ComputerAssisted
Telephone
Interview

to compare processed GPS data
with a CATI retrieval method to
identify under-reported trips and
other reporting discrepancies

15
participants

xxx

Wolf et al.,

2001b

In-vehicle
GPS + paper
diaries

(1) to evaluate the feasibility of
using GPS for data collection
without travel diaries; The study
assessed the ability to replicate
reported travel behavior. (2) to
demonstrate the feasibility derive
trip purpose from the GPS data by
using a spatially-accurate and
comprehensive GIS

30
participants

3 days

Marca et al.,

2002a,
2002b,
2002c

In-vehicle
GPS + webbased
activity
survey

to demonstrate the advantages of
using a GPS device to collect data
automatically

4 vehicles

100 days

Schönfelder
et al.,

2002

In-vehicle
GPS

to collect longitudinal travel
behavior data by means of GPS and
to outline the post-data-processing
work

310
vehicles

14
months

Wolf et al.,

2004

Forrest and
Pearson

2005

In-vehicle
GPS

In-vehicle
GPS + CATI

to develop an automated
methodology for imputing trip
purpose identified trip destinations
and identifying missing trip ends
within these trips
to compare trips from GPS
technology with ComputerAssisted Telephone Interview

186
personal
vehicles

103
households

30 days

1 day
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Despite many initial problems results of GPS studies were promising. Early studies
suggested that GPS-based data collection resulted in more accurate spatial and
temporal data on travel behavior than traditional data collection methods. In general,
GPS was better able to detect trips of short distance, accurate activity durations and
start times that respondents often fail to report (Battelle, 1997; Murakami and Wagner,
1999; Hato and Asakura, 2001). In addition, GPS equipment captured data that could
not be obtained using traditional methods, such as travel speed and specific routes
taken by the driver. One of the other benefits of using GPS was to reduce respondent
burden of reporting trip destination addresses (e.g., Marca et al., 2002c; Wolf et al.,
2001b). Wolf et al., (2001a; 2001b) explored using GPS devices as the exclusive means
of collecting travel and activity data. By comparing GPS-derived travel data with
reported diary data, the analyses presented confirmed that the proposed process to
replace trip diaries in household travel surveys with GPS data loggers is feasible.
Therefore, GPS has been introduced into official data collections, predominantly in the
United States and Australia (e.g., Wolf et al., 2003; Stopher, 2004; Stopher et al.,
2007). The first studies suggested that simple improvements, such as the durability of
GPS logging equipment, the application of data cleaning techniques and enhanced trip
detection algorithms, should provide even better results in the next phase of GPS
studies.

3.3.2

Second Generation of GPS Studies: Multimodal GPS Studies
with Prompted Recall

The last decade has witnessed the rapid development of portable (wearable) GPS
devices: the problems related to device costs, data storage, weight, power supply,
portability and accuracy, have largely been overcome. The availability of such systems
and the fact that wearable GPS devices are easy to use through different transport
modes increased significantly the potential of using GPS for tracking actual behavior of
individuals. A second stream in the development of GPS studies has emerged that
combines GPS data collection with some type of follow-up survey (Table 3.2).
The aim of these studies was to improve the reliability of the collected data and
additionally to collect very detailed information of particular facets of activity-travel
patterns (e.g., Bohte and Maat, 2008; Auld et al., 2009). This is usually referred to as a
prompted-recall survey, since the passively collected GPS data are used to generate
activity-travel schedules that participants executed in order to remind participants and
prompt their further responses.
The GPS-prompted recall studies were motivated because researchers realized that GPS
traces may not be perfectly reliable (e.g., Ohmori et al., 2006) or may have missing
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information, due to weak signals and other technology issues, such as the time required
for the GPS device to locate the satellites (Stopher et al., 2003), limited battery life, and
errors due to human behavior (e.g., GPS not turned on) (Timmermans et al., 2009).
Another reason is that post-processing algorithms may not be accurate enough to
distinguish between different transport modes. In this context, the prompted recall
surveys allow participants to verify the information imputed from GPS traces, add
missing trips/activities and provide additional information (typically related to the trip
purpose/activity type) and some follow-up questions concerning the travel party, travel
costs, location names, scheduling of activities or some attitudinal questions. Compared
with an activity-travel diary respondent burden is decreased because respondents only
need to verify and correct the data, and supply limited additional data.
Several works presented the design of GPS-based prompted recall surveys, which were
implemented over the internet (e.g., Marca et al., 2002c; Stopher and Collins, 2005;
Lee-Gosselin et al., 2006; Li and Shalaby, 2008; Bohte and Maat, 2008; Auld, 2009).
In all these studies, individuals would perform their daily activities and GPS data
would later be transferred to a central server for analysis or participants would
download data from GPS devices and directly upload on the web survey. After
uploading, the data are processed to identify activities and trips from the raw GPS data
and the recall instrument is built using the identified activity-travel episodes.
A detailed overview of possible prompted strategies can be found in Doherty et al.,
(2006). Several possible methods - sequential, spatial, and temporal/tabular – are
presented. The sequential method involves some systematic querying of participants for
missing or supplemental activity-trip pattern attributes, for example later over the
phone or internet (e.g., Forrest and Pearson, 2005; Murakami and Wagner, 1999). The
temporal/tabular prompted recall method involves a form of time-ordered display of
conducted activities and trips imputed from GPS data, including start and end times of
activities and trips, travel modes, activity locations and duration of activities/trips
(e.g., Doherty et al., 2006; Li and Shalaby, 2008; Auld, 2009). Spatial prompted recall
methods involve the use of a GIS to generate a map showing trip routes, activity
locations, and other map attributes depicting such items as mode, speed, location name,
start/end times, trip and activity sequence. Spatial prompted surveys are often
combined with tabular presentation of activities and trips (e.g., Stopher and Collins,
2005; Bohte and Maat, 2009; Marca et al., 2002c).
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Table 3.2 Second Generation of GPS Studies: Main Research Objective
Authors

Year

Technology

Main research objective

Sample

Duration

Clifford et
al.,

2008

Portable GPS
device + webbased
prompted
recall
instrument

to develop heuristic rules for
determining both the mode of
travel and the purpose of trips

xxx

xxx

Bohte and
Maat

2008

Portable GPS
device + webbased
prompted
recall
instrument

(1) to demonstrate a method that
combines GPS-logs, GIS
technology and an interactive
web-based validation application;
(2) to compare multi-day GPS
data collection with paper diary
methods for the Dutch Travel
Survey

1104
participants

1 week

Auld et al.,

2009

Portable GPS
device + webbased
prompted
recall
instrument

(1) to demonstrate a new design of
web-based prompted-recall
activity-travel survey;
(2) to show the possibility
collecting behavioral data, such as
flexibility measures and planning
times.

5
participants

8 days

3.3.3

Third Generation of GPS Studies: Profiling Computers Behavior

The increasing acceptability and further technological improvements of GPS tracking
technology has brought an opportunity to collect large amounts of spatio-temporal data.
GPS histories provide comprehensive information about the travel behavior of a
person. This information can be used to support users by delivering situation aware
information in real time. While the aim of early GPS studies was focused on collecting
high-quality data on travel mobility for travel survey analysis, the later GPS studies
move towards using raw GPS data for modeling individual travel histories, predicting
the user’s movements and providing specific information to users based on what
activities they undertake (Table 3.3).
To address this issue, more attention has to be paid to detecting significant locations of
a user, recognizing individual activities on each location and revealing users'
movements. Collecting and manually extracting such valuable information requires
extensive work and would not be possible in real-time to enable the system to deliver
relevant information to the user when needed. Therefore, several advanced
classification methods have been tested and used to automatically extract such
information without further participation of user for validation procedure.
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Table 3.3 Third Generation of GPS Studies: Main Research Objective
Authors

Year

Technology

Main research objectives

Tsui and
Shalaby

2006

Portable GPS
device + webbased
prompted
recall
instrument

to develop an integrated GPSGIS system to automate the
processing of GPS-based
personal travel survey data

9
participants

in total 58
days

Schuessller
and
Axhausen

2009

Portable GPS
device

the focus of the work is postprocessing procedure, discrete
choice model estimations, from
GPS raw data, with no further
information

4882

6 days

Gonzales et
al.,

2008

GPS-enabled
mobile phones

to demonstrate the feasibility of
using neural networks to
automatically detect the mode of
transportation

xxx

xxx

Zheng et al.,

2008

Portable GPS
device

to improve local/mobile
applications on the Web and
enhance their connections by
mining knowledge from raw
GPS data with minimal user
efforts. It enables context-aware
computing based on a user’s
present transportation mode and
design of the innovative web user
interface

45

6 months

Rudloff and
Ray

2010

Portable GPS
device

the focus is profiling commuter
trips for Location Based Services
(LBS) using information from
raw GPS data

4

6 weeks

3.4

Sample

Duration

Post-Processing of GPS Data

The evolution of GPS based studies as a research tool was made possible by advances
in GPS technology and post-processing methods, which have enabled researchers to
derive detailed trip information from raw GPS data. Raw GPS data do not provide
direct information concerning transport modes and trip purpose/activity type.
Consequently, the development of algorithms that with high accuracy divide the multidays GPS data into the individual trips and activities is a big challenge. Several
researchers addressed the issue of imputing different facets of activity-travel patterns
from GPS traces (e.g., Marca et al., 2002a, 2002c; Schönfelder et al., 2002; Wolf et al.,
2004; Axhausen et al., 2004; Forrest and Pearson, 2005; Stopher and Collins, 2005;
Doherty et al., 2006; Li and Shalaby, 2008; Schuessler and Axhausen, 2008; Bohte and
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Maat, 2008, Clifford et al., 2008; Gonzales et al.; 2008; Zheng et al., 2008; Rudloff and
Ray, 2010).
This section will demonstrate the evolution of post-processing techniques - from the
manual techniques and simple algorithms to the automated processing routines providing their characteristics and potentials. For every generation of GPS studies, the
main steps in imputation routines will be highlighted, such as data cleaning, location
finding algorithms, transport modes identification and map matching algorithm. The
concise description of post-processing of reviewed studies is presented in table format.

3.4.1

First Generation of GPS Studies: Map Matching and Simple
Processing Algorithms

In the previous section, it was mentioned that the first GPS studies were primary in-car
GPS studies. Along this line the post-processing phase of the first GPS studies
basically included two steps: (1) estimation of car trip ends and (2) trip purpose
identification (Table 3.4). Some authors used an additional checking step in between,
using GIS to visualize the GPS data for manual identification of correct trip ends (e.g.,
Forrest and Pearson, 2005; Wolf et al., 2001a).
Actually, several of the first pilot studies did not use specially designed post-processing
techniques (e.g., Guensler and Wolf, 1999; Murakami and Wagner, 1999; Draijer et al.,
2000). For example, Guensler and Wolf (1999) used the handheld electronic diaries
and participants manually logged all trips and trip destinations. In the study conducted
by Draijer et al. (2000) respondents were instructed to switch off the GPS equipment
when the entire trip was completed, while in the study by Murakami and Wagner
(1999) trip ends were manually identified using map matching technique with GIS and
for trip destinations addresses were matched with the results of telephone interviews.
1) Identification of car trip ends
In the following in-car GPS studies the potential trip ends were assumed to be at the
point when the transmission of data to the data storage was stopped due to turning off a
car engine (Schonfelder et al., 2002; Marca et al., 2002) or when the dwell time –
period of non-movement - was identified (Wolf et al., 2001; Forrest and Pearson,
2005). Wolf et al. (2001) introduced a basic trip end detection algorithm that evaluates
period of non-movement between consecutive non-zero speed points. The trip ends
with the dwell time greater than 120 seconds were identified as ‘probable’ trip ends. In
the follow up study conducted by Wolf et al. (2004) trip ends with dwell times greater
than 300 seconds were considered as ‘confident’ trip ends. The introduced 120 seconds
threshold was used for trip ends identification by other scholars (Schonfelder et al.,
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2002; Forrest and Pearson, 2005; Tsui and Shalaby, 2006; Li and Shalaby, 2008;
Clifford et al., 2008; Schuessller and Axhausen, 2009).
2) Identification of trip purpose
Another significant challenge in processing GPS traces is to extract the actual trip
purpose. One of the obvious approaches to identify trip purpose is to match trip end
destinations with the underlying land use. While other early GPS studies only
examined the possibility to identify trip ends, travel routes, and travel distances from
the GPS data stream, Wolf et al. (2001b) demonstrated the feasibility of deriving trip
purposes by combining the GPS point data with GIS land use databases. This pilot
study showed the capability to use a simple point-in-polygon analysis to transfer land
use description from the polygon-based land use inventory to the point-based GPS trip
ends.
The difficulty with this approach is that it requires spatially accurate and
comprehensive GIS databases. Even the availability of accurate GIS cannot guarantee
that the activity at the destination that is estimated is the actual activity. The car trips
usually end at a parking location close to different buildings, but do not spatially match
with them. In order to estimate the exact trip purpose a tolerant distance must be set
from trip ends to a particular building lot.
In the following studies, Wolf et al. (2004) introduced a cluster centers technique for
trip purpose identification based on the weights for tolerant distances. For the points of
interests, all cluster centers were buffered within the GIS with a distance of 300m. If
only one point of interests (POI) was found within the predefined radius, the related
purpose probability was assigned to the cluster center and stored. If multiple POI’s
were found within the radius, the probabilities were calculated for each distinct
purpose. Points within 50m were given the weight 1.5, between 50m and 100m the
weight 1, between 100m and 200m the weight 0.7, and between 200m and 300m the
weight 0.4.
Marca et al. (2002c) suggested using a kriging surface technique for generating most
likely activities based on a synthesis of all past observed activities. The proposed initial
application of this technique was to further streamline the dynamically generated
activity survey. Furthermore, several studies (e.g., Schonfelder, et al., 2002; Forrest
and Pearson, 2005) used the map matching technique for identification of trip purpose
in combination with knowledge about the regularities of travel in daily life and
knowledge from post-depth interviews (Table 3.4).
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Table 3.4 First Generation of GPS Studies: Post-processing
Authors/
Year

Methods Classification

Post-Processing Algorithm
Description
of Steps

Murakami
and Wagner
1999

(1) map matching
(2) address matching using
the telephone interview
results

Guensler and
Wolf
1999

all driver and passenger
travel activities were
captured using manual
handheld electronic travel
diary

Draijer et al.,

Wolf et al.,
2001a

Wolf et al.,
20001b

Imputation of Activity Locations/Stay
Points/Points of Interest/Trip Purpose

Imputation of Trips/Modes

xxx

in-car GPS - only car trips
map matching on GIS network

address matching using the telephone
interview results

xxx

xxx

trips and travel modes were manually logged in the
handheld electronic travel diary

trip destinations were manually logged in
the handheld electronic travel diary

map matching

(1) trips segmentation
(2) modes detection

xxx

(1) for identification of trip ends respondents were
instructed to switch off the equipment when the entire trip
was completed.
(2) map matching technique was used for identification of
different transport modes

xxx

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) map matching to
evaluate potential trips ends

(1) detection of trip
ends

xxx

in-car GPS - only car trips
(1) a program was run on the GPS data stream to identify
potential trip ends based on time intervals between consecutively
logged points. 120 seconds was defined as the appropriate time
gap between GPS trip ends,
(2) each potential trip is evaluated within an interactive GISbased application to allow the project analyst to identify both
missing and false trip ends

xxx

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect trip ends;
(2) GIS data base for trip
purpose

(1) trip detection
(2) land use and
address assignment
(3) trip purpose
derivation
(4) travel route
determination and
distance calculation

xxx

in-car GPS - only car trips
The Trip Detection step identifies potential trip ends periods
by searching for time periods of non-movement. A
minimum time threshold was set of 120 seconds.

2000

(1) detection of trip
ends

Removing
Outliers/Unlikely
Trajectories
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The nearest approximate land-use codes and
addresses of trips ends were used to derive
trip purpose. A simple point-in-polygon
analysis was used to transfer land use
descriptions from the polygon-based land
use inventory to the point-based GPS trip
ends. Trip purposes could then be estimated
by evaluating the origin and destination of
land use pairs.

Marca et al.,
2002a,
2002b, 2002c

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) a kriging surface
technique for generating
most likely activities based
on past activities

(1) stops detection
(2) estimation of
activity destination by
using a kriging
surface technique

xxx

in-car GPS - only car trips
for the stops/trips ends detection - the mobile units were
programmed to send a shut down message to the base
station when the units turned off

The kriging surface gives the expected
frequency of events for each named activity
at any given longitude and latitude. The
combination of the frequencies from all
kriging surfaces (one for each reported
activity) can be used to generate a
probability for the activity names at each
unlabeled point.

Schönfelder
et al.,
2002

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) map matching and use
of respondents past
responses for trip purposes
identification

(1) estimation of trip
ends
(2) assigning trip
purposes by
combining observed
activity durations,
assumptions on
average duration and
information of the
post-in-depth

xxx

in-car GPS - only car trips
The trips ends were predefined by powering the ISA device:
turning on/off a car automatically starts/stops the
transmission of the data to the data storage.
(1) intervals between logs, i.e. potential stops shorter than
120 seconds were not considered as trip ends.
(2) stops equal or longer than 120 seconds are considered as
trip ends, if interval is not at the beginning or the end of the
particular trip. In these cases it may be assumed that the stop
is caused by preparing the car for parking / starting from a
parking place

The identification of trip purposes was
based on three pillars:
(1) the knowledge about the daily life’s
structures and the regularities of travel
(2) comparing trip ends with land use and
address information
(3) exploiting the post-in-depth interviews
on occupation and fixed commitments
(obligations)

Wolf et al.,
2004

Forrest and
Pearson,
2005

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) a cluster centers
technique for activity
purpose identification

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) map matching to
evaluate potential trips ends
and trip purposes

(1) complementing and
correcting traces
(2) trip ends detection
procedure
(3) assignment of trip
purposes using a cluster
centre approach

(1) estimation of trip
ends were made in
Excel
(2) the use of ArcGIS
for visualization of
GPS data
(3) trips purpose
identification

(1) the visual
procedure of
correcting
tracers
(2) rule-based
filters were
employed for
the link
matching
issues

xxx

in-car GPS - only car trips
The basic trip end detection algorithm evaluates dwell
times between consecutive, non-zero speed points.
Trip ends for points with dwell times greater than 300
seconds were considered as ‘confident’ trip ends.

in-car GPS - only car trips
(1) threshold was set at 120 seconds to determine trip ends.
(2) the GPS data was exported to ESRI ArcGIS for a visual
identification of incorrect trip ends
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(1) for the points of interests (POI), all
cluster centers were buffered within the
GIS with a distance of 300m.
(2) if only one POI was found within the
predefined radius, the related purpose
probability was assigned to the cluster
center and stored.
(3) if multiple POI’s were found within
the radius, the probabilities were
calculated for each distinct purpose. For
points within 50m were given the weight
1.5, between 50m and 100m the weight 1,
between 100m and 200m the weight 0.7,
and between 200m and 300m the weight
0.4.
Plotting the home and work locations of
each household with GPS data the purpose
of trips were identified based on the
classification.
home-based work (HBW)
home-based non-work (HBNW)
non-home-based (NHB)
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3.4.2

Second generation of GPS studies: Rule-Based Algorithms

In the second generation of GPS studies with wearable GPS devices researchers faced
new challenges in post-processing. Due to the fact that the weight and size of devices
had considerably decreased, travelers could use devices not only for car trips, but easily
carry devices through all used transport modes - during walking, biking or traveling by
public transport. Therefore, the main issue in post-processing was related to trip
identification conducted by different travel modes.
In this regard, different methods were developed to impute transport modes and activity
locations from the raw GPS data stream. In fact, all these methods for inspection of
GPS traces (Table 3.5) can be characterized as ad hoc rule based methods (Clifford et
al., 2008; Bohte and Maat, 2009; Auld et al., 2009). Based on the review of the rulebased GPS studies, several common phases of data processing were identified: (1) data
cleaning, (2) deriving trips and activity locations, (3) deriving transport modes, (4) trip
purpose identification, (5) validation of results.
1) Data Cleaning
Data cleaning and smoothing procedures exclude incorrect points, caused by urban
canyons and signal loss during a travel episode to guarantee better identification
results. Different studies employed different cleaning routines presented in detail in
Table 3.5. Usually, a preliminary cleaning step eliminates the points with low quality
indicators, such as the number of satellites and horizontal dilution of precision
(HDOP). Auld et al., (2009) included two steps in the cleaning routine: after the points
with incorrect number of satellites and values of HDOP are removed, the second
routine calculates for each point the distance and time between the current and the
previous point, the point is eliminated if acceleration and speed values are not
compatible with neighboring points. The cleaning algorithm developed by Bohte and
Maat (2008) removes track points with unreliable speed and distance values.
2) Deriving Trips and Activity Locations
In the second generation of GPS studies, a trip is defined as the connection between
two activities (Clifford et al., 2008; Bohte and Maat, 2008; Auld, 2009). Therefore,
identifying activities would thus identify trip ends (Table 3.5).
The activity identification algorithms can be characterized as rule-based algorithms.
Previous studies have typically used a 120 seconds dwell time as the minimum
threshold for the activity location identification procedure (e.g., Clifford et al., 2008).
Additionally, Clifford et al. (2008) plotted GPS data and visually checked the end of
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trips trajectories and their match with land use data to ensure that activity locations
were correctly identified.
Bohte and Maat (2008) defined parts in the GPS log as trip separation from
respondents ‘rest’ periods and loss of satellites in buildings. When the GPS logs
indicate that someone remained in a certain location for at least three minutes, the
location in question is classed as the destination of the previous trip (Bohte and Maat,
2008).
To be able to detect activities, Auld et al. (2009) used an activity location aggregation
routine (a clustering algorithm). When the algorithm finds a point with the travel speed
lower than a predefined low speed threshold, then this point is checked further to
determine if it is a part of an activity location. The algorithm searchers through all
subsequent points until the distance between points exceed a threshold distance.
3) Deriving Transport Modes
The identification of travel modes is based on a series of heuristic rules. The developed
rules consider a difference in speed for different transport modes, proximity to certain
elements (e.g. bus stops or train stations), or the deviation from the street network. For
example, Auld et al. (2009) introduced only two modes in their algorithm: slow mode
(less than 16 km/hr) and fast mode (over 16 km/hr). Clifford et al. (2008) used 85th
percentile value of average, maximum and minimum speeds for modes identification.
Additionally, a comprehensive GIS database was required that included information on
all public transport routes in the region of interest. The hierarchical process of travel
modes identification was developed: first walk was identified as the slowest transport
mode, then public transport using a GIS network of public routes, then bike trips, and
all remaining trips were considered as car trips.
Bohte and Maat (2009) applied the following deterministic rules based on the average
speed.
(1) IF average trip_speed < 10 km/h AND max trip_speed < 14 km/h THEN set
modality = ‘foot’
(2) ELSE IF average trip_speed < 25 km/h AND max trip_speed < 45 km/h THEN set
modality = ‘bicycle’
(3) ELSE IF average trip_speed < 200 km/h AND THEN set modality = ‘car’
(4) IF trackpoint is within railareab THEN trackpoint = railpoint
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To determine whether the trip was completed by train instead of car, Bohte and Maat
(2009) used GIS data checking whether at least 50% of all trackpoints of a trip lie
within 50 meters of the center of a rail track and whether the maximum speed was at
least 20 km/h.
4) Trip Purpose Identification
For trip purpose identification, certain data about respondents have been commonly
obtained beforehand: household composition, possession of travel modes, home and
work addresses, the most frequently visited addresses (e.g., Clifford et al., 2008; Bohte
and Maat, 2008). All these locations have typically been geocoded and saved in GIS
databases.
Clifford et al., (2008) broke trip purpose into the following 8 categories: (1) homebased work, (2) home-based education, (3) home-based shopping, (4) home-based
other, (5) non-home-based work, (6) non-home-based school, (7) non-home-based
shopping, (8) non-home-based other. The purpose identification procedure was
hierarchical: first home location was checked, then work location, then shopping and
other locations. A search radius was set to 200 meters.
Bohte and Maat (2008) used a classification for trip purposes that comprises categories,
such as: home, work, social visits, other (Table 3.7). If a respondent’s trip ended
within 100 meters from his home or work address, it was assumed that home or work
location was visited. For other facilities and points of interest derived from GIS
database a radius of 50 meters was used. In a case of several points of interests that
meet the threshold the closest location was allocated to the trip.
5) Validation of Results
To validate the results of these heuristic rules and algorithms, survey participants were
asked to confirm imputed transport modes and trip purposes via specially designed
prompted recall instruments. Usually respondents can adjust trips and activity
characteristics by choosing another option from dropdown menus (Auld et al., 2009;
Bohte and Maat, 2009). In some studies, the prompted recall survey was especially
important for collecting additional information on the attributes which were not or
could not be automatically identified, such as participants in an activity, planning
horizons, schedule flexibility measures, and many of the underlying reasons for
decision making (e.g., Auld et al., 2009). The validation through prompted recall
surveys allows fixing data and tuning algorithms in order to guarantee better data
imputation.
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Table 3.5 Second Generation of GPS Studies: Post-processing
Post-Processing Algorithm
Authors/
Year

Classification
Methods

Bohte and
Maat,
2009

rule-based
algorithm series of
heuristics
developed from
land-use data
and travel
characteristics
+GIS layers

Description
of Steps
(1) data cleaning
(2) deriving travel modes
(3) deriving trips purposes
(4) validation procedure with a
prompted recall survey

Removing
Outliers/Unlikely
Trajectories
Track points with
unreliable speed
and distance
attributes were
removed. For
example:
(1) IF distance
between trackpoint
and previous
trackpoint < 10
meters THEN
remove trackpoint
(3) IF
speed_trackpoint >
200 km/h THEN
remove trackpoint

Imputation of Trips/Modes
Rules for deriving travel modes:
(1) IF average trip_speed < 10 km/h AND max
trip_speed < 14 km/h THEN set modality = ‘foot’
(2) ELSE IF average trip_speed < 25 km/h AND max
trip_speed < 45 km/h THEN set modality = ‘bicycle’
(3) ELSE IF average trip_speed < 200 km/h AND
THEN set modality = ‘car’
(4) IF trackpoint is within railareab THEN trackpoint =
railpoint
IF nr trackpoints within trip ³ 20 AND max trip_speed
> 20 km/h AND 2*nr railpoints within trip > nr
trackpoints within trip THEN set modality = ‘train’
AND set category = 'railwaystation'
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Imputation of Activity Locations/Stay
Points/Points of Interest/Trip Purpose
The loss of satellite reception in buildings and the
respondent’s rest period (three minutes) were
considered as the destination of the trip.
Rules for deriving trips purposes:
(1) IF distance between trip end and POI < 50
meters THEN set category = category POI
(‘shopping’,
‘recreation’, ‘culture’, ‘medical’, ‘kids’ or
‘railwaystation’)
(2) IF endpoint trip is within railway station polygon
THEN set category = 'railwaystation'
(3) IF endpoint trip is within shopping centre
polygon THEN set category = 'shop'
(4) IF distance between home respondent and
endpoint trip < 100 meters THEN set category =
'home'
(5) IF distance between work respondent and
endpoint trip < 100 meters THEN set category =
'work'
(6) ELSE set category = 'unknown'
(7) IF distance between trip end and trip end with
known category < 50 meters AND category trip =
‘unknown’ THEN set category = known category

Clifford et
al.,
2008

rule-based
algorithm for
travel mode
and activity
identification
+GIS layers

(1) elimination of erroneous
information
(2) identification of trips ends
(3) visual check
(4) mode identification
(5) determine the purpose of a trip
(6) user verification via a web based
prompted recall survey

Auld et al.,
2009

rule-based
algorithm for
travel mode
and activity
identification
+GIS layers

The algorithm includes 3 stages:
(1) data cleaning
(2) location finding
(3) user verification via a web based
prompted recall survey

erroneous
information
obtained from the
devices themselves
was eliminated (no
additional
information
concerning this
procedure)

(1) A trip end is defined when there is no movement for a
period of 120 seconds or more.
(2) Visual check of actual trip ends with GIS tools.
(3) The identification of travel mode is a hierarchical
process based on a series of heuristic rules: the 85th
percentile value of average, maximum and minimum
speeds. Additionally for mode identification GIS
information was required

Activity location is identified as no movement
period during 120 seconds or more.

1. The first route
removes records
with incorrect
number of
satellites and
horizontal dilution
of precision
2. The second
routine calculates
for each point the
distance and time
between current
and the previous
point. If the speed
calculated using
these distance and
time measures
exceeds an upper
limit threshold 160
km/hr, then the
point is eliminated.

Two modes are defined in the algorithm, slow (less than
16 km/hr) and fast (over 16 km/hr), based on the highest
expected likely pedestrian travel speed. Depending on the
mode chosen the distance and time thresholds are varied.

The clustering algorithm used in the study for the
location identification procedure. When a point is
found where the travel speed is lower than a
predefined low-speed threshold, it is flagged for
further analysis to determine if it is a part of an
activity location. The basic location identification
procedure sets a current point in the GPS data
stream and searches through all subsequent
points until the distance between the points
exceed a threshold distance. If the individual was
within the threshold distance for at least the
threshold amount of time then the average of the
points is used as the activity location. However,
if the distance threshold is exceeded before the
time threshold, or if any of the points exceed the
low-speed threshold, then no activity is identified
and the next point in the data stream is checked.

(1) To determine the purpose of a trip a full land
use database was prepared for all locations in the
survey area.
(2) To identify trip purposes, certain
demographic data were obtained for all survey
participants, such as address of the workplace,
most frequently used supermarkets, etc.
(3) The purpose identification process is
hierarchical. First, a search radius is defined –
typically 200m. Then for the trip end first the
work location is checked, if no match, then the
school location is checked, then finally the
shopping location, then others.

No information about activity type identification
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3.4.3

Third Generation of GPS Studies: Advance Classification Methods

Several studies have adopted advanced methods for imputation of transport modes
from raw GPS data (Table 3.6). The main difference of advanced methods from rulebased methods is that they are based on learning from training data or estimation of
parameters from this data (e.g., Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic, Bayesian belief
networks). To date the following classification methods for the identification of
transport modes have been applied: Fuzzy Logic (Tsui and Shalaby, 2006; Schuessller
and Axhausen, 2009); Neural Networks (Gonzales et al., 2008; Rudloff and Ray,
2010); Decision Tree (Zheng et al., 2008; Rudloff and Ray, 2010); Bayesian Net
(Zheng et al., 2008); Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Zheng et al., 2008; Rudloff and
Ray, 2010); Conditional Random Field (CRF) (Zheng et al., 2008); Logistic Regression
(Rudloff and Ray, 2010).
For these studies two common stages in the data processing routine can be identified:
(1) trips are segmented into single-mode stages by identification of mode transfer
points (points where the mode-change occurs) or activity locations (points of interest),
then (2) the advanced method is applied to identify transport mode for each singlemode stage of the trip. Several authors additionally used a filtering procedure (cleaning
procedure) of GPS points before the segmentation process (e.g., Tsui and Shalaby,
2006; Schuessller and Axhausen, 2009) or after the segmentation process (Rudloff and
Ray, 2010) (Table 3.6).
(1) Segmentation Procedure of Trips into Single-Mode Stages
Tsui and Shalaby (2006) were the first to introduce the concept of ‘mode transfer point’
(MTP) to separate two travel segments. Three types of MTP were identified: (1) end of
walk (EOW) point - when speed is changed from below 10 kph to above 10 kph; (2)
start of walk (SOW) point - the same logic as for EOW only in the reverse order; (3)
end of gap (EOG) point – a time period longer than 80 seconds when no GPS signal
occurred. Based on the literature and previous research, a 120-second dwell time was
chosen as the basic criterion for activity identification. Two categories in activity
identification were determined: (1) no GPS signal loss during an activity which may
represent an outdoor activity; (2) GPS signal loss during an activity inside buildings.
The category 1 (no signal loss) was identified based on as assumption that when
individuals participate in an outdoor activity the records have speed close to zero. If the
duration of such records exceeds 120 seconds, this data stream is grouped into one
activity. The second category (signal loss) was subdivided into long-duration indoor
activities (above 600 seconds), short-duration indoor activities (between 120 and 600
seconds) and underground/indoor traveling activities. When the signal loss is more than
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120 seconds and the Euclidean distance travelled during this period is more than 500
meters, the activity was classified as an underground/indoor traveling activity.
Schuessller and Axhausen (2009), after filtering the data, subdivided smoothed GPS
points into trips and activities. The following rules were applied for the identification
of activities: (1) the speed is lower than 0.01 m/s for at least 120 seconds; (2)
identification of bundles of GPS points: when the point density in a sequence of GPS
points is higher than 15 for at least 2/3 of the points and the sequence lasts for at least
10 points or 300 seconds. The point density is determined by counting how many of the
30 preceding and succeeding GPS points are positioned within 15 meters around the
GPS point in question; (3) Activities with signal loss are detected by means of the time
difference between two consecutive GPS points, the 900 second threshold is used.
Next Schuessller and Axhausen (2009) used the segmentation procedure developed by
Tsui and Shalaby (2006). Mode detection started with a segmentation of the trips into
single-mode stages, based on the assumption that walking is required for any mode
change. The distinctive features of walking, such as a low speed and acceleration, were
used. The speed and acceleration thresholds for walking were defined respectively as
2.78 m/s and 0.1 m/s2.
The approach developed by Zheng et al., (2008) includes a change point-based
segmentation method before the application of the inference model for travel modes
identification. The following assumptions for point based segmentation were used:
(1) people must stop and then go when changing their transportation modes. Therefore,
there must be some GPS points whose velocity is close to zero during transition;
(2) walk should be a transition between different transportation modes. In other words,
the start point and end point of the walk segment could be a change point of very high
probability. For descriptive convenience, the walking segments were named walk
segments and the segments of other transport modes were named non-walking
segments. According to this approach, the algorithm first finds the change points by
detecting walk segments and then a trip is partitioned into walk and non-walk
segments. The detecting procedure of the walk segments includes the following steps:
Step 1: Using a loose upper bound of velocity and acceleration to distinguish all
possible Walk Points from non-Walk Points (no information on values of velocity and
acceleration is available in the paper);
Step 2: If the length of a segment composed of consecutive Walk Points or non-Walk
Points is less than a threshold, merge the segment into its backward segment (no
information on a threshold is available in the paper);
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Step 3: If the length of a segment exceeds a certain threshold, the segment is regarded
as a Certain Segment. Otherwise, it is deemed as an Uncertain Segment. If the number
of consecutive Uncertain Segment exceeds a certain threshold, these Uncertain
Segments will be merged into one non-Walk Segment (no information on thresholds is
available in the paper);
Step 4: The start point and end point of each Walk Segment are potential change
points, which are leveraged to partition a trip.
For splitting trips into one-mode segments Rudloff and Ray (2010) detected points of
interest. The minimum threshold time for the points of interest was set to 180 seconds.
Three different ways to detect POIs were developed: (1) signal loss of at least 180
seconds: to recognize points within a building; (2) stops of at least 180 seconds: if the
GPS positions stay within a circle of 30 m radius (accuracy of used GPS) for at least
180 seconds, they are assumed to be points where the user is waiting for a connection;
(3) POI at the start and end of walking segment: a 180 seconds moving average filter is
used to find intervals where the average speed is less than 7 km/h.
(2) Application of Inference Models for Transport Mode Identification
Tsui and Shalaby (2006) used four characteristics of GPS records as fuzzy variables for
mode identification: average speed of GPS records (AS), 95th percentile maximum
speed of GPS records (S), positive median acceleration of GPS records (A) and data
quality of GPS records (DQ). The variable DQ was defined as the number of valid GPS
records over the total GPS records in the segment. Seventeen rules were developed for
the inference system. With the help of the rules and a set of calibration data, the
parameters for membership functions of the fuzzy variables were found by neuro-fuzzy
software called ‘NEFCLASS-J’. This approach identifies partial membership of each
travel mode class instead of assigning the mode segment to only one class as is the case
in rule-based models. The fuzzy inference system produces scores representing the
possibility of travelling by each mode. The higher the score value, the higher the
possibility the mode was used by the traveler.
Schuessller and Axhausen (2009) applied fuzzy logic approach for travel mode
identification previously developed by Tsui and Shalaby (2006). Mode detection of
trips segments was based on speed and acceleration characteristics that were calculated
using the three-dimensional position and the time stamp values. Originally speed
values were not recorded; therefore they were not available in raw GPS data.
Membership scores and consequent likelihoods were calculated, given that the value
ranges of these characteristics are overlapping for different modes. Three fuzzy
variables were chosen, each with three membership functions: the median speed, and
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the 95th percentiles of the speed and acceleration distributions. These statistical
location parameters were explicitly chosen over average speed or maximum speed and
acceleration to make the algorithm more robust against outliers. Since the ranges of the
membership functions overlap, more than one rule can be applied to the same stage and
multiple modes can be assigned to this stage. The defuzzify method combines the
membership values for each mode using the OR operator, meaning that the final score
for each mode equals the maximum membership value amongst all its rules
(Schuessller and Axhausen, 2009).
Gonzales et al. (2008) demonstrated the feasibility of using neural networks to
automatically detect the mode of transportation from GPS data collected with GPSenabled mobile phones. A neural network, called a Multi-Layer Perceptron, was trained
by a series of inputs; the training process was repeated until the accuracy of the
network reached a threshold defined by user (no additional information available about
the threshold). The following data attributes were used as inputs to the neural network:
average speed, maximum speed, estimated horizontal accuracy uncertainty, percent
Cell-ID fixes, standard deviation of distances between stop locations, and average
dwell time. For example, the estimated horizontal accuracy uncertainty was used as an
input variable to measure the estimated confidence that the mobile phone was placed in
the calculated GPS position. For example, a bus has the worst estimated horizontal
accuracy uncertainty since it is essentially a metal box that obstructs the GPS signals.
The ability of a neural network to generalize conclusions for data which do not exactly
match the training data is one of the significant strengths of this type of artificial
intelligence. Based on the chosen neural network settings and input data attributes, the
neural network can learn the subtle differences between car, bus, and walking trips and,
therefore, automatically detect the mode of transportation for a new, previously unseen
trip (Gonzales et al., 2009).
Zheng et al. (2008) compared four different inference models to automatically infer
transportation mode from raw GPS traces: Decision Tree, Bayesian Net, Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Conditional Random Field (CRF). Classification was
based on the following extracted features: length, mean velocity and expectation of
velocity, variance of velocity, the top three velocities and the top three accelerations
(Table 3.6). The results showed that the Decision Tree overall outperformed other
classification methods, with the Bayesian net immediately following. In regard to
Support Vector Machines, it is hard for SVM to handle multiclass classification
problems. Moreover SVP does not offer probabilities. Although, Conditional Random
Field (CRF) is designed to segment and label sequence data, the results of the CRF
model fall behind other models. Zheng et al. (2008) concluded that the reason why
CRF falls behind other models lies in the granularity of segments partitioned by change
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points is too coarse: people do not frequently change their transport modes within a trip
in the real world. Therefore, in the majority of cases, a trip will be partitioned into two
or three segments. That is not appropriate to develop the advantages of CRF in labeling
sequence data (Zheng et al., 2008).
Rudloff and Ray (2010) compared Multilayer Perceptrons, Decision Trees, Logistic
Regression and Support Vector Machines. The aim of the conducted study was to infer
commuting routines and a history of transfer points and modes of the commuter from
the raw GPS traces. In the process of detecting the mode, several procedures and
variables were used: median and standard deviation of speed; 95% quantile
acceleration/deceleration; maximum change of orientation (calculated as angle between
three consecutive points of smoothed trajectory); percentage of time over 16 km/h;
percentage of time below 2 km/h; percentage of time 4-40 km/h; maximal signal loss
time greater 60 seconds; distance travelled during maximal signal loss; ratio distance
from start to end point/travelled distance of GPS trajectory. The detection of transport
modes was done using MATLAB.
To test the neural network, Rudloff and Ray used a Multi-Layer Perceptron with two
hidden layers with six and five nodes was proven to be the most successful. The input
layer consisted of one node per input variable and one output node per mode. The
hyperbolic tangent was used as the transfer function for the hidden layers. Training of
the network was done using back propagation (Rudloff and Ray, 2010). The tested
Decision Tree splits the data along linear splits, for example where velocity less than
10 km/h. The splits were generated by minimizing impurity of the resulting nodes
using the Gini index. For the Logistic Regression a simple multinomial logit model was
estimated. The optimal model was estimated by maximizing the log likelihood. This
formulation has the advantage that it is easily calculated and gives an indication of how
likely it is that the user travels on a particular mode (Rudloff and Ray, 2010). When
using Support Vector Machines method, the procedure results in K decision functions
giving a value for each mode, the highest of which is chosen as the detected mode. The
results of the study showed that all methods performed with comparable accuracy: for
different inference methods the percentage of correctly detected modes varies between
0.8397 and 0.8692 for the test sample and between 0.9081 and 0.9369 for training
sample.
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Table 3.6 Third Generation of GPS Studies: Post-processing
Post-Processing Algorithm
Authors/
Year

Tsui and
Shalaby,
2006

Schuessller
and
Axhausen,
2009

Classification
Methods

fuzzy logic
approach for
travel mode
identification

fuzzy logic
approach for
travel mode
identification

Description
of Steps
(1) data filtering,
(2) multi-modal trip
segmentation,
(3) travel mode
identification based on fuzzy
logic.

(1) data filtering,
(2) multi-modal trip
segmentation,
(3) mode detection that
executed using a fuzzy logic
approach.

Removing
Outliers/Unlikely
Trajectories

Imputation of Trips/Modes

Records were eliminated:
(1) records with fewer than
three satellites in view
(2) records with HDOP values
higher than five
(3) records carrying zero
directional heading and zero
speed
(4) jumping records causing the
multipath error

1. filtering and smoothing of
points took into consideration
the unique variation in Swiss
topology: all points with an
altitude value of less than 200
and more than 4200 meters
above sea level were removed;
2. position jumps were detected
by comparing the distance
between two consecutive GPS
points with the distance the
person could have travelled in
the time interval assuming a
maximum speed of 50 m/s and
a random error buffer of 30
meters.

(1) to separate two travel mode segments ‘mode transfer point’
(MTP) was introduced. Three types of MTP were used:
1) end of walk (EOW) point - when speed is changed from below
10 kph to above 10 kph
2) start of walk (SOW) point - the same logic as for EOW only in
the reverse order
3) end of gap (EOG) point – a time period longer than 80 seconds
when no GPS signal occurred
(2) For every mode segment fuzzy logic-based mode identification
was applied, based on four characteristics of GPS records: average
speed, 95th percentile maximum speed, positive median
acceleration, data quality
(3) 17 rules were developed for the inference system. Four classes
of travel modes were considered (walk, cycle, bus and auto modes).
Each travel mode class contains more than one rule in the rule base.
A score will be assigned to each rule. Thus, the likelihood of being
a certain travel mode should be represented by the maximum score
among the corresponding rules.

The activity locations
identification algorithm is a
rule-based algorithm. There are
two main categories in activity
identification:
1) No GPS signal loss during
an activity which may
represent an outdoor activity
2) GPS signal loss during an
indoor activity.
120-second dwell time was
chosen as the basic criterion
for activity identification.

(1) to separate two travel mode segments ‘mode transfer point’
(MTP) was used developed by Tsui and Shalaby, (2006)

Following rules were applied
for identification of activity
locations:
1) the speed is lower than 0.01
m/s for at least 120 s
2) Identification of Bundles of
GPS points: when the point
density in a sequence of GPS
points is higher than 15 for at
least 2/3 of the points and the
sequence lasts for at least 10
points or 300 seconds.
3) activities with signal loss are
detected by means of the time
difference between two
consecutive GPS points; 900
second threshold is used.

(2) An open source fuzzy engine was used for the mode detection.
Three fuzzy variables were chosen:
- the median of the speed distribution (with four membership
functions),
- the 95th percentiles of the speed and acceleration distributions
(with three membership functions).
Having established the membership functions, fuzzy rules were
derived. They characterize the modes with regard to the fuzzy
variables. The defuzzify method combines the membership values
for each mode using the OR operator, meaning that the final score
for each mode equals the maximum membership value amongst all
its rules. Subsequently, the defuzzify method calculates the
likelihood for each mode based on all mode scores in one stage
instead of one crisp mode value.
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Imputation of Activity
Locations/Stay
Points/Points of
Interest/Type of Activity

No information about activity
type identification

Gonzales et
al., 2008

neural networks
for travel mode
identification

(1) training process: during
the training of the neural
network, the calculated
output is compared to the
known correct output for the
training data set being used.
The training process is
repeated until the accuracy
of the network reaches a
threshold defined by the
user, or until a certain
number of training
iterations;
(2) evaluation process: the
weights, which represent the
trained neural network, are
then used by the network to
evaluate future data for
which the correct output is
not known.

XXX

Only critical points were used as input for neural network. The
following data attributes were considered as critical points:
- Average Speed
- Maximum Speed
- Estimated Horizontal Accuracy Uncertainty
- Percent Cell-ID Fixes (which are the percentage of location fixes
that refer to cellular signal coverage instead of the GPS position of
the phone. Cell-ID location fixes are obtained by the mobile phone
when it cannot calculate a GPS fix)
- Standard Deviation of Distances Between Stop Locations
- Average Dwell Time

Zheng et al.,
2008

Three different
classification
algorithms were
compared:
(1) Decision
Tree,
(2) Bayesian net,
(3) Support
Vector Machine,
(4) Conditional
Random Field

(1) multi-modal trip
segmentation
(2) features extraction
(3) application of an
inference method
(4) post-processing

XXX

(1) segmentation: the GPS track is divided into trips and then
partition each trip into segments by change points. A change point
stands for a place where people change their transportation modes;
(2) features extraction: the features are extracted from each segment
and these features are sent to the inference model. The features were
extracted such as:
- Mean Velocity,
- Expectation of Velocity,
- Variance of Velocity,
- Top Three Telocities,
- Top Three Accelerations of each segment.
(3) inference strategy: general classifiers like Decision Tree,
Bayesian belief network, Support Vector Machine and Conditional
Random Field are employed to perform inference;
(4) post-processing: after the inference, a post-processing, which
takes the transition probability between different transportation
modes into account, is implemented to improve the prediction
accuracy. The probability of the final transportation mode should
exceed a 70% threshold.
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XXX

When individual spend more
than 30 minutes within a
distance of 200 meters, the
region is detected as a stay
point.

Rudloff and
Ray, 2010

Four
classification
algorithms were
tested for mode
detection:
(1) Decision
Trees,
(2) Logistic
Regression,
(3) Multilayer
Perceptrons,
(4) Support
Vector Machines

The profile generation
consists of the flowing
steps:
(1) finding Points of Interest
(POIs) and splitting GPS
trajectories into one-mode
segments;
(2) preprocessing of GPS
trajectories, removing
outliers and unlikely
trajectories;
(3) data reduction using a
self-organizing-network
algorithm, finding the main
routes;
(4) processing information
about sequences of transfer
points and connecting
segments;
(5) finding the starting times
for the segments;
(6) mode detection.

1. points with unusually high
values of speed and
acceleration are deleted
2. when non-adjacent pairs of
points exist within a segment
that are much closer together
than the mean speed between
the points suggests, the points
in-between are replaced by a
point in the middle of the
detected pair. This will in
particular deal with erratic
behavior of the GPS trajectory
at stops.

The decision for a mode is taken by using attributes directly
calculated from the GPS positions of each route segment. The
following input variables were used for mode detection:
- 95% quantile, Median and Standard Deviation of Speed;
- 95% quantile Acceleration/Deceleration;
- Maximum Change of Orientation (calculated as angle between
three consecutive points of smoothed trajectory);
- Percentage of Time over 16 km/h;
- Percentage of Time below 2 km/h;
- Percentage of Time 4-40 km/h;
- Maximal Signal Loss Time greater 60 seconds;
- Distance Travelled during maximal signal loss;
- Ratio Distance from start to end-point/travelled distance of GPS
trajectory.
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Three different ways were used
to detect Points of Interest
(POI):
1) signal loss of at least 180
seconds: to recognize points
when mode change is
happening within a building;
2) stops of at least 180 s: if the
GPS positions stay within a
circle of 30 m radius (accuracy
of used GPS) for at least 180
seconds;
3) POI at start and end of
walking segment: a 180 second
moving average filter is used to
find intervals where the
average speed is less than 7
km/h.

GPS Studies

3.5

Imputation Accuracy of GPS Studies

The success of applications of GPS technologies in large-scale applications during
multi-weeks periods highly depends on the imputation accuracy of applied rules and
algorithms for deriving transport modes and activities from GPS traces. Table 3.7 gives
an overview of the reviewed GPS studies. It shows that only a few studies did actually
assess the accuracy of the imputed information for transport modes, activity locations
(stops) and activity type (trip purpose).
The first generation of GPS studies - primarily in-vehicle studies – generally did not
report the precisions of activity locations and trip purposes imputation. Only several
scholars reported the identification accuracy of car trips in comparison with selfreported data. Forest and Pearson (2005) showed that only 44% of total car trips were
correctly identified form GPS traces. Wolf et al. (2001a) were able to achieve
significantly higher imputation accuracy: 80% of derived car trips match with CATIreported trips.
From the second generation of GPS studies – rule-based studies – only Bohte and Maat
(2008) evaluated the precision of the formulated ad hoc rules for both transport modes
and imputed trip purposes. The average accuracy across all modes is 70%. The results
show that train (34%) and walk (68%) have the lowest imputation success, while the
accuracy for bike and car was 72% and 75% respectively. The low imputation accuracy
can be explained by the fact that it is difficult to find correct deterministic rules that
allow one to discriminate between different transport modes based on speed and
acceleration values taking into consideration the performance of these modes in
different traffic conditions and a personalized driving style. All trip purposes were
imputed with 43% accuracy, whereas imputation accuracy for home trips was 74%,
31% for work, 35% for shop and 19% for recreation.
The third generation of GPS studies based on the learned classification algorithms
delivered higher imputation accuracy in comparison with other GPS based studies.
Correct modes detection in these studies varies around 80-90% (Tsui and Shalaby,
2006; Gonzales, 2008; Rudloff and Ray, 2010). Gonzales (2008) and Tsui and Shalaby
(2006) imputed walking trips with 100 and 98 percent accuracy, which is considerably
higher than the results reported by Maat and Bohte (2008). However, it should be noted
that these studies used only few respondents in comparison with the 1104 respondents
taking participation in the study conducted by Bohte and Maat (2008). Other studies
that used advanced classification methods did not provide information concerning
imputation success for activity locations and trip purposes.
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Table 3.7 Imputed Activity-Travel Facets and Imputation Accuracy of GPS Studies
Authors/Year

Sample/Duration

Classification Methods

Imputed
Modes

Imputed Travel
Locations/ Trip
Purpose/Activity

Correctly Imputed
Trips/Mode

Correctly Imputed Travel
Locations/Trip Purpose/
Activity

Learning

Third Generation Studies - Advanced Classification Algorithms
Rudloff et al.,
2010

4 respondents/6
weeks
10 days were used
to create profiles;
the remaining data
were used to test
the performance

(1) Decision Trees,
(2) Logistic Regression,
(3) Multilayer Perceptrons,
(4) Support Vector
Machines

bike
bus
car
train
tram
walk
underground

trip purpose: home-work

all modes 80%

xxx

creating
classes of
trajectories
and
prototypes
by adding
repeated
POIs

Zheng et al.,
2008

45 respondents/6
months

1) Decision Tree,
(2) Bayesian net,
(3) Support Vector
Machine,
(4) Conditional Random
Field

bike
bus
car
walk

xxx

xxx

xxx

No

Gonzales et al.,
2008

xxx

neural networks

bus
car
walk

xxx

bus 81%
car 92%
walk 100%
all modes 91%

xxx

No

Schuessller and
Axhausen,
2009

4882
respondents/6.65
days

fuzzy logic approach for
travel mode identification

bike
bus
car
train
tram
walk

detection of travel locations
without activity purpose

Tsui and
Shalaby,
2006

9 respondents/58
days

fuzzy logic approach for
travel mode identification

bike
bus
car
walk

xxx

no validation about imputation accuracy for different modes

No

comparison of data with Swiss Microcensus 2005: average trip
distance; average daily mileage; average trip duration; average
number of stages per trip
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bike 86%
bus 80%
car 99%
walk 98%
all modes 94%

all activity locations reported
by participants (true
activities) were correctly
identified. There were other
activity locations detected
that were not true activities
(false activities)

No

Second Generation Studies - Rule Based
Auld et al.,
2009

5 respondents/8
days

rule-based algorithm for
travel mode and activity
identification
+GIS layers

slow mode (less
than 16 km/hr)
fast mode (over
16 km/hr)

detection of travel locations
without activity purpose

xxx

87% of travel locations

No

Bohte and
Maat,
2008

1104 respondents
/1 week

rule-based algorithm series of heuristics
developed from land-use
data and travel
characteristics
+GIS layers

bike
car
train
walk
other

work
home
study
shop
social visit
recreation
other

bike 72%
car 75%
train 34%
walk 68%
other 7%
all modes 70%

work 31%
home 74%
study 4%
shop 35%
social visit 11%
recreation 19%
other 29%
all purposes 43%

adding
new
activities
destinations
in GIS
database

Clifford et al.,
2008

xxx

rule-based algorithm for
travel mode and activity
identification
+GIS layers

bike
bus
car
ferry
train
tram
walk

trips purpose categories:
home-based work
home-based education
home-based shopping
home-based other
non-home-based work
non-home-based school
non-home-based shopping
non-home-based other

xxx

xxx

No

First Generation Studies - Simple Processing Algorithms
Wolf et al.,
2004

186 personal
vehicles/30 days

rule-based algorithm for
activity type identification
+GIS layers

car trips

home
work
pick up/drop off
daily shopping
private business
other based on the land base
information

xxx

xxx

No

Forrest and
Pearson,
2005

103 households/1
day

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) map matching to
evaluate potential trips ends
and trip purposes +GIS
layers

car trips

trips classification by
purpose:
home-based work (HBW)
home-based non-work
(HBNW)
non-home-based (NHB)

only 44% of the total number
of car trips found within the
GPS

xxx

No
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Schönfelder et
al., 2002

310 vehicles/14
months

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) map matching and use
of respondents past
responses for trip purposes
identification +GIS layers

car trips

xxx

xxx

xxx

No

Marca et al.,
2002a, 2002b,
2002c

4 vehicles/100 days

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops; (2) a kriging
surface technique for
generating most likely
activities based on past
activities
+GIS layers

car trips

xxx

xxx

xxx

No

Wolf et al.,
2001b

30 respondents/3
days

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect trip ends;
(2) GIS data base for trip
purpose
+GIS layers

car trips

xxx

xxx

22% of the total trips
purposes would require
follow up questions during
the CATI retrieval call

No

Wolf et al.,
2001a

15 respondents/xxx

(1) a simple algorithm to
detect stops;
(2) map matching to
evaluate potential trips ends
+GIS layers

car trips

xxx

80% trips match was
achieved GPS-derived trip
data and CATI-reported trips

xxx

No

Draijer et al.,
2000

121 respondents/1
day

map matching
+GIS layers

bike
car
train
tram
walk

xxx

xxx

xxx

No

Murakami and
Wagner,
1999

100 households/6
days

(1) map matching
(2) address matching using
the telephone interview
results
+GIS layers

car trips

xxx

xxx

xxx

No

Guensler and
Wolf,
1999

xxx

all driver and passenger
travel activities were
captured using manual
handheld electronic travel
diary

car trips + all
other travel
modes were
reported in the
electronic diary

xxx

xxx

xxx

No
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3.6

Summary and Outlook

This chapter provides an overview of recent developments in the application of modern
information and communication technologies to passively collect data on individual
activity-travel patterns. Over the last decade, considerable progress has been made in
the development and application of GPS technology. One of the biggest challenges in
the application of GPS devices for longitudinal data collection is the development of an
automatic procedure for imputing different facets of activity-travel patterns. Recent
research showed that it is possible through post-processing of GPS traces to determine
trip stops (activity locations), transport modes and activity type (trip purpose) with
reasonable accuracy. Based on the literature review of the GPS studies, the following
aspects concerning the developed post-processing procedures can be summarized.
(1) The post-processing procedure of the first generation in-car GPS studies primarily
consisted of two stages: (1) estimation of car trips ends and (2) trip purpose
identification. For trips ends identification these studies used simple algorithms, such
as turning off a car engine, or manual identification of potential trip ends by mapping
GPS data worth GIS. The most frequently used threshold time for trip ends was 120
seconds. Trip purpose estimation was based on available GIS land use database and
information from personal post-depth interviews. Identification of trip purpose could
not always be accurately determined, due to the fact that car trips did not necessarily
end close to the particular location where an activity will be conducted. The main
drawback of these studies was that information concerning the use of other transport
modes and the sequence of visited locations were missing.
(2) The second generation of GPS studies used wearable GPS devices, therefore, the
main focus of the post-processing was related to the differentiation between different
transport modes and identification of activity stops. Commonly, the post-processing
algorithm started with the cleaning procedure, eliminating records with low quality
indicators, such as the number of satellites and horizontal dilution of precision
(HDOP). Next, the activity stops were identified in order to detect trips. A trip was
defined as the connection between two activity stops. Typically the activity stops were
defined as periods when a GPS signal lost in buildings or speed values are very close to
zero. The minimum threshold time for activity stops ranged between 120-180 seconds.
Ad hoc rule based methods were developed to differentiate between different travel
modes. The main challenge of the rule-based studies is to derive accurate deterministic
rules for the correct identification of transport modes. Even if some values of speed and
acceleration are uniquely related to a particular transport mode, variability in personal
styles and changes in traffic situations increase the probability of misclassification
significantly. Therefore, to increase the imputation accuracy of transport modes GIS
databases were additionally used that provided information on the public transport
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network. This means that if network data are available the success of imputation will
likely be higher for trains, buses and cars, but less for walking and cycling. Moreover,
GIS databases were used for trip purpose (activity type) identification by setting a
radius that varies from 50 to 200 meters to the point of interest. In addition, these
studies used a promoted recall web instrument to validate imputation results allowing
participants to make necessary changes.
(3) The third generation of GPS studies focused on the automatic extraction of
transport modes from the raw GPS tracers based on the advanced classification
methods. From the simplified view, the imputation procedure includes two steps. In the
first step, trips are segmented into single mode stages. Based on the assumption that
walking should be a transition between different transportation modes change mode
transfer points are identified utilizing values of speed and acceleration distinguished as
possible walk points. Activity stops are derived following the logic of early GPS
studies: (1) no GPS signal loss represents an outdoor activity, (2) GPS signal loss
occurs during an inside building activity. The threshold time for activity stops varies
between 120-300 seconds. After the segmentation process, in the second step a
classification method is applied to derive transport mode for every trip segment.
Several authors proposed to use fuzzy logic approach (Tsui and Shalaby, 2006;
Schuessller and Axhausen, 2009). Only a few authors compared the performance of
different classification methods. Zheng et al., (2008) compared Decision Tree,
Bayesian Net, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Conditional Random Field (CRF).
The results show the best performance for Decision Tree and Bayesian Net, which was
slightly behind Decision Tree in its performance. Rudloff and Ray (2010) inspected
Decision Trees, Logistic Regression, Multilayer Perceptrons and Support Vector
Machines as classification methods. According to the results of this study all
classification approaches demonstrated comparable performance.
Based on this review, we can conclude that several imputation approaches can be used
for longitudinal data collection. Neither technology nor methodology should be a
barrier for collecting data over a longer time horizon. The overview shows that
advanced classification methods give more accurate results than ad hoc rule-based
methods. The main challenge for rule-based approaches is to derive an exhaustive
classification of the parameters (for speed, acceleration, etc.), that allow discrimination
between transport mode and activities. However, it is problematic to find deterministic
rules that can in a systematic way discriminate between different travel and activity
episodes in general, and particularly, taking into consideration other contextual factors,
such as traffic situation or personal walking/biking style. It means if these parameters
vary over time then the chance of the misclassification will increase. Therefore, in
developing a system advanced classification methods should be used that guarantee
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exhaustiveness and exclusiveness, and support the use of learning mechanisms to
derive rules from real world activity-travel data.
Results showed that transport mode can be detected by using advanced classification
methods with accuracy up to 95% or even higher. However these studies were
conducted for a very small sample of participants during a limited number of days
(Table 3.7). Only limited information is available concerning successful identification
of activity stops and classification of trip purposes. The review suggests that only
Bohte and Maat (2008) evaluated the accuracy of trip purpose identification. The
accuracy varies between 30% and 70% depending on the activity type.
An examination of the relevant literature in transportation research suggests that some
benefits can be made by of using learning algorithms (e.g., Auld et al., 2009). For
example, Bohte and Maat (2008) and Rudloff and Ray (2010) implemented algorithms
that learn points of interests and frequently visited locations to increase identification
of activity locations and relevant activity types. However, until now no existing studies
developed processing techniques that implement incrementally learning algorithms for
improving imputation accuracy of transport modes (and trips). The implementation of
incrementally learning algorithms, using advanced methods such as Bayesian belief
network, fuzzy logic and other machine learning techniques, based on the increasing
amount of data that come over time from corrections by respondents in prompted recall
instruments might continuously improve the reliability of imputed information from
GPS traces.
The next chapter addresses the development of the system, called TraceAnnotator. The
goal was to develop a system for a multi-week data collection that can automatically
impute different facets of activity travel-patterns from raw GPS traces. Independently
and in parallel with other studies that applied advance classification methods in postprocessing of GPS traces (e.g., Zheng et al., 2008; Rudloff and Ray, 2010) we explore
the feasibility of using Bayesian Belief Network for imputing activity stops and
transport modes from the raw GPS data. Bayesian classifier has been chosen as a
classification algorithm for its discrete nature, allowing probabilistic classification and
incremental learning. Additionally, pilot studies were conducted to evaluate the
imputation accuracy of the system and the possible application of learning algorithms.
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TraceAnnotator

4.1

Introduction

In the outlook of the previous chapter, we have outlined conceptual considerations for
the development of a system for longitudinal GPS data collection. In this regard, for
tracking individual’s activity-travel patterns with GPS devices over several weeks time
horizon, we developed a system - called TraceAnnotator - that is based on an advanced
data imputation model that classifies the outcome variables of interest, using a network
of input variables. The system allows automatic imputation of data about activity-travel
patterns from multi-day GPS traces with high accuracy.
This chapter reports the design of the system TraceAnnotator. Raw GPS traces are used
as input to the system. The process of imputing transportation modes, activity episodes
and other facets of activity-travel patterns is based on a Bayesian belief network
(BBN), which represents the multiple relationships between spatial, temporal and other
factors, including quality indicators of recorded information (errors of technology).
The Bayesian belief network is a classification method based on a network
representation, where each node represents a variable and the arcs between variables
represent relationships between them. The network structure gives valuable
information about conditional dependence between the variables. This classifier learns
the conditional probability for each variable from the training data set.
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The imputation of transport modes and activity episodes is based on the data provided
from GPS traces. Activity type is identified by fusing GPS data with land use data for
the region of interest and personalized land use data. An internet-based prompted recall
survey has been developed for the validation process to check and correct any
imputation errors. The web-based recall instrument allows participants to upload
collected GPS data at their leisure and it generates an interactive daily agenda based on
the uploaded data. To assess the feasibility of using the developed system for the main
data collection a small scale experiment was conducted.
This chapter is organized as follows. The second section outlines the basic principles
underlying the development of the system. In the third section five main modules of the
system are introduced. Next, the architecture of the system is presented. The
architecture of the system has been designed in a way that the system can be easily
extended and can process large GPS datasets.
The fifth section gives the definition of the Bayesian belief network. The following
section introduces specially designed rules to merge activity and travel episodes that
have duration less than a predefined time threshold with episodes that last longer than
the threshold. When developing a system for a collection of GPS data, one has to take
decisions concerning a record interval, data log format, etc. Therefore, the seventh
section presents main operational decisions. The eighth section is dedicated to the
description of the process. The application of the system is presented by division into
five main modules.
The ninth and tenth sections discuss some of our experiments. In particular, the ninth
section informs about the results of a pilot study to assess the success of the imputation
accuracy of TraceAnnotator. The tenth section presents an experiment that evaluates
the possible implementation of incremental learning algorithms in the system. The
prompted recall data can be used to update the conditional probabilities of the Bayesian
belief network. Therefore, the system can learn over time, implying that the imputation
accuracy will improve continuously, reducing respondent and researcher burden over
time. Finally, the last section draws some concluding remarks. Technical details of
TraceAnnotator are provided in Appendices A1-A6.

4.2

Principles Underlying the System TraceAnnotator

Based on the state-of-the-art at the time of development, keeping the utilized GPS
technology and the application purpose of the system in mind, the developed system is
based on the following principles:
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1. The Bayesian belief network is the core of the system
The developed system is based on a Bayesian belief network or Bayesian classifier
system, which replaces commonly used ad hoc rules with a dynamic structure, leading
to improved classification if consistent evidence is obtained over time from more
samples (more traces). As our overview of GPS studies showed advanced classification
methods such as fuzzy logic or probabilistic systems are preferable to deterministic
systems (ad hoc rule methods) for the imputation of different facets of activity-travel
patterns form GPS traces.
2. The Bayesian belief network is used to impute both travel (transport modes) and
activity episodes
The imputation procedure is purely based on the Bayesian belief network and it reads
consequently each GPS record and assign each GPS record to a certain class of a
transport mode or an activity episode. In the previous chapter, we outlined that the
third generation of GPS studies used the advanced classification algorithms only for
imputing transport modes for different trip segments. Before the application of the
imputation methods all these studies used rule-based methods to identify activity stops
or mode transfer points to segment trips into single mode stages. In contrast to previous
GPS studies we do not use trips segmentation procedure by firstly identifying activity
stops or change points utilizing low values of speed and acceleration typical for
walking. The system identifies activity and travel episodes in the stream. This is one of
the main differences of the developed approach from other studies in this field.
3. Specially defined merge rules applied to remove (merge) activity and travel episodes
with duration less than 180 s threshold time
The overview of GPS studies showed that different studies accepted different threshold
time for activity episodes that varies between 120-300 seconds. In the developed
system the threshold time for any activity or travel episodes is 180 seconds. If the
travel time or activity time is less than 3 minutes, then this episode is merged with the
previous or following one. Specifically dedicated merge rules are designed for this
procedure.
4. The system differentiates between activities conducted inside and outside buildings
based on quality indicators from GPS traces
The recent GPS studies differentiate between (1) outdoor activities, when speed values
close to zero and (2) activities inside buildings, when GPS signal loss occurs for a
certain threshold time. The last generations of GPS devices are semi-sensitive and able
to record data without signal loss inside buildings. Consequently, another way to
differentiate between activities conducted inside and outside buildings should be
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derived that do not consider signal loss. The rules applied in the system to discriminate
between inside and outside activities are different from the rules commonly applied in
other GPS studies. These rules are not purely based on the speed values, but also take
into consideration other indicators recorded by GPS devices, such as a number of
satellites (used and viewed) and quality indicators (PDOP and HDOP).
5. The typically applied cleaning procedure is eliminated from the processing routine
of GPS traces
The majority of GPS studies utilized the filtering (cleaning) technique to delete
incorrect GPS records based on the quality indicators, arguing that the cleaning
procedure is necessary to increase the imputation accuracy of transport modes and
activity stops. The developed system does not include a data cleaning step for deleting
records with low quality indicators; these indicators are used as input variables for the
Bayesian belief network to differentiate activities inside and outside buildings and
other episodes, such as urban canyon and cold start.
6. Activity type is identified by fusing GPS data with land use data for the region of
interest and personalized land use data
Similar to other GPS studies the imputation of activity type is based on the available
land use data for the region of interest. Additionally, respondents were asked about the
key locations in the organization of their daily activities: home, work, school, etc.
Personal files were created by geocoding locations of participants daily routines.
Reverse geocoding is used to connect GPS coordinates to street addresses, property
names and land use.
7. A prompted recall instrument is used in the system for the validation of imputation
results
The system was designed for data collection over a long time period. Keeping in a
mind the purpose of the system, the prompted recall instrument was developed.
Through the prompted recall instrument participants are asked to verify the imputed
schedules: for example, they can correct missing addresses of activity episodes, activity
types and misclassification of transport modes.
8. The imputation process of trips (transport modes) and activity episodes based
primarily on data from GPS traces
The development of the system started with an assumption that reliable land use data
and data on transport networks (such as network of bus stops) may not be available at
the start of the data collection process. At the time of the development of the system
geocoded data in the Netherlands were not widely available and very expensive.
Therefore, the system is based on the data that the GPS traces provide. Due to the fact
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that during the validation procedure respondents are requested to report activity
type/trip purpose at different locations and validate identified transport modes, the
geographic database develops over time simultaneously. Consequently, with more
respondents over time, an information system of increasing detail base can be
developed to improve the accuracy of the trip purpose/activity type inference.
9. Implementation of a learning algorithm
Finally, in addition to these principles, which are directly related to the purpose of the
current study, the development of TraceAnnotator was also influenced by keeping in a
mind further possible improvements of the system, such as implementation of the
incremental learning algorithm. The incremental learning algorithm can be
implemented by using the results of the prompted recall surveys as input for
continuously updating conditional probability tables, and even over time the structure
of the classifier system. Hence, the imputation accuracy of travel modes and activity
episodes can be further improved.

4.3

The System TraceAnnotator and Main Modules of the System

The general purpose system TraceAnnotator has been developed to process
automatically multi-day or multi-week GPS traces. For this purpose, TraceAnnotator
has been configured in such a way that the data processing is divided into two main
processes: (1) imputation of transportation modes and activity episodes using a
Bayesian belief network; (2) imputation of activity type, based on a fusion of GPS data
with land use data and personalized land use data.
The system has been designed according to the following goals:


that it can process considerably large datasets;



that it can process the data fast enough with a speed that satisfies the purpose
of the system development;



that it can handle GIS calculations;



that it can be used without programming;



that it can be easily extended.

TraceAnnotator has been developed using Java and it uses the following technologies:
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Spring for configuration using xml files (Spring is an open source application
framework for Java (http://www.springsource.org/)).



GeoTools for the GIS based components (http://geotools.codehaus.org/)



Netica software for the Bayesian Network component used in the
implementation of the ClassifierFilter (http://www.norsys.com/).

Detailed description of folders structure of TraceAnnotator is given in Appendix A1.
The main two classes of TraceAnnotator are Sample and Filter:
Sample
A sample is one measurement (a record/point) from a GPS trace. It contains attributes
like date, time, latitude, longitude, speed, distance and other (see Section 4.6.3). A list
of samples is called a sample trace or just a trace. Specially designed filters manipulate
attributes of each sample to derive necessary information.
Filters
The basic idea underlying the concept of a filter is to provide the chain of necessary
calculations in order to derive additional variables. For example, it can add new
attributes or change existing attribute values of a sample, but a filter could also write
derived data into an external file. The designed filters are divided into eight classes; the
description of filters is given in detail in Appendix A2.
Main Modules of the System
The GPS data processing procedure consists of the five main modules. The modules
are illustrated in Figure 4.1:
MODULE 1 - pre-processing of GPS traces: converting record attributes into a valid
format and deriving additional variables from attributes for the imputation process;
MODULE 2 - imputation of transportation modes and activity episodes;
MODULE 3 - application of merge rules;
MODULE 4 - assignment of address and activity types to derived activity episodes;
MODULE 5 - validation procedure via the prompted recall survey.
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Figure 4.1 Modules of the System

The imputation of transport modes and activity episodes is based on a Bayesian Belief
network by using attributes (variables) directly calculated from each GPS sample
during the first module. It is relevant to emphasize that the imputation process operates
on two levels: (1) at the level of a sample and (2) at the level of a set of similar
consecutive samples (an episode). First, the imputation process operates on the level of
a sample: each sample is annotated in terms of transport mode and whether it is part of
an activity episode by using BBN. A set of consecutive samples that after the
annotation process have been assigned to the same category of a transport mode or to
an activity episode form initial travel episode or activity episode. As the result an Initial
Agenda that contains information about trips and activities is generated.
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Next, the operation process operates on a level of initial episodes: for the final
identification of transport modes (travel episodes) and activity episodes merge rules are
applied. An initial episode with a duration less than accepted time threshold (180 s) is
merged with other episode(s) (see Section 4.7.3).
After the application of the merge rules, for every activity episode its geographical
location and activity type are assigned. Then, the Final Agenda (final activity-travel
schedule) is generated.
In the end, respondents have to validate the Final Agenda via the web-based prompted
recall instrument. Corrected and validated results are written and saved in the
Confirmed Agenda.
Performance of the System
The system can processes relatively fast large datasets. For example, before the Final
Agenda will be generated it takes around 1-3 minutes to process a trace that contains 3
days data, depending on a number of recorded hours (on average 10-12 hours per day).
Consequently, to process 7 days data (approximately 90 hours of data) it takes around
7-10 minutes for the system. Moreover, the system processes a trace after trace; it
cannot handle several tracers simultaneously. Given the purpose of the system, that was
designed originally to collect data for a relatively small sample of participants; it was
not considered as a limitation. However, for a large data collection necessary changes
have to be done to improve the performance of the system.

4.4

Definition of Bayesian Belief Network

As it was discussed previously, a Bayesian belief network makes up the core of the
system and can be viewed as the engine that replaces ad hoc rules with a dynamic
structure, leading to improved classification if consistent evidence is obtained over
time from more samples (more traces). A Bayesian belief network (BBN) is a model
for reasoning about uncertainty. A major advantage of BBNs over many other types of
predictive models, such as neural networks, is that the Bayesian network structure
represents the interrelationships among the dataset attributes. Human experts can easily
understand the network structures and if necessary modify them to obtain better
predictive models (Cheng and Greiner, 2001). A Bayesian network can be used as a
Bayesian Classifier that computes the posterior probability of one node (the class node)
given the values to the other nodes.
Bayesian networks are a graphical representation of probabilistic causal information
based on two components: a directed acyclic graph and probability parameters (set of
probability tables). The graph consists of nodes and arcs as shown in Figure 4.2. The
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nodes represent variables, which can be discrete or discretisized. The arcs represent
causal/influential relationships between variables. The dependencies between variables
are depicted as directional links from a parent node to a child node. This is an effective
way to describe the overall dependency structure of a large number of variables (Torres
and Huber, 2003).
A set of conditional probability distributions provides the statistical interpretation of
the cause-effect dependence relationships depicted by the graphical structures. Each
node has a certain probability distribution, which represents probabilities about the
likelihood of possible outcomes for each node.
Bayesian classifier can be used for both 'forward' and 'backward' inference. Forward
inference is triggered by new evidence for one or more parent nodes. As a result the
probabilities of the involved child nodes will be updated correspondingly; hence the
probabilities will be consistent with the new information. Backward inference is
triggered when new evidence is entered into child nodes.
Applying Bayesian network techniques to classification involves several sub-tasks:
(1) learning a structure of BBN, (2) classifying instances of output and input variables
and (3) learning the parameters of BBN (conditional probability tables).
(1) Structure Learning
Structure learning determines the dependence and independence of variables and
suggests a direction of causation, in other words, the placement of the links in the
net. The idea behind the learning of the structure of Bayesian network is to search
whether links (relationships) exists between the variables.

Figure 4.2 An Example of Naïve Bayesian Classifier
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Structure of Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes is the simplest form of Bayesian Classifier, in which all attributes are
independent given the value of the class variable. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of
the simple structure of Naïve Bayes classifier, that has the class node (C) and child
nodes (A1-A4). The classifier assumes that all attributes are independent of each other,
thus, in this structure no connections between child nodes are allowed. It is somewhat
surprising, that Naïve Bayes classifier is an efficient and effective inductive learning
algorithm, since the assumption behind it, that there are no dependencies - conditional
independence - between the attribute variables, is clearly unrealistic. This classifier is
easy to construct as the structure is given a priori, hence no structure learning
procedure is required.
The Naïve Bayesian classifier performs a backward inference of the probability for the
parent node based on a concept of belief updating for the basic Bayesian method,
equation 4.1:

where c is a particular state of the class variable C and a1, a2, … are particular states of
child variables A1, A2, … .
(2) Classifying States of Input and Output Variables
In order to fully specify the Bayesian network, it is necessary to derive for each
attribute node and class node a set of possible states. These states (values) should be
mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive, due to the fact, that they affect the
relevance of the predictive attributes (child nodes) towards a target attribute (class
node). The identification of states of variables can be based on expert judgments
derived from the real world data.
(3) Learning the Parameters (Conditional Probability Tables)
In addition to the classification of input and output variables, the Bayesian belief
network requires the conditional probability tables. Parameter learning is the automatic
learning of the specific relationships nodes have with their parents using case data.
These relationships are described in the form of conditional probability table
(CPT). The probability that some specified variables will take specified values, given
that some other specified variables have specified values.
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In principle, the start of the process can be based on a complete lack of knowledge. In
that case, uniform distributions would be used for the conditional probabilities,
implying that every outcome is equally probable. The system would then learn to some
degree of accuracy, depending on the discriminatory power of the initial classifications.
However, because such a strategy will be far from optimal for accurate imputation of
transport modes and activity episodes from GPS traces, it is better to start with learned
parameters. Parameter learning determines the conditional probability table (CPT) at
each node, given the link structures and the data. The learning of conditional
probability tables can be based on either expert judgments or on the processing of case
files of real world data. The learning algorithms used in the system for parameters
learning is described in Section 4.7.2.3 and in Appendix 5.

4.5

Definition of Merge Rules

The merge rules are applied to the activity and travel episodes with a duration of time
less than the defined threshold value. The defined threshold is 3 minutes. All trips and
activities, which are less than 3 minutes, are merged with other trips or activities.
Several merge rules were designed: (1) merge rule for removing double episodes (2)
merge rule for merging three consecutive events into one; (3) forward merging; (4)
backward merging. The merging rules operate on the three consecutive episodes that
named as current episode, episode before and episode after. Figure 4.3 gives an
example for the second merge rule – merging three consecutive episodes into one. The
detailed description of each merge rule and their illustration are presented in
Appendix A6.
IF current episode < 180s
AND after episode = before episode
THEN merge all into before

episode

Activity

Bike

Activity

position

BEFORE

CURRENT

AFTER

duration

i

j<180s

k

episode

Activity

duration

i+j+k

Figure 4.3 Illustration of the Second Merge Rule
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The merge rules are applied according the following procedure. The first merge rule is
never applied to the Initial Agenda due to the absence of double events. The process
will start with the second merge rule. When the condition for the second merge rule is
satisfied then the second merge rule will be applied. Then the process will start from
the beginning of the sequence of episodes and conditions for application of the first
merge rule will be tested, if no conditions were satisfied, then again conditions for the
second merge rule will be checked. If no conditions were satisfied for the second merge
rule, then the sequence of episodes will be checked for the application of the third
merge rule, and so on. The process will go until the end when no merge rules have to
be applied. The example of application of merge rules to an Initial agenda is illustrated
in Appendix A6.

4.6

Operational Decisions

4.6.1

Used Data for the System

Four different types of data were collected for the system: (i) training data for all type
of transport modes available in the region of interest and different activity locations,
recorded using GPS devices and prompted recall survey, (ii) GPS traces of a sample of
respondents, (iii) several data sets about networks and land use in geocoded formats
and (iv) interview data for the same sample of respondents, related to personal sociodemographics and aspects of a set of regular activities.
Interviews data were used to prepare personal files. For every participant, two personal
files were prepared. The first personal file contains information regarding car, bike and
motorbike ownership. The second personal file contains individual spatial data.
Appendix A3 describes preparation of personal files. An overview of the data is shown
in Table 4.1.

4.6.2

Training Data

To collect the training data set, 10 people, colleagues and friends, were asked to carry
GPS devices for several days. On average every participant carried a device during 3
days. Therefore, the obtained training data set contained approximately 30 travel days.
The participants were chosen on the base of the transport mode that they predominantly
used to commute from home to work. A verbal description for every trace was
provided by the participants. These data were used for two purposes: (1) to extract
states for the input and output variables and (2) to train the network - learning the
parameters of Bayesian belief classifier. To train the network only certain parts of the
day, which focused on certain states of output variable, were used (transport modes and
activities inside/outside building).
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Table 4.1 Overview of Available Data

Training data for Bayesian belief network
Description

Samples of GPS traces recorded for different transport modes and activity locations

Contents

10 participants, 30 travel days

Source

collected by the researcher during the training phase

GPS traces
Description
Contents

Source

raw GPS traces
-

Pilot studies: 5-8 participants/6-10 weeks dataset

-

Main Data Collection: 28 participants/12 weeks dataset

uploaded by participants

Land use data
Description
Contents

Source

railway network, stations locations and land use data
-

the complete railway network in the Europe

-

land use data for Eindhoven region (Appendix A1):



shops/shopping malls



cinema



museums



green areas/parks



café/restaurants



other points of interests

-

address for the Netherlands

open street maps, land use information prepared by the researcher

Interview data
Description
Contents

Source

Personal information
-

Personal information

-

Household data

-

Home address

-

Address of main workplace

-

Address of main educational establishment

-

Addresses of the most frequently used supermarkets/grocery stores

-

Address of other frequently visited locations

-

Vehicles information

collected during the personal interviews by the researcher
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4.6.3

Log Format of GPS Data

During the experimental part the decision was taken that for each GPS record a
predefined set of spatial and temporal attributes, listed below, should be recorded.
These attributes are used in MODULE 1 to derive input variables for the imputation
process of travel and activity episodes.
UTC – Date/Time Universal Coordinated Time, formerly Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT)
RCR – record method: speed / time / distance
LATITUDE – a north/south measurement of position perpendicular to the earth’s polar
axis
LONGITUDE – an east/west measurement of position in relation to the Prime
Meridian, an imaginary circle that passes through the north and south poles
SPEED – rate of motion, km/h
DISTANCE – distance between 2 GPS coordinates
In order to be able to evaluate a positional accuracy of GPS device, hence the quality of
recorded data, the following information for each way points is collected additionally.
VALID – data fixed or not. Data fixed means that logged data recorded in GPS fix
situation on the Standard Positioning Service (SPS).
The Standard Positioning Service (SPS) is a positioning and timing service which is
available to all GPS users on a continuous, worldwide basis with no direct charge. SPS
provides a predictable positioning accuracy of 100 meters (95 percent) horizontally and
156 meters (95 percent) vertically and time transfer accuracy to UTC within 340
nanoseconds (95 percent) (source: http://tycho.usno.navy.mil/gpsinfo.html).
NSAT (USED/VIEW) – number of satellite (in Used, in View). The number of used
satellites allows evaluating how accurate the position was recorded. A modern GPS
receiver typically tracks all of the available satellites simultaneously, but only a
selection of them is used to calculate a position. If the GPS receiver is only able to get
signals from 3 satellites, it is still possible to record a position, but it will be less
accurate. The GPS receiver needs at least 4 satellites to work out a position in
3-dimensions. The max number of available satellites is 16.
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PDOP – Positional Dilution of Precision; positional accuracy; 3D-coordinates
HDOP – Horizontal Dilution of Precision; horizontal accuracy; 2D-coordinates
PDOP and HDOP represent dilution of precision (DOP). DOP is used to specify the
additional multiply effect of GPS satellite geometry on GPS precision. The signal from
GPS satellites has a fixed precision. The precision of multiple satellites in view of a
receiver combine according to the relative position of the satellites to determine the
level of precision in each dimension of the receiver measurement. When visible GPS
satellites are close together in the sky, the geometry is said to be weak and the DOP
value is high; when far apart, the geometry is strong and the DOP value is low. If they
overlap at right angles, the greatest extent of the overlap is much smaller than if they
overlap in near parallel. Thus PDOP and HDOP allow to estimate the extent of GPS
data accuracy. A low DOP value represents a better GPS positional precision due to the
wider angular separation between the satellites used to calculate a GPS unit's position
(Table 4.2).
The information from GPS tracers were saved in CSV export format (comma separated
value). In the used CSV file format each record (or sample) is one line, where fields
(values of attributes) are separated with commas. The CSV file format is a de facto
industry standard and used to exchange data between different applications. The CSV
file format is used as input to the system.

4.6.4

Use of Quality Indicators for Identification of Activity Episodes Inside
Buildings, Urban Canyons and Cold Start

A state-of-the-art device at the moment of data collection in 2009 – GPS logger 747 A+
Bluetooth – is able to record data constantly outside and inside buildings. During the
test period it was identified that speed values of data recorded inside buildings do not
necessarily close to zero and sometimes reaches values typical for other modes, due to
the fact that signal strength inside buildings is not always optimal and as a results the
device produces some errors in measurements.
Based on the sample of test GPS traces it was identified that it is more reliable to
discriminate activities inside buildings based not on the values of speed and
acceleration, but primarily using quality indicators of the recorded data (such as the low
number of satellites and high values of PDOP and HDOP). For instance, when data
reordered inside a building there might be less than the four satellites in view. Even if
there are enough satellites, they might not be ideally positioned. This leads to the errors
in recording the actual speed and position, evidence by a high position of precision
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Table 4.2 Meaning of DOP Values

DOP value

Rating

Description

1

ideal

This is the highest possible confidence level to be used for applications
demanding the highest possible precision at all times

1-2

excellent

At this confidence level, positional measurements are considered accurate
enough to meet all but the most sensitive applications

2-5

good

Represents a level that marks the minimum appropriate for making business
decisions. Positional measurements could be used to make reliable in-route
navigation suggestions to the user

5-10

moderate

Moderate Positional measurements could be used for calculations, but the fix
quality could still be improved. A more open view of the sky is recommended

10-20

fair

Represents a low confidence level. Positional measurements should be
discarded or used only to indicate a very rough estimate of the current location

>20

poor

At this level, measurements are inaccurate by as much as 300 meters with a 6
meter accurate device (50 DOP × 6 meters) and should be discarded

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dilution_of_precision_%28GPS%29

Figure 4.4 An Example of Multipath Errors
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of DOP values (PDOP and HDOP) (Table 4.2). Therefore, rules based on the quality
indicators were defined for the two types of the activity episodes: ACTIVEPISODE
(when a person conducts an activity at a certain location) and INSIDEBUILDING
(when a person conducts an activity inside a building).
Additionally, it was tested during the training phase that the accuracy of GPS devices
depends on the following error sources: (1) multi-path signal reflection and (2) cold
start problem. These findings are consistent with other studies (Wolf et al., 1999;
Draijer et al., 2000; Stopher et al., 2005; Jun et al., 2007; Du and Aultman-Hall, 2007).
Multi-path errors, so-called urban canyon, typically appear in highly dense urban areas
with high-rise buildings or in tunnels and underground. The GPS signal is reflected by
buildings, walls or surfaces and the corresponding GPS positions jump and are often
scattered around the actual position of the receiver (Figure 4.4). Signal blocking in
tunnels leads to missing GPS points. The cold start problem results in inaccurate
records of GPS points at the beginning of the trip, when GPS device was just turned on,
due to the time the GPS receiver needs to acquire the position of at least four satellites.
The results of tests showed that the number of used satellites and viewed satellites, the
DOPs values and information if GPS data are fixed or not to the Standard Positioning
Service (VALID) are efficient measures in determining these error sources. In
comparison with other studies where the GPS records with DOPs values above 5 were
deleted during the data cleaning and filtering stage, we used DOPs values to
differentiate between cold start, urban canyon and activities that taken place inside or
outside buildings. This prevents having missing points and time slots in GPS records.
In the section 4.7.2.2 (The Classification of States for Input and Output Variables of
BBN) the classification of DOPs values, VALID states and amount of satellites will be
given. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate a relation between a number of satellites, VALID
and DOP values acquired during the experimental test for biking (Table 4.3) and urban
canyon (Table 4.4). When participants were walking, cycling or travelling by car or
public transports in the open-air conditions GPS measurements were very accurate.

4.6.5

Threshold Time for Episodes Duration

The threshold value 3 minutes was chosen due to several practical reasons based on the
knowledge derived from the data and personal experiences. The choice of 3 minute
threshold was motivated by the fact if the threshold time for episodes duration is too
short, then stops like at a traffic light may be detected falsely as an activity episode. It
was tested that stops at a traffic light can last longer than 2 minutes, but do not exceed
3 minute threshold. In contrast if the threshold time is too long then short activities and
short walking trips, for example during the leisure shopping in a city center, will be
undetected.
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Table 4.3 Example of Raw GPS data with 9-10 Used Satellites (BIKING)

INDEX

RCR

DATE

TIME

VALID

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

SPEED

PDOP

HDOP

NSAT
(USED/VIEW)

DISTANCE

265

T

11/15/2010

9:21:48

SPS

51.463624

5.454305

19.700 km/h

1.24

0.91

10(13)

16.47 M

266

T

11/15/2010

9:21:51

SPS

51.463493

5.454406

18.939 km/h

1.24

0.91

10(13)

16.13 M

267

T

11/15/2010

9:21:54

SPS

51.463361

5.45445

18.154 km/h

1.24

0.91

10(13)

15.02 M

268

T

11/15/2010

9:21:57

SPS

51.46324

5.454543

18.588 km/h

1.24

0.91

10(13)

14.96 M

269

T

11/15/2010

9:22:00

SPS

51.463124

5.454657

18.976 km/h

1.3

0.99

9(13)

15.16 M

270

T

11/15/2010

9:22:03

SPS

51.463005

5.454781

19.055 km/h

1.3

0.99

9(13)

15.72 M

271

T

11/15/2010

9:22:06

SPS

51.462886

5.454905

19.023 km/h

1.3

0.99

9(13)

15.83 M

Table 4.4 Example of Raw GPS data with 1-3 Used Satellites (URBAN CANYON)

INDEX

RCR

DATE

TIME

VALID

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

SPEED

PDOP

HDOP

NSAT
(USED/VIEW)

DISTANCE

3062

T

12/9/2008

7:09:30

SPS

51.44359

5.478728

0.805 km/h

2.65

2.46

3(11)

0.57 M

3063

T

12/9/2008

7:09:33

Estimated
(dead
reckoning)

51.44359

5.47872

0.577 km/h

99.99

99.99

2(12)

0.54 M

3064

T

12/9/2008

7:09:36

Estimated
(dead
reckoning)

51.443589

5.478716

0.528 km/h

99.99

99.99

2(9)

0.33 M

3065

T

12/9/2008

7:09:39

No fix

51.443567

5.478788

0.569 km/h

99.99

99.99

1(10)

5.57 M

3066

T

12/9/2008

7:09:42

No fix

51.443586

5.478727

0.405 km/h

99.99

99.99

1(10)

4.72 M

3067

T

12/9/2008

7:09:45

No fix

51.443585

5.478724

0.100 km/h

99.99

99.99

1(11)

0.25 M

3068

T

12/9/2008

7:09:48

No fix

51.443589

5.478732

0.132 km/h

99.99

99.99

1(11)

0.73 M
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4.6.6

Recording Interval

There are 3 methods available to record data with GPS logger: (1) setting log
time interval; (2) setting log distance; (3) setting log speed. For time log interval
the GPS device can be configured between 1-999 sec. For example, 10 seconds
setting stands for GPS will record one sample data every 10 seconds. The
distance log interval can be between 10-9999 meters; accordingly 1000 meters
log distance stands for GPS will record one sample data every 1000 meters.
Log speed configures log interval between 10-999 km/h. It was decided to use a
log time interval to record GPS data, in order to collect valid information on
speed over a fixed time interval for further identification of transport modes and
activity episodes.
Some difficulties can be encountered when attempting to automate mode
detection. When comparing acceleration patterns for biking and train to other
transportation modes, the difference is more noticeable than, for example,
between bus and car. Accurate data have to be collected that contain
characteristic maximum and minimum values of speed and acceleration for
different modes. One of the important considerations is how often GPS data
should be recorded in order to have representative patterns for different
transport modes. When GPS data are recorded over a long time interval, such as
30 seconds or 1 minute, it becomes problematic to distinguish with a high
accuracy between used transport modes. When data is recorded every 1 second,
there is a consideration concerning a memory of a GPS device and a speed of
the data-processing procedure.
To identify a sufficient time log period, several recording intervals were
considered as acceptable and tested: 1 second, 3 seconds, 5 second and 15
second log time. To choose a log interval, several trips conducted by different
transportation modes were tested. For this purpose, four GPS devices with these
four time intervals were carried at the same time for each trip. To record data
GPS devices were turned on at the same time. In the next step, each trip
recorded by four GPS with the different log intervals was compared by
analyzing records from GPS traces for the same time interval: it means that a
trip started and finished at the same time and with the same duration. For
example, Figure 4.5 presents acceleration patterns for bike, bus and car for 5
minutes time interval extracted from an ordinary trip by bike, bus and car
respectively that was recorded for these four log intervals. Figure 4.6 illustrates
a comparison of acceleration patterns during 5 minutes time interval for an
ordinary bus and car trips recorded for three different time log period (for 3, 5
and 15 seconds).
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Figure 4.5 Acceleration for Different Recording Intervals
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Figure 4.6 A Comparison of Acceleration Pattern for BUS and CAR
for 3, 5 and 15 Seconds Recording Intervals
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When data recorded every 5 or 15 seconds a tendency is observed that
maximum and minimum values tend to move to the smaller values than for 1
and 3 seconds time interval. Therefore, the representative patterns for different
transport modes become less pronounced. The results of the test revealed that a
3 second log time interval is more representative of speed and acceleration
patterns than the 5 and 15 seconds log interval.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show that the more often data are recorded over time, then
there is a higher probability that extreme values of acceleration (such as max
and min values) that allow better differentiation between different transport
modes will be recorded. Moreover, in comparison with the 1 second recording
interval, the 3 seconds time interval allows 3.5 times longer use memory of the
device (approximately 10 days for 3 seconds versus 3 days for 1 second record
interval) and, consequently, the processing time for GPS traces will be reduced.
The 3 seconds time interval was chosen as the recording interval for the system.

4.7

Process Description

4.7.1

First Module: Pre-Processing of Raw GPS Data

During the First Module additional variables for the imputation model (BBN)
are derived. At the beginning of the process, samples with unlikely values of
latitude and longitude for Europe are removed.
The raw GPS data provide only basic information about coordinates, date and
time, accuracy measurements of the device and distance every 3 seconds
(Tables 4.3, 4.4). For imputation of transport modes and activity episodes
additional variables have to be generated from the raw GPS traces.
TraceAnnotator provides chain of necessary calculations to derive additional
variables such as average acceleration, maximum acceleration, maximum speed
and other. For the calculation of average speed, average acceleration, max
speed, speed deviation and max acceleration the moving time window between
-60 seconds to +60 seconds is introduced. For the calculation of the
accumulated distance a time window is taken between -240 seconds to 0
seconds. The detailed description of the sequence of these computations is given
in Appendix A4.
To feed the imputation model, some statistical variables have been generated.
Table 4.5 gives an overview of variables. Several variables were calculated for
measuring speed and acceleration patterns. Distance to the railway network was
calculated to differentiate the transport mode train from the car mode. Variables
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Table 4.5 Input Variables for the Imputation Model (for BBN)
Input Variables for BBN

Label

Acceleration Average

AVGACC

Acceleration Max

MAXACC

Speed Average

AVGSPEED

Deviation Speed

STDDEVSPEED

Speed Max
Distance Accumulated

Distance Railway

calculated by TA based on
Speed and Distance
from raw GPS traces

MAXSPEED
ACCUMDISTANCE

RRDIST

PDOP

PDOP

HDOP

HDOP

Valid

Valid

Used satellites

USEDSAT

Viewed satellites

VIEWSAT

Car ownership

CAROWN

Bike ownership

BIKEOWN

Motorbike ownership

Source of Data

calculated by TA based on
Latitude and Longitude of
current sample
and GIS data of railway track

taken directly from raw GPS
traces

from Personal Files
Appendix A3

MOTORBIKEOWN

related to the precision of the device, introduced in the previous section, were
directly included from GPS traces without additional processing.
In additional to the data extracted from a GPS device, the imputation model also
incorporates the effect of personal characteristics on the imputation of transport
mode. Three variables related to the possession of respondents a transport mode
- a car, a bike and a motorcycle - were used. These input variables were
explicitly collected from the personal profiles. Information on the possession of
transport modes is coded in a personal file (Appendix A3) and later it is written
from the personal file to the input file for the Bayesian belief network.

4.7.2

Second Module: Application of Bayesian Belief Network

4.7.2.1 The Structure of the Naïve Bayes Classifier
The Netica software tool was used for working with the Bayesian belief model
(Norsys Software Corp, 1997). Figure 4.7 shows the network structure that is
used to infer transport modes and activity episodes from the GPS traces. A
Naïve Bayes classifier is used. It has a simple structure: the class node (MODE)
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Distance Railway
very close 11.9
close
1.20
far
0.81
veryfar
86.1
4340 ± 3200

Acceleration average
verysmall
60.0
small
7.32
average
5.60
averageI
7.12
significant
6.45
verysignificant 6.34
large
7.20
0.119 ± 0.18

PDOP
verysmall 32.3
small
25.0
average
10.1
big
7.14
large
25.5
29.9 ± 43

Mode
Activity Epizode
28.7
Biking
6.51
Bus
3.28
Car
7.01
Motorbike
3.05
Running
0.39
Train
10.9
Walking
9.11
COLDSTART
6.22
INSIDEBUILDING 24.3
URBANCANYON 0.55

Acceleration max
verysmal
68.7
small
11.8
average
2.94
averageI
7.30
averageII
3.10
large
2.85
verylarge
2.86
extralarge 0.44
0.36 ± 0.44

Distance Accumulated
verysmall
63.8
small
7.38
average
6.17
averageI
4.74
averageII
1.38
significant
1.47
verysignificant 4.11
large
10.9
1620 ± 3900

HDOP
verysmall 53.1
small
11.5
average
4.55
big
5.43
large
25.4
28.8 ± 43

VALID
SPS
Nofix
Estimateddeadreckoning
DGPS

little
several
all

USEDSAT
27.1
16.8
56.2
7.92 ± 4.7

little
several
all

VIEWSAT
16.0
3.10
80.9
9.8 ± 4.3

Car ownership
YES 25.3
NO
74.7
0.747 ± 0.43

Speed Max
verysmall
54.9
small
12.7
average
2.76
averageI
7.39
averageII
1.92
significant
5.30
verysignificant 11.4
large
3.67
24.2 ± 44

Speed average
verylow
58.6
low
11.7
average
3.93
aboveaverageI
6.64
aboveaverageII 3.95
fast
4.41
veryfast
10.8
18.6 ± 41

63.7
26.2
0.45
9.67

Bike ownership
YES 42.8
NO
57.2
0.572 ± 0.49
Motorbike ownership
YES
5.18
NO
94.8
0.948 ± 0.22

Deviation Speed
verysmall
50.1
small
15.3
average
8.57
averageI
2.92
averageII
5.49
significant
5.63
verysignificant 10.4
large
1.68
4.79 ± 11

Figure 4.7 Structure of the Naïve-Bayes Classifier
(screenshot of Netica software)

is the parent node of all other nodes. The classifier assumes that all the features
(input variables) are independent of each other. Since the class node MODE
determines how the other nodes will be changed, we model this relationship by
drawing an arc from the node MODE to all the other nodes. Thus, the proposed
Bayesian classifier performs a backward inference based on the consideration
that for every child node the evidence will be entered. The output gives the
posterior probability that a particular type of transport mode (or an activity
episode) has been used as a function of the states of the variables included in the
BBN.
The application of the Bayesian belief network results for each sample in a
back-reasoned probability that the sample belongs to each of the states of the
parent node. During the annotation process several states of the parent node
MODE are assigned to a sample. Every state has a certain probability. For each
annotated sample, the state with the highest probability is derived
(Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6 Example of an Annotated Trace with Conditional Probabilities for Node ‘MODE’
INDEX

TIME

SPEED

ACTIVITY

BIKE

WALKING

BUS

CAR

MOTORBIKE

RUNNING

TRAIN

FINALMODE

8613

10:20:11

10.665 km/h

0.00%

94.72%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.27%

0.00%

0.00%

BIKE

8614

10:20:14

11.248 km/h

0.00%

94.72%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.27%

0.00%

0.00%

BIKE

8615

10:20:17

10.093 km/h

0.00%

93.87%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

6.09%

0.04%

0.00%

BIKE

8616

10:20:20

9.872 km/h

0.00%

97.83%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2.04%

0.12%

0.00%

BIKE

8617

10:20:23

11.072 km/h

0.00%

97.83%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

2.04%

0.12%

0.00%

BIKE

8618

10:20:26

11.257 km/h

0.00%

97.95%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.90%

0.15%

0.00%

BIKE

8619

10:20:29

11.943 km/h

0.00%

97.95%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.90%

0.15%

0.00%

BIKE

8620

10:20:32

10.454 km/h

0.00%

97.95%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.90%

0.15%

0.00%

BIKE

8621

10:20:35

9.630 km/h

0.00%

73.66%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.12%

26.22%

0.00%

BIKE

8622

10:20:38

8.098 km/h

0.00%

73.66%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.12%

26.22%

0.00%

BIKE

8623

10:20:41

7.831 km/h

0.00%

73.66%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.12%

26.22%

0.00%

BIKE

8624

10:20:44

5.712 km/h

0.00%

73.66%

0.00%

0.00%

0.01%

0.12%

26.22%

0.00%

BIKE
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4.7.2.2

The Classification of States for Input and Output Variables of BBN

The Bayesian belief network was used to impute automatically the type of
transportation mode, activity episodes (stops), COLDSTART and URBANCANYON
from the GPS traces. Therefore, the class node (MODE) has 11 possible states (Figure
4.7).
Seven states of transport modes were considered: WALKING (by foot), RUNNING,
BIKE (bicycle), MOTORBIKE, CAR (private vehicle), BUS and TRAIN. For public
transport only transportation modes, which are available in the study region (bus and
train), were considered. As it was mentioned, two types of the activity stops were
defined: ACTIVEPISODE (when a person conducts an activity at a certain location)
and INSIDEBUILDING (when a person conducts an activity inside a building). Taking
into consideration possible errors in the data due to lost signals with satellites or when
the GPS device is trying to get a fix for the first time, two more states were considered:
URBANCANYON (the so-called high-rise urban zones, underground parking, tunnels)
and COLDSTART (cold start refers to a situation where the GPS has no previous GPS
data for the current location and is trying to get a fix for the first time).
Additionally, the Bayesian belief network requires as input a classification of the states
of the input variables. In order to differentiate between different transportation modes,
activity stops, cold start and urban canyon from the GPS data stream, classification
rules were developed. The classification is based on a subjective interpretation of a set
of GPS traces that were collected from a group of volunteer who were willing to carry
the GPS device for several days and used different transport modes. The classification
is based on the identification for each input variable in terms of a range of the typical
values that correspond to each state of the class node MODE. A range of values was
determined by the most probable minimum and maximum values for every state of the
class node. The ranges were identified based on the data intervals with equal duration;
different time intervals were tested that range from 2 minutes to 20 minutes. Table 4.7
provides an overview of the classifications used for input variables.
It is desirable to identify states of input variables that enable BBN to clearly
differentiate between modes and with a high accuracy to identify a particular mode.
The average speed, max speed, average acceleration, max acceleration and deviation
from the average speed were chosen as input variables due to the fact that different
transport modes exert different values for these measures of motion. For example, the
average acceleration for walking does not exceed 0.09 m/s2, while for bike the average
acceleration varies between 0.11 and 0.15 m/s2 (Table 4.7). Another example is that the
maximum speed of a car (outside of a city center) can reach 130.0 km/h, while speed
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Table 4.7 Classification of States for Input Variables of the BBN
Deviation Average Speed

Speed Max

km/h

km/h

very small

0-0.8

activity episode

very small

0-5.0

activity episode

small

0.8-1.6

walking

small

5.0-11.0

walking

average

1.6-3.0

running

average

11.0-16.0

running

average I

3.0-4.0

bike

average I

16.0-26.0

bike

average II

4.0-7.0

motorbike

average II

26.0-30.0

motorbike

significant

7.0-12.0

bus

significant

30.0-50.0

bus

very significant

12.0-30.0

car

very significant

50.0-130.0

car

large

30.0-100.0

train

large

130.0-250.0

train

Speed Average

Acceleration Average

km/h

m/s2

very low

0-2.5

activity episode

very small

0-0.07

activity episode

low

2.5-6.0

walking

small

0.07-0.09

walking

average

6.0-12.0

running/bike

average

0.09-0.11

running

above average I

12.0-18.0

bike/running

average I

0.11-0.15

bike

above average II

18.0-25.0

motorbike/bike

significant

0.15-0.2

motorbike

fast

25.0-50.0

bus/car/motorbike

very significant

0.2-0.3

train

very fast

50.0-200.0

car/train

large

0.3-0.1

bus/car

Acceleration Max

Distance Accumulated during 4 minutes

m/s2

m

very small

0-0.3

activity episode

very small

0-300

activity episode

small

0.3-0.5

walking

small

300-600

walking

average

0.5-0.6

running

average

600-850

running

average I

0.6-1.0

bike/train

average I

850-1200

bike

average II

1.0-1.2

motorbike/train

average II

1200-1500

bus

large

1.2-1.4

bus/car

significant

1500-1800

motorbike

very large

1.4-2.0

car/bus

very significant

1800-3000

car

extra large

2.0-5.0

train

large

3000-20000

train

HDOP (horizontal accuracy of 2d coordinate)

PDOP (position accuracy of 3d coordinate)

very small

0-1.5

device fixed
(transport mode or
activity episode
outside)

very small

0-1.5

device fixed
(transport
mode or activity
episode outside)

small

1.5-2.2

device fixed /
activity inside
building

small

1.5-2.2

device fixed /
activity inside
building

average

2.2-3.0

activity inside
building / device
fixed

average

2.2-3.0

activity inside
building /
device fixed

big

3.0-99

activity inside
building

big

3.0-99

activity inside
building

large

99-100

cold start / urban
canyon / inside
building

large

99-100

cold start / urban
canyon / inside
building
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Distance to the Railway

VALID (device status)

m
very close

0-25

train

SPS

device fixed

close

25-50

train/other

Nofix

cold start/urban
canyon

far

50-75

other

Deadreckoning

urban canyon

very far

75-10000

other

DGPS

device fixed

USEDSAT (amount of used satellites)

VIEWSAT (amount of viewed satellites)

little

0-4

cold start
(device not fixed)

little

0-4

cold start
(device not fixed)

several

4.0-7.0

activity inside
building

several

4.0-7.0

activity inside
building

all

7.0-16.0

transport mode or
activity episode
(device fixed)

all

7.0-16.0

transport mode or
activity episode
(device fixed)

Car Ownership

Bike Ownership

Yes

Yes

No

No

for bus will not likely reach this value. In contrast, the maximum speed for a train can
go above 130.0 km/h up to 250.0 km/h.
The variable ‘accumulated distance during 4 minutes’ was chosen as an input since
different transport modes cover a different unit of distance during the same period of
time. For instance, a walking person can advance on average 300-500 meters during 4
minutes, while when biking during the same period of time the distance around 1000
meters will be covered. It was tested whether adding this variable contributes positively
to the imputation accuracy for different transport modes. Another important input
variable for the BBN is ‘distance to the railway’. This variable servers to increase the
accuracy of differentiation between train and car when they move with the same speed.
The input variables that represent the accuracy of GPS device, such as amount of
viewed and used satellites, HDOP and PDOP, and device status allow distinguishing
between activities that were performed inside buildings and outside buildings, and
define cold start and urban canyon states. During the test period a stable tendency has
been observed that when very high values of HDOP and PDOP correspond to the low
number of observed (or viewed) amount of satellites, it refers to several situations: (1)
an activity is conducted inside a building; (2) the GPS device is not fixed (cold start);
(3) urban canyon has been passed (Table 4.7).
The possession of a transport mode (bike/car/motorbike) has two states: (1) yes, I have
and (2) no, I do not have. This variable helps to discriminate between a car and a bus,
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or slowly biking and running activity, and other. For example, when a person travels by
bus and parameters of speed and acceleration are very similar to the values of these
parameters for a car, then a system will identify that a person is on the bus, if the
system ‘knows’ that the person does not possess a car.
4.7.2.3

Conditional Probability Tables of the BBN

For the learning of conditional probabilities tables of the proposed BBN the case files
were used (real world data). These cases were received from the participants through
instructed self-reporting and thus are the confirmed interpretations of the GPS traces.
Due to the fact that designed Bayesian Classifier does not contain latent variables and
all cases contained definite values for all nodes, a straight-forward counting-learning
algorithm was used for learning conditional probability tables of the classifier. The
learning algorithms and case files for parameter learning are described in detail in the
Appendix A5.
The probability distribution for each node of the network are given in Tables
4.8 – 4.21. For example, Table 4.8 shows the conditional probability of the variable
‘Distance to Railway’ given the variable ‘Mode’. We can see that the conditional
probability is highest (93.3%) for the train when distance to the railways is very close
(less than 25 m). It means that it is very likely that the used transport mode reflected in
the GPS trace is the train because the distance to the railway track is less than 25
meters. Similarly, Table 4.9 demonstrates the conditional probability of the variable
‘Average Speed’ given to the variable ‘Mode’. One can see from the table that for the
state ‘very low’ Activity Episode has the highest score (96.9%), followed by Cold Start
(97.1%), Activity Inside Building (87.3%) and Urban Canyon (75.2%). This is
understandable because activity episodes represent very slow movement or no
movement at all. The highest scores for the state Inside Building is based on the same
reasoning, while the high scores for Urban Canyon involve situations when GPS device
does not receive correct signals from satellites due to being inside tunnels, underground
or high-rise buildings. Cold Start reflects the situation when a GPS device was just
turned on at the beginning of a travel sequence, and hence the speed values fall into the
low range.
Tables 4.20 and 4.21 present conditional probabilities for variables ‘Car Ownership’
and ‘Bike Ownership’ respectively. The values of some probabilities seem unrealistic,
for example, the case that participants who use train certainly do not possess a car (see
Table 4.20) or participants who drive a car always possess a bike (see Table 4.21). It
occurred due to the fact that the specific (and small) sample of data was used for
training BBN. Concerning the main data collection, the majority of participants did not
possess a car similar to participants in the training sample, therefore the system
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performed with high imputation accuracy. For different and bigger sample of
respondents, it is suggested to use additionally incremental learning in the operational
stage to update BBN.
Table 4.8 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Distance to the Railway’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
RDIST, m

0-25

25-75

50-75

> 75

very close

close

far

very far

Activity Episode

2.6

0.8

0.6

96.0

Biking

0.3

0.1

0.1

99.4

Bus

0.4

1.2

2.3

96.0

Car

1.6

1.1

1.0

96.2

Motorbike

0.3

0.1

0.1

99.4

Running

0.0

0.0

0.3

99.7

Train

93.3

4.2

0.8

1.7

Walking

2.4

2.5

3.7

91.5

Cold Start

5.6

0.0

0.1

94.2

Inside Building

0.1

0.1

0.1

99.8

Urban Canyon

35.3

24.0

5.8

34.9

Probability %

Table 4.9 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Average Speed’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
AVGSPEED, km/h

0.0-2.5

2.5-6.0

6.0-12.0

12.0-18.0

18.0-25.0

25.0-50.0

50.0-150.0

very low

low

average

above
average I

above
average II

fast

very fast

Activity Episode

96.9

2.9

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Biking

1.7

2.2

25.2

65.4

5.4

0.0

0.0

Bus

10.2

4.5

16.1

25.0

32.1

12.2

0.0

Car

2.9

1.8

2.5

4.5

7.6

27.5

53.2

Motorbike

2.9

2.1

5.8

27.2

49.2

12.8

0.0

Running

0.0

0.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Probability %

Train

6.3

2.9

3.2

3.3

4.2

15.3

64.8

Walking

19.0

78.2

1.7

0.4

0.5

0.2

0.0

Cold Start

97.1

2.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Inside Building

87.3

10.9

1.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Urban Canyon

75.2

19.6

2.1

2.5

0.6

0.0

0.0
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Table 4.10 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Deviation for Average Speed’
Given the Variable ‘Mode’
STDDEVSPEED, km/h

0-0.8

0.8-1.6

1.6-3.0

3.0-4.0

4.0-7.0

7.0-12.0

12.0-30.0

30.0-100.0

very small

small

average

averageI

averageII

significant

very significant

large

Activity Episode

86.0

11.1

1.9

0.7

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

Biking

6.1

24.9

17.8

9.3

29.8

12.2

0.0

0.0

Bus

8.7

0.7

0.3

0.3

1.6

15.7

72.7

0.0

Car

1.9

0.8

3.6

4.9

12.9

21.4

50.3

4.2

Motorbike

0.2

4.1

15.6

14.2

30.7

31.9

3.2

0.0

Running

17.4

62.2

18.0

2.0

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

Train

4.0

6.7

10.4

5.3

9.0

13.7

38.5

12.5

Walking

10.4

56.4

27.6

2.6

1.0

1.3

0.8

0.0

Cold Start

88.2

3.3

3.5

1.8

2.8

0.2

0.1

0.0

Inside Building

71.9

15.6

8.7

1.7

1.3

0.6

0.2

0.0

Urban Canyon

32.8

26.1

14.4

0.6

2.7

12.7

6.5

4.2

Probability %

Table 4.11 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Speed Max’ Given the Variable
‘Mode’
MAXSPEED, km/h

0-5.0

5.0-11.0

11.0-16.0

16.0-26.0

26.0-30.0

30.0-50.0

50.0-130.0

130.0-250.0

verysmall

small

average

averageI

averageII

significant

verysignificant

large

Activity Episode

94.9

3.5

1.2

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Biking

0.4

0.6

14.9

83.3

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

Bus

8.9

0.7

0.1

2.2

3.6

72.4

12.1

0.0

Car

2.4

0.2

0.9

0.8

0.3

13.8

81.0

0.7

Motorbike

1.5

1.2

0.4

31.3

48.8

16.8

0.0

0.0

Running

0.0

0.0

97.7

2.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Train

4.7

1.9

0.3

1.1

0.4

10.6

47.9

33.2

Walking

10.9

81.6

3.5

1.7

1.0

1.3

0.0

0.0

Cold Start

89.9

4.3

1.8

3.5

0.0

0.1

0.4

0.0

Inside Building

81.2

14.5

2.1

1.2

0.4

0.6

0.0

0.0

Urban Canyon

49.5

24.4

0.0

5.8

0.0

4.4

15.9

0.0

Probability %
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Table 4.12 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Acceleration Average’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
AVGACC, m/s2

0-0.07

0.07-0.09

0.09-0.11

0.11-0.15

0.15-0.2

0.2-0.3

0.3-0.1

very small

small

average

average I

significant

very significant

large

Activity Episode

95.0

2.3

0.7

0.7

0.9

0.4

0.0

Biking

20.9

16.3

13.9

29.0

17.0

2.8

0.0

Bus

9.5

0.4

0.4

1.6

3.8

18.6

65.8

Car

2.7

1.1

3.6

7.4

11.2

23.4

50.7

Motorbike

4.0

2.7

3.8

18.1

30.3

33.2

7.9

Running

31.1

25.0

25.6

15.7

2.6

0.0

0.0

Train

11.5

9.3

7.3

17.9

23.8

21.6

8.6

Walking

28.3

29.9

21.6

11.2

4.0

3.0

1.9

Cold Start

95.6

1.0

0.6

0.9

1.4

0.1

0.4

Inside Building

84.4

6.2

4.8

3.1

0.8

0.6

0.2

Urban Canyon

63.3

4.0

5.8

9.2

3.8

4.6

9.4

Probability %

Table 4.13 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Acceleration Max’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
MAXACC, m/s2

0-0.3

0.3-0.5

0.5-0.6

0.6-1.0

1.0-1.2

1.2-1.4

1.4-2.0

2.0-5.0

very small

small

average

average I

average II

large

verylarge

extralarge

Activity Episode

96.2

1.9

1.0

0.7

0.2

0.1

0.0

0.0

Biking

35.5

30.2

5.8

26.0

2.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

Bus

8.2

1.5

0.3

8.0

30.1

35.7

13.4

2.8

Car

9.5

14.9

6.7

18.1

11.7

14.9

23.6

0.7

Motorbike

7.6

21.1

7.7

32.5

15.0

9.2

6.9

0.0

Running

54.4

35.2

2.3

8.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Train

39.5

24.2

10.3

16.7

4.2

1.1

3.6

0.4

Walking

59.1

30.0

1.5

6.8

0.3

1.5

0.8

0.0

Cold Start

88.6

5.5

1.5

1.0

1.7

0.4

0.8

0.5

Inside Building

90.2

6.6

0.9

1.3

0.0

0.2

0.2

0.7

Urban Canyon

53.0

26.3

0.0

4.8

4.6

0.0

0.0

11.3

Probability %
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Table 4.14 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Accumulated Distance During 4
Minutes’ Given the Variable ‘Mode’
ACCUMDIST, m

0-300

300-600

600-850

850-1200

1200-1500

1500-1800

1800-3000

3000-20000

verysmall

small

average

averageI

averageII

significant

verysignificant

large

Activity Episode

97.9

1.4

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.0

0.4

Biking

7.3

38.6

50.0

2.3

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.9

Bus

21.7

18.6

26.1

27.1

5.2

1.3

0.0

0.0

Car

7.0

4.2

5.1

8.5

5.8

8.1

25.8

35.6

Motorbike

7.6

9.1

22.2

59.6

1.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

Running

8.7

91.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Train

8.6

3.5

4.0

5.0

3.9

5.1

15.6

54.4

Walking

80.9

13.3

1.9

2.3

0.3

0.3

0.4

0.7

Cold Start

78.3

1.2

1.0

3.1

2.5

1.4

2.8

9.6

Inside Building

83.3

4.8

1.3

1.4

0.6

0.5

1.4

6.7

Urban Canyon

71.6

14.0

0.2

0.6

0.2

0.0

4.8

8.6

Probability %

Table 4.15 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Valid’ Given the Variable
‘Mode’
VALID
SPS

Nofix

deadreckoning

DGPS

Activity Episode

88.0

10.0

0.2

1.9

Biking

63.4

0.5

0.2

35.9

Bus

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Car

54.5

0.0

0.0

45.5

Motorbike

83.2

0.1

0.1

16.6

Running

97.1

0.0

2.9

0.0

Train

69.3

2.3

0.3

28.0

Walking

99.4

0.3

0.3

0.0

Cold Start

3.0

96.8

0.2

0.0

Inside Building

30.6

68.0

1.1

0.2

Urban Canyon

9.8

87.1

3.1

0.0

Probability %
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Table 4.16 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘PDOP’ Given the Variable
‘Mode’
PDOP

0-1.5

1.5-2.2

2.2-3.0

3.0-99

99-100

Probability %

very small

small

average

big

large

Activity Episode

32.1

31.2

17.1

9.5

10.1

Biking

44.4

50.1

4.6

0.4

0.5

Bus

56.2

33.2

10.3

0.2

0.0

Car

52.8

37.8

8.9

0.4

0.0

Motorbike

50.6

38.4

10.1

0.7

0.1

Running

70.3

21.2

8.4

0.0

0.0

Train

59.3

30.4

6.1

1.6

2.5

Walking

66.4

26.2

4.4

2.5

0.5

Cold Start

0.0

0.2

0.9

2.6

96.3

Inside Building

1.2

8.7

9.9

15.5

64.7

Urban Canyon

2.9

2.9

3.3

2.1

88.7

Table 4.17 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘HDOP’ Given the Variable
‘Mode’
HDOP

0-1.5

1.5-2.2

2.2-3.0

3.0-99

99-100

Probability %

very small

small

average

big

large

Activity Episode

56.5

20.1

7.8

5.5

10.1

Biking

92.9

5.1

1.2

0.3

0.5

Bus

88.0

11.9

0.1

0.0

0.0

Car

92.3

7.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

Motorbike

92.0

7.0

0.7

0.1

0.1

Running

57.3

42.4

0.3

0.0

0.0

Train

83.8

11.6

1.5

0.6

2.5

Walking

85.8

10.1

1.9

1.8

0.4

Cold Start

0.2

0.3

1.0

3.1

95.5

Inside Building

6.1

8.0

7.4

13.9

64.6

Urban Canyon

2.5

4.6

2.1

2.1

88.7
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Table 4.18 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Used Satellites’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
USEDSAT, number

0-4

4.0-7.0

7.0-16.0

Probability %

little

several

all

Activity Episode

10.8

27.8

61.4

Biking

1.5

1.5

97.0

Bus

0.0

0.7

99.2

Car

0.0

0.7

99.3

Motorbike

0.3

3.7

96.1

Running

0.0

0.0

100.0

Train

3.0

6.5

90.5

Walking

1.5

7.1

91.4

Cold Start

98.7

1.2

0.1

Inside Building

68.9

29.0

2.1

Urban Canyon

91.9

7.9

0.2

Table 4.19 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Viewed Satellites’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
VIEWSAT, number

0-4

4.0-7.0

7.0-16.0

Probability %

little

several

all

Activity Episode

9.9

0.4

89.8

Biking

0.0

0.1

99.9

Bus

0.0

0.0

100.0

Car

0.0

0.0

100.0

Motorbike

0.0

0.0

100.0

Running

0.0

0.0

100.0

Train

0.6

0.1

99.4

Walking

0.0

0.1

99.9

Cold Start

39.2

23.5

37.3

Inside Building

43.7

5.7

50.6

Urban Canyon

2.3

25.9

71.8
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Table 4.20 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Car Ownership’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
CAROWN
YES

NO

Activity Episode

6.1

93.9

Biking

78.8

21.2

Bus

60.4

39.6

Car

100.0

0.0

Motorbike

50.0

50.0

Running

2.3

97.7

Train

0.0

100.0

Walking

6.8

93.2

Cold Start

23.6

76.4

Inside Building

23.0

77.0

Urban Canyon

34.4

65.6

Probability %

Table 4.21 Conditional Probability Table of the Variable ‘Bike Ownership’ Given the
Variable ‘Mode’
BIKEOWN
YES

NO

Activity Episode

20.9

79.1

Biking

100.0

0.0

Bus

72.7

27.3

Car

100.0

0.0

Motorbike

50.0

50.0

Running

2.3

97.7

Train

17.9

82.1

Walking

49.6

50.4

Cold Start

100.0

0.0

Inside Building

25.4

74.6

Urban Canyon

100.0

0.0

Probability %
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4.7.3

Third Module: Application of Merge Rules

After the application of BBN one of the 11 states of the node MODE, which has the
highest probability, is assigned to each sample (Table 4.6). Therefore, each sample is
annotated. The next step is that consecutive samples with the same states will be
aggregated into an episode (a set of samples). Every set of samples represents an event,
such as an activity episode, or a trip, or cold start/urban canyon/off. An initial agenda is
generated that contains episodes constructed from the aggregated samples.
The possible duration of episodes is determined. As it was introduced previously, the
determined threshold value was set to 3 minutes. The merge rules remove travel and
activity episodes with a duration less than 3 minutes (see Section 4.5 and Appendix 6).
For example, 2 minutes walking before or after biking trip, or to eliminate a stop in
front of a traffic light during a car trip. Moreover, the application of merge rules allows
to eliminate short episodes such as COLD START, URBAN CANYON and OFF. The
duration of a cold start usually does not exceed 1 minute. Hence, it will be merged with
the following activity episode or trip. The same rule is applied for merging short urban
canyon and off events with activity episodes or trips. All OFF events that are greater
than 500 seconds were renamed into activity episodes. In this way, some errors and
trips or activity episodes that are too detailed can be removed.

4.7.4

Fourth Module: Destination Imputation Task and Identification of
Activity Type

For the destination imputation task, a reverse geocoding tool has been implemented. A
reverse geocoder can find a textual representation for a certain location from a given
latitude and longitude point. This reverse geocoding tool is used to determine the
locations where the activities took place. The geocoder function can use a road
shapefile to find addresses, but also kml files can be used to identify locations.
Therefore, for the destination imputation task a database was created that contains
spatial information stored as shapefiles and KML files. The visualizing and
informational potential of Google Earth was utilized. Google Earth was chosen because
it contains the necessary information about buildings and allows us to utilize the simple
structure of KML files for the purposes of the study (Figure 4.8).
The created database contains the following information: (i) personal spatial data –
KLM file (home, work address, the most often visited grocery and non-grocery
shopping locations), (ii) all important land use data in the region of the interest – KLM
files (educational establishments, hospitals, shopping centers, services) and (iii) all
addresses for the Netherlands - shapefile. After the application of the merge rules, for
every cluster of samples that represents activity episodes with a duration longer than 3
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Figure 4.8 Example of Personal KML Files

minutes geographical destination and activity type are assigned. Initially, the spatial
algorithm reads every sample of an activity episode cluster and calculates the most
often occurred latitude and longitude within the cluster.
The next step is the destination imputation task, in which the most frequent latitude and
longitude is matched with land use data. The reverse geocoding tool searches for a
textual representation for the identified latitude and longitude in the created database.
The application of the reverse geocoder is a hierarchical procedure. First, it takes into
account the personal spatial data. If a match is found, then a certain address and an
activity type related to this address is assigned to the activity episode. If an address
does not match, then possibly important locations at the level of the region of interest
are checked. If no match is found, then the checking procedure is repeated in the
addresses shapefile and this tool will identify an address for an activity episode. All
these spatial searches involve a user-defined search radius (100 meters for the personal
spatial data and 50 meters for the land use data in the region of interest). With an
increasing number of traces, new personal addresses are copied to the GIS database;
therefore the GIS database constantly expands and becomes more detailed.

4.7.5

Fifth Module: Internet Based Prompted Recall Survey

For the validation process of modes and activities episodes generated by
TraceAnnotator, an Internet-based prompted recall instrument was developed. A
specially designed web application allows participants to upload multi-days GPS
traces. Because the first application of the system concerns a study on the relationship
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between individuals’ space-time behavior and formation of mental maps, the daily
travel patterns of the survey participants are displayed only in a tabular format
(Figure 4.9). There is no map display, as this might influence individuals’ mental maps.
However, it is straightforward to add a map.
After uploading a multi-day GPS trace on the web application, TraceAnnotator
processes GPS data. As a result, Activity Agendas, arranged by the date
(yy-mm-dd), are generated for every day. The first page for uploading GPS traces and
generated Agenda are displayed as shown in Figure 4.10.
An important component of the survey is the verification of the automatically identified
transport modes and travel locations by the survey participants themselves. Therefore,
it is important to allow the users both to remove activities that did not actually occur
and to add activities that were missed for some reason. Thus, respondents are requested
to check information for every Agenda, make necessary changes, save these changes
and confirm the Agenda. After confirmation, the Agenda moves to the link ‘Confirmed
Agendas’. In the link ‘Confirmed Agendas’ participants can only view Agendas but
they cannot edit Agendas (Figure 4.11).
The following changes can be made:
(1) change type of transportation mode and edit location of the activity
(2) change activity episode into the trip and vice versa
(3) insert missing trip or activity using free time slot. Free time slots occur as a result
of a missing signal or COLDSTART.
Respondents also have to indicate for every activity the type of activity which has been
conducted, if it is incorrect or not identified. The activity types are listed by categories
(work, servicers, healthcare, etc). Activity types are described in detail in Appendix B5.
Activity types such as at home, primary work, grocery shopping are automatically
identified by the system on the basis of the personal spatial data. It was decided that
respondents are not allowed to adjust time attributes (beginning time, end time and
duration), to avoid possible mistakes and inconsistency in time schedule.
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Figure 4.9 The Screenshot of the Agenda Generated by TA (Part of the Agenda)
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Figure 4.10 The Screenshot of the First Page of the Prompted Recall

Figure 4.11 The Screenshot of the Confirmed Agenda after Validation Process
(Part of the Agenda)
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4.8

Pilot Study I: Assessing Imputation Accuracy of the System

The results of the first pilot study (Moiseeva et al., 2010b) for testing the system
TraceAnnotator showed promising results. The aim of this pilot study was to assess the
accuracy of the Bayesian belief network to correctly detect various facets of activitytravel patterns in general and transportation modes in particular. The obtained dataset
was used only to test the imputation accuracy of the system and no parts of it were used
for training the Bayesian classifier.
The pilot test involved 8 individuals, who carried a GPS logger during 6-8 weeks. The
sample was homogenous: the majority of respondents were PhD students at the
Eindhoven University of Technology. It explains why a significant part of their daily
activities were conducted by foot or by bicycle.
During the study period, 1554 trips were identified by the system and confirmed by the
respondents. The imputation accuracy for various facets of activity-travel patterns was
high and varied between 85-99%. On average, 92% of all transport modes was
correctly identified. This percentage was highest for train (99%), followed by bus
(98.4%), walking (94%), car (93.3%) and bike (85.5%).
The lowest imputation accuracy for biking trips can be explained by idiosyncratic
individual behavior. For example, slowly biking with several stops is likely to be
misclassified as running or even walking trips. On the other hand, some biking trips
with speed and acceleration characteristics above average were identified by the system
as bus trips.

4.9

Pilot Study II: Evaluation of the Implementation of Incremental
Learning Algorithms in the System

The first pilot study showed that the system can impute facets of activity-travel patterns
with a high accuracy. In addition, the second pilot study was conducted to evaluate the
possible implementation of the incremental learning algorithm in the system. It was
tested that the system is able to learn and to improve the classification by processing
corrections made by respondents in a prompted recall survey and automatically update
the conditional probability tables of the Bayesian belief network.
The incremental learning algorithm is crucial when respondents are required to provide
GPS traces over a longer time period, such as several weeks or months. If the system
can efficiently learn over time from new evidences, respondent’s burden will reduce
over time as they need to make fewer changes. It was expected that corrected and
confirmed data from the prompted recall instrument will asymptotically increase the
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probability of a correct imputation of transport modes and activities with an increasing
amount of data.
During multi-day data collection the history of every respondent is collected. This
implies that learning can be based on the continuously updated conditional probability
tables, aggregated across respondents, or on the personal histories of respondents or on
a combination of both. Therefore, the aim of the second pilot study was to test these
two alternative learning approaches that might lead to obtain the highest imputation
accuracy over shorter period of time. The first approach, the personal histories
approach, is based on creating personalized Bayesian belief network for every
participant and then learning the conditional probability table of Bayesian network with
individual’s data obtained from previously processed traces. The second approach, the
aggregated histories approach, is based on updated conditional probability table of
common BBN using previous multi-dimensional sequences of activity-travel patterns
aggregated across respondents.
To test these alternative approaches for network learning, data were collected during
10 weeks study. 5 participants were involved in data collection carrying the GPS logger
Bluetooth A+. Every week they upload GPS traces to the web application and
confirmed activity-travel diaries.
These corrected and confirmed activities and trips were used as new evidence to update
contiditional probabilities tables of Bayesian classifier. The conditional probabilities
were updated every 14 days (Figure 4.12). Figure shows that GPS traces of the first and
second weeks (input block) were used to update probabilities of the original BBN and
then GPS traces of the third and fourth weeks were processed again. Further GPS traces
of the third and fourth weeks were used as new evidence for updating conditional
probabilities tables and traces of fifth and six weeks were interpreted again on the base
on new probabilities, and so forth. Hence, over time new evidences accumulated in the
Bayesian belief network. To evaluate the imputation accuracy of the system based on
the original BBN with the imputation accuracy of the system when every two weeks
the conditional probabilities of the Bayesian belief network is updated with new
evidence, the number of correctly derived trips, transport modes and activities for both
cases (for original BBN and updated BBN every two weeks) were compared with the
results that were confirmed by respondents via the prompted recall instrument.
Although the initial Bayesian belief network performed quite well, the results of this
study showed that the imputation accuracy of the system can be further improved. The
results showed that the accuracy improves faster over time when learning is based on
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Figure 4.12 Learning Scheme

Figure 4.13 Imputation of Transport Modes - Learning over Time

Figure 4.14 Imputation of Activities - Learning over Time
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the aggregated histories of the respondents. On average, for all transport modes the
imputation accuracy in case of personal histories learning reached max 96% whereas
for the aggregated histories learning it reached 99 - 100% of the accuracy (Figure 4.13).
Initially, 96% of activities were correctly identified by the system. After learning
network on the base of personal histories and aggregated histories correspondently in
average 96% and 99% activities were identified (Figure 4.14). For a more detailed
discussion concerning the implementation of these two alternative learning approaches
readers are referred to Moiseeva et al., (2010d).

4.10

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter described the design of the system TraceAnnotator for the automatic
imputation of the activity-travel patterns from the multi-weeks GPS traces. The core of
the TraceAnnotator is a Bayesian belief network that uses a network of input variables,
such as speed, acceleration, possession of a transportation mode and others, to classify
the outcome variables of interest (activity episodes and trips with associated
transportation modes).
A total of 7 different types of transportation modes are considered: walking, running,
bike, motorbike, car, bus and train. For public transport, we considered only
transportation modes, which are available in the study region (bus and train). Two
types of the activity stops are defined: when a person conducts an activity at a certain
location (activity episode) and when a person conducts an activity inside a building
(activity inside building). The fusion of the activity episodes with land use data gives
the possibility to identify the type of the activity and location address. It means that a
majority of activities, their types, and their associated trips can be identified with high
accuracy before respondents go through the validation process. Confirmed or corrected
activity-travel patterns using a Web-based prompted recall instrument are used to
update the conditional probabilities underlying the classification.
The evaluation of the results of the first pilot study showed that applying Bayesian
belief networks has a big potential for the correct imputation of activity and travel
episodes (transport modes) from GPS traces. The results have indicated that activitytravel patterns can be derived from GPS traces with a high degree of certainty.
The results of the second pilot study showed that the learning algorithms can be
implemented on the continuously updated conditional probability tables, aggregated
across respondents, or on the personal histories of respondents or on a combination of
both. Although, when the learning is based in the aggregated histories across
respondents the imputation accuracy can reach the maximum values (99 - 100%) and in
a shorter period of time.
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It is essential for longitudinal data collection that we are able to impute from the GPS
traces the locations of origins and destinations, trip length, trip duration, departure and
arrival times and modes for all individual trips and their corresponding trip purposes.
Consequently, respondent burden is reduced, although the application of the system
still demands a lot from respondents. First of all, they should not mind being traced.
Participation however also involves downloading and uploading data, and regularly
completing the prompted recall instrument. The next chapter describes the data
collection and available data set for further analyses.
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Data Collection

5.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, the development of the system TraceAnnotator for the
automatic interpretation of GPS traces was described. The application of the system
allows conducting a longitudinal GPS study to derive behavioral data from activitytravel patterns of individuals. To analyze spatial learning processes and understand
how individual spatial and non-spatial knowledge evolve over time as individuals learn
about the environment by executing activity-travel patterns, these behavioral data have
to be complemented with information on knowledge encoded in individual’s cognitive
maps. Therefore, additional means of data collection should be used.
This chapter describes the implemented data collection procedure to collect different
information for analyzing different aspects of the spatial learning process. The chapter
starts by giving an overview of the methods used for data collection. Three methods
were applied. The following section describes the recruitment requirements for
newcomers. The fourth section focuses on details of the administration procedure of the
data collection. Next, information about the GPS device used during the data collection
is presented. In the sixth section, participants’ weekly obligations are reported. The
seventh section discusses the feedback of participants concerning the use of a GPS
device and the prompted recall instrument. It is followed by the description of the
sample of participants. The ninth section gives an overview of GPS dataset and briefly
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reports the data cleaning procedure. For the purposes of the following analyses, a
dedicated zoning system for the study area was developed. The study area and the
developed zoning system are introduced in the tenth section. The final section gives a
summary of this chapter.

5.2

Overview of the Methods of Data Collection

Several methods of data collection were used in the study given its goal to examine: (1)
the spatial learning process itself – how fast individuals learn a new urban
environment; (2) a spatial product of the learning process – individual activity space;
(3) a cognitive product of the learning process – spatial and non-spatial knowledge
about the urban environment and (4) a relationship between a cognitive and a spatial
product. In this regard, the following three methods of data collection were used: (1)
GPS devices to collect data on activity-travel behavior over a long time horizon; (2) an
online web survey to collect data on the development of individual spatial and nonspatial knowledge; (3) a sketch maps technique to elicit spatial knowledge from
individual cognitive maps. The overview of these methods of data collection in relation
to the studied aspects of the spatial learning process is presented in Figure 5.1.
GPS Data Collection
To examine the spatial learning process of newcomers it is crucial to understand the
level of interaction (behavioral component or experience) which one has had within the
urban environment. Tracking technology such as GPS logger Bluetooth 747 A+ was
utilized to collect data during 12 weeks on choice locations and activity-travel patterns
of individuals. The system TraceAnnotator with the prompted recall instrument was
designed to processes automatically multi-week GPS traces (see Chapter 4). The
program allows imputing from GPS traces the locations of origins and destinations, trip
length, trip duration, departure and arrival times and modes for all individual trips and
their corresponding trip purposes. Depending on the purpose of analysis only a part of
the extracted information is used. For example, data on a set of visited areas by every
individual is used to analyze how fast each individual learns over time the urban
environment and to analyze a spatial product of the learning process (Chapters 6-7).
Online Web Survey
To measure the development of individual spatial and non-spatial knowledge an online
web survey was prepared. To observe how the knowledge change as individuals learn
the city, respondents were asked to complete the survey three times: at the beginning of
the study
, in the middle
and at the end
) of the study. Participants were
asked to answer open-ended question that intended to understand the level of their
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Figure 5.1 Method of Data Collection to Study Different Aspects of the Spatial Learning

spatial knowledge in relation to several locations in the city and personal meaning
attached to these locations. More information about the web survey is provided in
Chapter 9 that is dedicated to the analysis of the development of spatial and non-spatial
knowledge of participants. Information from GPS traces about visiting frequencies of
particular locations and time spent at these locations were combined with information
from the web survey to analyze the relationship between the development of
knowledge and related behavioral component.
Sketch Maps Technique
Additionally, to collect individual spatial knowledge encoded in cognitive maps about
the general spatial layout of the city, participants were asked to draw a map of the city.
Similar to the data collection with the web survey tool, in order to capture the dynamics
in knowledge development, participants were requested to draw the map three times
during their participation: at time moments t0, t1 and t2. Availability of these sketch
maps allows studying the link between individual cognitive product and spatial
product. Chapter 8 gives the details about the sketching maps procedure.

5.3

Data Collection and Recruitment Requirements

For understanding the spatial learning process we looked at a homogeneous sample of
newcomers. Therefore, the first requirement of the study was that participants intended
to live in Eindhoven (the Netherlands) for the duration of the study and have not lived
in Eindhoven for more than one-two weeks prior to joining the study. Apart from that,
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participants had to share similar socio-demographics characteristics: age, occupation,
mobility characteristics (use of transit transport modes).
The participants were recruited via specially designed invitation card (Appendix B1),
the online social network of international students at the Eindhoven University of
Technology and via contacts with personal departments at the Eindhoven University of
Technology. For the full participation every participant received 100 Euro monetary
compensation. Participants had to sign the enclosed consensus before starting
participation in the study (Appendix B2).
Around 60 people showed their interest to the study. More than 25 people were not
eligible for the participation, due to the fact that they lived in Eindhoven longer than 2
weeks. 25 participants started their participation on the 27th of September 2010.
6 participants dropped out during the first 2 weeks, because they never uploaded even
one GPS trace on their account, hence they didn’t validate their data on time. The
remaining 19 people, fully completed the participation on the 23th of December 2010.
To increase the sample number 11 more people were invited for the participation in
December 2010. 9 participants out of 11 completed the participation on the 22nd of
March 2011. One person stopped the participation due to a health problem in the
middle of the study and one participant ended participation after first 4 weeks due to
stress at work and lack of free time to upload and validate GPS tracers regularly. In
total, 28 newcomers completed the study that lasted 12 weeks.

5.4

The Administration of the Data Collection

The administration procedure included several different steps: (1) recruitment of
participants; (2) three personal meetings and additional instructions, if necessary,
during the 12-week period; (3) creating personal files for the imputation procedure by
TraceAnnotator; (4) administration of the web prompted survey; (5) technical support
of the participants. The full administration of the data collection procedure was by one
and the same person, the author of this PhD thesis, in order to avoid inconsistency in
the procedure itself and possibility that the personal interviews and ketch maps
procedure might be differently conducted and interpreted if they were performed by
different people. Therefore, it was estimated that the optimal number of people who
simultaneously participate in the study preferably should not be more than 25, in order
to manage efficiently the data collection.
Participants had to attend three personal meetings. Every meeting included several
steps. Further, all steps of the meetings will be described one by one.
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1st Meeting - duration 1.5 – 2.0 hours
On average the first meeting took around one and a half hour. It included 4 following
steps:
Step 1: computer-assisted interview – duration 30-45 minutes
Questions concerning socio-economic and demographic variables, resources of
personal mobility, commitments and regularly visited locations on a daily base were
asked. Socio-economic and demographic data related to age, gender, nationality,
education, employment details, income, household size and type. Questions about
resources of personal mobility concerned possession of driving license, train card, bus
card, car ownership, car availability, bike and motorbike ownership and information
about regularly used (or planned to use) transport mode. For the preparation of personal
files (see Appendix A3 and section 4.7.1) participants needed to give information about
their regular commitments and addresses of locations that they visit on a daily basis or
intended to visit: home, study, primary work, secondary work, grocery shopping and
non-grocery shopping locations, regularly visited friends/family; activities, such as
sport, language course and other that have (or will have) a repeated nature.
Step 2: drawing maps - 20-30 minutes
The personal interview was followed by the drawing maps procedure. Participants were
asked to give an explanation of what they draw during the procedure. This information
was recorded with a voice recorder.
Step 3: introduction to GPS technology and the prompted recall instrument – 20-30
minutes
Participants received face-to-face instructions how to use the GPS device, how to
install GPS software and download the data, and a consequence of steps that they have
to follow to upload data on the prompted recall instrument and validate agendas.
Additionally, they received specially prepared user manuals with a step-by-step
instruction how to install the GPS software, how to use GPS and to fill the prompted
recall instrument (Appendixes B3-B5).
Step 4: introduction to the online web survey – 5-10 minutes
In the end of the first meeting a personalized link to the web survey was sent to each
participant. Participants received an explanation about the purpose of the survey and
were requested to fill it as soon as possible, during the next 24 hours after the meeting.
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2nd Meeting - duration 30 minutes
The second meeting was scheduled in 6 weeks after the first meeting. During the
second meeting participants had to draw a map of Eindhoven second time and they
received a link to fill the web survey second time.
Step 1: drawing maps - 20-30 minutes
Step 2: to fill the online web survey during 24 hours after the meeting
3rd Meeting - duration 45 minutes
The third meeting was conducted at the end of the study, after 12 weeks. Participants
had to draw maps the last third time and they received the link to fill the survey in
order to provide repeated observation for the analysis. Additionally, they were asked to
give their feedback about the study in general and particularly concerning the use of
GPS devices and the prompted recall instrument, to indicate problems if any were
encountered.
Step 1: drawing maps - 20-30 minutes
Step 2: to fill the online web survey during 24 hours after the meeting
Step 3: to give back GPS device and give a feedback about the participation in the
study – 15 minutes

5.5

GPS Device

During the first meeting participants received a GPS device. Tracking technology GPS
logger 747 A+ Bluetooth was utilized to collect data. In 2010, it was a state-of-the-art
device with features all-in-one, cost-effective portable GPS logging solution. This
semi-indoor GPS logger provides high accuracy due to processing low satellite signal
level. The main characteristics of the device are: (1) operating time is more than 32
hours on a single charge; (2) charging time is about 3-4 hours; (3) sensitive semi indoor
device that allows also collecting data inside buildings; (4) 125.000 waypoints can be
reordered; (5) positional accuracy is 2.5-3.0 meters; (6) cold and warm starts are
around 35 seconds; (7) the weight is only 64 grams (see Appendix B3). It allows
logging routes by time/distance/speed. For purposes of the study, the GPS tracking
device was set to record data by time contentiously every 3 seconds (latitude,
longitude, speed, time and other attributes) (see sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.6).
The main drawback of this device is that for downloading data from a GPS logger a
special software has to be used (see Appendix B4). At the moment of the data
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collection this software was dependent on the Windows operating system. Although
hardware and software are required quite simple instructions (switching on/off,
charging and downloading data), for some participants it still took some time to
become experienced with the usage of the device, especially with the process of data
downloading and remembering to carry the device every day.

5.6

Participants Weekly Obligations

Besides three personal meetings, participation in the study required personal dedication
from the participants. During the first personal meeting they were informed about their
daily obligations and weekly obligations, related carrying a device every day and
uploading GPS data on the prompted recall instrument. Participants were obligated at
least once per week, preferably more regular, to download and upload GPS traces.
Every participant received his/her personal account to access the recall instrument. In
the prompted recall, after the processing procedure with the TraceAnnotator, activities
and trips are arranged into Activity Agendas by the date (yy-mm-dd). Respondents
were requested to check the information for every Agenda, make necessary changes,
save these changes and confirm the Agenda (see section 4.7.5 and Appendix B5).
Activity types such as at home, primary work, and grocery shopping were
automatically identified by the system on the base of the personal spatial data. For
other activities respondents had to indicate a type and a subcategory of an activity
which has been conducted. The activity types were listed by categories (work, services,
daily shopping, non-daily shopping, leisure, healthcare, etc.). For some activities, such
as non-grocery shopping and services, participants had to indicate additionally a
subcategory of an activity.

5.7

Participants Feedback on the Data Collection

At the end of the study the participants were asked to give a feedback concerning the
ease to use the GPS device and the prompted recall instruments. 16 participants out of
28 indicated that it was very easy to use the GPS device; 11 participants replied that it
was fairly easy and only one respondent noted that it was fairly difficult. Out of 28
participants, 12 people reported that they encountered at least once a problem
concerning data downloading from the device. 3 persons had a technical problem with
the device at the beginning of the participation, it did not work correctly and could not
record data; therefore, they returned the device during the first two-three days and
received a new one. One person found that it was quite difficult to install correctly the
software to connect the device to the computer. Concerning the number of lost days,
more than 57% of the participants reported that they lost 1-3 days of GPS data: 6
people indicated that they lost 1-2 days and 10 people that they lost 3 days of GPS data.
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In regard to the prompted recall instrument, 12 participants found that it was very easy
to use it and 16 participants indicated that it was fairly easy. Several groups of
problems concerning the use of the recall instrument were identified from the
respondents’ answers. 7 respondents pointed out that sometimes they had to wait a long
time, around 10-15 minutes, to upload a big data file. Although participants were
instructed to upload traces every 2-3 days for the research purpose, some of them
sometimes uploaded traces that contain data for 7 or 10 days (see Performance of the
System in section 4.3). 7 participants found it is inconvenient that they had to save
changes in Agenda before to confirm it. They expected that changes will be saved
automatically. 3 participants indicated the drawback of the system that the prompted
recall instrument worked only with Mozilla Firefox, but not with Internet Explorer. 2
participants suggested to improve the interface design. 9 participants did not report any
problems. Despite of the mentioned problems, all participants gave a positive feedback
about participation in the study.

5.8

Sample

The decision to use a small homogeneous sample was based on the several
methodological considerations) and, additionally, on practical considerations. The
methodological considerations related to the following reasons: (1) the fact that
different socio-demographic groups demonstrate different activity-travel behaviors,
hence they differ in relation to the learning process; (2) the study combines qualitative
and quantitative techniques for data analysis, therefore the richness of data is more
important than the number of participants (see Chapter 1). The practical considerations
concerned the coordination process of data collection and a task to find a sufficient
number of newcomers, who are ready to dedicate a significant amount of time to
participate in the study.
28 newcomers completed the study. The participating respondents showed only small
differences in terms of their socio-demographics. The majority of participants were
bachelor and master students at the Eindhoven University of Technology and Fontys
University (16 people); other participants were PhD researchers at the Eindhoven
University of Technology (6 participants), interns at the Philips Hightech Campus (3
participants), one freelancer, one employee and one unemployed person. In terms of the
age groups the sample can be also characterized as homogeneous: participants’ age
varies between 23 and 33 years. The amount of males and females is approximately
equally represented in the sample (15 female and 13 male participants). Composition of
the sample is presented in Table 5.1.
Regarding mobility issues, only 2 participants out of 28 possessed a car and 5
participants had sometimes a car at their disposal. A significant part of the participants’
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daily trips was conducted by bicycle or foot. Despite of the fact that the majorities of
the participants work or study at the Eindhoven University of Technology or Fontys
University their home locations are situated in different neighborhoods in Eindhoven
(Figure 5.2). It suggests that activity-travel patterns of participants will differ from
each other, hence differences in their learning process can be observed.
Table 5.1 Composition of the Sample
N

id

Nationality

gender

status

company

age

bike
ownership

car
availability

household composition

1

3

Asian

male

student

TU/e

23

yes

no

single, no children

2

5

European

female

unemployed

home

30

yes

sometimes

double, no children

3

7

European

female

freelancer

home

30

yes

sometimes

single, no children

4

9

European

male

student

TU/e

24

yes

no

single, no children

5

10

Asian

male

student

TU/e

22

yes

no

single, no children

6

12

European

male

student

TU/e

26

yes

no

single, no children

7

13

Asian

female

intern Philips

HTC

26

yes

no

double, no children

8

14

Asian

female

student

TU/e

23

yes

sometimes

single, no children

9

15

Asian

male

student

TU/e

24

yes

no

single, no children

10

16

Asian

male

student

Fontys

21

yes

no

single, no children

11

17

European

female

student

TU/e

25

yes

no

single, no children

12

18

European

male

student

Fontys

23

yes

sometimes

single, no children

13

19

European

male

student

Fontys

22

yes

sometimes

single, no children

14

20

Asian

female

student

TU/e

23

yes

no

single, no children

15

21

European

female

student

TU/e

27

yes

no

single, no children

16

22

Asian

female

student

TU/e

24

yes

no

single, no children

17

23

European

female

student

TU/e

27

yes

yes

single, no children

18

24

European

female

student

Fontys

23

yes

yes

single, no children

19

25

Asian

female

intern Philips

HTC

26

yes

no

single, no children

20

26

Asian

female

PhD

TU/e

29

no

no

double, no children

21

27

Asian

female

PhD

TU/e

33

no

no

single, no children

22

29

Asian

female

employee

DVF FASH

33

yes

no

double, no children

23

31

Asian

male

student

TU/e

28

yes

no

single, no children

24

32

European

male

intern Philips

HTC

27

yes

no

double, no children

25

33

Asian

male

PhD

TU/e

29

no

no

single, no children

26

35

Asian

male

PhD

TU/e

28

yes

no

single, no children

27

36

Asian

female

PhD

TU/e

27

yes

no

double, no children

28

37

Asian

male

PhD

TU/e

32

yes

no

single, no children
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Figure 5.2 Home Locations of the Participants in the Scale of Eindhoven

5.9

GPS Dataset

Data Set Preparation
In the GPS dataset all data on activity-travel patterns of participants are represented in a
temporal order according date/month and time. Every line corresponds to one activity
or travel episode for one person. For analyzing learning dynamics over time days were
arranged into weeks. Every week includes Saturday and Sundays. Missing days and
days out of the country are not included in the weeks. After data cleaning and
preparations it was decided that only 9 weeks out 12 weeks will be used for analyzing
learning dynamics due to the fact that some participants during the study spend several
weeks outside of the country. Moreover, several participants had missing days in their
data, because they forgot to carry the GPS device for several days or had problems with
downloading GPS tracer from the device.
The main challenge during the preparation of the data set was to synchronize the names
and address of locations. It occurred due to the fact that participants had to indicate,
freely write, the name of a location and address if they know. It means that even the
same participants during 12 weeks could differently describe or spell the same location.
First, it was needed to synchronize this information per each participant and then
between the participants. For this purpose, a specially designed Python script and
Google Refine were used. Google Refine is an online tool for working with messy data:
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to transform them from one format to another (http://code.google.com/p/googlerefine/).
Data Set Description
Table 5.2 shows an example of the dataset for participant 12. Information such as date,
day, the week of the participation, beginning time, end time and duration for every
activity and travel episode is included. Activity episodes are recorded in several ways
in the database, some of them are: (1) street address and postcode; (2) name of the
location (for example: Café Het Klein Theater); (3) area code where location is situated
in the city structure (for example: CC08shl – City Centre_Grote Berg_Kleine Berg
Area). Depending on the aim of the analysis, different levels of spatial resolution can
be applied: ranging from an exact location to a certain area in the city. For the purposes
of the analysis a special zoning system for the study area was introduced. The area code
for each location is identified according to this zoning system. The system is
introduced in the next section.

5.10

Study Area

For the purposes of the analysis the study area - Eindhoven area - was divided into 48
areas (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). To represent the relative location of each area in terms of
distance to and direction from the city center, the city was divided into several zones,
the following categorization for the zones was introduced: city core (CC), city ring
(CR) and periphery (PR) (Table 5.3). City ring and periphery are divided by the
railway track, which runs from North-West to South/East through the central part of the
city, into the Northern zone of city ring and periphery, north from the Central Train
Station (CRn, PRn) and the Southern zone of the city ring and periphery, south from
the Central Train Station (CRs, PRs).
The city core (CC) includes the downtown areas with main shopping, cultural, leisure
and administrative facilities. The size of the city core is approximately 1.7 km in length
and 1.1 km in width. The coding of the city core follows a snail principal starting from
the Market square in the heart of the city (CC01) (Figure 5.4). Area codes in Table 5.5
represent the location of city areas in the city structure and their functions. A detailed
description of the introduced functions is given in Table 5.4.
The inner city ring is approximately 3.5 km in diameter. It includes areas around the
city core within the city ring road (Figure 5.4). The Northern areas of the city ring and
Southern areas are numbered clockwise. The inner city ring includes major city
functions such as the university area (CRn12cin), multicultural shopping and eating
area Kruisstraat (CRn11shl), the former Philips factory terrain that was redeveloped
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Table 5.2 Example of GPS Dataset (a part of the dataset)
id

date

day

week

start time

end time

duration

mode/episode

city

address

name loc

code area

activity type

12

27/10/2010

Wednesday

5

12:38:00

16:42:00

04:04:00

ACTIVEPIZODE

Eind

Vignolaweg

home

PRn21n

at home

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

16:42:00

17:00:00

00:18:00

BIKE

Eind

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

17:00:00

19:01:00

02:01:00

ACTIVEPIZODE

Eind

TU/e Campus

TU/e

CRn12cin

leisure/entertainment

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

19:01:00

19:09:00

00:08:00

BIKE

Eind

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

19:09:00

19:25:00

00:16:00

WALKING

Eind

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

19:25:00

20:12:00

00:47:00

ACTIVEPIZODE

Eind

Paradijslaan

Café
Het Klein Theater

CC08shl

eating outside

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

20:12:00

20:46:00

00:34:00

WALKING

Eind

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

20:46:00

01:48:00

05:02:00

ACTIVEPIZODE

Eind

Deken van
Somerenstraat

Friend's House

CC08shl

visiting friends/relatives

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

01:48:00

02:20:00

00:22:00

WALKING

Eind

12

28/10/2010

Thursday

5

02:20:00

02:57:00

00:27:00

BIKE

Eind

12

29/10/2010

Friday

5

02:57:00

09:05:00

07:52:00

ACTIVEPIZODE

Eind

Vignolaweg

Home

PRn21n

at home
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(CRs18cin) and the area of the famous Philips Stadion (CRs16fm). The city core areas
and city ring areas are the most visited areas by the general population of Eindhoven
due their central location and offered city functions.
The Periphery areas are located outside the city ring. Periphery North is larger than
Periphery South and therefore it was divided into 4 levels. The increase in the number
of these levels indicates increasing distance from the city center, from 2.0 km for the
first level to 6.5 km for the fourth level (Table 5.3). In the area code (Table 5.5), the
first number refers to the level and second number indicates the number and position of
an area within the zone. Areas within zones are numbered clockwise.
Small towns and villages that are located within 10 km distance from Eindhoven were
coded as other areas. Depending on their geographical location relatively Eindhoven,
they were divided into western and eastern areas (OAw, OAes). For example, in the
east, small villages Geldrop (OAes12g) and Neuneon (OAes11g) were included in the
zoning system. In the west, a small town Veldhoven (OAw13g) and a new residential
development near Eindhoven airport, called Meerhoven (OAw12n) were included.
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Figure 8.1 Zoning Eindhoven – zooming center

Figure 5.3 Zoning of Eindhoven
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Table 5.3 Zoning System of Eindhoven: City Zones

Line Color

Zone

Coding *

Description
length North-South 1.7
km; wide West-East 1.1
km

CC

City Core

CRs

city ring South

1.5 km **

CRn

city ring North

0.7 km **

PRs10

level 1 periphery in the South

2.5-3.5 km **

PRn10

level 1 periphery in the North

2.0 km **

PRn20

level 2 periphery in the North

3.3 km **

PRn30

level 3 periphery in the North

5.0 km **

PRn40

level 4 periphery in the North

6.5 km **

OAw

outside areas in the west

6.5 km **

OAes

outside areas in the east

6.5 km **

*

South and North are divided by the railway track

**

average distance from the Central Station Eindhoven to the centre of each zone
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Table 5.4 Zoning System of Eindhoven: Code Areas’ Functions
Code

Function Description

sh

shopping as the dominant function

l
shl

leisure as the dominant function (eating outside, visiting bars)
mix of shopping and leisure functions

fm

mix of functions (shopping, eating outside, culture, administrative buildings, sport)

TS
gr
cin
in
hl
n
g

train station
green area
creative industries (TU/e, Philips)
industries general
health (hospitals)
neighborhoods with local shopping areas
other areas (distance between the city centre and an area < 10km)

Figure 5.4 Zoning System of Eindhoven: City Ring
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Table 5.5 Zoning System of Eindhoven: City Areas
CC - city core
direction: clockwise, as a snail
Centre_Markt_Heuvel Galerie
Centre_Main Shopping Streets
Centre_Piazza_Mediamarket
Centre_Train_Bus Stations Area
Centre_Pathe_Dommelstraat
Centre_Vestdijk Area
Centre_Stratumseind Area
Centre_Grote Berg_Kleine Berg Area
Centre_Witte Dame Area
Groot Paradijs Area
Geldropsweg Area 1
CRs - city ring in the South
direction: clockwise from east to west
Tongelresestraat Area
Stratum 1
Parktheater Area
Hoogstraat Area
Oud Strijp
Philips Stadion Area
Strijpsestraat Area
Strijp S

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l
CC06fm
CC07l
CC08shl
CC09fm
CC11n
CC12n

CRs11n
CRs12n
CRs13gr
CRs14n
CRs15n
CRs16fm
CRs17n
CRs18cin

CRn - city ring in the North
direction: clockwise from west to east
Kruisstraat area
CRn11shl
TU/e Campus
CRn12cin

OAs - outside areas in the south
Waalre

OAs11g

OAes - outside areas in the east
Neuneon
Geldrop

OAes11g
OAes12g

PRs - periphery in the South
level 1
direction: clockwise from east to west
Tongelre Area
PRs11n
Geldropsweg Area 2
PRs12n
Stratum 2
PRs13n
Genneper Parken
PRs14gr
Franz Leharplein Area
PRs15n
High Tech Campus
PRs16cin
Kastelenplein Area
PRs17n
Industrial Area_De Hurk
PRs18in
Evoluon Area
PRs19n
PRn - periphery in the North
direction: clockwise west to east
Boschdijk Area 1
Montgomerylaan Area
Maxima Medical Centre Area
Karpendonkse Plas

level 1

PRn - periphery in the North
direction: clockwise west to east
Boschdijk Area 2
Winkelcentrum Woensel Area
Eckart

level 2

PRn - periphery in the North
direction: clockwise west to east
Acht Industrial
Boschdijk Area 3
Henri Dunant Park Area

level 3

PRn - periphery in the North
direction: clockwise west to east
IKEA Area

level 4

PRn11n
PRn12hl
PRn13hl
PRn14gr

PRn21n
PRn22sh
PRn23n

PRn31in
PRn32n
PRn33n

PRn41sh

OAw- outside areas in the west
Flight Forum Area
Meerhoven Area
Veldhoven

OAw11in
OAw12n
OAw13g

OAn - outside areas in the north
Best

OAn11g
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5.11

Summary

This chapter presented the administration procedure of the data collection and
described the different methods that were used to obtain information about different
aspects of the spatial learning process. Particularly, three methods, GPS data collection,
online web survey with open-ended questions and sketch maps technique were used.
GPS data collection provided GPS data for the 12-week period that contain information
about individuals’ activity-travel patterns, for example, such as visited locations,
activity types, trips and transport modes. The online web survey allowed to collect
information about the participants’ spatial and non-spatial knowledge, which they have
to express in a written form. The drawing maps technique was used to elicit spatial
knowledge of respondents encoded in their cognitive maps. These data were collected
three times during the study; therefore, the changes in spatial and non-spatial
knowledge can be observed and analyzed.
In total, 28 participants completed the full participation in the study. The sample
includes 15 females and 13 males. It is homogeneous concerning socio-demographic
variables and transport modes used on a daily basis, primarily by bike, by foot and
public transport. Despite the fact that the data collection required a certain degree of
involvement from the participants, the majority of them provided a positive feedback
about the data collection procedure. Moreover, the majority of them indicated that it
was very easy or fairly easy to use GPS devices and the prompted recall instrument.
After the data cleaning procedure of GPS dataset, the final dataset contains 9 weeks of
information for each participant. For the purposes of analyses, a zoning system for the
study area was designed. Therefore, every visited location derived from GPS traces,
additionally, was coded in the dataset according the classification of areas in the zoning
system.
The availability of several datasets obtained through different methods of data
collection and their combination make it is possible to analyze several aspects of the
spatial learning process outlined in the first goal of this PhD thesis. In the next
Chapters 6 and 7 the presented analyses are based on the information extracted from
GPS traces about areas that were visited during the 9-week period. The focus of the
analyses is to study how fast individuals learn the new urban environment and a spatial
product as a result of this learning process. The sketch maps are used in Chapter 8 to
study the relationship between cognitive maps knowledge and individual interaction
with the urban environment. Finally, in Chapter 9, the data from the web survey
combined with information from GPS traces are used to analyze the development of
spatial knowledge and individual meaning toward several shopping locations.
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Learning Styles of Newcomers

6.1

Introduction

When individuals move into an unfamiliar environment, they begin immediately
acquiring spatial knowledge of the places they experience: buildings, squares,
neighborhoods, city areas, and finally a complete city. The spatial knowledge
acquisition increases over time with repeated exposure to the environment, and
continues over a certain period of time. Personal socioeconomic differences and other
characteristics, such as topological ability, level of personal mobility, spatial
perception, etc., influence spatial learning. Consequently, for some newcomers the
learning process may take several months, but for others it may even take years.
The acquisition of spatial knowledge of the urban environment and the actual
interaction (daily activity-travel patterns) are captured by the geographical concept of
individual activity space. Activity spaces refer to the portion of the environment that is
actually used by an individual to fulfill their activities and travel between visited
locations (Golledge and Stimson, 1997). Presumably, the development process of
spatial knowledge acquisition about the spatial structure of a city is theoretically
terminated over time, as long as the city itself does not change. According to Portugali
(1996) from a certain point onwards the spatial knowledge of an individual who comes
new to a city will reach a steady state. As it was accentuated in the theoretical chapter,
it is related to another recognized conceptualization in travel behavior research that
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travelers settle into a pattern of repetitive or habitual destination choice behavior once a
small set of proper destinations, which offer them a satisfying experience, are
identified. However, when the city changes or any other factors influencing space-time
behavior change, people will adapt to the new situation.
Over the years, different ways of measuring activity spaces have been developed to
quantify the individuals‟ place experience (e.g., Dijst, 1999; Axhausen, 2005;
Schonfelder and Axhausen, 2003a; Buliung et al., 2008). All these approaches are
related to measuring the spatial extent of activity spaces. To the best of our
knowledge, no research has been conducted with respect to the dynamic evolution of
activity spaces and their construction – how fast individuals acquire spatial knowledge
and when a steady state, if any, is reached.
Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to investigate temporal aspects of spatial
knowledge acquisition of newcomers in an urban area. In the frame of this analysis we
assume that participants gain new knowledge about the urban environment when they
visited new areas in the city. In this regard, we introduce a definition of learning style
that relates to the number of newly visited areas during a certain period of time.
Therefore, here a Learning Style is defined as an individual approach of gaining
knowledge about an urban environment that describes how actively/fast an individual
visited new areas in the urban environment. It is reflected in the observed set of visited
areas in a given time period.
For the analysis data on a number of visited areas during 9-week period for each
participant is extracted from multi-weeks GPS traces. Information about learning styles
of individuals in regard to their experience with an urban environment can be
integrated in dynamic activity-based models, since individual and household travel
decisions are based on incomplete spatial knowledge that they possess at any particular
point in time, but which also evolves over time.
The structure of the remainder of this chapter is as follows. First, the data preparation
for the data analysis is described. Next, the reader is informed about the TwoStep
Cluster method. The TwoStep Cluster method was applied for identifying clusters of
individual learning styles. This is followed by the identification of learning styles, their
labeling and visualization.
A visualization technique was used to illustrate learning dynamics for identifying
learning styles. To illustrate the temporal aspects of spatial knowledge acquisition for
every derived learning style, the visualization power of the Geospatial Visual Analytics
Tool was utilized (Andrienko et al., 2007). Finally, in the last sections of this chapter,
descriptive statistics of the composition of clusters and participation frequencies in
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different activities during the 9-week period are presented. The chapter is completed
with a summary and discussion of main findings.

6.2

Data Preparation

Step 1: Coding Visited Areas
The identification of learning styles was based on the collected GPS data. For every
participant, the table of all visited areas in Eindhoven for different activities during a 9week time period was prepared to portray the dynamics of learning. To illustrate,
Table 6.1 shows which 8 areas in Eindhoven were visited by participant 3 during the 9
weeks. The column week 1-9 indicates when an area was visited for the first time,
revisited or not visited. A coding scheme was developed to represent learning: code 0
indicates that an area has not been visited yet in any given week; code 1 shows that the
area was visited for the first time in the corresponding week; code 2 corresponds to the
situation that the area was revisited in that week, while code 3 indicates that the area
was not revisited in that week.
Table 6.1 An Example of Data Preparation STEP 1: Coding Visited Areas
week
ID

Area Type
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3

Centre_Kleine Berg

0

0

0

0

1

3

3

3

3

3

Centre_Markt

0

0

0

0

1

2

3

3

2

3

Centre_Dommelstraat

0

0

0

0

1

3

3

3

3

3

Centre_Piazza

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

Centre_Stratumseind

0

0

0

0

1

3

3

3

3

3

Kruisstraat Area

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

Tongelresestraat Area

0

0

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

TU/e Campus

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

N visited areas = 8

Step 2: Deriving the Learning Ratio
The Weekly Learning Ratio was introduced to indicate how fast individuals have
learned the different areas they are familiar with (have visited) at the end of the
observation period. It is defined as:
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where
is the total number of known (i.e. visited) areas by individual i has
learned in week (t-1), and
is the total number of visited areas at the end of the
observation period T. Thus, the Learning Ratio captures how fast the areas known to
the individual at the end of the observation period have been learned.
As shown in Table 6.2, the Learning Ratio varies between 0 and 1. A value of zero
indicates that no areas have been visited. A value of 1 indicates that all areas, visited at
the end of the observation period, have been learned/visited. Therefore, the Learning
Ratio shows how fast individuals learn the city areas over the 9 weeks.
Table 6.2 An Example of Data Preparation STEP 2: Deriving Learning Ratio
week
Id

N areas

Area Code
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3

8

(0) not visited

6

6

5

5

1

1

1

1

0

3

8

(1) new

2

0

1

0

4

0

0

0

1

3

8

(2) revisited

0

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

3

3

8

(3) not revisited

0

1

0

1

1

4

5

5

4

3

8

all known=(2)+(3)

0

2

2

3

3

7

7

7

7

8

Learning Ratio=
all know/N areas

0.00

0.25

0.25

0.38

0.38

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

3

6.3

Deriving a Typology of Learning Styles: TwoStep Cluster Method

The Learning Ratios and the total number of learned areas served constitute the basis
for deriving a typology of learning styles of newcomers using the TwoStep Cluster
method.

6.3.1

The TwoStep Cluster Method

The TwoStep Cluster Analysis procedure is an exploratory tool designed to reveal
natural groupings (or clusters) within a dataset that would otherwise not be apparent.
The algorithm employed by this procedure has several desirable features that
differentiate it from traditional clustering techniques (IBM Corporation, 2011). First, it
allows for a mixture of both categorical and continuous variables, by assuming
variables to be independent, a joint multinomial-normal distribution can be placed on
categorical and continuous variables. Second, the TwoStep procedure can
automatically determine the optimal number of clusters, by comparing the values of a
model-choice criterion across different clustering solutions. Third, by constructing a
cluster feature (CF) tree that summarizes the records, the TwoStep algorithm allows to
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analyze large data files. This method is especially designed for and implemented in
SPSS Statistics.
TwoStep Cluster involves performing the following two steps: (1) pre-clustering and
(2) clustering. In the first step, cases are assigned into pre‐clusters. In the second step,
the hierarchical algorithm is used to cluster the pre‐clusters (Arminger et al., 1995).
The pre-clustering step is implemented by constructing a modified cluster feature tree
(CF), which consists of levels of nodes, and each node contains a number of entries
(IBM Corporation, 2011). An entry in the leaf node (a leaf entry) represents a final subcluster. Entries in non-leaf nodes are used to guide a new record into a correct leaf
node. For each record, starting from the root node, the nearest child node is found
recursively, descending along the CF tree. Once reaching a leaf node, the algorithm
finds the nearest leaf entry in the leaf node. If the record is within a threshold distance
of the nearest leaf entry, then the record is added into the leaf entry and the CF tree is
updated. Otherwise it starts a new value in the leaf node. If there is not enough space in
the leaf node to add another value, that leaf is divided into two groups using the farthest
pair as seeds and redistributing the remaining values based on the closeness criterion.
If the CF tree grows beyond the allowed maximum size, the CF tree is rebuilt based on
the existing CF tree by increasing the threshold distance. The rebuilt CF tree is smaller
and there is a space allowing input of new records. This process continues until a
complete data set is finished.
To summarize, the pre-clustering procedure uses a sequential clustering approach, in
the first step every case is scanned one by one and it is decided whether the current
case can be added to one of the previously formed clusters or it will be assigned to a
new cluster, based on the distance criterion. In the second step, these pre-clusters are
treated as single cases. The hierarchical algorithm is used for the clustering procedure
of pre-clusters. The process starts with defining an initial cluster for each sub-cluster.
Then all clusters are compared, as a result the pair of clusters with the smallest distance
between them is selected and merged into a single cluster. The process repeats until all
clusters are compared, and clusters with the smallest distance have been merged.
Because the merging process is recursive, it is quite easy to compare solutions with
different number of clusters.
Distance Measures
A log-likelihood or Euclidean measure can be used to calculate the distance between
clusters. The Euclidean measure is the “straight line” distance between two clusters
(IBM Corporation, 2011). It can be used only when all variables are continuous. The
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Euclidian distance between two points is defined as the square root of the sum of the
squares of the differences between the coordinates of the points (Schiopu, 2010). The
distance between two clusters is defined as the Euclidean distance between the two
cluster centers. A cluster center is defined as the vector of cluster means of each
variable.
The log-likelihood distance measure is a probability based distance. It can handle both
continuous and categorical variables. It is assumed, that continuous variables are
normally distributed, while categorical variables are assumed multinomial, additionally
all variables are assumed to be independent of each other. The distance between two
clusters is related to the decrease in log-likelihood as they are combined into one
cluster (IBM Corporation, 2011).
The distance between clusters i and j is defined in equation {6.2}:

where d(i,j) is the distance between clusters i and j; is the likelihood for the cluster i,
consequently is the likelihood for the cluster j; <i,j> is an index that represents the
cluster formed by combining clusters i and j.
The measure

for cluster s is defined according to equation {6.3}:

where Ns is the total number of data records in cluster s;
is the total number of
continuous variables;
is total number of categorical variables;
is the estimated
variance of the continuous variable k, for the entire dataset;
is the estimated
variance of the continuous variable k, in cluster s.
is calculated in equations {6.4}:

In this equation,
is the number of records (cases) in cluster s whose categorical
variable k takes l category.
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The Auto-Clustering Procedure
As was previously highlighted, one of the significant features of the TwoStep Cluster
technique is the auto-clustering procedure. The number of clusters can be determined
automatically (auto-clustering) or it can be specified (specify fixed numbers). To
determine the number of clusters automatically, the method uses two stages.
In the first stage, the indicator BIC (Schwarz‟s Bayesian Information Criterion) or
AIC (Akaike‟s Information Criterion) is calculated for each number of clusters within a
specified range. Then this indicator is used to find the initial estimate for the number of
clusters. AIC and BIC are widely used in model selection criteria to find the best fitting
model to the data.
Akaike‟s Information Criterion (Akaike, 1973) can be termed as a measure of the
goodness of fit of any estimated statistical model. Specifically, AIC is aimed to find
unknown model that has high dimensional reality. It means that the models are not true
models. Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz, 1978) can be defined as a type of
model selection among a class of parametric models with different number of
parameters. From a Bayesian perspective, BIC is designed to find the most probable
model given the data (Acquach, 2009).
BIC and AIC for J number of clusters are specified in the following equations {6.5}
and {6.6}:

where refers to the likelihood under the fitted model for J clusters;
is a number of
parameters (variables) in the J cluster model; N is the total number of data records.
Superficially, BIC differs from AIC only in the second term which depends on sample
size N (Acquach, 2009). According to the studies, that comparing the performance of
AIC and BIC, AIC performs well in small samples, but it is inconsistent and it does not
improve in performance in large samples; in contrast, BIC is consistent and improves
in performance in large sample size (e.g., Acquah, 2009).
is computed according to the equation {6.7}:
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where
is the number of categories for the k-th categorical variable. Other terms are
defined as in Distance Measure.
In the second stage of the auto-clustering procedure, the initial estimate is refined by
finding the greatest change in distance between the two closest clusters in each
hierarchical clustering stage. This is done in the following way: starting with the model
indicated by the BIC criterion, the Ratio of Distance Measures
is calculated
that represents the ratio between minimum inter-cluster distance for the model
and
the next larger model, equation {6.8}:

where
is the cluster model containing k clusters and
is the minimum intercluster distance for cluster model . Consequently,
is the next larger model that
contains one cluster more and
is the minimum inter-cluster distance for
cluster model
. This procedure is repeated until for each subsequent model the
ratio of distance measure R is identified.
During the auto-clustering procedure SPSS computes several models, each with a
different number of clusters, and produces values for BIC (AIC) and the ratio distance
for each solution. By default the program computes 15 models. In order to select the
best clustering solution the ratio of distance measures and the value of the BIC criterion
(or AIC) have to be evaluated. Simulation studies show that either BIC (or AIC) or
distance changes alone do not automatically find the number of clusters in many
situations (IBM Corporation, 2011). In that regard, the TwoStep auto-cluster procedure
developed by SPSS is different from any existing method, combining both BIC (or
AIC) and ratio of distance measures to evaluate possible clustering solutions, it works
much better than using any one alone. BIC and AIC are constructed in a way that the
lowest values indicate the potential number of clusters that can be retained from the
data. In contrast, the largest values of distance indicate the potential clustering
solutions. There might be cases where the lowest value of BIC (or AIC) and the highest
ratio of distance measure indicate different solutions. It provides additional information
on several potential solutions. In such a situation, it is advisable to compute several
models with different number of clusters and evaluate each on practical grounds and
the solution‟s interpretability.
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6.3.2

The Dataset

The database contains the learning ratios for the 9 weeks and the total number of
visited areas across the 9 weeks (Table 6.3).
Table 6.3 Overview of Data for TwoStep Cluster Analysis (Learning Styles)
N visited
areas

week1

week2

week3

week4

week5

week6

week7

week8

week9

3

8

0

0.25

0.25

0.38

0.38

0.88

0.88

0.88

0.88

5

18

0

0.72

0.83

0.83

0.94

0.94

1.00

1.00

1.00

7

20

0

0.20

0.45

0.60

0.65

0.85

0.85

1.00

1.00

9

14

0

0.14

0.29

0.29

0.43

0.50

0.57

0.86

1.00

10

10

0

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.60

0.80

0.90

0.90

0.90

12

16

0

0.56

0.63

0.63

0.75

0.81

0.94

1.00

1.00

13

13

0

0.77

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.92

0.92

1.00

1.00

14

14

0

0.21

0.43

0.50

0.86

0.86

0.86

1.00

1.00

15

13

0

0.15

0.15

0.31

0.77

0.85

0.85

1.00

1.00

16

18

0

0.33

0.44

0.67

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.78

1.00

17

15

0

0.47

0.53

0.73

0.73

0.87

0.93

1.00

1.00

18

14

0

0.43

0.50

0.57

0.71

0.79

0.86

1.00

1.00

19

16

0

0.38

0.56

0.75

0.81

0.94

1.00

1.00

1.00

20

7

0

0.43

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.86

1.00

21

11

0

0.36

0.45

0.45

0.73

0.73

0.82

0.82

0.91

22

12

0

0.42

0.58

0.67

0.75

0.92

0.92

1.00

1.00

23

18

0

0.61

0.67

0.72

0.83

0.89

0.89

1.00

1.00

24

19

0

0.11

0.26

0.42

0.74

0.89

0.95

1.00

1.00

25

16

0

0.63

0.81

0.88

0.94

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

26

11

0

0.45

0.55

0.82

0.91

0.91

1.00

1.00

1.00

27

12

0

0.42

0.58

0.75

0.83

0.83

0.83

1.00

1.00

29

11

0

0.45

0.45

0.55

0.73

0.73

0.91

1.00

1.00

31

11

0

0.27

0.55

0.64

0.82

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

32

12

0

0.42

0.50

0.58

0.75

0.75

0.83

0.92

1.00

33

15

0

0.27

0.33

0.33

0.47

0.80

0.80

0.93

1.00

35

13

0

0.31

0.46

0.46

0.62

0.69

0.77

0.85

0.92

36

10

0

0.50

0.50

0.60

0.70

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.90

37

10

0

0.50

0.50

0.70

0.70

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

ID
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6.3.3

Identifying the Optimal Number of Clusters

The auto-clustering statistic was used to identify the number of clusters. In particular,
the log-likelihood option for the distance measure was used. First, the auto-clustering
method, based on the BIC measure (15 clusters by default) was chosen to determine the
number of clusters. Next, the AIC measure was chosen. The results for the distance
ratio of distance were not very different from the results based on the BIC indicator.
Therefore, Table 6.4 presents only the results for the BIC measure.
Table 6.4 Output Auto-Clustering

Number of
Clusters

Schwarz's
Bayesian Criterion
(BIC)

1

513.349

2
3

BIC Change

Ratio of BIC
Changes

Ratio of Distance
Measures

576.549

63.199

1.000

2.466

695.275

118.726

1.879

1.214

4

820.684

125.408

1.984

1.202

5

951.338

130.654

2.067

1.247

6

1087.141

135.804

2.149

1.267

7

1227.334

140.193

2.218

1.215

8

1370.438

143.104

2.264

1.048

9

1514.160

143.722

2.274

1.179

10

1659.840

145.679

2.305

1.199

11

1807.334

147.495

2.334

1.110

12

1955.731

148.397

2.348

1.080

13

2104.737

149.006

2.358

1.083

14

2254.327

149.590

2.367

1.024

15

2404.080

149.752

2.370

1.233

Table 6.4 shows that the lowest BIC coefficient and largest distance ratio is obtained
for the 2-cluster solution. However, due to the dissimilarities of cases within the
clusters and in particular the difficulty of identifying representative patterns, solutions
involving more clusters were considered. The next lowest BIC coefficient is obtained
for five clusters, while the highest distance ratio is found for six clusters. Figure 6.1
shows the membership for the 5-clusters and 6-clusters solutions. Comparison of these
memberships shows that four clusters are the same in these two solutions: clusters 1, 3,
4 and 5 in the 5-clusters solution are identical to clusters 1, 4, 5, and 6 in the 6-clusters
solution. The main difference is that the second and third clusters in the 6-clusters
solution are merged into the second cluster in the 5-clusters solution.
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cluster

N individuals

%

id cases

1

3

10.7

5, 13, 25

2

11

39.3

12, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 26, 27, 29, 31, 32

3

4

14.3

7, 14, 15, 24

4

6

21.4

9, 16, 20, 21, 33, 35

5

4

14.3

3, 10, 36, 37

Combined

28

100.0

28

cluster

N individuals

%

id cases

1

3

10.7

5, 13, 25

2

7

25.0

12, 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 31

3

4

14.3

18, 27, 29, 32

4

4

14.3

7, 14, 15, 24

5

6

21.4

9, 16, 20, 21, 33, 35

6

4

14.3

3, 10, 36, 37

Combined

28

100.0

28

Figure 6.1 Clusters Distribution for 5-Clusters and 6-Clusters Solutions

Figure 6.2 shows the weekly change in Learning Ratios for the 5-clusters solution. The
figure visually demonstrates the heterogeneity between the five clusters. Figure 6.3
shows the comparison of the values for the Learning Ratio for the second 2(6) and third
clusters 3(6) of the 6-clusters solution and the second cluster 2(5) of the 5-clusters
solution. These figures suggest that adding the extra cluster does not improve the
interpretability of the solution. Therefore, the 5-cluster solution was adopted as the best
solution.
Figure 6.4 presents changes in the learning ratio over the 9 weeks for each participant.
Patterns of changes in the value of learning ratio vary across the clusters. The learning
ratio for the first cluster is considerably high already during the first weeks in
comparison with other cluster and it is already equal to 1.0 in the sixth week. It
suggests that the first cluster learns faster than others. The changes in the learning ratio
for the second cluster can be characterized as gradually progressive without stages
when the learning ratio does not change. The value of the learning ratio is the lowest
for the third cluster during the first three weeks, followed by the significant increase of
the value in the fifth week and then it does not change during the sixth and seventh
weeks. The general trend in changes in the learning ratio for the fourth cluster can be
described as a combination of a small increase in the learning ratio with several periods
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Figure 6.2 5-Clusters Case: Mean Learning Ratio and Number of Visited Areas

Figure 6.3 Comparison of Means of the Learning Ratio for Cluster 2 (5-Clusters solution)
with Clusters 2 and 3 (6-Clusters solution)
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Figure 6.4 5-Clusters solution: Changes in Learning Ratio for Each Participant
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when the value does not change. Finally, the value of the learning ratio for the fifth
cluster does not reach a value of 1: in week six the learning ratio reaches the maximum
value and then it stays constant.

6.4

Visualization and Labeling Learners Profiles

6.4.1

Labeling Learners Profiles

The goal of the cluster analysis is to identify learning profiles that accurately describe
how fast and how much newcomers learn their urban environment. Table 6.5 presents
the mean learning ratio for each cluster.
Table 6.5 Mean Value Learning Ratio
week

cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

cluster 4

cluster 5

1

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

0.71

0.44

0.17

0.31

0.41

3

0.86

0.55

0.32

0.43

0.41

4

0.88

0.67

0.46

0.46

0.52

5

0.94

0.78

0.75

0.59

0.59

6

0.96

0.86

0.86

0.67

0.82

7

0.97

0.92

0.88

0.71

0.84

8

1.00

0.99

1.00

0.85

0.84

9

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.97

0.87

To describe the speed of learning, a Weekly Progress Coefficient was calculated. It is
defined as the ratio of the learning ratio for week t and previous week t-1, equation
{6.9}. When the weekly progress coefficient is 1, no new locations have been learned
in the corresponding week.

Table 6.6 presents the average weekly progress coefficients for the five clusters. Figure
6.6 demonstrates the same information in the shape of a learning curve. This table and
figures evidence the differences between the clusters.
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Table 6.6 Weekly Progress Coefficients
week
coefficient
2/1

cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

cluster 4

cluster 5

1.71

1.44

1.17

1.31

1.41

3/2

1.21

1.25

1.92

1.38

1.00

4/3

1.02

1.21

1.41

1.09

1.26

5/4

1.07

1.17

1.65

1.27

1.14

6/5

1.02

1.09

1.14

1.14

1.38

7/6

1.02

1.07

1.02

1.06

1.03

8/7

1.03

1.08

1.14

1.20

1.00

9/8

1.00

1.01

1.00

1.15

1.03

Based on the shapes of the learning curves, the following labels were given to the
clusters: (cluster 1) Ambitious Learners; (cluster 2) Moderate Learners; (cluster 3)
Extreme Learners; (cluster 4) Casual Learners, (cluster 5) Passive Learners. The
motivation for the labeling procedure is based on a combination of the two aspects on
environmental learning: (1) on the one hand how fast an individual learns city areas
(Figure 6.5) and (2) on the other hand how many areas they learned (Figure 6.2). In the
line with this motivation, for example, the first cluster is labeled ambitions learners,
due to the fact that they learned the majority of all visited areas during first two weeks,
in addition the number of visited areas for each participant is high – it varies between
13 and 18 - in comparison to other clusters. In contrast, the fifth cluster is named
passive learners: it is reflected in the number of learned areas that is the smallest in
comparison to other clusters (varies between 8 and 10), and this cluster learns more
slowly in comparison with all other clusters.

Figure 6.5 Weekly Progress Coefficients
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Figure 6.6 Labeled Clusters and Their Learning Curves

6.4.2 Visualizing Learners Profiles and Describing their Behaviors
The Geospatial Visual Analytics Tool (Andrienko et al., 2007) was used to visualize
weekly individual movement patterns of representatives of the clusters, making visible
weekly differences in learning. Movement patters of two or three respondents from
each cluster were taken at random. To illustrate differences between movement
patterns, weeks 2, 5 and 9 were visualized for each cluster (Figures 6.7-6.13). Week 2
demonstrates the start of the learning process. Week 5 was chosen to show differences
between clusters halfway the observation period. Week 9 represents „the end point‟ of
the observation period.
The following main differences in learning between clusters can be observed: in the 5th
week the learning ratio of the ambitious learners (cluster 1) is 0.94, while for moderate
learners (cluster 2) and extreme learners (cluster 3) it is respectively 0.75 and 0.78. For
casual learners (cluster 4) and passive learners (cluster 5), the ratio is respectively 0.60
and 0.59 (Table 6.5 and Figure 6.2). Learning styles of clusters can be characterized as
follows.
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Ambitious Learners (Cluster 1). This cluster is characterized by fast learners with the
maximum number of learned areas (Figure 6.2). Ambitious learners visited on average
16 different areas. The most discriminating features is that during the first two weeks
they learned around 85 percent of all their visited areas. The remaining areas were
learned during the following 3-4 weeks. No new areas were visited during weeks 8 and
9. It is the smallest cluster that includes only 3 participants (11% of all participants).
Figure 6.7 illustrates the learning dynamics of this cluster. At first glance, it becomes
evident that the visual representation of the dynamics of movement patters supports the
main characteristic of this cluster as „fast learners‟ that explore a big range of city
areas. From the comparison of the pictures, it is clear that ambitious learners visited
more than 80% of all visited areas already during the first 2 weeks.
Moderate Learners (Cluster 2). The learning behavior of this cluster can be
characterized as steady and uniform from week to week. The number of learned areas
varies between 11 and 18. This is the largest cluster that includes 39% of the
participants (Figure 6.1). Moderate learners know 44% of all areas they visit during the
observation period in the second week. The number of learned areas gradually
increases by 11% until the fifth week, reaches 92% in week 7 and 100 % in the last
week. Changes in the weekly progress coefficient (Table 6.6 and Figure 6.5) and shape
of the learning curve (Figure 6.6) demonstrate the progressive nature of the learning
process without abrupt ups and downs.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 visualize the gradual learning process of moderate learners. Figure
6.8 illustrates the movement patterns of a participant who lives less than 1.5 km from
the city center. Figure 6.9 shows movements of participants who live more than 3.5 km
from the city center.
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week 2

week 5

week 8-9

Figure 6.7 Cluster 1 – AMBITIOUS LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 15, 12, 25)
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week 2

week 5

week 8-9

Figure 6.8 Cluster 2 – MODERATE LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 22, 23, 27 – distance center-home 1.0-1.5 km)
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week 2

week 5

week 8-9

Figure 6.9 Cluster 2 – MODERATE LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 12, 18, 32 – distance center-home 3.5-7.0 km)
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Extreme Learners (Cluster 3). The third cluster is labeled extreme learners. This
cluster differs from other clusters in that extreme learners have a very „slow start‟: in
the second week, they have learned only 17% of the areas they visit throughout the
observation period, but in the 6th week they reach the same percentage (86%) as
moderate learners (Table 6.5). The learning curve and weekly progress coefficient
(Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6) exhibit the „extreme‟ learning nature: combination of
extreme learning picks (in weeks 3 and 5) with more calm learning dynamics after the
fifth week. This cluster includes 14% of all participants. Two subgroups can be
identified: the first subgroup visited on average 14 areas, while the second subgroup
visited 20 areas on average (Figure 6.2).
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 visualize the behavior of the extreme learners. The behaviors of
participants who live in the proximity to the city center are presented in Figure 6.10,
while Figure 6.11 portrays the behavior of participants who live further than 4.0 km
from the city center.
Casual Learners (Cluster 4). Similar to the previous cluster, casual learners
demonstrate inconsistent learning dynamics over time, although without the extreme
ups and downs as extreme learners. Participants belonging to this cluster learn more
slowly in comparison with previously described clusters, although in the second week
casual learners know twice as many areas as extreme learners do (31% of all visited
locations in comparison to 17%). Ultimately, they know 85% of all learned locations,
but only in week 8, while moderate and extreme learners reach the same percentage in
week 6 (Table 6.5). The changes the weekly progress coefficient visually demonstrate
these irregularities in learning the dynamics (Table 6.6 and Figure 6.5). The cluster of
casual learners represents 22% of all participants. This cluster is also characterized by a
large range in the number of visited areas (between 7 and 18). Figure 6.12 represents
the learning behavior of casual learners. All participants in this cluster live not further
than 2.0 km from the city center.
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week 2

week 5

week 8-9

Figure 6.10 Cluster 3 – EXTREME LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 14, 15 – distance center-home 1.1 km)
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week 2

week 5

week 8-9

Figure 6.11 Cluster 3 – EXTREME LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 7, 24 – distance center-home 4.5-7.0 km)
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week 2

week 5

week 9

Figure 6.12 Cluster 4 – CASUAL LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 16, 20, 33)
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week 2

week 5

week 7-8-9

Figure 6.13 Cluster 5 – PASSIVE LEARNERS – Weekly Progress
(id 3, 36, 37)
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Passive Learners (Cluster 5). The final cluster is named passive learners, reflecting
the fact that all participants in this cluster visited only 10 areas across the
9 weeks in a slow, „unhurried‟ manner (Figure 6.2). During the second week, passive
learners know 44 % of all visited locations, but during the next week no learning takes
place. By week 5, the percentage of all visited locations slowly approaches 59%,
followed by a learning pick in the next week (82%) (Table 6.5). The weekly progress
coefficient is close to 1.0 for the remaining weeks (Table 6.6 and Figure 6.5).
Interestingly, in spite the fact that this cluster is characterized by the minimum number
of the learned areas in comparison to other clusters, the learning ratio even in the last
week still does not reach 1.0, indicating that passive learners still explore new areas in
the last week of the observation period. This cluster includes the same number of
participants as the cluster of extreme learners (14%). Figure 6.13 visualizes this cluster.
It clearly shows that passive learners visited less areas compared to members of other
clusters.
Figure 6.14 gives an overview of all clusters. Figure 6.15 illustrates weekly learning
progress during 9 weeks for a representative participant of each cluster.
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Figure 6.14 Overview of Learning Styles
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Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 4

Cluster 5

Cluster 3

Figure 6.15 Comparison of Weekly Learning Progress between Clusters
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6.5

Composition of Clusters

Table 6.7 describes the composition of the clusters in terms of nationality of
participants, gender, employment status and distance from home to the city center
(Central train station). Despite the small sample size and, as a result, smaller cluster
size, several interesting findings were obtained concerning the relationship between
learning styles and participants‟ gender and home locations.
First, the data on the clusters composition suggest that there is a relation between
remoteness of the home location from the city center and type of learning styles.
Participants who act as casual and passive learners primary live closer to the city
center, not further than 2 km. They explore the city more slowly and on average visited
a smaller number of city areas in comparison to other clusters.
When looking at the difference between male and female participants, results reveal
that females are more likely to be ambitious or extreme learners. It is interesting to see
that all ambitious learners are females. They live 1.4-3.9 km from the city center, but
actively explore the city, visiting between 13 and 18 different city areas.
The majority of extreme learners are female participants. Previously, two subgroups of
extreme learners were identified in relation to the number of visited locations.
Interestingly, the subgroup of extreme learners who visited around 13-14 areas live less
than 1.1 km from the city center, whereas the subgroup of extreme learners who
visited 19-20 locations lives further than 4 km from the city center.
The cluster of modest learners consists of an equal number of males and females, and
Asian and European nationalities. As for distance from home to the city center, all
distance categories are represented in this cluster. The clusters of casual and passive
learners have the largest shares of Asian male participants.

6.6

Learning Styles of Newcomers and Weekly Variability
of Frequencies of Activity-Travel Behavior

The learning styles of newcomers - how fast they explore new areas - are reflected in
their out-of-home activity participation. Figure 6.16 gives average frequencies for outof-home activity across the persons in each cluster. It shows that ambitious learners
have the highest activity frequencies for all out-of-home activities during the first two
weeks. It is two times higher than for moderate learners and mostly 4 times for
extreme, casual and passive learners. Starting from the third week, the activity
frequencies for out-of-home activities for ambitious learners are between 4 and 6.5.
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Table 6.7 Composition of the Clusters
ID

N locations

nationality

gender

employment status

distance
home-centre

cluster

Ambitious Learners
5

18

European

female

employee

1.4

1

25

16

Asian

female

intern Philips

2.7

1

13

13

Asian

female

intern Philips

3.9

1

Moderate Learners
31

11

Asian

male

student

0.6

2

23

18

European

female

student

0.8

2

27

12

Asian

female

PhD

0.9

2

26

11

Asian

female

PhD

1.0

2

17

15

European

female

student

1.3

2

22

12

Asian

female

student

1.4

2

29

11

Asian

female

employee

1.8

2

12

16

European

male

student

3.2

2

32

12

European

male

intern Philips

3.9

2

18

14

European

male

student

6.8

2

19

16

European

male

student

6.8

2

student

1.1

3

Extreme Learners
14

14

Asian

female

15

13

Asian

male

student

1.1

3

7

20

European

female

Freelancer

4.4

3

24

19

European

female

student

6.8

3

16

18

Asian

male

student

0.4

4

9

14

European

male

student

0.8

4

33

15

Asian

male

PhD

1.0

4

21

11

European

female

student

1.4

4

20

7

Asian

female

student

1.8

4

35

13

Asian

male

PhD

2.0

4

Casual Learners

Passive Learners
36

10

Asian

female

PhD

0.5

5

3

8

Asian

male

student

1.1

5

10

10

Asian

male

student

2.1

5

37

10

Asian

male

PhD

2.4

5
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The learning behavior of moderate learners is characterized as steady from week to
week. Figure 6.16 represents the same stability for out-of-home activity participation:
frequencies are equal to 8 during first three weeks and during weeks 5-7, for other
weeks it does not go below 6. Not surprisingly, activity participation for extreme
learners exhibit a similar pattern as their learning behavior – inconsistency and a
combination of ups and downs – and the extreme peak is observed during the fourth
week, following a rotation of small ups (up to 6) and downs (up to 4) from one week to
another.
For casual learners average frequencies of activity participation for out-of-home
activities fluctuates around 6; only for the week 8 it goes up to 10. During the 9-week
period passive learners demonstrate the lowest average frequencies of out-of-home
activity participation: for the first four weeks frequencies do not go above 4, and then it
reaches 6 in week 5 and thereafter goes down to 4. This engagement in activity
participation is similar to the nature of learning behavior of passive learners.
Depending on activity types, following variations in activity frequencies are observed.
First, daily shopping (grocery shopping) has a stable pattern across clusters without
significant changes: frequencies are around 1.5-2.0 every week. Second, participation
in social activities demonstrates the lowest participation frequencies: they vary between
0 and 2 per week. Third, non-grocery shopping and leisure activities have the highest
variability between clusters. For example, for casual and passive learners the
participation in leisure and non-grocery shopping activities do not change significantly
from week to week and varies between 1 and 3. Moderate learners have also a stable
pattern of these types of activities, only with higher average frequencies for leisure
activities: in some weeks frequencies go up to 4. While, for ambitious and extreme
learners engagement in leisure and shopping activities varies significantly from week to
week: participation frequencies change from 0 up to 4 for ambitious learners and from
1 above 4 for extreme learners.

6.7

Summary and Conclusions

As spatial learning develops over time, primarily through experience and wayfinding,
analysis of the temporal dynamics of this process can be valuable in understanding
variation in environment-behavior interaction across individuals. Therefore, in this
chapter, the spatial learning process – the interaction of newcomers with an urban
environment over time – was investigated.
Chapter 2 highlighted that it is still a challenge to model and quantify the learning
process. To study the dynamics of spatial interaction the weekly learning ratio and
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Figure 6.16 Weekly Frequencies of Activity-Travel Behaviors
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weekly progress coefficient were introduced to quantify the learning process. The
learning ratio for each week represents the updated spatial knowledge about the city
areas by incorporating information about the number of new learned areas into existing
experience. Using this ratio and the total number of visited areas, participants were
grouped into a set of clusters, describing different learning profiles that represent how
many areas are visited and how fast individuals learn these different areas in a city over
time.
Differences in learning styles of individuals can be partially explained in terms of
spatial proximity of home locations to the city center and gender of participants. In
addition, the results suggest that there is a relationship between learning styles and
frequencies of engagement in different type of activities. The high participation
frequencies in leisure activities and non-grocery shopping affect how fast and how
many areas newcomers learned over the 9-week period.
The combination of cluster analysis and the visualization technique enables the
possibility to derive interpretable results. The utilized visualization technique has
enabled to support, visualize and explore large data then the sample used in this study.
The potential of a suggested combination of methods will be further shown in the
following chapter.
Chapter 7 looks closely at the interaction process of individuals with an urban
environment, particularly focusing on individual activity spaces – the spatial product of
the spatial learning process. The attention will be paid to the spatial variation of activity
spaces in regard to the visited areas and their functionality and geographical position in
the city.
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Dynamics of Spatial Learning:
Individual Activity Spaces
7.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, we analyzed the temporal aspect of learning process – how fast
newcomers become familiar with the urban environment; how fast they construct their
activity spaces. The current chapter will focus on the spatial aspect - spatial product of learning processes of newcomers that relates to the structure and spatial extent of
individual activity spaces.
Theoretically, individuals have access to a wide range of environmental information,
but only a limited part of the urban environment is relevant to individual’s spatial
behavior. The real-world behavior patterns of individuals define their individual
activity space. The activity space concept aims to represent the space which contains
the places frequently visited by an individual over a period of time.
While the concept of activity space has been used extensively for several decades,
empirical research related to the structure and the extent of individual activity spaces is
limited due to the lack of longitudinal data. Even when data are available for multiple
days, it is not obvious how variations in activity spaces can be best captured (Susilo
and Kitamura, 2005).
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In their recent work, Schönfelder and Axhausen (2003a) proposed several methods for
measuring the size of individual activity spaces based on long-term travel behavior
data. However, the formation of individual activity spaces and identification of activity
space profiles across participants was not investigated due to the nature of the available
data set.
The purpose of the current study, therefore, is to analyze the dynamic construction of
activity spaces and examine variability in activity spaces by deriving typical activity
space profiles, based on 9-weeks GPS activity-travel data of a homogeneous sample of
newcomers. The term profile is introduced and used to describe a grouping or a
segment of individuals with similar activity spaces. In this study, an activity space is
defined as a set of areas of the urban environment that are regularly visited by an
individual on a daily basis. Thus, a typical activity space profile provides information
about the typical individual who belongs to this group in order to create an idea/picture
of the spatial extent and structure of his activity space. The structure of a typical
activity space profile is defined by the set of city areas and their functionality, whereas
spatial extent is related to the geographical position of these areas relative to the city
centre.
This chapter is structured as follows. In the second section, activity space profiles of
newcomers are identified by the means of the TwoStep Cluster method. Data
preparations and the clustering procedure are described. In the third section, several
typical activity space profiles of newcomers are identified. In the frame of the analysis,
it is assumed that individuals belonging to the same profile when they visited the same
(or similar) set of city areas. The introduced zoning system for Eindhoven (Chapter 5)
is used to describe the structure and extent of each activity space profile. In the fourth
section, each identified activity space profile is visualized with the Geospatial Visual
Analytics and Google Earth Tools; the interpretation of profiles and related labeling are
given. In the fifth section, spatial variability of activity-travel behavior for each activity
space profile is examined. Next, in section six, the relation between learning styles,
identified in the previous chapter, and derived activity space profiles is described. In
the final section, a summary and conclusions are provided.

7.2

Deriving Activity Space Profiles: TwoStep Cluster Method

Information on the spatial location of activities performed by participants derived from
the GPS traces was used to identify activity space profiles. The TwoStep Cluster
method was applied to group the data and identify the corresponding profiles. To
derive the activity space profiles an input dataset similar to the dataset for deriving
typology of learning styles was prepared (Chapter 6, Table 6.1). For every participant,
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Table 7.1 An Example of Data Preparation: Coding Visited Areas
Week
ID Area in Eindhoven

Area
Code

Area
Home
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

3 Centre_Kleine Berg

CC08shl CRn11shl

0

0

0

0

CC08shl

0

0

0

0

3 Centre_Markt

CC01fm CRn11shl

0

0

0

0

CC01fm

0

0

0

0

CRn11shl

0

0

0

0

CC05l

0

0

0

0

CC03sh CRn11shl

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CC03sh

0

0

0

0

CC07l

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

CRs11n

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 Centre_Dommelstraat
3 Centre_Piazza
3 Centre_Stratumseind
3 Kruisstraat Area
3 Tongelresestraat Area
3 TU/e Campus

CC05l

CC07l

CRn11shl

CRn11shl CRn11shl CRn11shl
CRs11n CRn11shl

0

CRn12cin CRn11shl CRn12cin

the table of all visited areas in Eindhoven was constructed (Table 7.1). Each area is
coded according to the zoning classification of Eindhoven introduced in the data
Collection Chapter (Chapter 5, Table 5.5).
Accordingly, the provided table presents the following information: (1) which areas
were visited, and (2) the order – the sequence in which areas were visited for the first
time. Taking into consideration the fact that the types of visited areas and their position
in the visiting sequence might relate to the home location of individuals, information
about areas where participants live was added to the table. Therefore, the area code of
home location, a code of areas that were visited for the first time during nine weeks and
id of participants were used as input for the auto-clustering procedure.
The auto-clustering procedure implemented in the TwoStep Cluster algorithm was used
for the identification of the best cluster solution. The input dataset includes categorical
variables. Therefore, the log-likelihood distance measure was used in the clustering
procedure. The program calculates clustering solutions for different numbers of clusters
(15 clusters). For every clustering solution value of the ratio of distance measure and
values for the BIC and AIC criterion are estimated. Table 7.2 provides an overview of
the results of the auto-clustering procedure. For a selection of the best clustering
solution, several solutions with the lowest values for the BIC (or AIC) criterion and the
highest values of the ratio of distance measures should be evaluated.
For the current analysis, AIC and BIC values differ from each other and indicate
different number of clusters. For example, both BIC and the ratio of distance measures
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indicate the 2-clusters case solution, while the smallest AIC value and reasonably high
ratio of distance measures are obtained for the 5-cluster solution. Being aware of the
facts that the choice of BIC or AIC criterion is arbitrary and that the combination of the
ratio of distance measure and BIC (or AIC) criterion in the auto-clustering procedure
might indicate several potential solutions, it was decided to evaluate 2-, 3-, 4- and 5clusters solution on their interpretability.
The cluster composition for different solutions was compared. Further examination
revealed that the 2-clusters solution should be eliminated due to the impossibility to
observe insightful similarities between participants within the clusters. Table 7.3
presents differences between clusters for the 3-, 4- and 5-clusters solutions. In the case
of the 3- and 4-cluster solutions, the second cluster represents the combination of the
second cluster 2(5) and the fourth cluster 4(5) of the 5-clusters solution. The third
cluster in the case of 3-clusters solution combines the third 3(5) and the fifth 5(5)
clusters in the 5-clusters solution. The qualitative comparison of visited areas for each
identified cluster and their visualization, presented further in the chapter, suggested that
the 5-clusters solution is better interpretable comparing to other solutions.
Table 7. 2 Output Auto-Clustering
Number of Clusters

Schwarz's Bayesian
Criterion (BIC)

Akaike's Information
Criterion (AIC)

1

9796.302

8973.91

2

9775.415

8130.629

1.678

3

10264.226

7797.047

1.312

4

10931.66

7642.088

1.328

5

11740.67

7628.706

1.289

6

12646.507

7712.15

1.153

7

13596.761

7840.011

1.127

8

14579.716

8000.573

1.247

9

15613.609

8212.073

1.166

10

16676.834

8452.905

1.071

11

17751.805

8705.483

1.178

12

18851.815

8983.1

1.068

13

19960.747

9269.639

1.044

14

21075.232

9561.731

1.138

15

22204.987

9869.094

1.18
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Table 7.3 Comparison of 3-, 4- and 5-cluster solutions
5-cluster solution
cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

cluster 4

cluster 5

7

12

5

13

3

10

16

21

17

9

18

20

22

32

14

19

25

26

35

15

24

37

27

23

33

31

29

36
4-cluster solution
cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

cluster 4
3

7

12

5

10

13

21

9

18

16

22

14

19

17

26

15

24

20

27

23

29

25

33

31

32

36

35
37
2(5) +4(5)
3-cluster solution
cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

7

12

3

10

13

5

18

16

9

19

17

14

24

20

15

29

25

21

32

22

35

23

37

26
27
31
33
36

2(5) +4(5)

3(5) +5(5)
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7.3

Activity Space Profiles

Using the TwoStep Cluster Analysis procedure, the data on visited areas across the
9-week period were separated into five clusters. In order to understand the identified
clusters, patterns between clusters were compared. By definition, patterns within a
cluster are more similar to each other than they are to a pattern belonging to a different
cluster.
For every participant within an identified cluster the visited areas during 9 weeks were
represented in a table format (Tables 7.4-7.8). In the left part of the tables, similar areas
visited by participants within a cluster during any given week are highlighted (light
grey color). In the right part of the table, similar visited areas across weeks are
highlighted (beige color).
The qualitative comparison of the tables shows that clusters are different from each
other. For example, comparing the left part of the tables – similar visited areas by
participants per week – the following differences were identified. Participants in the
first and fifth cluster learned each week, during the 9-week period, new areas that are
similar across participants, whereas participants in the second, third and fourth cluster
learned the majority of similar areas during the first two weeks.
The comparison of types of visited areas shows the following variation across clusters.
The second and the fourth cluster similarly learned the majority of the city core areas
during the first week, but in contrast the second cluster visited primarily the Northern
areas of the city ring and periphery, while the fourth cluster performed activities in the
Southern areas of the city ring and periphery. Interestingly, all participants in the fifth
cluster live in the same area – Kruisstraat (CRn11shl) - near the city center and
university area. In spite of their proximity to the city core, the distribution of areas
within the fifth cluster shows that participants learned the majority of the city core
areas only during the fourth and fifth weeks.
The right part of the tables – similar areas visited by participants across weeks –
demonstrate that over the weeks within clusters more than 90% of similar areas were
visited by participants. Thus, the comparison of patterns within clusters and between
clusters supports the acceptability of the 5-cluster solution.
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Table 7.4 Cluster 1: Pattern Comparison
CLUSTER 1 – location of activities per week

CLUSTER 1 – location of activities across weeks

id participants

7

10

18

19

24

29

id participants

7

10

18

19

24

29

area home

OAw12n

CRs12n

OAes12g

OAes12g

OAes12g

CRs15n

area home

OAw12n

CRs12n

OAes12g

OAes12g

OAes12g

CRs15n

CC03sh

CC12n

CC05l

CC03sh

OAes12g

PRs19n

CC03sh

CC12n

CC05l

CC03sh

OAes12g

PRs19n

CC04TS

CRs12n

CC07l

CC09fm

CRn12cin

OAw11in

CC04TS

CRs12n

CC07l

CC09fm

CRn12cin

OAw11in

week 1

PRs18in

CRs11n

CC04TS

OAes12g

CRs15n

OAw12n

CRn12cin

OAes12g

CRn11shl

CRs17n

PRs13n

PRn13hl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

PRs12n

CC07l

CC07l

CC01fm

CC07l

CC07l

PRs12n

CC12n

PRs12n

PRs12n

CC12n

PRs12n

OAw13g

PRs13n

CRn11shl

OAw13g

PRs13n

CRn11shl

CC01fm
week 2

week 1

week 2

PRn22sh

week 3

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC05l

CC06fm

CC01fm

CC07l

CRs17n

PRn23n

OAn11g

CRn11shl
CC04TS

CC08shl

CRn11shl

PRs11n

CC04TS

week 7

week 3

CC03sh

PRn32n

CC04TS

PRs18in

CC09fm

CC03sh

PRs16cin

PRn13hl

CRn12cin

CC04TS

OAes12g

OAes12g

CRn11shl

CRs17n

PRs13n

PRn13hl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

PRs12n

CRs15n

CC09fm

CC03sh

PRn31in

CC02sh
CC12n

CC01fm

CC07l

CRs17n

PRn23n

OAn11g

CRn11shl
CC04TS

CC08shl

CRn11shl

PRs11n

CC04TS

CC03sh

PRn32n
PRs18in

CC09fm
CRs11n
PRs13n
OAw11in

CC08shl

CC05l

CC05l

week 5

PRn12hl
CC12n

CC09fm

CC03sh

PRs16cin

PRn13hl

CC09fm

CC08shl
CC05l

CRs17n
PRn21n

week 6

CC12n
week 7

CRn11shl

CC03sh

CC04TS

OAw11in

PRn13hl
OAw11in

CC02sh

CC06fm

PRs13n
CC08shl

CC01fm

CC02sh

CC05l

week 4

CRs17n
CC02sh

CC02sh

CRn11shl

CRs11n

CRs17n
week 6

CC03sh

CC09fm

week 4

week 5

CRs11n
CRn12cin

PRn22sh

CC02sh

CRn11shl

PRs18in
OAw12n

CRn12cin

CC08shl
CC05l
CRs17n

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC01fm

PRn12hl

PRn21n
PRn13hl

PRn31in

CC02sh

OAw11in

CC12n

CC12n

CC12n

CRn11shl

week 8

x

x

x

x

x

x

week 8

x

x

x

x

x

x

week 9

x

CC07l

x

x

x

x

week 9

x

CC07l

x

x

x

x
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Table 7.5 Cluster 2: Pattern Comparison
CLUSTER 2 – location of activities per week

CLUSTER 2 – location of activities across weeks

id participants

12

16

20

25

37

id participants

12

16

20

25

37

area home

PRn21n

CC06fm

PRn11n

PRs11n

PRn12hl

area home

PRn21n

CC06fm

PRn11n

PRs11n

PRn12hl

CC05l

CC05l

CC05l

CC05l

PRn21n

CC07l

CC07l

CC04TS

PRn21n

CC07l

CC07l

CC04TS

CC02sh

CC06fm

CC08shl

PRn12hl

CC01fm

CC09fm

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

PRn13hl

CRs18cin

PRn11n

week 1

CC02sh

CC06fm

CC08shl

CC01fm

CC09fm

CC01fm

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

PRn13hl

CRs18cin

PRn11n

CRn12cin

week 1

PRn11n

CC01fm

PRs15n

PRn22sh

PRs15n

OAn11g

PRs16cin

OAn11g

PRs16cin

PRn33n

CRs12n

PRn33n

CRs12n

CC07l

CC02sh

PRn22sh

CC04TS

PRs11n

PRs11n

CRs11n

CRs11n

CC03sh

CC07l

CC04TS

CC02sh

PRn22sh

CC04TS

week 2

CRs14n

PRn12hl

week 3

PRs14gr
CC08shl

PRs18in

PRn22sh

CC08shl
CC03sh

week 7

CRn12cin
CRn11shl

PRs15n

week 4
CC01fm

CC02sh

CC08shl
CC03sh

week 8

CRs14n
OAes11g

week 9

CC05l

CRn12cin

CC04TS

week 6

CC01fm

CC01fm

PRn11n

week 5

week 7

CC03sh
CC08shl

week 8

CRs17n

CC05l

CC04TS

week 6

CC08shl
PRn22sh

CRs16n

CRs17n

week 5

CRs14n

PRn12hl

week 3

CRs16n
PRn11n

CC03sh
CC04TS

PRs14gr
PRs18in

week 4

CRn12cin
PRn11n

PRn22sh

week 2

PRn12hl
CRn11shl

CRn11shl
PRs15n

CC02sh

CC08shl

CC01fm

CC01fm

CC03sh
CC01fm
CRs14n
OAes11g

PRs14gr

week 9
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Table 7.6 Cluster 3: Pattern Comparison
CLUSTER 3 – location of activities per week

CLUSTER 3 – location of activities across weeks

id participants

5

21

22

26

27

33

id participants

5

21

22

26

27

33

area home

CC12n

CC12n

CC12n

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

area home

CC12n

CC12n

CC12n

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC01fm

CC01fm

CC02sh
CC03sh

CC03sh

CC05l
CC12n

CC05l

CC12n

CC12n
CRn12cin

CRn11shl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRs13gr

CRs13gr

PRn22sh

PRn22sh

CC08shl

CC07l

week 1
CRn12cin

CRn12cin

PRs11n

CRs14n

PRn41sh

PRn41sh

CC12n

CC12n
CRn11shl

CRn12cin

CRn11shl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRs13gr

CRs13gr

PRn22sh

PRn22sh

CC07l

CRn12cin
PRs11n

CRs12n
CC02sh

CRs13gr

CC04TS

CC04TS

OAw13g
PRn12hl

week 3

CC05l

CRn11shl

week 2

CC09fm
PRn11n

CC01fm

CC02sh

CC03sh

PRs14gr

CC02sh

CRs13gr

CC04TS

PRn33n

CC07l

CRs18cin

CC04TS

CC08shl

PRn12hl

CC04TS

OAw13g
PRn12hl

week 3

CC09fm
week 4

CC05l
CC04TS

CC08shl

CRs12n
week 2

CC05l

CRn11shl

CRs14n

PRs14gr

CC03sh

CC04TS

CC12n
CRn11shl

CC03sh

CC05l

CC04TS

CRn11shl
CRn12cin

CC03sh

CC05l

CC04TS
week 1

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC05l

CRn11shl

CC09fm
PRn11n

CC01fm

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC09fm
CC08shl

CC01fm
CC09fm

week 4

PRn33n

CC07l

CRs18cin

CC04TS

CC08shl

PRn12hl

CC08shl

CC01fm
CC09fm

OC2
CC02sh

CC03sh

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC07l

CC03sh

CC04TS

week 5

week 6

CC09fm

PRs14gr

week 7
week 8

PRn41sh

week 9

CRn11shl

CC07l
CC04TS

week 5

PRn41sh

PRn41sh

OAw13g

OAw13g

PRn41sh
CC01fm

CC03sh

week 6
PRn13hl

CC12n

CRs18cin

CC11n

CC09fm

PRs14gr

week 7

CRs16n
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PRn41sh
CC01fm

PRn13hl
CRs18cin

week 8

PRn41sh

week 9

CRn11shl

CC12n
CC11n
CRs16n

Table 7.7 Cluster 4: Pattern Comparison
CLUSTER 4 – location of activities per week

CLUSTER 4 – location of activities across weeks

id participants

13

17

32

35

id participants

13

17

32

35

area home

PRs17n

CRs11n

PRs17n

PRn13hl

area home

PRs17n

CRs11n

PRs17n

PRn13hl

CC01fm
CC02sh

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC03sh

CC05l

CC01fm

CC01fm

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC03sh

CC05l
CRn12cin

week 1

CC05l
CRn12cin

CC04TS

CC04TS

PRs16cin

PRs16cin

CC06fm

PRs17n

PRs17n

PRn13hl

week 1

PRs16cin

CC06fm

PRs17n

PRs17n

PRn13hl

CC04TS

CC03sh

CC03sh

CC01fm

CC04TS

CRs15n

CRn11shl

PRs13n

CC08shl

PRs13n

PRn41sh

PRs11n

PRn41sh
CC03sh

CC03sh

week 2

CRs16n

PRn31in
CRs16n

CC04TS

CC07l
OAs11g

CC01fm

CRs15n

OAw13g

week 4

CC02sh

PRs15n

CC09fm

CRn12cin

CRn11shl

week 6

PRn11n

PRs14gr

CC05l

week 7

OAn11g

OAes11g

week 8

PRn33n

week 9
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OAs11g

CC01fm

CRs15n

OAw13g

CC08shl

week 5

CRs18cin

week 6

week 9

PRs15n

CC08shl

week 5

CRs16n
CC07l

week 3

PRs15n
week 4

PRs11n
CRs11n

CRs16n

week 3

week 8

CC04TS

PRs16cin

CRn11shl

CC04TS

CRn12cin

CC04TS

CRs15n

CC01fm

week 7

CC05l

CC08shl

PRn31in

CC02sh

CRn12cin

CRs11n
week 2

CC01fm

CC02sh

CRs18cin
PRs15n

CC09fm

CRn12cin

PRn11n

PRs14gr

CRn11shl
CC05l

OAn11g

OAes11g
PRn33n

Table 7.8 Cluster 5: Pattern Comparison
CLUSTER 5 – location of activities per week

CLUSTER 5 – location of activities across weeks

id participants

3

9

14

15

23

31

36

id participants

3

9

14

15

23

31

36

area home

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

area home

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CC01fm

CC08shl

CC02sh

CC01fm

CC08shl

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC02sh

CC03sh

CC03sh

CC03sh

CC03sh

CC05l

PRs19n

CC05l

PRs19n

CC07l

week 1

CC07l

week 1

CRs11n

CRs11n

PRn11n

PRn11n

PRn21n

PRn21n

PRn41sh

PRn41sh

PRs13n
week 2

CC04TS

CC02sh

OAes11g

OAw11in

CC05l

PRs18in
CRs11n

CRs16n

CC03sh

CC01fm

CC07l

CC07l

CC07l

CC09fm

CC09fm

CRs14n

CC02sh

CRs18cin

CRs16n

week 4

CC04TS

CC09fm
CC01fm

PRn12hl

PRn11n

CRs18cin

CC04TS

PRn12hl

CC04TS

CC05l

CC05l

CRs16n

week 5

CC03sh

CC01fm

CC07l

CC07l

CC07l

CC09fm

CC09fm

CRs14n

CC02sh

CC04TS

CC01fm
PRn12hl

CC04TS

PRn12hl

CRs16n
OAw13g

OAes12g

PRn11n

CRs18cin

CC04TS

CC05l

CRs16n

CC07l
CC08shl

PRn22sh

PRn22sh

week 6

CC08shl

CC08shl

CC08shl

CC02sh

PRs16cin

CRs11n

CC04TS

CC04TS

week 7

CRs16n
CC02sh

CC08shl

CC08shl

CC08shl

CC02sh

PRs16cin

CRs11n

CC04TS

CC04TS

CRs16n
PRn32n

CC01fm

CC02sh

week 8

PRn12hl
CC03sh

CC03sh

CC09fm
CC07l

CC01fm

PRn32n

week 9

CC03sh

CC09fm
CC03sh

CRs18cin
OAes12g

CC05l
CRs16n
CRs11n

week 4

OAw13g

CC02sh

week 3

CC07l

week 8

OAw11in
PRs18in

CC08shl

week 7

OAes11g

CC07l

CC01fm

week 6

CC04TS

CRs11n

CC03sh
CC03sh

CC01fm

CC03sh

CC09fm

CC05l

week 2

CRs11n

week 3

week 5

PRs13n

CC01fm

CC07l

week 9
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CC01fm

PRn12hl
CC03sh

CC07l
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Next, the typical activity space profile of every cluster was derived (Table 7.9). It was
assumed that a typical activity space profile includes areas that were visited at least by
fifty percent of participants within a cluster. In Table 7.10 areas for each activity space
profile are listed by name.
Table 7.11 gives a visual representation of activity space profiles, providing
information concerning the relative location of each area in terms of distance to and
direction from the city centre. In the left column of the table, all areas in Eindhoven are
listed: city core (CC), city ring (CR), periphery (PR) and other areas (OA). The
highlighted areas represent the home locations of participants in a cluster.
According to Table 7.11, there is a clear difference between profiles with respect to the
home locations of participants and visited areas in the city. Participants who live close
to the city centre (Clusters 3 and 4) primary conduct their activities in or close to the
city centre. Participants who reside in the Northern part of Eindhoven (Cluster 2) and
in the Southern part (Cluster 4) tend to organize their activities around their home
locations. Not surprisingly, due to their functional characteristics and location in the
city structure, the TU/e area (CRn12cin) and shopping area Kruisstraat (CRn11shl) are
in the typical activity profile of every cluster.
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Table 7.9 Typical Activity Space Profiles
CLUSTER 1 Typical Profile
area

N
people
visited

%

CC03sh
CRn12cin
CC02sh
CC04TS
CC07l
CC12n
CRn11shl
CC05l
CC09fm
CRs17n
CC01fm
CC08shl
OAes12g
OAw11in
PRn13hl
PRs12n
PRs13n
CRs11n
PRs18in
PRs19n
CC06fm
CRs12n
CRs15n
OAn11g
OAw12n
OAw13g
PRn12hl
PRn21n
PRn22sh
PRn23n
PRn31in
PRn32n
PRs11n
PRs16cin

6
6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
83
83
83
83
83
67
67
67
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
33
33
33
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

CLUSTER 2 Typical Profile
area
CC01fm
CRn11shl
CRn12cin
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC08shl
CC02sh
CC05l
CC07l
PRn11n
PRn22sh
CRs11n
CRs14n
CRs17n
CRs18cin
PRn12hl
PRs14gr
PRs15n
CC06fm
CC09fm
CRs12n
CRs16n
OAes11g
OAn11g
PRn13hl
PRn21n
PRn33n
PRs11n
PRs16cin
PRs18in

N
people
visited

%

5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
100
80
80
80
60
60
60
60
60
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

CLUSTER 3 Typical Profile
area
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CRn11shl
CRn12cin
CC01fm
CC05l
CC07l
CC09fm
CC12n
PRn41sh
CC08shl
CRs13gr
CRs18cin
OAw13g
PRn12hl
PRn22sh
PRs14gr
CC11n
CRs12n
CRs14n
CRs16n
OC2
PRn11n
PRn13hl
PRn33n
PRs11n

N
people
visited

%

6
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
100
100
100
67
67
67
67
67
67
50
50
33
33
33
33
33
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
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CLUSTER 4 Typical Profile
area
CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l
CRn12cin
CC08shl
CRn11shl
CRs15n
CRs16n
PRs15n
PRs16cin
PRs17n
CC06fm
CC07l
CC09fm
CRs11n
CRs18cin
OAes11g
OAn11g
OAs11g
OAw13g
PRn11n
PRn13hl
PRn31in
PRn33n
PRn41sh
PRs11n
PRs13n

N
people
visited

%

4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
100
100
75
75
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

CLUSTER 5 Typical Profile
area
CC01fm
CC03sh
CC07l
CRn11shl
CRn12cin
CC02sh
CC04TS
CC08shl
CC05l
CC09fm
CRs11n
CRs16n
PRn12hl
CRs18cin
PRn11n
CRs14n
OAes11g
OAes12g
OAw11in
OAw13g
PRn21n
PRn22sh
PRn32n
PRn41sh
PRs13n
PRs16cin
PRs18in
PRs19n

N
people
visited

%

7
7
7
7
7
6
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

100
100
100
100
100
86
86
71
57
57
57
57
43
29
29
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

Table 7.10 Typical Activity Space Profiles: Areas Listed by Name
CLUSTER 1

CLUSTER 2

CLUSTER 3

CLUSTER 4

CLUSTER 5

City Core (CC)

City Core (CC)

City Core (CC)

City Core (CC)

City Core (CC)

CC01fm

Centre Markt

CC01fm

Centre Markt

CC01fm

Centre Markt

CC01fm

Centre Markt

CC01fm

Centre Markt

CC02sh

Main Shopping Streets

CC02sh

Main Shopping Streets

CC02sh

Main Shopping Streets

CC02sh

Main Shopping Streets

CC02sh

Main Shopping Streets

CC03sh

Piazza_Mediamarket

CC03sh

Piazza_Mediamarket

CC03sh

Piazza_Mediamarket

CC03sh

Piazza_Mediamarket

CC03sh

Piazza_Mediamarket

CC04TS

Train Stations Area

CC04TS

Train Stations Area

CC04TS

Train Stations Area

CC04TS

Train Stations Area

CC04TS

Train Stations Area

CC05l

Pathe_Dommelstraat

CC05l

Pathe_Dommelstraat

CC05l

Pathe_Dommelstraat

CC05l

Pathe_Dommelstraat

CC05l

Pathe_Dommelstraat

CC07l

Stratumseind (Bar Area)

CC07l

Stratumseind (Bar Area)

CC07l

Stratumseind (Bar Area)

CC07l

Stratumseind (Bar Area)

CC08shl

Grote & Kleine Berg

CC08shl

Grote & Kleine Berg

CC08shl

Grote & Kleine Berg

CC08shl

Grote & Kleine Berg

CC09fm

Witte Dame Area

x

x

CC09fm

Witte Dame Area

x

x

CC09fm

Witte Dame Area

CC12n

Geldropsweg Area 1

x

x

CC12n

Geldropsweg Area 1

x

x

City Ring North (CRn)

City Ring North (CRn)

x

x

CC08shl

City Ring North (CRn)

Grote & Kleine Berg

x

City Ring North (CRn)

x
City Ring North (CRn)

CRn11shl

Kruisstraat area

CRn11shl

Kruisstraat area

CRn11shl

Kruisstraat area

CRn11shl

Kruisstraat area

CRn11shl

Kruisstraat area

CRn12cin

TU/e Campus

CRn12cin

TU/e Campus

CRn12cin

TU/e Campus

CRn12cin

TU/e Campus

CRn12cin

TU/e Campus

City Ring South (CRs)
CRs15n

Oud Strijp

CRs17n

Strijpsestraat Area

City Ring South (CRs)

City Ring South (CRs)
CRs13gr

Parktheater Area

City Ring South (CRs)
CRs15n

Oud Strijp

CRs16n

Periphery South (PRs)

Periphery South (PRs)

Periphery South (PRs)

Philips Stadion Area
Periphery South (PRs)

PRs12n

Geldropsweg Area 2

PRs15n

Franz Leharplein Area

PRs13n

Stratum 2

PRs16cin

High Tech Campus

PRs17n

Kastelenplein Area

Periphery North (PRn)
PRn13hl

Maxima Medical Centre

Periphery North (PRn)
PRn11n

Boschdijk Area 1

PRn12hl

Montgomerylaan Area

PRn21n

Boschdijk Area 2

PRn22sh
Other Areas (OA)
OAes12g

Geldrop

OAw11in

Flight Forum Area

OAw12n

Meerhoven Area

Periphery North (PRn)
PRn41sh

IKEA Area

City Ring South (CRs)

Periphery North (PRn)
PRn13hl

CRs16n

Philips Stadion Area
Periphery South (PRs)

Periphery North (PRn)

Maxima Medical Centre

Shopping Centre Woensel
Other Areas (OA)

Other Areas (OA)
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Table 7.11 Visualisation: Typical Activity Space Profiles
areas

code

CLUSTER 1

CLUSTER 2

CLUSTER 3

CLUSTER 4

CLUSTER 5

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l
CC06fm
CC07l
CC08shl
CC09fm
CC11n
CC12n

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l
CC06fm
CC07l
CC08shl

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l

CC01fm
CC02sh
CC03sh
CC04TS
CC05l

CC07l
CC08shl
CC09fm

CC08shl

CC07l
CC08shl
CC09fm

CRn
city ring North

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

CRn11shl

0.7 km

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRn12cin

CRs11n

CRs11n

CRs15n
CRs16n

CRs16n

CC
city core
1.7*1.1 km

CRs
city ring South
1.5 km

PRs
periphery
South
level I
2.5-3.5 km

PRn
periphery
North
level I 2.0 km
PRn
periphery
North
level II 3.3 km
PRn
periphery
North
level III
5.0 km
PRn
periphery
North
level IV
6.5 km
OAes
other areas
East
6.0 km

CRs11n
CRs12n
CRs13gr
CRs14n
CRs15n
CRs16n
CRs17n
CRs18cin
PRs11n
PRs12n
PRs13n
PRs14gr
PRs15n
PRs16cin
PRs17n
PRs18in
PRs19n
PRn11n
PRn12hl
PRn13hl
PRn14gr

CC07l
CC08shl
CC09fm
CC12n

CC12n

CRs13gr
CRs15n
CRs17n

PRs12n
PRs13n
PRs15n
PRs16cin
PRs17n

PRn11n
PRn12hl
PRn13hl

PRn13hl

PRn21n

PRn21n

PRn22sh

PRn22sh

PRn23n
PRn31in
PRn32n
PRn33n

PRn41sh

PRn41sh

OAes11g
OAes12g

OAes12g

OAw
other areas
West
6.0 km

OAw11in

OAw11in

OAw12n

OAw12n

N Areas

51

OAw13g
19

14

13

15

12

areas of home locations
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7.4

Visualization and Labeling of Typical Activity Space Profiles

In this section, the typical activity space profile for each cluster is visualised. The
purpose of the visualisation is twofold: first, it will give visual interpretability and
support the choice of the 5-cluster solution; second, it will help with labeling the
identified profiles. In the first step, identified typical activity space profiles for every
cluster were mapped using Google Earth. In the next step, actual activity-travel patterns
of the all participants within a cluster derived from the 9 weeks GPS traces were
visualised using the Geospatial Visual Analytics Tool.
Figures 7.1-7.7 show the visualised profiles and activity-travel patterns. Home areas
are highlighted in light purple on the Google Earth Maps. Activity-travel patterns of
different participants are represented with different colors. The overlap in activitytravel patterns between different participants is represented as an area or movement
arrow colored in dark grey. The comparison of the maps shows that the visualised
actual activity-travel patterns of participants within a cluster are similar. The
visualisation of profiles indicates that there is behavioral variability between profiles,
which provides additional interpretability for the labeling procedure.

Cluster 1 – Urban Explorers
Cluster 1 (Figure 7.1) is labeled urban explorers
considering the spatial aspects of their activity spaces.
Participants who belong to this cluster live primary
outside of the city ring above 3.0 km away from the city
centre. The most distinctive feature of this cluster is the
wide range of visited areas. This range includes all city
core areas and the majority of the inner city ring,
including several areas in the Southern and Northern periphery. This cluster includes 6
participants (21 percent of all participants).
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Geospatial Visual Analytics

Figure 7.1 Cluster 1- URBAN EXPLORERS - Daily Activity Space
(id 7, 10, 18, 19, 24, 29)
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Cluster 2 - Northern Explorers
The second cluster is named Northern explorers.
The typical characteristic of Northern explorers is
that their home location situated in the Northern
areas of Eindhoven outside the city ring
(Figure 7.2), while their study/work location is at
the Technical University Eindhoven (TU/e). The
activity space of the participants that belong to this
cluster has the common wedge shape. Northern explorers tend to move around their
home locations and in that part of the city that is on the same side of the city centre as
their home and work/study location. Northern explorers have access to the several
shopping and entertainment locations due to the proximity of their home and
work/study location to these areas: shopping area Kruisstraat, shopping center Woensel
and city core areas. 18 percent of participants belong to the second cluster
(5 participants).

Cluster 3 - IKEA and Parktheater Lovers
The third cluster is named IKEA and Parktheater lovers
(Figure 7.3). In comparison with urban and Northern
explorers, the activity space of this cluster is limited by
the city core and several city ring areas. The participants
from this cluster live inside the city ring: south of the city
core and the TU/e area. The circular movement between
home and the university area through the city core areas
can be noticed (Figure 9.5). For shopping and leisure
activities, this cluster visited different city core areas.
They also visited shopping area Kruisstraat, but less frequently than urban and
Northern explorers. All participants in this cluster explored the green area Parktheater
that is located south of the city core near their home location. It is clear that the visits to
the green park are highly driven by their home location. Besides visiting the green
park, participants belonging to this cluster also visited IKEA. This interesting finding
determines the name for the cluster. The third cluster includes 21percent of the
participants (6 participants).
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Geospatial Visual Analytics

Figure 7.2 Cluster 2 - NORTHERN EXPLORERS - Daily Activity Space
(id 12, 16, 20, 25, 37)
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Geospatial Visual Analytics

Figure 7.3 Cluster 3 - IKEA AND PARKTHEATER LOVERS - Daily Activity Space
(id 5, 21, 22, 26, 27, 33)
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Cluster 4 - Southern Explorers
This cluster was labeled Southern explorers based on
the spatial organization of their activity-travel patterns
(Figure 7.4). Southern explorers worked at or visited
the High Tech Campus that is located in the South of
Eindhoven. Several participants live close to the High
Tech campus, in the Southern part of the city. As a
result, their activities are generally located between
home and work locations and on the straight axis from
home/work destinations to the city centre. In comparison with other clusters, Southern
explorers visited city core areas for shopping, leisure and recreational purposes less. In
comparison to others cluster, only typical activity space profile of southern explorers
does not include Stratumseind Area (bar street in the centre). Southern explorers is the
smallest cluster; it includes 14% of the participants (4 participants).

Cluster 5 - City Core Dwellers
The last cluster is labeled city core dwellers
(Figure 7.5). The biggest difference from the other
clusters is that all participants in this cluster live in the
shopping area Kruisstraat and study/work in the TU/e
area. Both areas are located inside the inner city ring in
close vicinity to the city core. This determines the
nature of the daily activities of this cluster. City core
dwellers primary conduct activities around their home
and work locations, and in the city core areas, including the Philips Stadion area. The
fifth cluster is the biggest cluster, with 25 percent of the participants (7 participants).
Figure 7.6 gives an overview of activity space profiles of all clusters. The actual
activity-travel patterns of participants are similar within clusters, and different from
activity-patterns of other clusters.
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Geospatial Visual Analytics

Figure 7.4 Cluster 4 - SOUTHERN EXPLORERS - Daily Activity Space
(id 13, 17, 32, 35)
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Geospatial Visual Analytics

Figure 7.5 Cluster 5 - CITY CORE DWELLERS - Daily Activity Space
(id 3, 9, 14, 15, 23, 31, 36)
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Cluster 1
Urban Explorers

Cluster 2
Northern Explorers

Cluster 3
IKEA and Parktheater Lovers

Cluster 4
Southern Explorers
Southern Explorers

Figure 7.6 Clusters Comparison – Profiles of Activity Space
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7.5

Composition of Clusters

Table 7.12 presents a composition of participants in each cluster. Information on
participants’ gender, nationality, employment status and distance from home to the city
centre (Central train station) is given. The following patterns were identified.
There is a pronounced difference between clusters concerning home locations of the
participants relatively the city centre. Participants classified as urban explorers live
outside of the city core in different areas of Eindhoven (west, east and south of the city
ring). For majority of them the distance between home and the centre is above 4.0 km.
The Northern explorers live above 2.0 km from the city centre, outside of the city ring
in the Northern areas of Eindhoven. For Southern explorers home-centre distance
varies between 2 and 4.0 km; these participants reside primarily outside of the city ring
in the south. IKEA and Parktheater lovers live inside the inner city ring in close
proximity to the city centre, no further than 1.5 km. City core dwellers live in a radius
of 0.5-1.0 km from the city core.
Concerning gender and nationality distribution clusters can be characterised as mixed,
with the exception of the third cluster - IKEA and Parktheater lovers. Five participants
out of six in this cluster are females. Possibly, frequent visits to the green area –
Parktheater - can be explained not only by the proximity of participants’ home
locations to this park, but also from the position of gender dependence. For example
Schipperijn et al. (2010) in their study on the use of green space showed that more
young women than men, age between 16 and 24, indicated the importance for them to
visit regularly green space to enjoy the weather, get fresh air and to reduce stress and
relax. Another characteristic of this cluster – regular visits to IKEA - can be partially
interpreted from the same perspective. Traditionally, it is seen that females more often
are engaged in non-grocery shopping activities than males (e.g., Buttle, 1992).
In regard to the employment status of the participants, the sample can be described as
homogeneous and represented primarily by students, PhDs and several employees.
Nevertheless, interesting findings are identified. City core dwellers are primarily
students of the Technical University Eindhoven, who live in Kruisstraat area. It is a
guess that the activity space of this cluster is bounded by the city core areas, TU/e and
Kruisstraat areas not only due to the nature of their activities that mostly related to the
study activities at the TU/e, and shopping and leisure in the city centre, but in addition
it is restricted by the available money budget. Similar guess based on the same
reasoning concerning the available money budget, can be applied to IKEA and
Parktheater lovers: the majority of participants in this cluster are PhD researchers and
one employee, who have a stable monthly income, and hence these participants can
afford regular visits to IKEA in comparison to students.
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Table 7.12 Composition of the Clusters

id

N
areas

nationality

gender

7
10
18
19
24
29

20
10
14
16
19
11

European
Asian
European
European
European
Asian

female
male
male
male
female
female

12
16
20
25
37

16
18
7
16
10

European
Asian
Asian
Asian
Asian

male
male
female
female
male

5
21
22
26
27
33

18
11
12
11
12
15

European
European
Asian
Asian
Asian
Asian

female
female
female
female
female
male

13
17
32
35

13
15
12
13

Asian
European
European
Asian

female
female
male
male

3
9
14
15
23
31
36

8
14
14
13
18
11
10

Asian
European
Asian
Asian
European
Asian
Asian

male
male
female
male
female
male
female

employment
status

area
home

distance
home-centre

clusters

OAw12n
CRs12n
OAes12g
OAes12g
OAes12g
CRs15n

4.4
2.1
6.8
6.8
6.8
1.8

1
1
1
1
1
1

PRn21n
CC06fm
PRn11n
PRs11n
PRn12hl

3.2
0.4
1.8
2.7
2.4

2
2
2
2
2

CC12n
CC12n
CC12n
CRn12cin
CRn12cin
CRn12cin

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.0
0.9
1.0

3
3
3
3
3
3

PRs17n
CRs11n
PRs17n
PRn13hl

3.9
1.3
3.9
2.0

4
4
4
4

CRn11shl
CRn11shl
CRn11shl
CRn11shl
CRn11shl
CRn11shl
CRn11shl

1.1
0.8
1.1
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Urban Explorers
freelancer
student
student
student
student
employee

Northern Explorers
student
student
student
intern Philips
PhD

IKEAN and Parktheater Lovers
employee
student
student
PhD
PhD
PhD

Southern Explorers
intern Philips
student
intern Philips
PhD

City Core Dwellers
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7.6

Typical Activity Space Profile and Spatial Variability of
Activity-Travel Behavior

The section examines the spatial variability of activity-travel behavior for each activity
space profile. The average distance from home locations to all out-of-home activities
destinations, including work/study locations, is presented in Figure 7.7. Results suggest
that spatial reach for different clusters has a representative pattern and these patterns
are stable from week to week.
For example, urban explorers – participants who live above 4.0 km from the city centre
and visited a wide range of areas inside and outside of the city ring – have the largest
spatial reach. On average, the distance from their home locations to the visited
activities destinations varies between 2.5-4.5 km from week to week. The most far
located destinations were explored during weeks 3 and 4. Moreover, it corresponds to
the highest frequencies in activity participation for these weeks (Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.7 Average Distances from Home to All Out-Of-Home Activities Destinations

For Northern and Southern explorers – participants who live in Northern and Southern
parts of Eindhoven and tend to organize their everyday activities respectively in the
Northern and Southern areas of the city, including the city centre – the average distance
between their home locations and activities locations fluctuates around
2.00 km, without significant variation from one week to another (Figure 7.7).
Figure 7.8 demonstrates that although the distance (from home to activity destination)
does not change over the 9-week period, in contrast average frequencies for out-ofhome activities vary significantly from week to week - between 4-8 for both Northern
and Southern explorers. Several peaks are identified: during the first weeks of living in
the new city, during the fifth week and in week 8.
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The spatial reach of IKEA and Parktheater lovers and city core dwellers is stable over
time and does not go beyond 1.5 km and 1.2 km respectively (Figure 7.7). This
distance indicates that the majority of their activities are conducted in and around city
core areas. These results are in line with the characteristics of these two clusters. As it
was identified previously, the participants belonging to IKEA and Parktheater lovers
and city core dwellers live in the areas around the city core and primarily conduct their
activities in proximity to their work/study (TU/e) and home locations. The average
activities frequencies for IKEA and Parktheater lovers have some variations over time:
the highest frequency is observed during the first week (11), the lowest during the last
week (5), and during weeks 2-8 frequencies are relatively uniform (about 6-8)
(Figure 7.8). For City Core Dwellers frequencies for out-of-home activities vary
between 5 and 9, with two peaks in weeks 4 and 7.
A variation in spatial reach might be partially explained by the participation in different
types of activities. Distances travelled for leisure, social, grocery and non-grocery
activities are examined in Figure 7.9. For grocery shopping activities, not surprisingly,
the distance between home locations and grocery locations is the shortest for all
clusters. Nevertheless, there are differences between clusters. City core dwellers do
grocery shopping not farther than 0.5 km from their home. For Southern explorers, this
distance varies between 0.5 and 1.0 km, while for IKEA and Parktheater lovers it is
stable (1.0 km). Results suggest that Northern explores and urban explorers do grocery
shopping slightly further from their home locations than members of other clusters.
Moreover, presumably they shop at several shopping locations. Distance varies
between 1.0 and 2.0 km.
The theory on activity space states that spatial reach is largely bounded by the distance
between home and work location. This relationship is observed for leisure and nongrocery shopping activities (Figure 7.9). For all clusters, the distance between home
and leisure and non-grocery shopping destinations is equal or slightly higher than the
distance between home and work locations. The biggest variation in distance between
leisure and work locations is observed for urban explorers: during weeks 2-6 they
travelled further for leisure than to their work location. The same tendency is identified
for the social activities of this cluster. Results show that over the 9-week period urban
explorers travel on average 6 km from their home locations for social activities, while
the distance between their work and home locations is around 4.5-5.0 km. For other
clusters, social activities are spatially organized primarily not further than the travelled
distance to work locations.
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Figure 7.8 Average Activities Frequencies and Average Distance from Home
to Activities Destinations (All Out-Of-Home Activities)
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Figure 7.9 Average Distances from Home to Different Activities Destinations
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7.7

Relation between Clusters:
Learning Styles and Activity Space Profiles

Table 7.13 shows the relationship between identified learning styles and activity space
profiles of newcomers. It indicates how many participants with a certain activity space
profile are characterized by a certain learning style. It was described, that the cluster
composition of moderate learners – participants who exhibit uniform learning behavior
over time - is represented by an equal number of male and female participants that
belong to different nationalities, with distance from their home location to the city
centre spanning all categories from 0.5 km up to 7.0 km. In this regards, participants
with moderate learning style have different activity space profiles: urban explores,
Northern and Southern explores, IKEA and Parktheater lovers and city core dwellers.
Table 7.13 Relation between Learners Profiles and Activity Space Profiles
cluster 1
Ambitious
Learners
cluster 1
Urban Explorers
cluster 2
Northern Explorers
cluster 3
IKEA and
Parktheater Lovers
cluster 4
Southern Explorers
cluster 5
City Core Dwellers

cluster 2
Moderate
Learners

cluster 3
Extreme
Learners

3

2

cluster 4
Casual
Learners

1

1

1

2

1

3

2

1

2

1

2

2

cluster 5
Passive
Learners

1

1

2

Results show that participants who learn the new urban environment fast – ambitious
learners – more likely live outside of the city ring, as Northern and Southern explorers,
or on the edge of the city ring, the participant from the cluster IKEA and Parktheater
lovers. Being located relatively far from the city centre, but not so far as urban
explores, they tend to explore fast the new urban environment around their home/work
locations and opportunities in the city centre in order to establish their daily routines.
Extreme learners – participants, who demonstrated very slowly learning during the first
weeks and extreme learning peaks in the following weeks – are represented by 2
subgroups of participants in relation to the number of visited areas and proximity to the
city centre. The first subgroup includes participants who live close to the city centre (up
to 1.0 km) and explores around 14 areas, whereas participants of the second subgroup
visited around 20 areas and live more than 4.0 km from the city core. In this regard, the
activity space of extreme learners is represented by activity profiles of city core
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dwellers - the first subgroup and urban explores - the second subgroup. These results
suggest that explorative behaviors of participants who live very close or very far from
the city centre are more likely to be characterised by a combination of periods of very
high activity participation followed by significantly less active periods.
Participants with the casual learning style – inconsistent learning dynamics over time
without extreme peaks and valleys, but slowly in comparison with ambitions,
moderate, and extreme learners - seem to have all identified activity profiles, except the
profile typical of urban explorers. Finally, expected, half of passive learners –
participants with the slowest learning style and the smallest number of visited areas –
have the activity profile of city core dwellers, which is characterised by the smallest
spatial reach. The other two participants with the passive learning style belong to the
clusters of Northern and urban explores.

7.8

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter has presented the results of the analysis that was conducted to explore the
spatial aspect of the learning process - the structure and spatial extent of individual
activity spaces. In particular, the focus of this chapter was on the location and type of
visited areas. A number of conclusions concerning the nature of activities in space can
be drawn from the analysis. It is important to emphasize that the drawn conclusions are
relevant only for the particular studied sample of participants and based on the
qualitative study, therefore, it cannot be generalized to a large population.
One of the conclusions is that the activity space size and structure can be explained by
the contexts in which the participants of the study live. First, the results suggest that
typical activity space profiles are constrained by home and work locations of
individuals and the distribution of opportunities around these locations. Second, the
interaction with the urban environment and participation in different activities are
related to the spatial distribution of opportunities in the city as a whole.
The results are in line with the findings from previous studies - an individual is
constrained by living where he or she does and becomes the victim of spatial
inequalities in the distribution of locations where specific activities are available across
the space of a city (Golledge and Stimson, 1997). Therefore, participants who live
close to the city core and study/work in the university area have spatially limited
activity spaces due to concentration of necessary activity locations in the inner city ring
area. In contrast, participants who live outside of the inner city ring and need to travel
to the city center on a regular daily basis for study/work and other activities, tend to use
a variety of other city areas on their way from home to the city core or vice versa. Not
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surprisingly, the activity space of these participants has the common form of a sector or
wedge shape.
The results show that all activity space profiles include the majority of the city core
zones. It can be explained by the compact structure of Eindhoven, which can be
characterized as a city with dominantly monocentric structure – all major shopping,
cultural and leisure attractions are located in and around the city core.
The analysis of spatial variability of activity-travel behavior suggests that the spatial
reach for different activity space profiles has representative patterns and that these
patterns are rather stable from week to week. Depending on the type of performed
behavior the travelled distance between home and activity locations varies. For
example, for social, leisure and non-grocery activities the travelled distances are
usually large and vary in comparison with the stable week-to-week distances for
grocery shopping. The interesting finding is that for the majority of activity space
profiles the traveled distance for social and leisure activities usually is equal to the
traveled distance between home and work location; for urban explorers this distance is
even longer.
In spite of the fact that the spatial reach of activity spaces does not have significant
variation from week to week, frequencies in activity participation do vary over time
within profiles and between activity profiles. Moreover, there is a tendency observed
that participants with spatially larger activity spaces have higher participation
frequencies (e.g., urban explorers).
In addition, the results suggest that not only the position of participants’ home and
work locations affect the extent and structure of their activity space profile but also that
there is a relation with gender and employment status. Finally, a relationship was
identified between learning styles and activity space profiles of individuals. Due to the
small sample size it is not possible to generalize, nevertheless some patterns were
identified. The next chapter explores the relationship between spatial knowledge
embedded in cognitive maps of participants and their activity-travel behavior reflected
in their activity space profiles, which were derived in this chapter.
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Chapter 8
From Actual Space to Cognitive Space

8.1

Introduction

The previous chapters focused on the temporal and spatial aspects of learning
(interaction) in the urban environment. Such interaction encompasses cognitive
processes that enable people to acquire, store, remember and manipulate information
about their spatial environment. Psychological and urban research posits that such
knowledge resides in individual cognitive maps (Tolman 1948; Downs and Stea, 1973).
Cognitive maps are ‘repositories’ of knowledge about urban environments, which
develop through wayfinding and travel experiences. It is widely accepted that a
cognitive map refers to an overall understanding of general spatial layout of an
environment (e.g., Golledge and Stimson, 1997, Golledge and Gärling, 2004).
Several authors have argued that cognitive maps of individuals differ according to the
type of interactions they have with an urban environment. Thus, urban knowledge
accumulates as a result of the various trips undertaken in everyday life (e.g., Downs
and Stea, 1973; Golledge and Timmermans, 1990; Golledge and Stimson, 1997;
Weston and Handy, 2004; Mondschein et al., 2010). In the theoretical chapter, the link
has been built between spatial learning process of an individual and the construction
process of his cognitive map and activity space. It was emphasized that an individual
activity space - as a spatial product of the interaction process with an urban
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environment - can be perceived as an approximation of an individual cognitive map
(e.g., Golledge and Stimson, 1997).
To test this contention empirically, this chapter aims to examine whether differences in
cognitive maps of newcomers can be explained, in part by variations in their individual
activity spaces. Through traveling, newcomers develop a certain familiarity for the
locations they visit (activity space). In the previous chapter, typical activity space
profiles of newcomers were identified. In the current chapter, these identified activity
space profiles – the way how individuals move and perform their activities spatially will be compared with individuals’ cognitive maps. Therefore, the link between activity
space and cognitive space will be established and investigated. The identification of
regularities – the way how individuals perceive the urban environment in relation to
their activity repertoire – can be used for city planning, traffic management and
activity-based modeling.
This chapter is divided into five sections. The next section introduces studies that used
sketch maps for eliciting knowledge from cognitive maps in order to understand the
encoded general spatial layout of a city or investigate the development of spatial
knowledge over time. In the third section, the analysis of complexity of sketch maps of
participants of this study is illustrated. To evaluate the complexity of sketch maps the
number of drawn components was counted. The fourth section presents the results of
qualitative analysis of sketch maps. During the analysis procedure map components
were compared with typical activity profiles of individuals. The final section closes
with conclusions about the results on revealed differences and similarities between
activity space and cognitive space.

8.2

Sketch Maps Technique: Earlier Studies

Traditionally, cognitive map information has been collected by asking people to
produce ‘spatial products’ or external representations of what they know about a
specific place (Golledge and Gärling, 2004). These representations may be in the form
of written or verbal descriptions about routes and places, or in the form of sketch maps.
One of the most widely used techniques for eliciting cognitive maps knowledge is
sketch mapping. Asking people to sketch a map of a city or of different visited
locations is one way to find out the salient features of the locations. Sketch mapping
has long appeared to be a useful instrument for recovering information about
environments.
Previous research (e.g., Lynch, 1960; Denis, 1997; Rafailaki, 2007) has shown that
sketched maps provide information, such as the number of features included on the
map, the mix of points, landmarks, lines, areas, and information about sequences of
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routes and different cues along routes. Accordingly, sketch maps reflect with a certain
degree of confidence the extent of a subject’s knowledge of the environment in relation
to his interactions with the environment. Researchers applying mapping techniques
reported that sketch maps of individuals can be inaccurate: they are primary
schematized, non-metric, contain blank spaces and nonconnected road networks (e.g.,
Golledge et al., 1985; Golledge and Stimson, 1997).
Several methodologies have been developed and applied over time to examine sketch
maps. They are as varied as the purposes behind such research. One of the earliest
methods that categorized maps into paths, landmarks and districts components was
proposed by Lynch (1960) and later modified by Pearce (1977). Other scholars
categorized maps according the high, medium and low degree of organization
(e.g., Pocock, 1976; Murray and Spencer, 1979). Some researchers identified spatial
and sequential styles of maps (e.g., Appleyard, 1970; Spencer and Weetman, 1981).
Other procedures include listing the best recognized or most frequently visited places;
reconstructing images of unseen objects; estimating lengths of streets and angles of
intersections; using proximity judgments in a paired comparison context, developing
cognitive distance estimates from multidimensional scaling configurations (Golledge
and Stimson, 1997).
Since the 1970s, a variety of studies has been conducted that used mapping techniques
to investigate the development of cognitive maps over time in so-called microgenetic
studies (e.g., Pocock, 1976; Devlin, 1976; Pearce, 1977; Herman et al., 1979; Ishikawa
and Montello, 2006). Some of them studied tourist/visitors to an area, other new
residence of a city. These studies took different views on the sequence of development
of cognitive maps. However, they have been valuable in that they have shown that the
basic cognitive structure of a city can be developed very rapidly and that new residents
of a city tend to establish regular patterns of life. As a result, certain routes and places
are learned very quickly, while others are not experienced at all.

8.3

Analysis of Sketch Maps: Changes in Complexity over Time

To externalize information about learned urban environment, newcomers to Eindhoven
were requested to draw map of Eindhoven. Participants had to draw maps three times:
at the beginning of the study (t0), after 6-weeks (t1) and at the end of the study, after 12
weeks (t2). They were asked to sketch a map of Eindhoven with all locations and areas
that they knew and visited at that moment in time.
In line with the theoretical framework, there is an expectation that newcomers learn
over time the new urban environment: they learn continuously new city areas, hence
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their knowledge becomes more complex over the 12-weeks period. Therefore, it was
assumed that the analysis of the maps produced at three different time moments could
reveal whether there are changes occurred over time in the complexity of the maps. In
order to conduct the analysis, we define the complexity of the maps as a total number of
all components drawn on the map.
It was hypothesized that over time with an increased experience the complexity of the
maps will increase, implying that the number of components will increase. The
components sketched on the maps were classified as landmarks, paths and districts
according to the methodology proposed by Lynch (1960) (Table 8.1). To evaluate
changes in complexity of sketch maps for each participant over time the number of
drawn components for the three time moments was counted and compared (Table 8.2).
To show the changes in the number of drawn components over time several groups
have been identified based on patterns how a number of components differs for time
moments t0, t1 and t2. The general results across identified groups provides evidence
that the sketching process is not necessary consistent over time. For the largest group 2,
that includes 50 percent of all cases, there is a tendency of increasing the number of
components over time (
); the number of components drawn at time
moment
is approximately two times higher than the number of components at .
For other groups, the increasing tendency from time moment to and from to
is not necessary observed. For instance, for group 3, which represents 35% of all
participants, the number of components decreases between and .
The number of drawn elements for some participants remains approximately the same
across three time moments, while for others – only for time moments and . It
suggests that the 12-weeks period was sufficient for the majority of participants to
develop a cognitive map of that part of an urban area where they regularly perform
their activities.
Taking into consideration that the number of elements is not constantly increasing over
time, and that the increase is not high for all participants, it was decided that little value
will be added to analyse the changes in complexity in one’s sketch map over time in
relation to one’s activity space profile. Therefore, to analyse the relationship between
actual activity space and individual cognitive map the last sketch map, which produced
after 12 weeks participation at time , was used.
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Table 8.1 Components Methodology by Lynch (1960) and Pearce (1977)
Components

Elements on the maps

Landmarks

buildings, monuments, other defined located single sites, regardless
whether this location was correct

Paths

Districts

all streets, roads, lanes, drawn by subjects, whether named or
unnamed on their map

named areas, located on the map

Table 8.2 Number of Components for Three Time Moments
id

t0

19
36
37

14
22
25

3
7
9
10
12
13
15
20
21
23
24
31
32
33

6
17
25
9
40
10
28
14
8
22
22
28
39
19

5
14
16
17
22
25
26
29
35

20
21
9
17
19
21
16
14
23

27

71

18

38

number of components (N)
t1
(1) N
13
21
26
(2)
10
25
45
27
45
16
37
31
11
28
26
55
53
35
(3)
67
37
32
22
27
43
38
33
46
(4)
55
(5)
42

t2

group

24
33
48

1
1
1

16
38
51
31
57
22
39
46
14
38
30
82
77
42

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

43
31
30
21
26
27
27
31
37

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

71

4

32

5
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8.4

Analysis of Sketch Maps:
from Actual Activity Space to Cognitive Space

To test the relationship between actual activity-travel behaviors of participants and
their cognitive maps the last sketch maps (after 12-weeks study period) were compared
with the typical activity space profiles. A straightforward approach for map comparison
was employed. The sketch map of each respondent was compared with the typical
activity space profile of the cluster to which the respondent belonged.
In the previous chapter, five typical activity space profiles were identified: (1) urban
explorers, (2) Northern explorers, (3) IKEA and Parktheater lovers, (4) Southern
explorers and (5) city core dwellers (Figures 7.1-7.5). The typical activity space
profiles consist out of the areas that were frequently visited by participants during the
study period. The sketch maps were visually examined for a match between drawn
components of the sketch map and areas that are included in the typical activity space
profiles.
The procedure was organized in a following way: first, the components that are located
inside the inner city ring were identified; next, components that belong to other areas of
the activity profile were determined. We did not look at the irregularities whether all
components are spatially correctly located. It is important to mention, that participants
were asked to give a verbal explanation what they are drawing during the sketch
mapping procedure. This procedure was recorded. Additionally, the sequence of
elements - the sequence how they were drawn on the paper - and related comments
were noted on the paper. Therefore, during components identification, when needed,
information about components could be tracked back.
Figures 8.1-8.5 represent the results of graphical analysis of the sketch map of several
representative participants from each profile. Each figure is accompanied with the
illustration of the activity space profile, where areas included into profiles are outlined
in dark rose (top left corner). During the analysis, the identified components of the
sketch maps that correspond (or belong) to the areas of the activity profile were
highlighted for better interpretability and readability, jointly with the corresponding
boundaries of areas of the profile: the inner city core (in black color – dotted line) and
areas of a derived profile (in dark rose color – solid line). Therefore, by comparing
sketch maps with illustrated activity space profiles, similarities and differences between
them can be identified.
The results of the analysis illustrate that there is a relationship between activity space
profiles and sketch maps. Nevertheless, some maps have stronger similarities than
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others. For example, figure 8.1 presents the sketch maps of urban explorers. The
activity space profiles of this cluster includes the majority of the city core areas and
several areas outside of the city ring, such as Southern part of Eindhoven – Stratum,
neighborhoods near Eindhoven airport, village Geldrop in the east and the area of
Maxima Medical Center in the North. Firstly, it can be observed that not all areas that
are included in the activity space profile are presented on the sketch maps. Secondly,
the representation of the majority of areas is not detailed and usually their identification
is limited by presence of several places that are located in an area or by outlining an
area and given a name. Moreover, the city center did not receive a detailed
visualisation. This may be caused by limited mapping skills of urban explorers, but also
by the fact that urban explorers do not live close to the city centre, and, consequently,
they might not regularly travel to the city center. The minor level of detalization of the
areas outside the city ring or the fact that not all areas outside of the city ring, which
were included in the activity space profiles, are presented on the sketches can be
explained by the same reasoning that they were not visited frequently on a daily basis,
hence they were not accurately memorized or did not receive significant importance.
The sketch maps of Northern and Southern explorers are presented in Figures 8.2 and
8.3. The distinct characteristic of the activity space profile of these two clusters is a
wedge shape of the activity space. The daily activity patterns of Southern and Northern
explorers represent movement between Southern parts of Eindhoven and the city centre
and Northern areas of Eindhoven and the city centre respectively. In this regard, it is
important to note that only Southern and Northern explorers sketched southern and
northern areas in Eindhoven and how these areas are connected with the central part of
the city. In comparison with the first cluster, Southern and Northern explorers with
great level of detail drew elements of the city centre and Southern and Northern areas.
Cluster 3 – IKEA and Parktheater Lovers – has a typical activity space profile that
consists of out of the city core areas including the IKEA area and Parktheater located
South of the city ring of Eindhoven. Figure 8.4 illustrates the sketch maps produced by
the participants from this cluster. Maps demonstrate that in the majority of cases both
areas – IKEA and Parktheater – are presented on the maps. City core areas are also
identified on all maps. Note that spatial reach is limited by the areas included in the
typical activity space profile; no other city areas were drawn.
Finally, Figure 8.5 shows sketches of the last cluster – city core dwellers. City core
dwellers organize their activities around the city centre, TU/e and the Kruisstraat area.
The maps drawn by participants present evidence that these areas of the city were
sketched only exceptionally. It is also remarkable that the city core areas are
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Cluster 1 – Urban Explorers

id 10

id 24

id 18

Figure 8.1 Analysis of Sketch Maps: Urban Explorers
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Cluster 2 – Northern Explorers

id 16

id 20

id 37

Figure 8.2 Analysis of Sketch Maps: Northern Explorers
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Cluster 4 – Southern Explorers

id 17

id 32

id 13

Figure 8.3 Analysis of Sketch Maps: Southern Explorers
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Cluster 3 – IKEAN and Parktheater Lovers

id 33

id 21

id 22

Figure 8.4 Analysis of Sketch Maps: IKEA and Parktheater Lovers
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Cluster 5 – City Core Dwellers

id 15

id 14

id 31

Figure 8.5 Analysis of Sketch Maps: City Core Dwellers
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represented with the higher level of detail in comparison with the maps of the
respondents from other clusters. This evidence suggests that due to the proximity of
home and work/study locations to the city centre participants from this cluster visited
the city core areas more often.
Regardless of the fact that the sample of newcomers was homogenous and participants
primarily traveled by bike and foot, sketch maps of several participants were
significantly different from others in relation to frequently used transport modes
(Figure 8.6). Previous research has shown that the quality and level of detail of
cognitive maps may also differ in relation to travel experience by different transport
modes (e.g., Hannes and Janssens, 2008; Mondschein et al., 2010; Chorus and
Timmermans, 2010).
For instance, in spite of the fact that participant 23 travels by bike for everyday
activities, the drawn sketch map shows the dominance of the transport infrastructure: a
ring road around Eindhoven, which is significantly larger and wider in comparison with
the size of other map components. It was only the one sketch that disproportionally
represents transport infrastructure; therefore it received additional attention. It occurred
that during weekends participant 23 used to travel regularly by car back to his home
town, but car was not used for other activities in the city during the week days. This
fact likely explains the presence of the ring road and several areas located along it (big
green park in the South, Eindhoven airport in the west and IKEA in the North) on the
map. Participant 23 belongs to cluster 5 – city core dwellers. Further analysis of the
sketch revealed that areas that were drawn with a certain detail correspond to the
typical activity space profile of city core dwellers.
The second map that received attention is the map that was sketched in a sophisticated
manner with great degree of detail. This sketch, produced by participant 27, closely
reflects the real urban environment of the city centre (Figure 8.6). It includes sequences
of building blocks, streets and names of buildings. Results of the analysis of the
activity-travel patterns of participant 27 suggest that this participant often walks in the
city centre for diverse cultural and recreational activities. Participant 27 belongs to
cluster 3 – IKEA and Parktheater lovers –; however, IKEA area and Parktheater are not
represented on the sketch map.
The last map that is greatly different from other maps was drawn by participant 12
(Figure 8.7). This newcomer reported that he has an interest in studying maps and the
ability to relatively fast memorize the general layout of any city. Figure 8.7 (map A)
demonstrates the general layout of Eindhoven, including the main transportation
infrastructure of the city - a city ring, a ring road and a railway track – and topological
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Cluster 5 – City Core Dwellers

id 23

Cluster 3 – IKEA and Parktheater Lovers

id 27

Figure 8.6 Analysis of Sketch Maps: A Relation with Transport Modes
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Cluster 2 – Northern Explorers
Map A

Map B
id 12
Map B

id 12

Figure 8.7 Analysis of Sketch Maps: Personal Ability to Memorize Cities Layout
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objects, such as big green areas, lakes, Eindhoven airport, IKEA, Philips High Tech
Campus, former Philips terrain Strijp S, TU/e area, hospital complexes and others.
Additionally, this participant was able with a high degree of precision to indicate road
exists and directions from Eindhoven towards other cities and villages. Nevertheless, it
can be observed that the represented general layout is lacking details: for instance, the
city centre did not receive a substantial attention and Northern areas of the city, where
the participant lives and conducted his daily activities. Additionally, the same
participant drew a second map that includes only familiar areas of the urban
environment, such as regular routes from home to TU/e, to the city centre and other
areas where he usually conducts his activities (Figure 8.7, map B). According to the
results of the cluster analysis, this participant has the activity space profile of Northern
explorers. The comparison of the drawn map with the typical activity space profiles
shows that the sketched areas are similar to the areas included in the activity space
profile of Northern explorers: city core areas, TU/e, Kruisstraat and part of Northern
areas. Consequently, only familiar areas through every day experience were sketched
indicating streets, buildings, local shops and landmarks.

8.5

Summary and Conclusions

The analysis conducted in this chapter examines the relationship between individual
cognitive maps and activity space profiles. The conceptualization of this analysis is
based on the assumption that the extent and spatial structure of individual activity space
and the complexity of cognitive maps is strongly related to individual interaction
(activity-travel patterns) within the city. Therefore, some similarities should occur
between cognitive maps knowledge and individual activity spaces.
The sketch maps - produced by participants to elicit spatial knowledge from their
cognitive maps – were compared with the derived activity space profiles. It is
important to emphasize that in order to identify similarities the sketch map - produced
by participants to elicit spatial knowledge from their cognitive maps - was compared
with the derived activity profiles to which each respondent belongs, but not with the
actual activity space of each participant. It means that the level of details was relatively
decreased on the one side; on the other side it is suited to the purpose of the analysis.
Due to the fact that this analysis did not aim to compare every component of the drawn
map with each visited area of the individual activity spaces. The accepted level of
details makes it is possible to identify common patterns for participants belonging to
the same profile and derive generalized conclusions.
The results of the graphical analysis suggest that there is a close similarity between
maps that participant drew and their activity space profiles. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the experiences encoded within individual cognitive maps are produced
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due to differences in how individuals interact with their urban environment. Thus,
spatial knowledge accumulates as a result of the various trips undertaken in an urban
environment as part of the everyday process of life. For example, only participants who
live in the Southern and Northern areas outside of the city ring sketched these areas on
the map, in contrast participants who live near city centre could produce primarily only
the city core areas and the University and the Kruisstraat areas - where they work/study
and live. Variation in modal experience (traveling by foot, bike or car) creates also
different perception of the city, therefore, it influences cognitive map knowledge and
their representation with sketch maps, such as level of detail and presence or absence of
transportation infrastructure.
Results also indicate that people can obtain knowledge not only from their interaction
with an urban environment, but additionally from the second-hand experience, for
example, from studying maps. Although, the representation of the urban environment
learned from the map is primarily related to sketching its general structure: city areas,
road infrastructure and connection with other cities. Only those city areas were drawn
in detail with which individuals had a direct interaction on a daily base.
Concerning the dynamic development of spatial knowledge, the analysis of the
complexity of sketch maps at three time moments (t0, t1 and t2) suggests that some
participants improved their knowledge fairly continuously over time, while for others
no improvements in complexity have been observed, especially between time moments
t1 and t2. It suggests that presumably during first 6 weeks (time period between t0 and
t1) the majority of every day routines and related city areas and locations were learned.
The following chapter will further analyze the dynamic development of spatial and
non-spatial knowledge encoded in individual cognitive maps and their relation with
actual travel behavior.
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Chapter 9
Spatial Learning:
Development of Spatial and Non-Spatial
Knowledge of Shopping Locations

9.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, it was studied how the general spatial layout of the city stored
in individuals’ cognitive maps closely relates to their individual activity space, and
hence to individuals’ everyday activity-travel patterns. The results revealed that
participants tend to memorize the distinctive parts of their urban environment with
which they interact on a daily basis. Cognitive maps, thus, are the conceptual
manifestation of place-based experiences and include spatial knowledge about activity
opportunities. In addition, they encode non-spatial information such as the purpose,
desirability, familiarity, advantageous - attribute values and meanings attached to urban
environments.
The question then is which underlying processes can be identified which lead to this
relationship between activity-travel patterns and cognitive maps. On that account, the
aim of this chapter is to contribute to the body of empirical literature on the dynamic
development of spatial and non-spatial knowledge. The theoretical perspectives from
behavioral geography and environmental psychology provide a framework for the
empirical study in this chapter. Therefore, the aim of this empirical study is to better
understand the dynamics of the acquisition process of spatial knowledge and
construction of an individual subjective experience – an individual meaning of a
location - by analyzing the evolution of knowledge of the participants. To study the
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acquisition process of spatial knowledge and the formation of an individual meaning
four shopping locations have been chosen for the analysis. The choice of shopping
locations was based on the following considerations: to include locations that differ
from each other in terms of their physical, functional and atmospheric characteristics
and that are located in different parts of the city.
The recent studies provided evidence that in order to properly understand individuals’
knowledge about urban environments, it is necessary to understand their travel
behavior and vice versa. In this regard, the dynamic aspect of the development of
spatial knowledge and meaning construction in relation to individual activity-travel
behavior is investigated. Due to the availability of a longitudinal data set on individual
activity-travel behavior, related behavioral dimensions are included. Considering that
we have a sample of newcomers to an urban area, changes in the development process
can be noted over time.
The chapter includes five sections. After this introduction, in the second section
methods for collecting information on cognitive maps knowledge are introduced. To
measure knowledge dynamics data were collected three times during the study. An
internet survey was designed for this purpose. Along with this, several shopping
locations chosen for the analysis are introduced in this section. The third section gives
a detailed overview of the operationalization of the concepts based on the developed
theoretical framework. The fourth section is the empirical section that combines
qualitative and statistical analyses to describe the development processes. The
empirical study includes a set of regression analyses techniques. First, multinomial
logistic regression is applied to study the development process of spatial knowledge
and construction of individual meanings toward several shopping locations as a
function of travel attributes (travel frequencies and total time spent at these locations),
characteristics of a shopping location and participants’ gender. Second, a linear
regression analysis is conducted to examine the degree of influence of individual
meanings towards shopping locations on activity-travel behavior. The dynamic
component - changes over time – is included in the analyses to describe the evolution
of these processes with the passage of time.
The previous chapter examined whether differences in cognitive maps of newcomers
can be explained by their differences in interaction with the urban environment. To
analyze this relationship, components of sketch maps that were drawn by respondents
to elicit their cognitive map knowledge were compared with a set of areas of the
identified activity space profiles. The results of the analysis suggest that for the studied
sample of participants the differences in cognitive maps knowledge up to a certain
degree are influenced by their interaction with the urban environment. In this chapter,
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additionally, the quality of individual cognitive maps is analyzed in relation to
individual behavior and attached meaning to a shopping location. It is hypothesized
that if a participant visited a particular shopping location and attached a certain positive
meaning to the location as a result of the interaction process, this location will be
encoded in the cognitive map and, therefore, it will be likely sketched on a map when
the individual is asked to draw the city map. Sketch maps produced by respondents,
three times during the study, were examined with respect to the presence of the
shopping locations of interest. The quality of a cognitive map was assessed by
checking whether actually visited shopping locations were drawn on the map. The final
section of this chapter provides a discussion of the main findings.

9.2

Data and Methods

As stated in the introduction, the aim of this chapter is to analyze spatial knowledge
development and construction of meaning towards several shopping locations in
relation to the individual’s actual travel patterns. To that end, spatial knowledge and
meaning construction was elicited through open-ended questions in an online survey
tool.
Online survey tool: data on spatial knowledge and meaning construction
Our own online questionnaire system (DDSS group) was used to program the survey.
For every shopping location a photo was presented. In case, a respondent recognized a
location, he/she had to answer several open-ended questions related to their spatial
knowledge about a location and a meaning toward a location. If a participant did not
recognize a location, then no additional questions had to be answered. Respondents
were required to describe their spatial knowledge and meaning in a written form as
complete as possible. Pictures of shopping locations are given in Appendix C1. To
allow analyzing the dynamics how individuals learn the built environment over time,
respondents were asked to complete the internet survey 3 times: at the beginning of the
study
, in the middle
and at the end
) of the tracking study. Because the
measurements are repeated and concern the same shopping locations, changes over
time as people learn about their environment can be derived.
Shopping Locations
Four different shopping locations were chosen for the analysis: (1) IKEA, (2) Main
Shopping Streets in the City Centre, (3) Shopping Centre Woensel XL,
(4) Multicultural shopping street Kruisstraat with the Saturday Market (De Woenselse
Markt). Figure 9.1 maps these locations. The argumentation behind the chosen location
relates to the following facts: (1) the locations are situated in different parts of the city;
(2) the locations differ in terms of their physical, functional and atmospheric
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characteristics. Consequently, it is expected that differences in the development of
spatial knowledge and construction of meaning can be identified. Further details and
characteristics of the four locations are as follows:
(1) IKEA is a large furniture and housing goods store, located in the North of
Eindhoven.
(2) Main Shopping Streets (Demer and Rechterstraat) are located in the heart of
Eindhoven. They provide a wide diversity of stores that primarily offer clothing and
footwear items. The streets connect Shopping Complex Piazza and De Bijenkorf with
the city square and Catharinakerk.
(3) Shopping Centre Woensel XL is the largest regional shopping center in the city,
located in the North of Eindhoven. Woensel has around 200 shops and businesses, with
a total area of around 40,000 square meters. More information can be found at
http://www.woensxl.nl/ (in Dutch only).

Figure 9.1 Studied Shopping Locations and Participants’ Home Locations
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(4) Shopping street Kruisstraat and Saturday Market are located in the Woensel
neighborhood within walking distance from the city center. Many specialty stores and
different supermarkets are located in the Kruisstraat. The Saturday market located
along this street has a classical triangular shape, hosts Eindhoven's main outdoor
market every Saturday and provides a wide range of local and oriental food products
and other goods such as clothes and textiles.
GPS technology: data on actual activity-travel patterns
Data on actual activity-travel behavior was included into the analysis, covering time
between moments and , and between and . GPS traces provide information
about how many times each shopping location of interest was visited, how much time
was spent at these destinations and a distance between home and a shopping location.

9.3

Operationalization of Concepts

9.3.1

The Dynamic Relationship between Knowledge and Behaviors

It was mentioned previously that respondents had to complete the web survey 3 times:
at the beginning of the study (t0); in the middle of the study (t1), after 6 weeks; at the
end of the study (t2), after 12 weeks. Figure 9.2 illustrates the dynamic relationship
between individuals’ knowledge in relation to a certain location (spatial knowledge and
meaning) and behavioral attributes (frequencies of visits and amount of time spend at
this location). The data on behavioral attributes derived from 12 weeks activity-travel
patterns were divided into 2 periods of approximately 6 weeks each (B1 and B2).
N0, N1, and N2 represent correspondingly the three measurements of individuals’
knowledge for every shopping location collected at three time moments t0, t1, and t2.
It is hypothesized that the state of individual knowledge N0 at time moment t0 might
influence individual behavior in period B1, consequently the possession of the
knowledge N1 at time moment t1 might affect behavior during the period B2.
Correspondently, there is an expectation that performed behaviors B1 during the time
period between time moments t0 and t1 will affect the state of knowledge N1 and
behaviors B2 between t1 and t2 time moments will influence the knowledge N2 at time
moment t2.
This hypothesized relationship was tested during analyses. Next, this section shows
how the following concepts were measured: (1) development of spatial knowledge,
(2) construction of meaning of a location and (3) measuring quality of individuals’
cognitive map.
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9.2 A Relationship between Knowledge and Behaviors

9.3.2

STRUCTURE: Measuring Dynamics of Spatial Knowledge

For understanding the dynamics of spatial knowledge, we looked at the way how
individuals express a spatial pattern relation of a shopping location to other objects
(locations) in the structure of Eindhoven. The designed survey included an open-ended
question to elicit the spatial knowledge of individuals. Respondents were asked the
following question: ‘Can you describe where this location is situated in Eindhoven?’
Open-ended questions allow one to better access respondents' true knowledge by giving
them a chance to respond freely. Even being aware of the fact that respondents might
avoid detailed description of their actual knowledge - due to available time or other
external or internal factors - there was a concern that close-ended questions with the list
of possible answers might not reflect their actual state of knowledge by providing too
limited options or the list of possible answers might recall information that might
represent a shift in respondents’ memory/knowledge.
In order to examine the ‘stages’ of spatial knowledge acquisition derived from the
dominant framework – that individual spatial knowledge progresses gradually from
landmark recognition to path definition to survey knowledge – the answers of
respondents to the open-ended questions were analyzed and coded. The coding scheme
was developed to represent the transition stages of spatial knowledge acquisition.
When answers reflected a vague awareness of the respondents concerning the spatial
location of a shopping location without sufficient detail, such as ‘somewhere in the
north’ or ‘somewhere in the city center’, they were coded as area knowledge
(code A) that represents the initial (basic) level of spatial knowledge complexity. The
next level – landmark knowledge (code B) – was used to code answers that included a
description of a spatial relation of a shopping location, relative to personalized or
common landmarks. Examples are answers such as ‘close to my home’, ‘in front of the
train station’, ‘near Catharinakerk’. When respondents gave detailed descriptions of
the spatial positioning of a shopping location referring to movement between a
shopping location and other locations, including identification of other places and
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landmarks along the route, these answers were coded as movement knowledge (code
C). Examples are ‘north from the city center, taking a street from Piazza until the open
market, passing the pedestrian tunnel and following Kruisstraat’. Referring to the
interpretation of route and area knowledge from the widely accepted framework of
spatial knowledge acquisition, it is important to mention that answers coded as
movement knowledge (code C) might be interpreted both as route and survey
knowledge. Therefore, ‘route’ and ‘survey’ knowledge was merged into ‘movement
knowledge in this study.
To summarize, the introduced coding scheme represents the following progression of
the spatial knowledge acquisition: area knowledge (A) – landmark knowledge (B) –
movement knowledge (C). This progression differs from the widely accepted
progression: landmark knowledge – route knowledge – survey knowledge. The
difference relates to the nature of respondents' answers: first, it was observed that
respondents rather refer to a geographical area in the city, when they do not possess
detailed spatial knowledge about a location; second, from the written expression it is
difficult to differentiate if one possesses only route or also survey knowledge.

9.3.3

MEANING: Measuring the Meaning of a Location

Physical, social and aesthetic characteristics of the built environment play an important
role in forming individual’s meanings toward different locations. Based on the theories
on sense of place, one might expect that a visited location must have some practical or
emotional meaning for the observer. To reveal individuals’ meanings towards a certain
location, respondents were asked to give an open answer to the question: ‘Can you
describe the meaning of this location for you in terms of potential benefits,
disadvantages or other practical or emotional factors?’
The commonly discussed constructs of sense of place theory (place identity, place
attachment and place dependence) were used to quantify the location meaning for this
analysis. As it was theorized, place identity (cognitive component) is related to the
physical environment by means of personal beliefs, preferences and thoughts; place
attachment (affective component) was defined as the emotional bond between
individuals and their environment; place dependence (conative component) represents a
behavioral component, how well the place serves personal values or goal achievements.
In relation to the constructs of sense of place theory respondents’ answers concerning
different attributes of shopping locations were divided into four groups: (1) physical
attributes; (2) atmospheric attributes, (3) psychological attributes and (4) functional
attributes (Table 9.1). It was categorized that the answers related to the different
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Table 9.1 Classification of the meaning of a location
Constructs SOP

Group of
Attributes

place dependence
(conative component)

functional

answers related to price range, variety of shops, underlying reasons
for trips, shopping in general or shopping with a certain purpose

physical

answers related to characteristics of an built environment,
transportation system, architectural details, and accessibility issues

place identity
(cognitive
component)

place attachment
(affective component)

Reasoning for Classification

atmospheric

answers related to cultural and social atmosphere, safety, level of
crowdedness, artistic value and decorative attributes

psychological

answers referring to characteristics of the environment likely to evoke
an emotional response, including feelings of excitement, warmth,
displeasure, liking/disliking

physical characteristic or atmospheric attributes of a location, such as ‘good accessible
[sic]’, ‘it is a pedestrian shopping street’ or ‘it has a nice atmosphere for hanging with
friends’, represent place identity (cognitive component). Answers referred to one’s
emotional connections to a location, such as ‘feeling of irrelevance - nothing special’,
or ‘I like this place – I live nearby’, were grouped into psychological attributes (place
attachment – affective component). When respondents characterized a location in terms
of practical values related to a price range, underlying reason for a trip, for instance –
‘only there I can buy furniture and household things’ or ‘variety of specialty shops – I
can buy what I need’, these answers were coded as functional attributes, therefore it
reflects place dependence construct (conative component).
It is hypothesized that different attributes of shopping locations will contribute to the
formation of different meanings. Moreover, it is expected that there is a relation
between a meaning construction and behavioral component; hence over time the
meaning toward a location might be changed if behaviors changed.

9.3.4

Measuring the Quality of Cognitive Maps

For measuring the quality of respondents’ cognitive maps the sketch map technique
was used. A simple check was performed on the presence or absence of shopping
locations on the sketched maps at time t0, t1 and t2. There is an expectation that the
presence or absence of a spatial element on the map indicates the relationship between
individual spatial knowledge and activity-travel behavior. Presumably, if a location
was visited several times or at least once it should appear on the drawn map.
Therefore, comparing a presence of a location on the maps at different time moments
t0, t1 and t2 in relation to activity-travel behavior (frequency of visit and visiting
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duration) might indicate whether there is a significant relationship. Moreover, a
meaning toward a location that reflects particular positive emotional or practical values
might affect that a location is presented on the maps.

9.4

Empirical Study

This section presents results of a set of regression models to estimate the relationship
between the development of individuals’ knowledge over time about several shopping
locations and related activity-travel behaviors. First, a multinomial logistic regression
was used to estimate: (1) how activity-travel behavior affects the development of
spatial knowledge and (2) how activity-travel behavior affects the construction of the
meaning of a location. Then, a linear regression was applied to analyze (3) how
activity-travel behaviors change over time and how the meaning of location affects the
propensity of individuals to travel to different shopping locations. Finally, for the
analysis (4) how activity-travel behavior and a meaning toward a location affect the
quality of cognitive maps a binary logistic regression was used.
Table 9.2 gives an overview of the variables for the introduced set of regression
analyses. Shopping location and time moments were added as explanatory variables for
every type of regression analyses. All independent categorical variables were dummy
coded, with the last category as the reference category. As the reference level for
‘shopping location’, Kruisstraat was chosen due to the fact that it is one of the most
visited locations by respondents. Time moment t1 was taken as the reference category
in order to be able to identify dynamics in relation to time moment t0 and t2.
Table 9.2 Overview of the Variables
categorical variables
IKEA (loc1)
shopping location

Shopping City Centre (loc2)
Winkelcentrum Woensel (loc3)
Kruisstraat (reference) (loc4)
t0

time moment

t2
t1 (reference)

gender

male
female (reference)
continuous variables

actual behavior
factor of spatial mobility

visiting frequencies

ln(freq+1)

total time spent at locations

ln(total time dur+1)

distance between home and a shopping location ln(dist+1)
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The behavioral variables number of visits of a location (frequencies), total time spent at
a location (in minutes) and distance between home and a location (in kilometers) were
transformed into the logarithm + 1 for a better model fit. Due to the fact that
respondents predominantly cycled or walked the transport mode was not included in
the analysis. In turn, as an important factor of individuals’ spatial mobility towards
certain locations, distance between home and travelled locations was added. Only one
socio-demographic variable gender was included due to the homogeneous nature of
respondents’ sample.

9.4.1

Development of Spatial Knowledge

First qualitative and then a statistical analyses were conducted to identify the dynamics
of spatial knowledge. The categories of spatial knowledge were derived as explained in
section 9.3.2. The qualitative analysis showed that individuals express their spatial
knowledge by integrating different types of knowledge into meaningful experiences,
such as geographic direction and description of transport infrastructure, proximity to
landmark and metric configurational knowledge, or geographical direction from a
landmark. For the purpose of the analysis subcategories were aggregated into three
categories: area knowledge (A), landmark knowledge (B) and movement
knowledge (C). These results of the coding procedure are presented in Table 9.3. When
answers contained information that relates to more than one category, then they were
assigned to the highest category. In a case when a participant did not visit a location it
was coded as ‘did not visit’ (X). Some participants visited location, but could not
describe where it is situated in Eindhoven, in this case their answers were put in a
category ‘cannot describe/don’t remember’ (n).
For the qualitative analysis, several learning patterns were identified. The aim of this
analysis is to examine the progression of spatial knowledge from time moment t0 to t1
and from t1 to t2. Therefore, these patterns represent a sequence of spatial knowledge
N0N1N2 at time moments t0t1t2. To represent sequences only those patterns were
included that do not contain information such as ‘did not visit’ and ‘I do not
know/cannot describe (Table 9.4). The results suggest that every learning pattern either
consist of a repeated single element (AAA, BBB, and CCC) or includes the combination
of two elements (AB or BC). Interestingly, there is no pattern that represents knowledge
transition
, and no patterns that include the combination of landmark (A)
and movement (C) knowledge at different time moments. Table 9.5 illustrates learning
patterns for every location; where X refers to the situation, when location was not
visited and n relates to the case, when participants visited location, but could not give a
description.
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Table 9.3 Frequencies of Spatial Knowledge
coding groups

count

geographic direction (north/south)

50

geographic direction + distance

3

geographic direction + time by bus

2

geographic direction + transport
infrastructure

6

large region

59

large region + infrastructure

3

Total: area knowledge (A)

123

proximity to landmark

54

proximity to a landmark + distance

1

geographic direction from a landmark

15

proximity to personal anchor points

8

Total: landmark knowledge (B)

78

movement - navigation between
landmarks

18

Total: movement knowledge (C)

18

Code

type of
knowledge

A

area
knowledge

B

route
knowledge
I don't
know

15

n

did not visit

102

X

t1

t2

33

46

44

29

23

26

5

7

6

4

5

6

41

31

30

landmark
knowledge

C

cannot describe/don't remember

t0

Table 9.4 Learning Patterns
***

&**

AAA

27

BAA

4

BBB

11

BCC

2

CCC

3

CBB

2

Total

8

Total

41

**&

*&*

AAB

4

BCB

2

BBA

5

ABA

1

BBC

1

BAB

3

Total

6

Total

10
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Table 9.5 Learning Patterns for Shopping Locations
(1) IKEA

(2) Shopping city centre

(3) Winkelcentrum Woensel

(4) Kruisstraat

AAA

18

AAA

6

AAA

3

BAA

2

nAA

1

AAB

4

AnX

1

BBA

1

nAn

1

ABA

1

BBB

2

BBB

7

nnX

1

BAA

2

BXX

1

BCB

1

XAB

1

BAB

3

XAA

2

BCC

1

Xnn

2

BBA

4

XXn

2

CBB

1

XXX

4

BBB

2

XXX

17

CCC

2

Total

28

BBC

1

Total

28

nBn

1

BCB

1

XAA

1

BCC

1

XAB

1

CBB

1

XBA

1

CCC

1

XBB

1

XAB

1

XnA

1

Total

28

XXA

1

XXX

6

Total

28

In order to examine the effect of the explanatory variables on spatial learning, a
multinomial logistic regression model was estimated. The dependent variable ‘spatial
learning’ consists of four categories that represent knowledge levels: (1) area
knowledge, (2) landmarks knowledge, (3) movement knowledge, (4) don’t
know/cannot describe. The last category is the reference category. The overview of
explanatory variables is given in Table 9.2. A variable ‘visiting frequencies’ (of the
location) was deliberately excluded from the analysis. It was motivated by the fact that
there is a strong positive correlation between total time duration and visiting
frequencies (Pearson correlation is close to 1 (0.892), the correlation is significant at
the 0.01 level). To describe the influence of activity-travel behavior on the
development of spatial knowledge, it was decided to keep the variable ‘total time spent
at location’. This decision was based on the assumption, that not necessary the total
number of visiting frequencies, but the total time spent at location affects the
development of spatial knowledge and the level of their detail and complexity. For
instance, two long visits with one hour and a half of total duration could lead to the
development of route or survey knowledge, while two short visits with the total
duration of 15 minutes could contribute only to the development of area or landmark
knowledge.
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For 28 participants three repeated observations for four shopping locations were
collected. Therefore, 336 records for analysis were available: 28 participants * t0, t1 and
t2 (three measurements in time) * loc1, loc2, loc3 and loc4 (four locations). The
dependent variable has four categories; therefore, three logit equations will be
computed. Given the described variables and the aim of the model to predict whether a
level of spatial knowledge about shopping location at certain time moment has been
developed as a function of total time spent at this location, distance between home and
shopping location, characteristics of shopping location and gender of participants, the
equations can be expressed as follows:

{9.1}

where,
is a subscript that combines a location, a
person and a time moment;
is the utility of belonging to a group AK (area
knowledge) or LK (landmark knowledge), MK (movement knowledge) or DK (don’t
know). is the intercept of the multinomial logistic regression equation (when the
predictor is equal to zero), is the regression coefficient multiplied by the value of the
predictor (explanatory variables); e denotes the error term.
The estimation results of the model are shown in Table 9.6. The model includes 27
parameters. To interpret the results, it is important to realize that for each parameter
there are 12 observations. Moreover, the observations are not independent from each
other: they are repeated observations for the same participants for the same shopping
locations. Therefore, it should be kept in mind, that the obtained results are not
decisive, but only indicative.
The initial log likelihood value of the model is – 820.776, the final log likelihood value
is – 570.700. The McFadden’s R-square is equal to .360, indicating a relatively strong
relationship between knowledge level spatial learning and included independent
variables (and alternative-specific constant).
The estimation results show that an amount of time spent at a location has a significant
positive effect on the development of all levels of spatial knowledge. It appears that the
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Table 9.6 Estimation Results for the Model ‘Spatial Knowledge’
Spatial Knowledge
(1) area knowledge
behaviors
location

time moment

gender
(2) landmarks knowledge
behaviors
location

time moment

gender
(3) movement knowledge
behaviors
location

time moment

gender
Number of observations
Log-likelihood (only intercept)
Log-likelihood (final)
Likelihood Ratio Tests (Chi-Square)
Pseudo R-Square:
Cox and Snell
Nagelkerke
McFadden

Intercept
distance ln(dist+1)
total time duration ln(dur+1)
IKEA
Shopping City Centre
Winkelcentrum Woensel
Kruisstraat (reference)
t0
t2
t1 (reference)
male
female (reference)
Intercept
distance ln(dist+1)
total time duration ln(dur+1)
IKEA
Shopping City Centre
Winkelcentrum Woensel
Kruisstraat (reference)
t0
t2
t1 (reference)
male
female (reference)
Intercept
distance ln(dist+1)
total time duration ln(dur+1)
IKEA
Shopping City Centre
Winkelcentrum Woensel
Kruisstraat (reference)
t0
t2
t1 (reference)
male
female (reference)
336
- 820.776
- 570.700
298.077

B

Sig.

-1.495
-.519
.606
3.508
5.138
.433
0b
.196
.326
0b
-.784
0b
-1.679
-.397
.683
-1.912
3.761
-1.399
0b
1.667
.691
0b
.139
0b
-.585
-2.012
.648
-7.181
3.948
-9.829
0b
.875
.320
0b
-1.557
0b

.066
.223
.000
.000
.000
.439
.
.660
.443
.
.021
.
.050
.336
.000
.092
.000
.008
.
.006
.189
.
.719
.
.683
.014
.000
.000
.001
.121
.
.424
.672
.
.023
.

.588
.643
.360

distance between home and a visited location has a negative effect on the development
of movement knowledge. It can be explained by the fact that people who live closer to
a certain location, rather than giving a detailed explanation how this location can be
reached, have the tendency to express the location situation in relation to their personal
anchor points – like ‘close to my home location’ or ‘near supermarket where I buy
grocery’.
Regarding the time moments, people are more likely to refer to landmarks knowledge
at time moment t0 than at the moment t1. This finding is consistent with the theory of
spatial knowledge acquisition that at the beginning of the learning process individuals
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primary acquire landmark knowledge. Nevertheless, no significant relationship was
indicated between time moment t2 and movement knowledge.
Furthermore, the results demonstrate that a shopping location has a significant effect on
the type of individuals’ area knowledge. For example, people have most likely referred
to the area knowledge when they described where IKEA is located in the city structure
– like ‘somewhere in the north of Eindhoven’. Consequently, a significant negative
relation is found for both landmark and movement knowledge in relation to IKEA.
Remarkably, results indicate a positive significant relationship between all types of
spatial knowledge and main shopping streets in the city center. It can be explained by
the fact that the city center is one the first locations that are visited by new inhabitants
of the city. Almost every participant is familiar with the city center (Table 9.5).
In case a respondent is not familiar enough with the city center and does not possess
landmark or route knowledge concerning spatial location of the main shopping streets,
because he (or she) did not visit the location or spend an insignificant amount of time,
or due to other reasons, the participant still can answer that it is located ‘somewhere in
the city center’. It appears that male has a significant negative influence on the
development of movement and area knowledge. It contrasts with previous studies that
indicated that women are more likely refer to landmark knowledge, while man have
tendency to acquire route knowledge faster than women (e.g., Self and Golledge, 1994,
2000). It can be related to the way how men communicate their spatial knowledge
linguistically.

9.4.2

Construction of the Meaning of a Location

The frequencies of different types of location meaning are shown in the Table 9.7. The
results convey that participants primarily refer to the functional attributes of shopping
locations.
Table 9.7 Frequencies of Location Meanings
coding groups

total count

code

t0

t1

t2

functional attributes

148

a

44

50

54

physical attributes

44

b

14

19

11

psychological attributes

22

c

8

5

9

atmospheric attributes

16

d

5

6

5

cannot describe/don’t remember

2

n

1

0

1

104

x

40

32

32

did not visit
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Table 9.8 Patterns of Location Meaning
1

aaa

25

aac

2

bbb

3

caa

2

ccc

2

cca

2

ddd

1

aca

1

31

cac

1

Total

8

Total

2

abb

5

baa

3

cbc

1

bba

3

bbc

1

aab

2

Total

2

aba

2
6

bbd

1

7

bad

1

Total

3

4

5

15

ada

3

daa

3

aad

1

add

1

dda

1

Total

9

Table 9.9 Meaning Patterns for Shopping Locations
(1) IKEA

(2) Shopping City Centre

(3) Winkelcentrum Woensel

(4) Kruisstraat

aaa

8

aaa

11

aaa

2

aaa

4

aab

2

aad

1

abb

1

aac

2

aax

2

abb

1

bbb

1

abc

1

aba

1

aca

1

bbx

1

ada

2

abb

3

ada

1

bxx

1

bad

1

baa

3

add

1

ddd

1

bba

1

bba

1

bba

1

xaa

1

bbc

1

bbb

1

bbb

1

xbb

1

caa

1

xaa

3

bbd

1

xxc

1

cac

1

xxx

4

caa

1

xxx

18

cca

1

Total

28

cbc

1

Total

28

ccc

1

cca

1

naa

1

ccc

1

xaa

2

daa

3

xba

1

dda

1

xxa

1

xaa

1

xxn

1

Total

28

xxx

6

Total

28
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Table 9.8 represents patterns of location meaning that do not contain answers such as
‘no meaning’ or ‘didn’t visit’. The patterns of location meaning were constructed using
the same principle as for learning patterns. Every pattern of location meaning is
presented as combination of location meanings N0N1N2 for time moments t0t1t2. The
meaning pattern that refers only to the functional attributes of a location is revealed to
be dominant. The same evidence was found that meaning patterns commonly consist of
one or two different locations meanings. Table 9.8 represents the three most common
combinations: functional and physical attributes, functional and atmospheric attributes,
and functional and psychological attributes. The meaning patterns for every shopping
location are presented in Table 9.9.
To investigate the relation between the explanatory variables and construction of the
meaning of a location a multinomial logistic regression model was used. The dependent
variable ‘construction of the meaning’ has four categories: (1) functional attributes; (2)
psychological attributes; (3) atmospheric attributes; (4) physical attributes. The last
category was used as the reference category in the analysis.
To investigate the construction of meaning, only cases were included when participants
visited locations. Therefore, for the analysis 230 observations were used. The equations
will be similar to equations {9.1}, only the variable ‘distance between home and a
shopping locations’ was excluded, in order to decrease the number of the estimated
parameters in the regression model.
Table 9.10. represents the results of the analysis. 24 parameters were estimated in the
model. It means that there are only approximately 10 observations for each estimated
parameter. Consequently, due to the small sample size that consists of the repeated
observations and the number of estimated parameters according to the
conceptualization, the results of the model cannot be considered as sufficiently
conclusive, but rather indicative. The initial log likelihood value is – 332.123, after
entering all independent variables the log likelihood value was – 272.843. The
McFadden's adjusted R-squared is .128.
The results indicate that variables ‘location’, ‘gender’, ‘time moment’ and ‘total time
spent at location’ have a statistical significant relationship with the construction of
meanings toward locations. According to the results, construction of the location
meaning related to functional attributes has a significant relationship for the shopping
location Winkelcentrum Woensel. The likelihood for Winkelcentrum Woensel to
receive a meaning in relation to functional attributes will be decreased over the
functional meaning for Kruisstraat. It might be related to the fact that participants
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Table 9.10 Estimation Results for the Model ‘Construction of the Meaning of a Location’
Location Meaning

B

Sig.

(1) functional attributes

Intercept

1.061

.128

behaviors

total time duration ln(dur+1)

.044

.597

location

IKEA

-.353

.552

Shopping City Centre

.152

.784

Winkelcentrum Woensel

-1.621

.014

Kruisstraat (reference)

0b

.

t0

.343

.494

t2

.699

.116

t1 (reference)

0b

.

male

.069

.849

female (reference)

0b

.

(2) psychological attributes

Intercept

-1.394

.222

behaviors

total time duration ln(dur+1)

.212

.095

location

IKEA

-20.904

.998

Shopping City Centre

-.408

.560

Winkelcentrum Woensel

-2.511

.037

Kruisstraat (reference)

0b

.

t0

2.119

.042

t2

1.431

.152

t1 (reference)

0b

.

male

-.430

.453

female (reference)

0b

.

(3) atmospheric attributes

Intercept

-.263

.823

behaviors

total time duration ln(dur+1)

-.047

.745

location

IKEA

-20.743

0

Shopping City Centre

.757

0

Winkelcentrum Woensel

-.639

.533

Kruisstraat (reference)

0b

.

t0

-.167

.862

t2

.347

.644

t1 (reference)

0b

.

male

-1.066

0.089

female (reference)

0b

.

time moment

gender

time moment

gender

time moment

gender
Number of observations

230

Log-likelihood (only intercept)

- 332.123

Log-likelihood

- 272.843

Likelihood Ratio Tests (Chi-Square)

59.280

Pseudo R-Square
Cox and Snell

.227

Nagelkerke

.262

McFadden

.128
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primarily referred to the physical characteristics (code b) of this shopping location
rather than functional (Table 9.9), such as accessibility issues (located far from the city
enter), availability of a big parking area and the significant size of the shopping
location that includes more than 200 different shops.
The results revealed that construction of location meaning in relation to atmospheric
attributes is affected by a shopping location and gender. The likelihood that
respondents form meaning towards to IKEA in relation to its atmospheric characteristic
has a strongly pronounced negative effect over Kruisstraat. Conversely, for the city
center the construction of the meaning related to atmospheric characteristics has a
positive effect. In addition, there is evidence that gender has a significant effect on the
construction of atmospheric image. Being a male decreases the likelihood to refer to
atmospheric attributes of a location as expected.
Three independent variables have a significant effect on the formation of the meaning
of a location in relation to psychological attributes. The results demonstrate a
significant effect of total time spent at location: if total time of visiting location
increases, people are more likely to attach an emotional meaning to a location.
Furthermore, there is evidence that time moment t0 has a positive significant effect. It is
more likely that respondents refer to the characteristics of a location that evoke an
emotional response during time moment t0 than later in at time moment t1. Regarding
characteristics of a shopping location, the respondent is less likely to associate the
meaning of the Winkelcentrum Woensel with psychological attributes than for
Kruisstraat, city centre and IKEA.

9.4.3

Activity-Travel Behavior and the Meaning of a Location

One of our assumptions is that shopping locations and meanings toward locations
affect individuals’ propensity to travel to these locations. In order to test this
hypothesis, Poisson regression analysis was conducted between frequency of visits to a
location and the independent variables ‘shopping location’, ‘location meaning’,
‘gender’ and ‘time moment’, equation
. The independent variable ‘frequency of
visits’ is a count variable. For the variable ‘meaning toward locations’ a meaning
related to physical attributes was chosen as a reference level. An extra variable that
represents the interaction effect between gender and location type was introduced.
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where,
is a subscript that combines a location, a
person and a time moment; f is travel frequencies,
; c – is the intercept of the
Poisson regression; is the slope of the Poisson regression (effect of explanatory
variables by increasing or decreasing travel frequencies).
According to our conceptualization, there is an expectation that individual meaning
toward a location at time moment t0 might influence travel frequencies to this location
between time moment t0 and t1 and, correspondently, the possession of certain meaning
for a location at time moment t1 might influence travel frequencies between time
periods t1 and t2 (see Figure 9.2 and Section 9.3.1). The database was prepared in a way
to test this assumption: observations for location meaning at t0 correspond to travel
frequencies between t0 and t1 and observations for location meaning at t1 correspond to
travel frequencies between time moments t1 and t2. Therefore, observations related to
meaning toward locations that were collected at time moment t2 were excluded from
the analysis, due to the fact that information on travel frequencies after time moment t2
is not available. Consequently, 224 observations were used for the analysis.
The results of the Poisson regression analysis are shown in the Table 9.11. The
majority of variables are found to be significant. The results suggest that people are
likely to visit less frequently shopping centers Woensel and IKEA. It can be explained
by their position in the city, further away from the city center, and functional
characteristics. It is consistent with the finding that with increasing distance between
home and a shopping location the likelihood to visit a location decreases. Moreover,
according to the results, participants less frequently visit the city centre than the
Kruisstraat area.
The results further suggest that people who possess location meaning related to
functional or psychological attributes are likely to travel more to these locations.
Respectively, people who do not posses any meaning of a certain location or did not
visit a location do not travel (or travel less) to this location. It should be noted that
gender does not play any significant role in terms of frequency of visits. Interestingly,
the extra variable that represents the interaction effect between gender and location
type is found to be significant. Being a male decreases the likelihood to visit
frequently IKEA and the city center for shopping purposes. Probably, it might be
explained by the functional characteristics of these locations: these shopping locations
offer primarily opportunities for non-grocery shopping. Non-grocery shopping is
stereotypically seen as a female activity (e.g., Buttle, 1992). Furthermore, time has a
significant positive effect on visiting frequencies. Participants traveled more frequently
in period between time moments t0 and t1 in comparison with period between time
moments t1 and t2.
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Table 9.11 Estimation Results for the Model ‘Behaviors and the Meaning of a Location’
Parameter Estimates

location

location meaning

time moment

gender

gender*location type

B

Sig.

Intercept

3.869

.000

IKEA

-1.641

.000

Shopping City Centre

-.755

.000

Winkelcentrum Woensel

-1.280

.000

Kruisstraat (reference)

0b

.

functional attributes

.282

.000

psychological attributes

.252

.001

atmospheric attributes

-.153

.339

don’t know/no meaning

-1.616

.000

physical attributes (reference)

0b

.

t0

.821

.000

t1 (reference)

0b

.

distance ln(dist+1)

-2.021

.000

male

.307

.171

female (reference)

0b

.

male*IKEA

-2.294

.031

male*City Centre

-.898

.000

male*Winkelcentrum Woensel

-.534

.130

male*Kruisstraat (reference)

0b

.

Number of observations

224

Likelihood RatioChi-Square

4966.969

Deviance

901.295

Scaled Deviance

901.295

Pearson Chi-Square

1343.161

Scaled Pearson Chi-Square

1343.161

Log Likelihooda

-646.241

Akaike's Information Criterion

1320.483

Finite Sample Corrected AIC

1322.493

Bayesian Information Criterion

1368.246

Consistent AIC

1382.246

9.4.4

Quality of Cognitive Maps

To analyze the quality of cognitive maps a binary logistic regression was conducted.
The dependent variable has two categories: yes - the location was drawn on the map;
no - location is not on the map. The last category was taken as the base category. The
absence or present of each shopping location on the map for three time moments is
presented in Table 9.12. The results of the table show that at time moment t1 a number
of participant who drew Winkelcentrum Woensel and City Centre on the map
approximately doubled. For the Kruisstraat area this number increased in 1.5 times. At
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time moment t2 no significant changes in the number of participants who drew these
locations on the map can be observed. For IKEA the number of participants who drew
the location does not change at time moments t0 and t1, at time moment t2 the number
increased from 7 to 10 participants. These results suggest that the majority of
participants learned shopping locations Winkelcentrum Woensel, IKEA and Kruisstraat
between time moments t0 and t1.
The estimation results of the binary logistic regression are shown in Table 9.13. Time
spent at location and distance between home and visited location have a significant
effect. The findings suggest that the longer total time spent at the location increases the
likelihood that the location will be remembered and drawn on the map. The increase of
distance between home and a shopping location has a negative effect. It could be
explained by a fact, that when distance increases between home and a certain location
people have tendency less frequently visit a location, therefore they will spent less time
at the location.
Finally, location meaning related to functional, physical and psychological attributes
has a significant positive effect. This finding is expected due to the fact that the chosen
base category is ‘no meaning/did not visit’. Nevertheless, no significant effect was
indicated in relation to atmospheric attributes. Interestingly, the results did not show a
significant relationship between time moments and the presence/absence of a location
on the maps.
Table 9.12 Presence/Absence of Shopping Locations on the Map for Three Time Moments
IKEA

Winkelcentrum Woensel

time moment

yes
on the map

not
on the map

total

time moment

yes
on the map

not
on the map

total

t0

7

21

28

t0

4

24

28

t1

7

21

28

t1

8

20

28

t2

10

18

28

t2

9

19

28

City Centre

Kruisstraat

time moment

yes
on the map

not
on the map

total

time moment

yes
on the map

not
on the map

total

t0

10

18

28

t0

11

17

28

t1

23

5

28

t1

17

11

28

t2

22

6

28

t2

20

8

28
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Table 9.13 Estimation Results for the Model ‘Quality of Cognitive Maps’
Variables in the Equation

time moment

B

Sig.

t0

-.127

.763

t2

.543

.135

total time duration ln(dur+1)

.300

.000

distance

-1.085

.002

-.258

.373

IKEA

-.081

.882

Shopping City Centre

-.127

.762

Winkelcentrum Woensel

.182

.707

functional attributes

2.208

.000

physical attributes

2.095

.000

psychological attributes

1.711

.016

atmospheric attributes

1.047

.139

Constant

-.737

.294

Number of observations

336

-2 Log likelihood

308.678

Cox & Snell R Square

0.365

Nagelkerke R Square

0.488

Chi-square

152.344

t1 (reference)
behaviors
gender

ln(dist+1)

Male
female (reference)

location

Kruisstraat (reference)
location meaning

no meaning/did not visit (reference)

9.5

Summary and Discussion

This chapter presents the results of an empirical study that investigates the dynamic
nature of spatial knowledge development and the construction of location meaning in
relation to individuals’ activity-travel behaviors, controlling for explanatory variables
such as shopping location, gender and distance between home and a shopping location.
To capture the dynamics of spatial learning and the construction of location meaning
for four shopping locations, three measurements were taken over time using a
dedicated web survey. The relations were examined using multinomial, binary and
Poisson logistic regression analyses. Several interesting results were obtained that
support or contrast particular theories of spatial learning, cognitions and sense of place.
As it was noted previously, due to the small sample that consists of repeated
observations and a high number of estimated parameters, the results of the statistical
analysis should be seen as indicative rather than decisive.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of qualitative analysis on the
dynamics of spatial knowledge. First, it should be highlighted that during the coding
procedure of open-ended answers following levels of knowledge were identified: area
knowledge (A), landmark knowledge (B) and movement knowledge (C). While, the
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dominant framework of the microgenesis of spatial knowledge proposed the following
development sequence: landmark knowledge – route knowledge - survey knowledge.
The regularity was observed during the coding procedure that participants who have a
vague awareness about spatial position of locations referred to geographical areas in the
city and not necessarily to landmarks as the development theory of spatial knowledge
suggests. These results support Lynch’s findings (1960) that people with the least
knowledge about the city tend to think in terms of large regions/areas.
Next, the qualitative analysis on the dynamic development of spatial knowledge did not
reveal an obvious transition from area knowledge (A) via landmark knowledge (B) to
movement knowledge (C). The learning patterns that represent a combination of spatial
knowledge (N0N1N2) collected at time moments t0, t1 and t2 illustrates two types of
dominant combinations for spatial knowledge. The first combination consists of area
(A) and landmarks knowledge (B) (e.g., AAB or BAB) and the second combination –
landmark (B) and movement knowledge (C) (e.g., BCB or BBC). It should be noted
that there is no combination that includes area (A) and movement knowledge (C), or all
three types of knowledge area (A), landmarks (B) and movement (C) knowledge.
Based on these findings it can be assumed that individuals develop two different
models of cognitions: the first model refers only to an individual’s awareness of the
spatial position of an object in a certain area and egocentric relation to this object,
while the second model in addition to this egocentric relation also includes object to
object relations. Moreover, no learning patterns demonstrate a striking transition over
time from A to B or from B to C. Some individuals at period t0 referred to movement
knowledge (C) and later at t1 and t2 to landmark knowledge (B); or first time
participants described their spatial knowledge in relation to landmark knowledge (B)
and later only referred to area knowledge (A). Combinations such as ABA and BCB
are quite common. These findings can be linked to Montello’s framework (1998) where
he argues that there is no stage that embraces only pure landmarks or pure route
knowledge. It means that from the first exposure to an urban area newcomers start to
accumulate different types of knowledge, and there is not necessarily coherent learning
with the passage of time.
The findings of the statistical analysis of spatial knowledge development showed that
concerning the time moments there is a significant relationship between landmark
knowledge and the time moment t0, although no significant relationship was revealed
for the time moment t2 in relation to movement knowledge. For example, Zannaras
(1976) also found no significant relationship between length of residence and the
relative importance of different types of elements in finding one’s way about the city.
The findings showed that participants who in total spend longer time at a certain
location are more likely to develop all levels of spatial knowledge. Interestingly, people
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who live closer to a certain shopping location are more likely to communicate their
spatial knowledge about this location in relation to landmark knowledge than
movement knowledge. As we have suggested before, this finding can be related to the
fact that personal anchor points and landmarks receive a high importance in
constructing their personal cognitions. Lynch (1960) in his study also noted that people
who knew the city best appear to rely on small landmarks and less on regions/areas or
paths, moreover according to his work landmarks are being the predominant element in
the fully developed image. The negative effect of gender on the development of
movement knowledge suggests that males in comparison to females have lower level
(less knowledge) or poorly communicate their topological knowledge via web-survey.
The qualitative analysis of development of meaning patterns N0N1N2 (combination of
individuals’ meanings at period t0, t1 and t2) revealed the same findings as the analysis
of patterns of spatial knowledge. The composition of meaning patterns is always
represented by one or two different meanings; three different meanings are never
included. Furthermore, functional meaning is constantly presented in all meaning
patterns. It leads to the following assumptions: (1) the functional quality of an object is
important and dominant in meaning formation; (2) the formed meaning represents a
certain enduring personal experience that accentuates one or a maximum of two
pronounced characteristics of a location.
The findings of the statistical analysis of the construction of location meaning
demonstrate that variables such as gender, distance and total time spent at location are
important for developing certain types of location meaning. It suggests that women are
more likely to construct an image related to atmospheric attributes. For example,
studies on wayfinding behaviors in shopping malls suggest that women are more likely
being hedonistic shoppers than men. It implies that hedonistic shoppers not only search
for a necessary store, but also explore a mall and enjoy their shopping experience,
developing a certain emotional relations with shopping environment (e.g., Chebat et al,
2005). The period of time has a significant effect on a formation of psychological
meaning. It seems that at time moment t1 individuals are more likely to express the
meaning about a location in terms of their first emotional/psychological impression
such as ‘I like (dislike) this location’ or ‘It is a great place to be’, hence in the later at
time moment t2 their first impression is replaced by other meanings related primary to
functional or physical attributes of the location. Additionally, people who spent longer
time at a location tend to attach a psychological meaning to this location.
Both statistical analyses - of development of spatial knowledge and location meaning revealed that location has a significant effect on the development of spatial knowledge
and the construction of location meaning. These findings support the notion of a sense
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of place that refers to the complex bundle of meanings, symbols, and qualities that a
person or group associates (consciously and unconsciously) with a particular locality or
region (Datel and Dingemans, 1984). For example, the critical results of Zannaras’s
study (1973) and Lynch’s work (1960) illustrate that the structure and characteristics of
the urban environment have a considerable influence on how a location is imaged and
explain variations in the importance assigned to different environmental cues.
The analysis of activity-travel patterns suggests that newcomers travel less frequently
over time. This finding supports the assumption that at the beginning newcomers to an
area have the tendency traveling more frequently for exploration purposes and in order
to find suitable locations that sufficiently satisfy their needs. The propensity to travel to
a certain location is influenced by the type of location and how far it is located from
home. A positive relation is identified between frequencies of visits to a location and
receiving a meaning related to psychological attributes and also to functional attributes.
In addition, being a male decreases the likelihood to visit frequently certain locations,
such as IKEA and the city centre.
Concerning the quality of drawing maps, the results showed that longer time spent at a
certain location increases the probability that individuals will extend their spatial
knowledge and attribute a certain importance to the visited location. Consequently, if a
location becomes a salient feature it will be probably sketched on the map. In contrast,
the increase of distance between home and a shopping location has a negative effect on
the possibility that a location will be sketched. It can be explained based on the
findings of the analysis of activity-travel patterns that with increasing distance the
likelihood to visit a location decreases. Interestingly, the results did not show a
significant relationship between time moments and a presence/absence of a location on
the maps.
To generalize, the findings of this study suggest that a relation between the formation
of spatial knowledge and personal meanings toward location and activity-travel
behavior is mediated by the quality and characteristics of an urban environment. On the
one side the nature of this relationship has a dynamic structure; on the other at a given
period of time individuals tend to form constant cognitive meanings and spatial
knowledge. Finally, it is not clear the scale of incorrectness and incompleteness when
individuals communicate their spatial experience and topological knowledge by giving
a written description via the web-survey, despite the fact that they were asked to give as
complete answers as possible. It could be that it is easier for participants to express
their spatial knowledge by means of landmarks rather to give a detailed route
description, or it could be that landmarks are more easily identifiable, therefore more
likely to be chosen as significant elements.
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Conclusions, Implications and Discussion
10.1

Summary and Conclusions

The development of more sophisticated dynamic agent-based models of travel demand,
empirically derived from individual behaviors in non-stationary environments, is a hot
theme in transportation research. Most existing models are based on the assumption
that individuals possess full information. This is an unwieldy assumption: in reality
individuals will only have limited information. They learn about an urban environment
and through traveling they are being involved in spatial search. Hence, individuals
learn new alternatives and update their knowledge. Learning plays an important role by
coding information into individual cognitive maps that can be used to make decisions
concerning behavioral changes.
However, it is not an easy process to describe and model behavioral changes and
learning processes over time. In this regard, two main reasons can be identified. The
first reason is that the spatial learning process is a complex phenomenon that comprises
different dimensions. First of all, learning plays an important role in the development
of individual’s knowledge. The behavioral theories argue that travel choices at any time
moment are influenced by previous experiences - already acquired knowledge.
Therefore, both behavioral and knowledge dynamics and their relations have to be
theorized and quantified. In spite of the fact that existing theories on behaviors and
mental maps are so rich and elaborated, and include many diverse components, they do
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not provide a straightforward framework for modeling these dynamics and
relationships. It is quite a challenge to answer questions, such as how individuals shape
their knowledge, beliefs and meanings based on their experiences, how they adjust
their behavior, etc.
The second reason concerns the lack of empirical data that are required for modeling
learning process over time. For a very long time, transportation research has been
focusing on cross-sectional analysis of individual’s mobility patterns, data about which
were collected for one or several days using travel diaries. A deeper insight into the
long-term dynamics of behavioral patterns was restricted by the possibility to conduct
longitudinal travel surveys. Recent technological improvements gave rise to innovative
methods of data collection, such as longitudinal travel surveys with GPS technology
and other wireless tracking devices (PDA, RFID, Smartphones). These technologies are
able to provide high-quality data, which are recorded continuously over time.
Additionally, data generated by GPS devices can be connected with applications that
provide digital mapping information on land use data combined with GPS trip data.
The success of conducting longitudinal GPS studies is intrinsically related to postprocessing of the GPS data for the identification of transport modes, activity stops, trip
purposes, street address detection, etc. Hence, a suitable approach has to be developed
that allows extracting accurate information from GPS traces and minimizing
respondent burden. Moreover, for analyzing learning processes, longitudinal behavioral
data collected with GPS technologies have to be complemented with information on
knowledge and reasoning embedded in individuals’ cognitive maps. The combination
of these data sources should be valuable for the development of more realistic travel
demand models that include learning dynamics.
Therefore, the first goal of this empirical research was to analyze spatial learning
processes of newcomers to a new urban environment, particularly looking at the
dynamics of the development of their knowledge. To this effect, a theoretical
framework was developed that takes into consideration a wide range of existing
theories focusing in detail on several aspects of the spatial learning process. It focuses
on two aspects of spatial learning: (1) how individuals learn (the process) and (2) what
individuals learn (the products). Particularly, the framework links concepts of cognitive
maps, development of spatial knowledge and activity spaces. It assumed that a
newcomer placed in an unfamiliar environment will need a certain period of time to
explore new opportunities and establish his/her everyday activity patterns. The part of
the urban environment with which the newcomer has regular interactions on a daily
basis represents an individual activity space. Through place-learning experiences the
newcomer learns new areas and locations and this spatial and non-spatial information
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about the urban environment is encoded in an individual cognitive map. In the context
of commonly accepted theories, the development of the spatial information occurs
progressively from landmark knowledge to survey knowledge via route knowledge.
The development of the non-spatial information, such as the development of certain
meanings, conceptualized in the sense of place theory, relates not only to individual
experiences, but to the large extent to the specific characteristics of an urban
environment. Additionally, it assumed that the level of interactions (visiting
frequencies and duration of visits) has a direct influence on the development of
cognitive maps and a general structure of cognitive map’s knowledge represents an
approximation of individual activity spaces.
To achieve the first goal, to analyze different components of spatial learning process,
empirical longitudinal data on individual activity-travel patterns are needed. Therefore,
a second goal of the thesis was to develop an approach to impute automatically
activity-travel patterns from multi-week GPS traces. To that end, a methodological
contribution of this thesis is a development of the system called TraceAnnotator. It is
based on a Bayesian belief network as the inference model to impute transportation
modes and activity episodes. A web-based recall instrument allows participants to
upload collected GPS data at their leisure and it generates an interactive daily agenda
based on the uploaded data. Participants are required to edit and validate the imputed
information and provide information on activity types and locations addresses if they
are missing. The results showed that the system TraceAnnotator accurately imputes
transport modes (on average 92%) and activity episodes (on average 96%) from GPS
traces.
The designed system was used to collect data on activity-travel patterns of a small
homogenous sample of newcomers. 28 participants were tracked continuously over 12week time period. In addition, data on cognitive maps knowledge were collected using
the sketch map technique and an internet-based survey with open-ended questions. To
analyze the dynamic development of cognitive map knowledge, participants were
required to sketch maps and complete the web-survey three times (in the beginning of
the study, after 6 weeks and after 12 weeks).
The following main findings were found. An analysis of how fast individuals
learn/explore a new urban environment over a certain time period, indicates that
different learning styles could be identified: (1) Ambitious Learners, (2) Moderate
Learners, (3) Extreme Learners, (4) Casual Learners, (5) Passive Learners. This
analysis was based not on the cognitive map knowledge, but on the actual physical
behaviors of participants: a number and types of visited areas over the 9-week period
extracted from GPS data. The analysis of weekly frequencies of activity-travel
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behaviors showed that there is a relation between how often participants engaged in
different activities and how fast individuals learn. Moreover, the analysis suggests that
gender, nationality and spatial proximity of a home location to the city center influence
the learning styles.
In regard to the spatial product of the learning process, changes in the structure and
extent of an individual activity space were studied. Based on the same set of visited
areas from GPS data, several typical activity space profiles could be distinguished: (1)
Urban Explores, (2) Northern Explorers, (3) IKEA and Parktheater Lovers, (4)
Southern Explorers, (5) City Core Dwellers. The results of the analysis advise that
typical activity space profiles are constrained by home and work locations of
individuals and the distribution of opportunities around these locations and in the city
in general. The findings offer evidence that participants with spatially larger activity
spaces have higher participation frequencies in different activities. Additionally, the
relationship between types of activity space profiles and gender and employment status
was found. It is important to keep in mind, that due to the fact that the sample is small
and homogenous and the conducted analyses have a qualitative nature, the described
results of the analyses cannot be considered statistically significant and cannot be
generalized to a larger population.
The empirical results support the assumption that a cognitive map (cognitive product)
can be seen as an approximation of an individual activity space (spatial product). The
findings allow the conclusion that information embedded in cognitive maps is strongly
related to individual interactions within the city, although it was also found that
individuals learn not only from a direct interaction with the urban environment, but
also from other sources, such as for example the use of maps (only source of
information considered in this research). Additionally, the analysis of the dynamic
development of cognitive maps concerning the general layout of the city showed that
no continuous improvements were observed when comparing sketch maps after 6 and
12 weeks participation in the study. This finding suggests that the knowledge about the
general structure of the city is primarily represented by individual’s daily routines.
These daily routines are learned relatively fast during the first six weeks after moving
to the new city.
Moreover, a development of cognitive maps, particularly spatial knowledge and nonspatial knowledge, which related to an individual meaning to a location, has been
studied. From the obtained results, we assumed that respondents with the least spatial
knowledge about the city described their knowledge in terms of large city areas and
regions.The following stages in knowledge development were identified: area
knowledge (A), landmark knowledge (B) and movement knowledge (C). The analysis
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showed that no coherent transition was observed form area knowledge to landmark
knowledge and then to route knowledge over the passage of time. The learning patterns
that represented by data on a level of spatial knowledge at three time moments a
suggest that individuals possess two different models of cognitions. The first model
represents only individual’s awareness about spatial objects and egocentric relations to
objects (combination of areas (A) and landmark knowledge (B)). The second model
concerns egocentric relation and object to object relation (landmark (B) and route
knowledge (C)). It was also found that people who live closer to a certain location and
better know the location are more likely to use personal landmarks when they
communicate their spatial knowledge. The relationship was indicated between a
location and the development of different level of knowledge, for example, when
participants describe their spatial knowledge about IKEA they primarily refer to area
knowledge. Additionally, a gender difference concerning the development of spatial
knowledge was revealed: males are less likely to refer to movement knowledge than
females.
The main result of the qualitative analysis of the development of individual meaning
toward a location is that meaning patterns for three time moments are always
represented only by one or two different meanings. In a case of two meanings, one of
the meanings is always related to the functional quality of a location. It means that the
functional quality that underlines a reason/need to visit a certain location has a
dominant role in meaning formation. Moreover, the typical combination of two
meanings, not more, can be also interpreted in a way that individuals tend to have a
limited number of dominant beliefs/cognitions that are formed as a result of interaction
with an urban environment. The results of the statistical analysis for the development
of a meaning toward a location suggested that variables such as gender, total time
duration, location and time period are important for developing certain types of
location meaning.
Concerning the relationship between actual activity-travel behavior and cognitive maps
of individuals, a statistical analysis showed that newcomers travel more frequently in
the beginning, when they just started to explore the new urban environment.
Additionally, travel frequency to a certain location is influenced by the characteristics
of a location and how far it is located from home. Moreover, it was found that
participants who possess psychological meaning related to the attributes of a location
have a tendency to travel more often to this location.
The findings of this thesis suggest some interesting implications for modeling. For
example, the learning ratio and the weekly progress coefficient introduced to quantify
the learning progress can be used to show the growth of knowledge over time: how the
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existing level of knowledge is updated with new information. The learning styles can
be introduced to characterize the spatial behaviors of agents: how fast and how often
newcomers engage in different types of behaviors, how many areas they learn over
time, taking into consideration their gender, nationality and home location.
Activity-based modeling can benefit from using the results of the identified types of
activity space profiles. For example, the identified profiles can be used for modeling
the construction of an individual choice set: which areas in a city are more likely
visited for certain activities and how they are distributed relative to individual home
and work locations. Additionally, the relationship between the construction of activity
space profiles and learning styles of individuals can be modeled on the basis of the
findings of the analysis. Moreover, as the results of the empirical study showed, it can
be assumed with a high degree of certainty that if individuals regularly visited certain
areas, these areas are encoded in their cognitive choice map.
From a theoretical perspective, the findings are consistent with the theory of sense of
place: characteristics of the urban environment have a mediating role between the
formation of spatial knowledge and personal meanings and activity-travel behavior.
The findings do however not support the widely accepted theory on the progression of
spatial knowledge.

10.2

Discussion and Future Research

Overall, the previous section focused on the main findings of the research and the
development of the system TraceAnnotator. This section reflects on the limitations of
the study and formulates suggestions for the future research.
Concerning the design of the system for multi-day GPS data collection, the study has
indicated that the developed system TraceAnnotator allows conducting a longitudinal
data collection with GPS technology and to impute with a high degree of accuracy
transport modes and activity episodes from raw GPS traces. The advantage of using a
probabilistic inference model, Bayesian belief network, was shown. One of the reasons
for choosing the BBN algorithm was because it works best when a learning algorithm
can be included. Nevertheless, the data collection used in this dissertation was
conducted without implementation of the incremental learning algorithm due to the
practical and time constraints to finish the technical implementation. However, a
possible implementation of the learning algorithms for incremental learning based on
personal histories of respondents and on histories aggregated between respondents
obtained from the prompted recall instrument has been evaluated. Therefore, future
improvements of the system should address the challenge of including two types of
learning algorithms. The first algorithm should be concerned with further
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improvements for identifying transport modes, especially in relation to certain
transportation modes, such as biking, walking and running, which depend on
idiosyncratic individual behaviors. The second algorithm based on the probabilistic
learning can be introduced for the identification of activity types.
The longitudinal study was conducted in order to analyze learning dynamics. It was
assumed that 12 weeks should be enough for newcomers to establish their daily
routines and to learn the majority of activity destinations. At the end of the data
cleaning procedure, only 9-week data was used to derive learning styles and typical
activity space profiles of the newcomers. Although the analysis showed that after 6-8
weeks newcomers established the majority of daily routines, the replication of the study
for a longer tracking period might deliver different results. Additionally, some
improvements can be made concerning the season of data collection. The current study
was undertaken between September and December, due to the fact that the majority of
newcomers were students and they moved to Eindhoven to start a new study year.
Clearly, the time of season and weather conditions have a significant influence of
individual behaviors, especially for indoor activities, such as visiting green areas,
biking for leisure and spending time on exploring the new city. It may be important in
the future experiments to include seasonal differences in activity-travel behaviors.
With regard to sample size and socio-demographic characteristics, it was decided to use
a small homogeneous sample of newcomers, because the study did not aim to
generalize to some large population, although different nationalities have been
included. For including the impact of heterogeneity in the learning process, for
example, for modeling purposes, future research should incorporate the influence of
socio-demographic variables, and hence a bigger sample should be studied.
One more issue related to the data collection concerns the study area. The data
collection was conducted in the city of Eindhoven, the Netherlands. The results of the
analysis showed that the structure and extent of individual activity spaces until a certain
degree depend on the distribution of opportunities in a city. Therefore, it can be
assumed that the spatial layout of a city might affect individual activity-travel patterns.
Consequently, the way how an individual interact with one city can be different how
he/she will interact in the context of other city, accordingly different aspects of learning
defined and quantified for one city cannot be directly transferable to another city. It
would be good to collect and compare data on the spatial learning process of
individuals in a variety of cities that have different structural characteristics.
The analysis has been conducted to identify typical activity space profiles that included
city areas visited on a regular daily basis, however, a search process was not
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considered. Activity-travel choice involves a number of alternatives (choice set) that
individuals need to identify themselves. It implies a search process. Based on the
available data, a search process during 9 weeks and a development of choice sets for
different type of activities, such as grocery shopping, non-grocery shopping and others,
can be identified. For example, GPS data show that a participant conducted grocery
shopping at three different areas during the first two weeks, during the next six weeks
the participant continued to come back and do grocery shopping only at two locations
out of these three that he knows. Therefore, it can be assumed the participant knows 3
locations for grocery shopping activity, but due to certain reasons prefers to shop only
at two. If the reasoning behind search process is important, then the additional data
should be collected.
Although this thesis was positioned in the context of a learning process and individual
behaviors, it is important to recognize that only interpersonal variability of activitytravel patterns have been studied (between identified clusters of learning styles and
activity space profiles). It will be interesting, to study intra-personal variability of
activity-travel behavior from week to week and to identify commonly occurring subsequences of activities (so-called motifs) between respondents, and further to see if
there is a relation between motifs and learning styles and activity space profiles of
participants. For example, the Sequence Alignment Method (SAM) with motif search
developed by Joh et al. (2008) can be considered for these purposes.
One more direction has to be outlined for the future research. With the help of more
advanced survey methods, it is possible to collect in real time data on activity-travel
patterns and at the same time information about participant’s cognitive maps
knowledge. The near future is likely to see increasing opportunities using Smartphones
for collecting different datasets. For example, the use of Smartphones with specially
designed applications that allow Internet access has opened new research perspectives:
when participants in real time are asked to fill information about their decision
strategies, newly visited locations, the reasoning underlying their visits and other
information encoded in cognitive maps. However, when this kind of high quality
detailed information has to be collected, the problem might occur concerning
participant’s willingness to participate and/or only a certain type of respondents might
be ready to cooperate, hence it can result in sampling bias and sample size can be
relatively small.
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Appendix A1
TraceAnnotator: Folders Structure
The TraceAnnotator contains 4 folders:


TraceAnnotator\data



TraceAnnotator\dist



TraceAnnotator\logs



TraceAnnotator\src

TraceAnnotator\data
Folder TraceAnnotator\data contains following data:
1. Shape file of railways tracks for the whole Europe.
This file is used for identification transportation mode. For every sample a distance is calculation: how far
this sample is located from the railway track.
2. Land Use files for Eindhoven.
These files are used during reversegeocoding part in order to assign addresses and activity types to the visited
locations.
airoport.kml
banks.kml
cafe_restaurants.kml
churchers.kml
cinemas.kml
hospitals.kml
hotels.kml
markets.kml
museums.kml
parks.kml
petrolstations.kml
postoffices.kml
libraries.kml
shoppingmalls.kml
trainstations.kml
sportobjects.kml
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theaters.kml
public_organisations.kml
3. Shape file with all location address in the Netherlands
4. Netica files
An engine of the system BBN is located in the folder TraceAnnotator\data\netica
File Neticamod_LAST.dne

TraceAnnotator\dist
The folder contains library of jar files.

TraceAnnotator\logs
The folder contains log files.

TraceAnnotator\src
Source folder with explanation what every bean class in config.xml files does.

Appendix A2
TraceAnnotator: Filters Classes
A filter processes a trace of samples. Most filters will manipulate each sample. For example, it can add new
attributes or change existing attribute values, but a filter could also write derived data into an external file.
Multiple filters can be chained together and each filter can make some changes to the sample or do some data
processing and then send the sample to the next filter. By using filters as building blocks more complex
processing can be done without having to program new filters.
The main two classes of TraceAnnotator Sample and Filter are presented in Figure A2.1

Figure A2.1 Sample and Filter - Two Main Classes of TraceAnnotator
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The basic idea underlying the concept of a filter is to provide the chain of necessary calculations in order to
derive additional information. The filters can be divided into eight categories:
(1) Simple Filters
(2) GIS Filters
(3) Windowed Filters
(4) Input Filters
(5) Misc Filters
(6) Classifying Filters
(7) Output Filters
(8) Custom Filters

Simple Filters – Simple filters are used to process individual samples.


AbsFilter – Calculates the absolute value of an attribute.



CleanupStringFilter – Removes unwanted character from an attribute value.



CombineClassesFilter – A list of values and a target value is given. If the sample attribute
contains one of the values in the last it will be changed to the target value, otherwise the original
value is kept.



ConvertToType – Change the type of an attribute to another type. For example, it could be used to
convert an attribute from a floating point number to an integer or to convert the value of the
attribute distance from km/h to m/s.



ConvertToUnit – Convert a value from one unit type to the other. For example, it could be used to
convert the value of the attribute distance from km/h to m/s.



CopyFilter – Copy the value of one attribute to another attribute.



DateTimeToSecondsFilter – Used to convert date and / or time attributes that are available in the
sample to a seconds value. This seconds value can be used by the time spanning filters.



LimitFilter – Used to limit attribute values between a given minimum and maximum.



RegExFilter – Used to split up the value from one attribute into multiple destination attributes.
This splitting up is done by specifying capturing groups in a regular expression and associating
each group with an attribute name.



TimeZoneFilter – Converts a given date and time from one time zone to another time zone. This
filter also takes daylight saving time into account. It is common that GPS devices record
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Local time differs from GMT by the number of offsets, + or -,
hours. This filter converts recorded time into time according the local time zone and also takes
into account daylight saving time.
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GIS Filters – Filters that uses GIS information (like shapefiles).


GISDistanceFilter – Calculates the distance from the position stored in the longitude and latitude
attributes to the closest feature in a given shapefile. For example, this filter calculates the distance
between the given position and the railway track (GIS information about railway track is stored as
a shapefile).



DropBadGISLoggerSamplesFilter – Checks if the latitude and longitude attributes have a valid
value. This filter will only return samples for which those values are valid.

Windowed Filters – Filters that make use of a window of samples. A window is used to lookup samples that
are before or after the current sample. Most windowed filters also use the specialized seconds attribute. The
seconds attribute and the window must first be initialized using the WindowFilter before using these filters.
For example, for the calculation of average speed and average acceleration we define a sample window
between -60 seconds to +60 seconds; for the calculation of the accumulated distance a sample window is
taken between -240 seconds to 0 seconds.


AverageFilter – Calculates the average value of an attribute in the given window.



MinMaxFilter – Calculates the minimum, maximum and range of an attribute in the given
window.



ModeFilter – Calculates the value of an attribute with the highest frequency in the given window.



PeakCountFilter – Count the number of times the value get‟s above or below a certain threshold in
the given window.



RangeAverageFilter – The same as the AverageFilter, but samples outside a given range are
omitted in the calculation.



SumFilter – Calculates the sum of an attribute in the given window.



TimeDerivativeFilter – Can be used to calculate the speed from a distance attribute or the
acceleration from a speed attribute.



WindowFilter – This filter will initialize the window and the seconds attribute on the samples. All
windowed filters must be placed after an instance of this window filter.

Concept of a Sample Window - Filters can be chained together to do more complex processing, but
normally only one sample is processed at a time. To be able to perform calculations across multiple samples,
the concept of a sample window is introduced.
A sample can have a sample window, meaning that samples before or after the current sample can be
accessed. By also adding a seconds attribute to the sample it is possible to get a window of samples specified
by time. Using this, requests such as give me all samples between -60 seconds to 60 seconds (in the future)
can be resolved. Normally samples do not have an initialized window. This can be done by adding
WindowFilter into the filter chain. All filters that appear after that WindowFilter are allowed to use the
window of a sample. But if an attribute of a sample is added or changed, accessed using a window, another
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WindowFilter needs to be added. This is because the WindowFilter will have to buffer the future sample
values.

Input Filters – These filters are at the begin of the filter chain and are used to create new samples from files
or other sources.


SampleInputStreamFilter – A filter that reads one comma separated file. The column names can
be supplied or are read from the first line of the file. Every next line will be transformed into a
sample.



SampleInputStreamsFilter – This filter can be used to chain multiple SampleInputStreamFilters
together. The given sample streams will be processed in order.



SampleInputDirectoryFilter – This will use the SampleInputStreamsFilter to produce all samples
that are contained in the given directory.

Misc Filters – Filters that do not have their own category yet and do not fit well in the other categories.


AddConstantsFilter – A special filter that can be used to add some constant values to each sample.
The values that need to be added can be read in from a file relative to the file the sample was read
from.



ScriptedFilter – This is a general purpose filter which can be supplied a javascript program to
access the sample. This filter is very useful to prototype new filters, but is much slower than a
native Java filter.



ThreadFilter – Using this filter it is possible to concurrently process the samples. It is possible to
speed up the sample processing by utilizing multiple processors by adding one or more
ThreadFilters. But some precautions have to be taken when using this filter, because now multiple
filters could change the sample attributes at the same time. The best thing is to never overwrite
attributes for which the value is used in a filter after a ThreadFilter. This filter works by
requesting the next sample from the previous filter in a separate thread while it is processing the
current sample on the current thread. Each ThreadFilter adds another thread.

Classifying Filters – Filters that can be used to classify a sample


NeticaFilter – A filter that uses the Bayesian belief network library Netica to classify samples.
You can specify the following: a Netica network, which sample attribute values must be entered
into which node and into which attribute the result should be stored.

Output Filters – Filters that can be used to save sample back to a file or another resource.


SampleOutputStreamFilter – This filter can be used to write sample back to a comma separated
file.
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SplitSampleOutputStreamFilter – This filter will write samples to a comma separated file. The
filename will contain the date of the sample (derived from the seconds attribute). For each day a
new file will be generated that will contain the samples of that day.

Custom Filters – Filters developed for a project to perform some very specific tasks.
ActivityCalendarFilter – This filter extracts activities and trips from a trace. Then it merges the activities and
trips as defined by some customizable merge rules. It keeps a relation with the original GPS traces. So for
trips the route is stored and for an activity the location is stored. After that it reverse geocodes the activities.
This operation provides an address for the activities from the known latitude and longitude attributes of the
activities. This reverse geocoding is a powerful component of the system as it saves an enormous amount of
work for the researcher and is a powerful link in the data fusion process.

Default Filter - One of the design goals of the system is to make it very simple to implement new filters.
The DefaultFilter class can be used to implement most filters. To implement a valid filter only the process
method needs to be implemented. An example below shows the implementation of the CopyFilter. This is a
simplified version, in the original implementation the source and destin attributes, that are used to refer to
sample attribute names, are implemented using property accessors.

public class CopyFilter extends DefaultFilter {
public String source;
public String destin;
@Override
protected void process(Sample sample) {
sample.setString(destin, sample.getString(source));
}
}
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Appendix A3
TraceAnnotator: Creating Personal Files
Constant Properties File
In addition to the variables, provided by the GPS tracers, the variables that relate to personal information of
participants may be used. For every participant two personal files should be prepared.
The first personal file contains information regarding car, bike and motorbike ownership. The availability of
this information allows improving imputation accuracy of used transport modes. The personal information of
different transport modes ownership in stored in a text file constants.properties. The personal information is
presented in following way:
bike=YES,
car=NO,
motorbike=NO

The spatial Trace Annotator filter adds this information into original GPS traces: tree additional columns are
generated in the scv file.

Personal Files: Spatial Data File
The second personal file contains individual spatial data. The personal spatial data such as home address,
work address, the most often visited grocery and non-grocery shopping locations, often visited cultural and
other public locations are used for the imputation of location of an activity episode and activity type. The
spatial data are stored in a separate KLM file.
KLM files are prepared by using free version of on-line tool BatchGeo (http://batchgeo.com/). BatchGeo is
primarily based on the Google Maps family of products. The preparation of KLM files included 3 steps. The
first step is a preparation of databases using spreadsheet template. The columns are the address of personal
locations, city, country, zip code, name of the location. In the second step databases have to be copied in the
online tool. The on-line tool automatically recognizes which one of the columns are the address, city and etc.
The tool allows additionally to set up manually options. In the third step the tool geocodes the address and
makes the map. The maps are saved in KLM format.
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Appendix A4
TraceAnnotator: Application of the System
Configuration file (config.xml) contains elements (filters) that are arranged in the logical structure according
the sequence of the actions which have to follow after each other. The key point is that the program
TraceAnnotator is very flexible and organized as a constructor – the filters can be added and removed. The
main purpose of the configuration files is that settings can be changed without recompiling the application.
Filters in the configuration file are arranged in following sequence.

First Module: GPS Raw Data Pre-processing
(1) filter.reader.SampleInputStream
At the beginning of the chain of calculations the SampleInput reader reads samples from the logger.csv file
(data format from a GPS device).
(2) filter.DropBadGISLoggersSamples
First, the filter DropBadGISLoggersSamples removes bad samples that contain invalid locations. For this
reason it needs to know the attribute names of the attributes containing the latitude and longitude coordinates.
Samples that are invalid, missing samples or samples that have not allowed values, will be removed.
(3) filter.ConvertToTypeFilter
Next, the ConvertToType filter removes the unit from the DISTANCE attribute and converts it to a Double
datatype. It helps to make further processing quicker.
For example:
<old value> 20 M  <new value> 20
(4) filter.ConvertUnitFilter
After that, the ConvertUnit filter converts speed values km/h to m/s. The result will be stored in SPEED2
attribute.
(5) filter.CleanupStringFilter
Then the CleanupString filter makes necessary replacements for the attribute VALID, all values have to be
changed into letter characters for the BBN classifier.
For example:
<old value> No fix  <new value> Nofix
<old value> Estimated (dead reckoning)  <new value> deadreckoning
(6) filter.RegexFilter
The Regex filter makes necessary replacements for the attribute NSAT(USED/VIEW). Values of viewed and
used satellites represented in one column in the scv input file; these values have to be written in separated
columns for the BBN classifier. Two attributes USEDSAT and VIEWSAT will be generated.
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(7) filter.DateTimeToSecondsFilter
After that the DateTimeToSeconds filter will use the DATE and TIME attribute to construct a SECS
attribute. It concerts time values from H/m/s format to seconds format. When no timezone is given, it is
assumed to be universal time (UTC).
(8) filter.GISDistanceFilter
Then the sample arrives at the GISDistanceFilter. This filter takes the latitude and longitude and search in the
given shapefile (data/gis/railways.shp) for the closest feature within the search distance. The distance
between a point and the closest railroad is calculated and stored in the RRDIST attribute. The threshold value
for the distance to railways was set to 100 meters. Any value above 100 meters will be replaced by the
threshold value.
(9) filter.WindowFilter
Next, the sample will arrive at the WindowFilter. This filter will assign a window to the sample that
references 50 samples in the future and 50 samples in the past. The WindowFilter constructs this window by
processing all samples that passes this filter and only sending a sample to the next filter when it has
processed its complete window. Now the sample has a window and it can be processed by windowed filters
like the Average Filter.
(10) filter.AverageFilter
This filter calculates the average speed and deviation for the average speed over the window of -60 seconds
to 60 seconds. It will put the results in AVGSPEED and STDDEVSPEED attributes.
(11) filter.TimeDerivativeFilter
The filter TimeDerivative calculates value of acceleration from the attribute SPEED2 and the results will be
put in ACC attribute.
(12) filter.LimitFilter
Next step is the Limit filter replaces all values of acceleration that exceed threshold of 5 by the value 5.
(13) filter.AbsFilter
After that the sample will arrive to the Abs filter that calculates an absolute value of acceleration for the
further processing. All absolute values for acceleration will be put in ABSACC attribute.
(14) filter.AverageFilter – calculates average value of acceleration
The Average filter takes absolute values for acceleration from ABSACC attribute and calculates average
value of acceleration over the window of -60 seconds to 60 seconds.
(15) filter.MinMaxFilter – defines min and max value of speed in the speed range
Next the MinMax fitler calculates the minimum and maximum values of the AVGSPEED attribute over the
window of -60 seconds to 60 seconds. To make this widow available we have to put the samples through
WindowFilter, then MinMaxFilter can do its calculations. The results will be written in MINSPEED and
MAXSPEED attributes.
(16) filter.LimitFilter – limits values of average speed to a threshold 200
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After that the sample will arrive to Limit filter for attribute average speed AVGSPEED. The values above
200 m/s will be limited to 200 m/s.
(17) filter.MinMaxFilter – defines min and max values for acceleration
Next the MinMax fitler calculates the minimum and maximum values for acceleration ACC over the window
of -60 seconds to 60 seconds. The results will be put in MINACC and MAXACC attributes.
(18) filter.SumFilter – calculates accumulated distance during 3 minutes
The Sum filter makes last calculations. It takes distance values from the attribute DISTANCE and calculates
accumulated distance over the window 240 seconds. The calculated values will be written in the attribute
ACCUMDISTANCE.
(19) filter.LimitFilter – limits max value for distance to a threshold 20000 m
The Limit filter sets the max values for accumulated distance to a threshold 20000 meters.
Next, the generated data will be used by a classification filter.

Second Module: Imputation of Transport Modes and Activity Episodes
(20) filter.AddConstantsFilter
This filter adds information concerning bike, car and motorbike ownership from the constants.properties files
into input file for BBN. The results will be put in attributes CAROWN, BIKEOWN, MOTORBIKEOWN.
(21) filter.NeticaFilter
The Netica filter puts the input attributes into the input nodes of the BBN and then gets the classification
result from the output node and put it into the output attribute MODE. The Bayesian belief network is used to
determine the transportation mode of a certain sample. It can also determine if the sample is part of an
activity. The filter needs a trained network (detailed explanation in the following section).
"input

value="RRDIST,

ACCUMDISTANC,

STDDEVSPEED,

VALID,

PDOP,

AVGSPEED,

HDOP,

VIEWSAT,

AVGACC,
USEDSAT,

MAXSPEED,

MAXACC,

CAROWN,

BIKEOWN,

MOTORBIKEOWN"
"output value="MODE"
(22) filter.activitycalendar.ActivityCalendarFilter
The ActivityCalendarFilter is the only specialized filter for this project. This filter carries the complex of
actions:
(1) Firstly, it generates Initial Agendas: the filter looks for parts in the trace with the same MODE values and
generates trips and activity episodes from that.
(2) Secondly, it converts recorded time into time according the local timezone and also takes into account
daylight saving time
(3) Thirdly, the filter applies merge rules to the Initial Agenda.
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Third Module: Application of Merge Rules
The merge rules are specified in the configuration of the ActivityCalendar filter. The rules merge some trips
or activity episodes together in order to avoid unnecessary detalization of the Initial Agenda. These rules
based on the type of activities and trips and on the time threshold value. The mechanism of merge rules and
examples will be described in details in the following Appendix A5.

Fourth Module: Destination Imputation Task and Identification of Activity Type
(23) filter.activitycalendar.ReverseGeocodeProcessor
The last step of the ActivityCalendarFilter is to reverse geocode all activity episodes in the Final Agenda to
give its location a textual representation. This is done by reverse geocoding all points in the episodes and
then choose the location name with the highest frequency of address records. For choosing the location name
and location type the filter uses GIS library. The results of this filter will be stored in different files that can
be used by other software for analysis (html, kml, csv files).
(24) filter.activitycalendar.SaveToKMLProcessor
The activitycalendar.SaveToKMLProcessor filter generates KLM files with all imputed activities and trips
for every day. All activities and trips will be represented in different colors.
<value>WALKING</value><value>ffffff00</value>
<value>ACTIVEPIZODE</value><value>ff00ff00</value>
<value>BIKE</value><value>ffff0000</value>
<value>CAR</value><value>ff0000ff</value>
<value>BUS</value><value>ffff00ff</value>
<value>RUNNING</value><value>ff00ffff</value>
<value>TRAIN</value><value>fffffff0</value>
(25) filter.activitycalendar.SaveToHTMLProcessor
The activitycalendar.SaveToHTMLProcessor filter generates HTML output file
(26) filter.activitycalendar.SaveToXMLProcessor
The activitycalendar.SaveToXMLProcessor filter generates XML output file
(27) filter.writer.SampleOutputStream
The SampleOutputStream filter gets samples from the ActivtyCalendarFilter and will store them in an output
scv file. This can be used to inspect all generated attributes.
<property name="file" value="${traceannotator.output}.csv"/>
<property name="attributes" value="INDEX,DATE,TIME,AVGACC,MODE"/>
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Figure A 4.1 A Simplified Version of the Configuration of the TraceAnnotator
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Appendix A5
Training Data: Learning From the Cases
Parameter learning is the automatic learning of the specific relationships nodes have with their parents using
case data. These relationships are described in the form of conditional probability table (CPT). The
probability that some specified variables will take specified values, given that some other specified variables
have specified values. Netica can learn the CPTs of nodes directly from cases stored in an Excel spreadsheet.
These cases called the training cases. Each case represents an example (event or situation) that exists or has
occurred in the real world.
As a result the learned net can be used to analyze a new case which comes from the same world as the
training cases did. The new cases will be entered as findings, and then Netica does probabilistic inference to
determine beliefs for the values of the unknown variables for those cases.
The Netica software can use several algorithms for learning conditional probability tables. There are three
main types of algorithms: counting-learning, expectation-maximization (EM) and gradient descent.
Counting–learning is the fastest and simplest algorithm. It should be used whenever there are no unobserved
latent variables, and not much missing data or uncertain findings for the learning nodes or their parents.
Expectation–maximization and gradient algorithms are used where the model depends on unobserved latent
variables (Korb et al., 2004; Neapolitan and Richard, 2004; Russell et al., 2009)
In our case initial conditional probabilities were derived by using a sample of confirmed GPS traces received
from the participants. All cases contained definite values for the all nodes and its parent node. Taking into
consideration that designed Bayesian Classifier does not contain latent variables the counting-learning
algorithm was used for learning the CPTs. Before learning begins, the net starts off in a state of ignorance,
providing there has been no previous learning. At each node, all CPT probabilities start as uniform, and each
experience starts at its lowest value (normally 1.0).
Using Netica software for learning conditional probability tables we chose from the main menu
Cases → Learn → Incorp Case File, and from the open-file dialog box presented the Excel file with training
cases was chosen. Netica will process the Excel spreadsheet, and fill for each node conditional probability
table.

speed km/h

PDOP

HDOP

NSAT (USED/VIEW)

distance

mode

carown

bikeown

motorbikeown

id participant

9.258

1.22

0.94

10(11)

5.25 M

BIKE

YES

YES

NO

2

11.704

1.22

0.96

10(11)

9.19 M

BIKE
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YES

NO

2
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1.5
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10.65 M

BIKE

YES

YES

NO

2
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0.96
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10.99 M

BIKE
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YES

NO

2

12.130

1.22

0.96

11(12)

10.04 M

BIKE

YES

YES

NO

2

10.961
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11.34 M

BIKE

YES

YES
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2
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0.94
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9.76 M

BIKE

YES
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2

Figure A5.1 Example of the Part of a Training Trace
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Appendix A6
TraceAnnotator: Merge Rules
The ActivityCalendar Filter applies customized merge rules on extracted by BBN transport modes and
activities. These rules based on the type of activities and trips and on the time threshold value. The defined
threshold value of time is 3 minutes.
The merge rules operate on the three consecutive episodes that named as current episode, episode before and
episode after. Five merge rules were designed. The first merge rule is never applied to the Initial Agenda due
to the absence of double events. The process will start with the second merge rule. When the condition for
the second merge rule is satisfied then the second merge rule will be applied. Then the process will start from
the beginning of the sequence of episodes and conditions for application of the first merge rule will be tested,
if no conditions were satisfied, then again conditions for the second merge rule will be checked. If no
conditions were satisfied for the second merge rule, then the sequence of episodes will be checked for the
application of the third merge rule, and so on. The process will go until the end when no merge rules have to
be applied. The example of application of merge rules to an Initial agenda is illustrated in the Table A 6.1
below.

(1) The first merge rule removes double events. No time threshold is applied.

IF current episode = before episode
THEN merge current into before

episode

BIKE

BIKE

CAR

position

BEFORE

CURRENT

AFTER

duration

i

j

K

episode

BIKE

CAR

duration

i+j

k

(2) The second merge rule applies merging of all three episodes into one event. The time threshold 180
seconds is applied.

IF current episode < 180s
AND after episode = before episode
THEN merge all into before
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episode

CAR

BIKE

CAR

position

BEFORE

CURRENT

AFTER

duration

i

j<180s

k

episode

CAR

duration

i+j+k

(3) The third merge rule applies forward merging. The time threshold 180 seconds is applied.

IF current episode > 180s
AND before episode < 180s
THEN merge before episode into current

WALKING

BIKE

ACTIVITY

position

BEFORE

CURRENT

AFTER

duration

i<180s

j>180s

k

episode

BIKE

ACTIVITY

duration

i+j

k

episode

(4) The forth merge rule applies backward merging. The time threshold 180 seconds is applied.

IF current episode > 180 s
AND after episode < 180s
THEN merge after into current
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episode

ACTIVITY

BIKE

WALKING

position

BEFORE

CURRENT

AFTER

duration

i

j>180s

k<180s

episode

ACTIVITY

BIKE

duration

i

j+k

Note: The forth merge rule is usually applied for the last triple of events.

(5) The fifth merging Rule renames the OFF event into Activity Episode

IF current episode = OFF
AND current episode > 500s
THEN the current episode will be renamed into Activity Episode

episode

CAR

OFF

WALKING

position

BEFORE

CURRENT

AFTER

duration

i

j>500s

k

episode

CAR

Activity

WALKING

duration

i

j>500s

k

Note: OFF episode with duration greater than 500 seconds represents a situation when a participant arrived at
a certain location, for example, at home, and therefore the device was turned off. In this case the OFF episode
equals to Activity Episode, therefore it has to be renamed.

Table A 6.1 Example of the Application of the Merge Rules
A – Activity Episode
W – Walking
B – Bike
UC – Urban Canyon
OFF – OFF Episode
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Initial
Agenda

episode

A

W

A

B

UC

B

W

A

OFF

W

C

duration,
min

30

2

15

10

2

15

2

20

120

2

15

A

W

A

B

UC

B

W

A

OFF

W

C

30

2

15

10

2

15

2

20

120

2

15

1 step
checking conditions
for
2 Merge Rule

MERGING all into one
2 Rule

2 step

A

B

UC

B

W

A

OFF

W

C

checking conditions
for
1 Merge Rule

47

10

2

15

2

20

120

2

15

no condition for 1 rule
no condition for 1 rule

…..
no condition for 1 rule

3 step

A

B

UC

B

W

A

OFF

W

C

checking conditions
for
2 Merge Rule

47

10

2

15

2

20

120

2

15

no condition for 2 rule
MERGING all into one
2 Rule

4 step

A

B

W

A

OFF

W

C

checking conditions
for
1 Merge Rule

47

27

2

20

120

2

15

no condition for 1 rule
…..
no condition for 1 rule

5 step
checking conditions
for
2 Merge Rule

A

B

47

27

W
2

A

OFF

W

C

20

120

2

15

no condition for 2 rule
…..
no condition for 2 rule
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6 step
checking conditions
for
3 Merge Rule

A

B

W

A

OFF

W

C

47

27

2

20

120

2

15

no condition for 3 rule
no condition for 3 rule
forward MERGING 3 Rule

7-9 step
consequently
checking conditions
for
1-3 Merge Rules

A

B

A

OFF

W

C

47

27

22

120

2

15

no condition for rules 1-3
no condition for rules 1-3
no condition for rules 1-3
no condition for rules 1-3

10 step
checking conditions
for
4 Merge Rule

A

B

A

OFF

W

C

47

27

22

120

2

15

no condition for 4 rule
no condition for 4 rule
backward MERGING 4 Rule

11-14 steps
consequently
checking conditions
for
1-4 Merge Rules

A

B

A

OFF

C

47

27

23

122

15

no condition for rules 1-4
no condition for rules 1-4
no condition for rules 1-4
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15 step
checking conditions
for
5 Merge Rule

A

B

A

OFF

C

47

27

23

120

15

no condition for 5 rule
no condition for 5 rule
RENAME OFF 5 Rule

16 step
checking conditions
for
1 Merge Rule

A

B

A

A

C

47

27

23

120

15

no condition for 1 rule
no condition for 1 rule
MERGING removing
doubles 1 Rule

17-21 step
consequently
checking conditions
for
1-5 Merge Rules

A

B

A

C

47

27

143

15

no condition for rules 1-5
no condition for rules 1-5

Final
Agenda
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A

B

A

C

47

27

143

15
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Appendix B1
Invitation Card for Participation in the Study

Appendix B2
Informed Consent Form
You are being asked to participate in a research study about individual‟s space-time behavior in the city.
Please read this form and ask any questions that you may have before agreeing for participation in the
research.
Researcher: Anastasia Moiseeva

Description of the experiment
You will be asked to carry GPS every day when you perform out of home activities during the 12 weeks.
You will be asked to download data from a GPS device and upload data on the web application twice every
week. You will be asked to fill three times internet questionnaire and participate in 3 face-to-face interviews.
Face-to-face interviews will be audio-taped. You will be asked to draw a map of Eindhoven during face-toface interviews. Pictures from face-to-face interviews and GPS traces might be used in scientific articles and
PhD thesis.
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Confidentiality
We cannot track you in real time while you are travelling. Your personal data and responses will be used for
statistical and generalization purposes only and will not be identified with you. The data from the experiment
will be used by the researchers for scientific purposes only.

Incentive
You will get monetary compensation 100 Euro for the full participation (see Description of the experiment)

You will receive for the participation following items:
1) 747A+ GPS Trip Recorder x 1
2) USB to mini-USB cable x 1
3) Charger 110-240V x 1
4) User manual x 2
Please check that your package includes these items.

If you agree to participate, please mark off the boxes below and put your name, signature and date.

I confirm that I have read the information about this experiment and I understand everything
enclosed in the Informed Consent Form. I have had also an opportunity to ask questions
about it
I agree to take part in this study as a participant
I agree to audio recording
My data may be used for research purposes

__________________________
Name of participant:

Signature:

__________________________
Name of researcher:
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___________________________
Date

___________________________

Signature:

___________________

Date

___________________
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Appendix B3
User Manual for 747 A+ GPS Trip Recorder
Checking the package content
Before you start using 747 A+, please make sure if your package includes the following items.
1) 747A+ GPS Trip Recorder x 1
2) USB to mini-USB cable x 1
3) Charger 110-240V
4) User manual

Signature:

Date:

1. Note and Warning
747 A+ uses + Lithium-Ion battery. If 747 A+ is used in temperature lower than -10C or higher than 60C, its
battery charging capability will decrease. Please leave the 747 A+ far from heat or high temperature
environment. In addition, do not expose your 747 A+ in temperature higher than 140C/60C. If you do not
follow these rules, the battery inside 747 A+ may overheat, explode or burn itself, and this will lead to very
serious damage. The + Lithium-Ion battery inside the 747 A+ should be recycled.
While in the hospital, turning off the 747 A+ is recommended. Wireless GPS receiver may interfere with
medical equipments which use radio frequency.
For safety, keep the 747 A+ and all accessories out of children‟s reach.
Unauthorized accessories, modifications or attachments could damage the 747 A+, and may violate
regulations governing radio devices.
Use a dry, clean soft cloth to clean the unit. Do not use harsh cleaning solvents, chemicals, or strong
detergents.
Do not attempt to open the 747 A+ yourself. Unauthorized hacking may damage the unit, and void your
warranty.

2. Introduction
This 747 A+ logger features an all-in-one, cost-effective portable GPS logging solution. With its on-board
memory, it allows you to log your routes by ways of time/ distance/ speed.
Operating time is more than 24 hours on a single charge.
Semi indoor; 125.000 waypoints.
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3. Appearance

1. DC jack (mini USB type)
2. Mode switch (Power off/ Navigation/ Navigation and log)
3. Bluetooth status LED (blue)
4. Battery status LED (red/green)
5. GPS status LED (orange) / Push to log LED (Red)
6. Internal GPS antenna
7. Push Button

4. Power Switch and Push Button

Power Switch
Right (Off)

Power off

Middle (NAV)

Enable Navigation mode (working as a Bluetooth receiver)

Left (LOG)

Enable Navigation + Logging mode (data records)

Push button
Push

Push to log points of interest, LED blinks 3 times.

Difference between NAV and LOG:

NAV

Working as a Bluetooth GPS receiver.

LOG

Both of navigation and logging functions are enabled.
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5. LED Display
The 747A+ GPS Trip Recorder has three LED lights:
1) one is Bluetooth Status LED,
2) the 2nd one is Battery Status LED,
3) the 3rd one is GPS Status LED/ Push to log LED.

The status table of LED shows as follows:

6. Charging Battery
Charging time is about 3~4 hours.

You can charge from PC/ Notebook‟s USB HOST or from a power socket. To charge your 747 A+ , you
have to plug your USB cable or Charger 110-240 V into the power source.
The LED that represents the battery is the right-most battery icon (shown in the picture):
-

If the LED is red, that means battery power is critically low.
Charge immediately.

-

If the LED is green, that means battery is charging now.

-

If the no LED light display that means battery is fully
charged.
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7. TIPS: Important to Know and Remember
-

It‟s better to turn off the 747 A+ when you don‟t use it (when you come back home, when you are at
your working place, visiting friends or relatives), or the serial Flash's life can‟t last long;

-

Some vehicles having heavy metallic sun protecting coating on windshields may affect GPS signal
receptions;

-

Driving, walking, cycling in and around high buildings may affect GPS signal receptions;

-

Driving, walking, cycling in tunnels or indoor park may affect signal receptions;

-

In general, any GPS receiver performs best in open space where it can see clean sky. Also weather
will affect GPS reception – rain and snow contribute to worse sensitivity;

-

Low battery of 747 A+ may affect signal receptions;

-

Note that 747 A+ may not work indoors where it cannot see the sky (in this case GPS position is not
fixed and GPS status LED will be ORANGE solid not blinking);

-

When you switch on 747 A+ it will take 1 to 3 minutes to obtain the satellite constellation information
and fix your position, this is called „Cold Start‟ (during this 1 to 3 minutes GPS status LED will be
Orange solid, when 747 A+ obtains the satellite position Led status will become Orange blinking) ;

-

If your 747 A+ can‟t fix your position for more than 20 minutes, we suggest you change to another
spot with open space and then try again.

Appendix B4
Instructions: How to connect GPS to your PC
1. USB Driver Installation
Before the USB connector plugs in your PC/ Laptop, please have your USB Driver Installation ready.
Folder Driver.zip Install InstallDriver.exe driver for USB, which you will receive by mail.

2. Driver installation for Microsoft Windows
Install CP210x_VCP_Win2K_XP_S2K3.exe for Microsoft Windows, which you will receive by mail in
Folder Driver.zip .
Note: These drivers are only designed for Microsoft Windows based PC only (Windows XP/Vista).
Therefore, Mac OS and Linux are not supported.

3. Install DataLog Software
Folder DataLog.zip Install DataLog.exe, which you will receive by mail.
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4. Connect USB cable between the GPS and Laptop/PC
to USB port on PC/Laptop

5. Open DataLog Software
Click Start  Programs  GPS DataLog  DataLog

6. DataLog Software: Connection Settings
Connection Setting: This is to build a connection between your PC and iBT-GPS data logger

1) Press the Scan button. Users have to pull the combo box to see all the com port resources available. This
„scan‟ feature is to shorten the searching scope. But still you have to go to the MS Windows' device manager
to find out the Virtual Com Port number of iBT-GPS data logger (check Virtual Com Port number of iBTGPS data logger).
2) Select correct Port and set BaudRate at a fixed 115200. Click on “Connect” to build a connection. GPS
status in the „SATELLITE INFORMATION‟ section will start to show when you click on it.
Note: Plug in the USB cable to connect your PC and iBT-GPS in advance.
3) To stop connection any time, just click on „Disconnect‟.
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Output Period, AutoLog Option, Log Format, Other Settings
WARNING: Please check these settings (don‟t change them if they correspond to the information on the
pictures), they must be the same for all people who participate in the study and consistent with the settings of
processing software! If they are different please change according to the information on the pictures.

Output period: this is to set NMEA output selection for the Bluetooth interface in the NAV mode.

AutoLog option: this is to set the record method. Log every 3 seconds.
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Other Settings: this setting is about when the logger‟s on-board Flash memory is full. The default setting is
„Stop‟ (full and stop).

7. DataLog Software: to download data from the log
Below steps are to show the way to download the data from the logger.
Step 1. Click DATA LOG LIST
Step 2. Click „Stop Log‟ to disable log feature.
Step 3. Click „Download‟ to download log data to a computer.
Step 4. Click „Save‟ to save data to a user‟s PC/laptop. Please, SAVE AS CSV. FILE
Step 5. Please check that data in your file are dote separated (note comma! Otherwise you need to change
setting on your computer)

8. Data Log List
Memory Used:
To know how much space there are remaining in the memory. When memory is full, please erase all data, but
save them in advance.
Start Log:
Enable Log feature
Stop Log:
Disable Log feature
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Download:
To download log data to computer file (While downloading, “cancel” menu bar will appear in the middle of
the screen. To cancel downloading, click on Cancel)
Erase:
To clear all log data from GPS receiver‟s memory
(Note: To perform erase, we suggest to do „Stop Log‟ first)
Read:
To open previous travel file from user‟s PC (CSV File)
Save:
To save the logged data to a user‟s PC (Save as CSV File for the purpose of the research). Afterward, you
can open the *.csv file by clicking „Read‟

Thank you for your participation in the study!
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Appendix B5
Instructions: How to Work with the Prompted Recall Web Instrument
1. Web application URL: http://bw-dssv02.bwk.tue.nl

2. How to Log In to the system
You will get information about your personal account by mail addressed only personally to you.

3. Upload CSV. file
After Log In in the system you will be asked to upload a new csv. file. Press „Browse‟ and then choose the
necessary file in your folder system and press „Upload‟. It takes 2-3 minutes to process a file.

4. Go to Agenda List
When the file will be processed you will see the page with the processing information. Please scroll down
until the end of the page, where you will see a button „Go to Agenda List‟. Press this Button.

5. Agenda Manager
Agenda Manager is represented as a Table. This table contains 2 columns: confirmed and unconfirmed
agendas. When you upload your data for the first time you will see information only in the column
„Unconfirmed Agendas‟. Here your data are arranged by the date (yy-mm-dd).
You need to check information for every Agenda, make necessary changes, save them and confirm. After
confirmation Agenda will move from column „Unconfirmed Agendas‟ to the column „Confirmed Agendas‟.
If you confirmed Agenda you cannot make any changes any more, you can only view this Agenda.

6. What you should do with the information in Agendas.
When you look at the Agenda you will see that information about your activities represented as trips (when
you move between locations) and activity at location (when you do some activity at a certain location).
The program identified a type of transportation mode for the trip and address/place of the location where
activity was performed. There are also beginning and end time for every trip and activity at location.

If the program did not identify correctly the transportation mode or location of the activity, then you have to
make necessary changes. For example, if you cycled, but program identified that you took a bus than you
have to change the trip into bike trip; if the program didn‟t correctly identify your home address then you
should write your home address.
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Please! Always mention exact location where you performed your activity! The exact address is not
important, but place is important, name it explicitly!
For example:
City Centre, Hema
Kruisstraat, Albert Heijn

7. Activity Types
In the column 4 of the Agenda you have to choose for every Activity the type of the Activity that you
performed. Please, choose appropriate type for your activity and when it is necessary subcategory for this
activity. You will get 2 drop-down.
The first drop-down menu contains following categories:
at home
primary work
secondary work
third working place
related to work / business / volunteering
study (school / university / etc)
daily shopping (grocery / households needs)
non-daily shopping**
services (please specify in comment field)**
healthcare**
personal business
household needs/errands
pick up / drop off others
bring-get
religious / civic
eating outside
leisure / entertainment / recreation (please specify in comment field) **
social / visiting (please specify in comment field)
visiting friends or relatives at their location
unknown
other (add comment)
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The second drop-down menu contains subcategories for several activities (**) as non-daily shopping,
healthcare, services, leisure.
Don’t forget to mention activity category!

8. Save and Confirm the Agenda
When you made all changes in Agenda, then SAVE them. You still can make changes in Saved Agenda.
If no changes are required and agenda is completed then after saving CONFIRM the Agenda. No further
changes can be made.
Please confirm all Agendas in time; do it at least 2 times per week. Do not leave Agendas without
confirmation for a long period of time, otherwise you will forget details of activities and trips that you
performed.

Thanks a lot for your participation and for your time!
If you have any problems and questions contact me. I will try to solve these problems as soon as possible.
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Appendix C1
Web Survey Shopping Locations
(1) IKEA

(2) City Centre (Main Shopping Streets)
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(3) Shopping Centre Winkelcentrum Woensel

(4) Kruisstraat Area
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Summary
Learning plays an important role by coding information into individual cognitive maps
that can be used to make decisions concerning individual behavior in space. Through
traveling people learn about the urban environment and update their knowledge. In this
regard, the growing concern in the field of urban planning and transportation modeling
is to include information on traveler’s states of knowledge – their cognitive awareness
or cognitive maps of the travel environment – for predicting more realistic travel
behavior. However, it is not an easy process to describe and model behavioral changes
and learning processes over time. The first reason is that the spatial learning process is
a complex phenomenon that comprises different dimensions. The second reason
concerns the availability of longitudinal empirical data. More specifically, two sources
of data are required: (1) data on cognitive mapping process and (2) data on actual travel
behavior.
In the line with these considerations, this PhD thesis aims to study learning dynamics
of newcomers in an urban environment based on the longitudinal activity-travel data
collected over several weeks time horizon and complemented with data on cognitive
process. For understanding the relationship between spatial knowledge acquisition and
space-time behaviors of individuals a combination of qualitative and quantitative
techniques for analyzing space-time behavior of a sample of newcomers to Eindhoven,
the Netherlands has been used. Because the new generation of dynamic activity-based
models requires multi-day or multi-week travel data, GPS tracking technology was
utilized to collect data during several weeks on activity-travel patterns of newcomers.
Much effort was put into developing and improving this technology for collecting data.
These data were complemented by a series of consecutive interviews, internet surveys
and maps drawing techniques.
The major methodological contribution of this thesis is the development of an approach
to imputing activity-travel patterns from GPS traces. Personal judgment and ad hoc
rules are replaced by a Bayesian belief network, which represents the multiple
relationships between spatial, temporal and other factors and the travel behavior aspects
of interest, including errors in the technology itself. The results of analysis of activitytravelled patterns derived from GPS traces suggest that individuals possess different
learning styles and activity space profiles. The findings allow to draw conclusions that
information embedded in cognitive maps is strongly related to individual interactions
within the city.
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